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tions, and structure of MPEG compressed data
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Series Preface

This bookinitiates a new digital multimedia standards series. The purpose
of the series is to make information about digital multimedia standards
readily available. Both tutorial and advanced topics will be covered in the
series, often in one book. Our hopeis that users will find the series helpful
in deciding what standards to support and use while implementors will dis-
cover a wealth of technicaldetails that help them implement those standards
correctly.

In today’s global economy standards are increasingly important. Yet
until a standard is widely used, most of the benefits of standardization are
not realized. We hope that standards committee chairpeople will organize
and encourage a bookin this series devoted to their new standard. This can
be a forum to share and preserve some of the “why” and “how” that went
into the developmentof the standard and, in the process, assist in the rapid
adoption of the standard. .

Already in production for this series are books titled Digital Video: In-
troduction to MPEG-2 and Data Compression in Systems.   
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Foreword

The reduction of bitrate of digitised television signals has been an R&D
topic in research centres and academia for more than 30 years. Many were
the purposes for which research was funded, but all shared the basic ra-
tionale. If you had a digital or digitised delivery medium and could bring
the more than 200 Mbit/s bitrate of PCM television down to a value that
could be handled economically by signal processing technology then you
would achieve the goal of substantially improving existing products/services
or even creating new ones. Thebitrate of up to 1.5 Mbit/s was the value
around which three industries shared a common interest towards the end of

the ’80s: consumerelectronics with compact disc, broadcasting with digi-
tal radio and telecommunications with Narrowband ISDN and ASDL. The

merit of MPEG wasits ability to identify the opportunity and to bring
disparate industries to work together. The unprecedented degree of interna-
tional collaboration involving hundreds of researchers produced a standard-
MPEG-1 - of very high technical quality. Even today, after several years and
countless implementations not a single error was found in the specification.
MPEG-1 devices are now counted by the millions in all continents. MPEG-1
encoded content can be found everywhereandis the first implementation of
delivery media independence of content. The beginning of the ’90s provided
the next opportunity with a general interest in a new standard-- MPEG-2 .
- for applications spanning all industries: broadcasting over satellite, ter-
restrial and CATV networks, Broadband ISDN,digital discs and tapesetc.
The availability of another MPEG standards promised - and delivered - as
scheduled was not a small contribution to the multimedia revolution we are
living today. The book by Drs. Le Gall, Fogg, Mitchell and Pennebakeris a
recommended reading for those who want to have a thorough understanding
of the Video parts of MPEG-1 and MPEG-2. The concepts that were devel-
oped in those standards and presented in the book are a necessary reading
for anybody who needs to work on them or go beyond them.

Leonardo Chiariglione
Convenor, ISO/IEC JTC1/SC29/WG11 (MPEG)
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1

Introduction      
The subject of this book is the international standard for moving picture
video compression, IS 11172-2, widely known as MPEG-1 video. The name
MPEGis an acronym for Moving Picture Experts Group, a group formed
under the auspices of the International Organization for Standardization
(ISO) and the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) . Originally
an ad hoc subcommittee of ISO/IEC JTC1/SC2/WG8 where the MPEG
work started, MPEG was later given formal status within ISO/IEC and is
now the working group ISO/IEC JTC1/5C29/WG11.

Although IS 11172 is officially entitled “Information technology — Cod-
ing of moving pictures and associated audio for digital storage media up to
about 1,5 Mbit/s —,” | as indicated by thetitle, MPEG-1 is concerned with
coding of digital audio and digital video. It is also concerned with synchro-
nization of audio and video bitstreams, including multiple interleaved video
sequences. These three topics are covered in three separate parts of the stan-
dard: Part 1 deals with systems aspects, Part 2 with video compression, and
Part 3 with audio compression.”

In this book the emphasis will be almost entirely on the compression of
picture sequences, i.e., on IS 11172 Part 2: Video. While brief overviews of
the audio and systems aspects of MPEG-1 are provided,it is our expectation
that future volumes in this series will do more justice to these important
topics.

If the current standard is known as MPEG-1, what does the “1” signify?
It turns out that there are three different MPEGs: MPEG-1, MPEG-2,
and MPEG-4,° and data rate and applications are distinguishing factors

    
 

‘Note the European convention of a commafor the decimal point. We will follow the
U.S. convention and use a period, unless we are quoting from the standard.

2Part 4 covers compliance testing, and Part 5 is a technical report |on software

implementation.3There was once an MPEG-3, but it was merged with MPEG.2.
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2 MPEG VIDEO COMPRESSION STANDARD

between them. MPEG-1 is intended for intermediate data rates on the

order of 1.5 Mbit/s, MPEG-2 is intended for higher data rates (10 Mbit/s
or more), and MPEG-4is intended for very low data rates (about 64 Kbit/s
or less). MPEG-2 and MPEG-4 have potential uses in telecommunications,
and for this reason, a third major international standards organization, the
International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Committee (CCITT),
is participating in their development.* At this point in time, MPEG-1 and
MPEG-2 video are complete (some later parts of MPEG-2 are still being
written), and MPEG-4isstill in the algorithm development stage.

Oneversion of MPEG-2 video, the main profile, is a relatively straight-
forward extension of MPEG-1. Therefore, while this book is concerned pri-
marily with MPEG-1, an overview of the main profile of MPEG-2 will also
be given. We note, however, that there is a lot more to MPEG-2, including
four other profiles that provide major extensions in flexibility and function.
Another volume in this series provides a far more comprehensive treatment
of MPEG-2 [HPN97].

1.1 Why compress? O

A sequence of pictures with accompanying sound track can occupy a vast
amount of storage space when represented in digital form. For example,
suppose the pictures in a sequence are digitized as discrete grids or arrays
with 360 pels (picture elements) per raster line and 288 lines/picture, a
resolution that is fairly typical for MPEG-1. Assuming the picture sequence
is in color, a three-color separation (equivalent to the three primaries, red,
green, and blue) can be used for each picture. If each color component in
the separation is sampled at a 360x288 resolution with 8-bit precision, each
picture occupies approximately 311 Kbytes. If the moving pictures are sent
uncompressed at 24 pictures/second, the raw data rate for the sequenceis
about 60 Mbit/s, and a one-minute video clip occupies 448 Mbytes.

For the audio track the data rates are not quite as formidable. If the
sound track is in stereo and each of the two channels is sampled with 16-bit
precision at a 44 KHz sampling rate, the data rate is about 1.4 Mbit/s.

The problem MPEG-1 addresses is how to store a moving picture se-
quence, including the audio information, in a compressed format suitable
for a digital storage medium such as CD-ROM (compact disc - read only
memory). The magnitude of the problem surfaces immediately when onere-
flects that this is exactly the samedigital storage technology that is used for
high-quality compact disc (CD) sound reproduction. A high-quality stereo

_ sound track plus the video information must be stored in about the same 

“The name of the.CCITT was recently changed to International Telecommunications
Union-Telecommunication Sector (ITU-T).
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 3

space that is normally used for the audio alone. Further, this must be done
in a way that permits playback with precise timing control and synchroniza-
tion of audio and video bitstreams.

1.2 Why standardize video compression? O

When the MPEGstandardization effort was initiated in 1988, several differ-
ent industries were converging on digital video technology. The computer
industry was looking to expand beyond its traditional text and graphics
capabilities into interactive multimedia with audio, video, andstill images.
The consumerelectronics industry saw digital video as a means for im-
provingthe capabilities and interactivity of video games and entertainment
media. Compact discs were already being used for digital storage, and the
storage capacities were sufficient for compressed digital video. The telecom-
munications industry was taking advantage of the maturing compression
technology to standardize teleconferencing, and the CCITT Recommenda-
tion H.261 digital video standard for teleconferencingwas already in devel-
opment. The debate about broadcasting a digital versus'a higher bandwidth
analog signal for high-definition television (HDTV) was about to start and
direct broadcast of digital video from satellites was also being considered.

Cable television companies were exploring the use of digital video for

satellite uplinks and downlinks, and they were also considering delivery of
digital video to the home. Together with the microprocessors that would be
used for control of home converters, direct digital links into the home raised
the possibility of new function through the cable networks. Other links into
the home such as Videotex also had potential uses for moving sequences.

With the sharing of technology among these diverse industrial interests,
standardization was a natural development. If standardization of digital
video could be achieved, the potentially large sales volumes in the consumer
market would lower the cost of VLSI chips for all of the industries. Thus, the
cost reduction implicit in having a commondigital video technologyfor all
has been a key driving force for standardization. The convergenceof these
interests and the resulting standardization is lowering the barriers that are
usually present to the deployment of new technology, and therefore reducing
the risks.°

The MPEG-1 algorithm development was in its final stages, but had
not completed the standards balloting process, when MPEG-2 was started.

®Not everyone would agree with this thesis. A number of proprietary teleconferencing
systems have been marketed over the past decade, and a video compression technique
known as Indiois finding use in multimedia. However, some of the individuals and corpo-
rations that were involved in these alternatives have also actively contributed to MPEG,
and it remains to be seen how these other techniques will fare in relation to MPEG.

4 . :
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MPEG VIDEO COMPRESSION STANDARD

The major focus of this second project was higher quality and bandwidth
applications, but there were some secondary issues such as the increased
flexibility and multiple resolutions needed by some applications. Although
the door was open to totally different technologies, it turned out that the
best proposals for MPEG-2 were based on enhancements of MPEG-1. In
the authors’ opinion the rapid acceptance of MPEG-2 is in no small way
due to the fact that it is a natural extension of MPEG-1. The similarities

between MPEG-1 and the main profile of MPEG-2 also madeit relatively
easy for us to include that aspect of MPEG-2 in this book.

1.3 Vocabulary O

A numberof basic termswill be used throughout this book, and the following
few paragraphs of definitions may be of help to the non-experts among our
readers. More extensive discussions of these terms are found in [PM93] and
[RJ92).

1.3.1 Sequences, pictures, and samples O

An MPEGvideo sequence is made upof individual pictures occurring (usu-
ally) at fixed time increments, as shown in Figure 1.1. Because the pictures
are in color, each picture must have three components. Color is expressed
in terms of a luminance component and two chrominance components. The
luminance provides a monochrome picture such as in Figure 1.4, whereas
the two chrominance compcnents express the equivalent of color hue and
saturation in the picturé. Although these components are not the familiar
red, green, and blue (RGB) primaries, they are a mathematically equivalent
color representation that can be moreefficiently compressed. They are read-
ily converted to RGB by relationships that will be described in Chapter 4.

Each componentofa picture is made up of a two-dimensional (2-D) grid
or array of samples. Each horizontal line of samples in the 2-D gridis called
a raster line, and each sample in a raster line is a digital representation of the
intensity of the component at that point on the raster line. Note, however,
that the luminance and chrominance components do not necessarily have
the same sampling grid. Because the eye does not resolve rapid spatial
changes in chrominance as readily as changes in luminance, the chrominance
components are typically sampled at a lower spatial resolution.
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Figure 1.1: Illustration of an MPEG video sequence.

1.3.2 Frames and fieldsO

In broadcast analog video standards such as NTSC, PAL, or SECAM®video
sequences are temporally subdivided into frames and raster lines in much the
same manner as in Figure 1.1. However, the signal within each raster line
is analog rather than digital. Further, as shown in Figure 1.2, each frameis :
divided into two interlaced fields. Each field has half the raster lines of the ;

full frame and thefields are interleaved such that alternate raster lines in ;
the frame belong to alternate fields. The frame repetition rate is therefore :
half thefield rate.”

The relationship between analog video frames and fields and MPEGpic-
tures is undefined for MPEG-1 and the assumption is made that appropriate
2-D pictures will be extracted from this field/frame format. The extensions
in MPEG-2 allow interlaced pictures, coding them either as individualfields
or full frames. -Artifacts due to blanking are usually cropped before pre-
senting the pictures to an MPEG encoder. The typical TV uses overscan to
keep the blanking intervals hidden, and these areas are therefore normally
not visible. An MPEG decoder must in some clever way recreate these
cropped edge areas, and a poorly adjusted TV set might therefore exhibit

‘some curious artifacts near picture edges.

 
 

®NTSC, PAL and SECAMare three commonly-used analog video formats. They are

acronyms for National Television SystemCommittee, phase alternatingline, and sequentiel
couleur a merhoire, respectively.

7A vertical blanking interval separates the active display of eachfield, and this blanking
interval typically inhibits the video signal for half of the top and bottom linesof field 1.
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Figure 1.2: Analog video frame andfield structure. FT is the time interval
for a frame.
 

component1 component2 component 3
pelgrid sample grid samplegrid sample grid

 

 

  
 

Figure 1.3: Component samples for MPEG-1pels.

1.3.3 Pels and pixelsO

The componentsample values at a particular point in a picture form a pel
(picture element).® If all three components use the same samplinggrid, each
pel has three samples, one from each component. However, as noted above,
the eye is insensitive to rapid spatial variations in chrominance information.
For this reason, MPEG-1 subsamples the components that supply the color
information, using a chrominance grid that is a factor of 2 lower in resolution
in each dimension. Thus, a pel is defined to be the color representation at
the highest sampling resolution, but not all samples that make up the pel
are at that resolution. MPEG-1 pels are sketched in Figure 1.3.

Note that when lower sampling resolution is used for some components 

8 Pizel is also a commonly used abbreviation for picture element, but it is rarely used
in the MPEG standard.
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in a pel, the positioning of lower-resolution samples relative to the highest-
resolution samples must be defined. In Figure 1.3 dots indicate the sample
positions. The bold lines have been superimposed on the component 1 sam-
ple grid to illustrate the relative alignment of the component samples. In
MPEG-1 the sample positioning is as in Figure 1.3; in MPEG-2 a different
relative positioning is defined.

1.3.4 Compression vocabulary O

 
The compression techniques used by MPEG are divided into two basic
classes, intra and nonintra. Intra techniques compress a picture using in-
formation only from that picture; nonintra techniques also use information
from one or two other pictures displaced in time.

The input to a data compressor is often termed the source data, whereas
the output from a decompressoris called reconstructed data. Some compres-
sion techniques are designed such that reconstructed data and source data .
exactly match, and these techniques are termed lossless. With other tech-
niques the reconstructed data are only a (hopefully) good approximation
to the source data, and these techniques are termed lossy. The distinction
between these two classes of compression techniques is extremely important,
since purely lossless compressionis normally far less efficient (in terms of
bits/pel) than lossy compression. As will be discussed in Chapter 2, most
data compression algorithms combine lossy and lossless elements. Very ef-
fective compression usually results when the lossy elements are designed to
selectively ignore structure in the data that the eye cannot see (or the ear
cannot hear).

  
1.3.5 Standards vocabulary O

Standardsdocuments separate material into two classes. Normative sections
define the actual standard. Informative:sections provide background mate- a
rial and descriptions, but do not in any way define the standard or any of ~
the requirements andrestrictions. :

Standards documents also use a very particular vocabulary. Thus, the
term shall has a particular meaning in “standardeze”, and is used to signify
that the particular rule or requirement is normative and the implementor has
no choice but to do exactly as the standard states. May indicates that the
implementor is allowed somelatitude. The rule suggested in the standard
can be followed, but if the implementor so desires, he or she can follow an
alternative or perhaps not implement that part of the standard at all. Must
indicates that no alternative exists.° 

°However, the MPEG standard does not always follow these rules rigorously. For
example, in Clause 2.3 of the standard, there is the following statement: “In particular,
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MPEG VIDEO COMPRESSION STANDARD

Asis typical of standards documents, the MPEG standard usually states
precisely how something “shall” be done, but is often missing the explana-
tions and the rationales for why it is done in that particular way. One of
the principal goals of this book is to provide these explanations.

1.3.6 MPEG vocabulary O

As is true for any standard, MPEG uses a specialized vocabulary that is
carefully defined in that particular standard. Most definitions are consistent,
with conventional technical usage. However, in some cases the term is more
narrowly defined or may even be uniquely defined for that standard. These
definitions are normative and take precedence over any conventional usage.

For example, consider the MPEG terms access unit and presentation
unit. According to the definitions in subclause 2.1 of the MPEG-1 standard,
these two terms apply to both video and audio bitstreams, but with different
definitions. For audio, the presentation unit is a decoded audio access unit,
and the audio access unit is the smallest independently decodable segment
of an audio bitstream. For video, the presentation unit is a picture and the
video access unit is the coded representation of that picture. Most pictures
in a typical sequence are not independently decodable.

When reading the MPEGstandard (or any standard, for that matter),
care must be taken to identify this specialized vocabulary. Further, the
definitions in force in each part of the standard must be clearly understood,
or misinterpretation is possible. Unless we state otherwise, our usage in this
bookwill be consistent with the definitions for MPEG video.

1.4 A quick look at MPEG compression ©

Although there are many facets to data compression and image coding, per-
haps the key aspect of moving picture compression is the similarity between
pictures in a sequence such as in Figure 1.4. The similarity is illustrated
more clearly by taking differences between the pictures, as is done in Fig-
ure 1.5. In this difference sequence, pel differences of zero are neutral gray,
positive differences are proportionally lighter, and negative differences are
proportionally darker.

The mostvisible differences in Figure 1.5(a) occur where objects, such as
the ball, are in motion. As a general rule, less activity (smaller differences) 

it [subclause 2.4.3] defines a correct and error-free input bitstream. Actual decoders must
[our emphasis] include a means to lookfor start codes in order to begin decoding correctly,
andto identify errors, erasures or insertions while decoding. The methodsto identify these
situations, and the actions to be taken, are not standardized.” It is certainly possible to
construct a decoder that does not have error recovery procedures, but it would be wiser
to follow the MPEG committee requirement.
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(b) 
  

Figure 1.4: Pictures 30 (a) and 32 (b) of the tennis video sequence.
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in a picture leads to better compression. If there is no motion, as is the case
in the center of the pictures, there is no difference, and the sequence can be
coded as a single picture followed by a few bits for each following picture
telling the decoder to simplyrepeat the picture.- Not surprisingly, this is
exactly what MPEG doesin this situation..

Of course, coding a completely unchanging sequence is a very special
case, and much more must be doneto code a typical picture sequence. The
sequence must start somewhere, and a technique is therefore needed for
coding the first picture without reference to neighboring pictures. It turns
out that this technique must also be used at regular intervals in a typical
sequence. If pictures in a sequenceare not occasionally coded independently
of neighboring pictures, video editing becomes very difficult. Furthermore,
because of bit errors during transmission or the small differences allowed
between encoder and decoder image reconstructions, differences between
the original source picture sequence and the sequence reconstructed by a
decoder may build up to unacceptable levels.

The high compression needed by MPEG applications is achieved by
coding most of the pictures as differences relative to neighboring pictures.
MPEGaccomplishesthis in a variety of ways: Some parts of the picture —
those where nosignificant changes occur — are simply copied. Other parts
are imperfectly predicted from the adjacent picture and corrections must be

coded. Still other parts may bebest predicted by parts of the image that are
displaced because of motion, and this requires the use of a technique called
motion compensation. For example, in the peripheral areas of pictures in
Figure 1.4, camera zoom caused a systematic displacement inward from (a)
to (b). This is why the differences are more visible in the peripheral areas
of Figure 1.5(b).

The differences are greatly reduced when the encoder searchespicture (a)
for a best match to (b), as is done in Figure 1.5(b). Whenpartsof the picture
are in motion, the best match for a given region between Figure 1.4(b) and
(a) is shifted slightly because of the motion. If the position of (a) is shifted
by that amount before taking the difference, Figure 1.5(b) results. Clearly,
motion compensation eliminates much of the activity.

Some parts of a picture may have new content that does not exist in
the reference picture — for example, areas uncovered when an object moves
and new areas introduced by panning and zooming. This situation can be
handled by coding these parts of the picture without reference to adjacent
pictures. However, in many casesit can also be handled by predicting back-
ward in time, assuming that an upcoming picture hasalready been coded
and transmitted. An inviolable rule of data compression systems is that
predictions can only be made from information available to the decoder.

A large asymmetry exists between MPEG encoders and MPEG decoders
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in terms of complexity and computational requirements, and this is partly
due to motion compensation. The encoder has the task of finding the mo-
tion displacements (vectors), whereas the decoder merely uses the values
transmitted to it by the encoder. In other places as well, the encoder must
traverse a difficult decision tree to determine what to send to the decoder;
the decoder simply does what it is told to do.

1.5 Compact pseudocode notation in MPEG O

Those readers who have already had some exposure to MPEG will know that
the standard uses a compact pseudocode notation in the normative sections
of the standard. This is a very precise notation that is closely related to the
C language; however, it can sometimes be quite cryptic and difficult to un-
derstand. In the authors’ experience, those who have mastered this notation

are very enthusiastic about it. However, there is a steep learning curve —
especially for readers who do not have a background in C programming —
that makes it difficult for many to understand MPEG. One of the goals of
this book is to provide an alternative to this compact notation that allows
readers without a C language background to understand MPEG video.

In the final analysis, however, no one who really needs to understand a
standard can avoid reading the actual document. For this reason, we will
also use pseudocode in some of our explanations, but with one significant

provement — we have added comments to almost every statement. Com-
nts are informative, and therefore would have been inappropriate in the

“normative sections of the MPEG standard that define the pseudocode. We
7 _ feel, however, that they add enormously to the readability of the code.

 

 
 
 

| “1.6 MPEGapplications 0
Although MPEG started out as an anticipatory standard, its acceptance
has been so rapid that in many cases the applications have been ahead of
the approval process. For example, even before the standard was approved,
software, multimedia boards, and chips implementing MPEG-1 were already
available. Games, digital recorders, CD-ROM movies, digital TV, and mul-
timedia are just a few of the current applications. Indeed, the headline,
“Crooks Crack Digital Codes of Satellite TV,” from the January 12, 1996
issue of the Wall Street Journal[TR96] hints at how financially important
the digital satellite TV application has already become.

The committee made someeffort to keep MPEG-1 stable and unchanged
once technical consensus had been reached. This made possible these early
implementations, but also prevented the standard from being modified to
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meet the higher bandwidth needs addressed by MPEG-2. This was one of
the key reasons for the separate development of MPEG-2.

The acceptance of MPEG-2 has been even more rapid. High-definition
television (HDTV) standards in the United States, Europe, and Japan are
expected to use MPEG-2, and it will also be used in direct broadcast of
high-quality digital video at current resolutions. Indeed, in at least one case

deployment of decoders for this latter application has been delayed until the
MPEG-2 standardis in final form {[Rob94].

1.7 Organization of the book oO

The more technical sections of this book assume a basic knowledge of image
coding concepts. However, we have included overview sections at the start
of each chapter that provide background for non-technical readers. The

chapters of the book are organized as follows:
Chapter 2 discusses the full MPEG-1 system, providing an overview of

all three parts of the Standard. Although the primary emphasis in this
book is on MPEG video compression, video data streams without audio
have very limited value. In addition, without the synchronization and con-
trol provided by the MPEG systems layer, the compressed bitstreams are
unusable. The basic structure of an MPEG-1 bitstream and the start code

syntax are treated here. In addition, a high-level description is given of
key aspects of the MPEG video compression algorithms such as the discrete
cosine transform (DCT). MPEG-2 and MPEG-4 are briefly discussed.

Chapter 3 discusses the definition and mathematical structure of the
2-D DCT and describes the requirements for an MPEG-compliant DCT. ’
Chapter 4 provides a review of selected aspects of visual perception and ap- -
plications of this science to MPEG. Chapter 5 provides a review of the basic
concepts and principles involved in MPEG compression of video sequences,
ending with high-level block diagrams for an MPEG-1 encoder and: decoder.
Chapter 6 provides a tutorial on the MPEG pseudocode syntax and on the
flowchart conventions used in this book. Chapter 7 provides an overview of
the MPEG-1 system syntax.

Chapter 8 contains an in-depth discussion of MPEG-1 video bitstream
syntax. Both commented pseudocode and flowcharts are presented. Chap-
ter 9 provides a brief overview of:the “main profile” of MPEG-2. Chap-
ter 10 describes the syntax of MPEG-2 main profile. Chapter 11 provides
an overview of motion compensation techniques, with an emphasis on the
block matching techniques relevant to MPEG.

Chapter 12 covers pel reconstruction and includes an in-depth descrip-
tion of IDCT mismatch and the IDCT requirements for MPEG. Chapter 13
describes some of the techniques an.encoder may use for estimating motion
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MPEG VIDEO COMPRESSION STANDARD

displacements. Chapter 14 reviews techniques for varying the DCT quanti-
zation in an MPEG encoder. Chapter 15 describes techniques for controlling
bitrate.

Chapter 16, written by Cliff Reader, provides a brief analysis of patents
that are relevant to MPEG. Chapter 17 provides a sampling of MPEG ven-
dors and products. Chapter 18 gives a history of MPEG, and the final
chapter of this book, Chapter 19, briefly describes other standardization
efforts in the area of video compression.

1.8 Level of difficulty o

The reader may have wondered why open circles have been placed after
each section heading of this chapter, Since this book is intendedfor a rather

diverse set of readers ranging from nontechnical to highly technical in back-
ground, each section is marked with a symbol indicating the approximate
level of technical difficulty of the section. The three levels of difficulty are:

OQ Sectionssuitable for all readers. For the most part, these sections
avoid the use of mathematics and are not dependent on material from
more difficult sections.

Sections of intermediate technical difficulty. These sections build upon
the material in the sections marked by © __, and should be understand-
able to most readers with mathematical or engineering training. They
should be of particular interest to MPEG implementors.

Sections that are either quite challenging or are primarily aimed at
those readers who need to delve deeply into the details of MPEG
theory or implementation.

1.9 An international collaboration ©

Several hundred technical experts typically attend the MPEGinternational
committee meetings. Many more are involved at their national level. For
example, the meetings of the American National StandardsInstitute (ANSI)
committee, X3L3.1, often have more than 100 attendees. At the interna-
tional level, simultaneous meetings of subgroups concerned with MPEG-1
video, MPEG-1 audio, MPEG-1 systems, MPEG-2 video, MPEG-2 audio,
MPEG-2 systems, MPEG-4, testing; etc. are often held, and many compa-
nies therefore send more than one representative. With such broad participa-
tion, it is virtually impossible to acknowledge each individual contribution.
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Manyindividuals contributed in very significant ways, and the MPEG stan-
dard would not have happened without their hard work and dedication and
the support of their employers.

The authors of this book have had somewhat different exposures to
MPEG during its development. CF and DL have been deeply involved in
MPEG.DL chaired the MPEG video subgroup, andCF is a regular par-
ticipant in MPEG and has been heavily involved in the MPEG software
implementation that is Part 5 of the Standard. The other two authors,
JM and WP, were occupied with parallel standardization efforts in JPEG
and JBIG and did not contribute to the MPEGactivities. In some ways
these latter two authorsfelt a bit presumptuous in tackling this book. They
started out, in fact, only as editors of this series, but concerted efforts to find
alternate authors from the enormous pool of talent contributing to MPEG
failed. With the exception of the MPEG video chair, and later, CF, all were
too busy either completing the standard or implementing for their compa-
nies to be able to meet a tight publication schedule. In some ways, however,
having two authors not intimately involved in the generation of the standard ©
has been an advantage, as many things that might be obvious to someone
who worked with the standard as it evolved were not so obvious to them.

1.10 An evolving standard ©
Complex standards such as MPEG are noteasily arrived at, and require a
lot of debate and discussion before consensus is reached. They evolve over

time, partly because of a continuing process of refinement and the gradual
elimination of competing concepts, and partly becauseof the influence of new
applications that hope to use the standard. Early implementors therefore
need to be fully aware that until the standard is fully finished, approved,
and published, it may change. MPEG-1 has reached that status, but some
parts of MPEG-2 could still be changed. Customers may prefer an early .
implementation of the Standard that will need upgrading later to maintain
compliance rather than a proprietary algorithm, but should be made aware
that changes are possible.

One source of information about various MPEGactivities that should

be current and up-to-date is the Internet World Wide Web MPEGpage.
The MPEGaddress is hittp://www.mpeg.org and this is a good place to get
background information about the MPEG standards and committee activi-
ties. A WWWsearch should find many sources of MPEG movies, software,
and hardware.

Because this standard, in common with most, is still going through a
continuing process of refinement, implementors should obtain the latest ver-
sion and not rely on the contents of either this book or early drafts of the
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16 MPEG VIDEO COMPRESSION STANDARD

standard. In the United States, an up-to-date version can be obtained from
the American National Standards Institute (ANSI).
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2

Overview of MPEG
 

ISO/IEC 11172, the document describing MPEG-1, currently contains five
parts. Part 1 covers the MPEG system layer, Part 2 describes MPEG video,
and Part 3 specifies MPEG audio. Part 4 is on compliance testing, and Part C
5 is a software reference model for MPEG-1. 4

Although the main topic of this book is MPEG video, MPEG audio and
MPEGsystemsare also crucial parts of a complete MPEG implementation. :
A video bitstream is fully decodable, but, by itself, is an incomplete specifi- :
cation. The MPEG system layer contains control information that enables
parsing and precise control of playback of the bitstream. Furthermore, a
video stream without audio has only limited use.

This chapter presents an overview of all three parts: systems, audio,
and video. As an aid for people who have access to the official MPEG-1

_ video standard, we sometimes reference a particular clause in that docu- .
ment (clause is standardeze for section). These references have the format
“IS|w:x.y.z]”, where IS refers to ISO/IEC 11172, wis the part number(sys-
tems, video, audio, etc.) and x.y.z is the clause or sub-clause number. If w i

|

  
is 2, it may be omitted. Thus, IS([2:2.3] and IS[2.3] both refer to subclause
2.3 of the video part.

2.1 MPEG system layer © . |

The MPEG system layer has the basic task of combining one or more audio
and video compressed bitstreams into a single bitstream. It defines the data
stream syntax that provides for timing control and the interleaving and
synchronization of audio and video bitstreams. .

From the systems perspective, an MPEG bitstream is made up of a
system layer and compression layers. The system layer provides an envelope
for the compression layers. The compression layers contain the data fed

17
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Figure 2.1: MPEG system structure.
 

  

packstart code | pack header packet | packet eo ee packet    end code 

 

 packetstart code | packet header | packet data   

 

Figure 2.2: System layer pack and packet structure.

to the audio and video decoders, whereas the system layer provides the
controls for demultiplexing the interleaved compression layers. A typical
MPEGsystem block diagram is shown in Figure 2.1.

The MPEGbitstream consists of a sequence of packs

with timing information.

that are in turn

subdivided into packets, as sketched in Figure 2.2. Each pack consists of a
unique 32-bit byte-aligned pack start code and header, followed by one or
more packets of data. Each packet consists of a packet start code (another
unique 32-bit byte-aligned code) and header, followed by packet data (com-
pressed audio or video data). The system decoder parses this bitstream (the
pack and packet start codes can be detected without decoding the data) and
feeds the separated video and audio data to the appropriate decoders along
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Figure 2.3: A system target decoder with two elementary bitstreams, one
video and one audio. The decoders may need to internally reorder the
decoded data.

2.1.1 System target decoder O

The MPEG system uses an idealized decoder called the system target de-
coder (STD). This idealized decoder interprets the pack and packet headers,
delivering the elementary bitstreams to the appropriate audio or video de-
coder. As shown in Figure 2.1, a numberaudio and video decoders may be
present. To

A major role of this idealized decoder is to prevent buffer overflow and
underflow. The buffering requirements are described in terms of the decoder
rather than the encoder; for this reason, buffer overflow occurs when the
decoder does not remove data quickly enough, i.e., when the compression :
is too good. Conversely, buffer underflow occurs when the decoder removes :
data too quickly, i.e., when the encoding process produces too much data
per picture.

In the STD thebits for an access unit (a picture or an audio access unit)
are removed from the buffer instantaneously at a time dictated by a decoding
time stamp (DTS) in the bitstream. The bitstream also contains another
type of time stamp, the presentation time stamp (PTS). Buffer overflow
and underflow is controlled by the DTS; synchronization between audio and
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20 MPEG VIDEO COMPRESSION STANDARD

video decoding is controlled by the PTS. At some points in a video sequence,
the DTS and PTSare identical and only the PTSis used.

Data are fed to the respective buffers from the system decoderin Fig-
ure 2.1 at irregular intervals as needed to demultiplex the interleaved bit-
streams. Conceptually, each of -the interleaved bitstreams is allocated a
separate buffer in the STD, with a size determined by the encoder and com-
municated to the decoder in the system layer. The situation is sketched in
Figure 2.3 for a simple case where one audio and one video bitstream are
interleaved.

On the basis of header information in the bitstream itself, the system
control knows when to switch the bitstream to buffer 1 or buffer 2. Bits

not intended for those buffers are sent instead to the system control buffer.
The bits are removed in blocks called access units. The DTS time stamps
(or PTS, if DTS is not needed) in the bitstream determine the times of
transfer and presentation. In this idealized model the transfer, decoding and
presentation occur instantaneously; in real systems some additional delays
would occur.

2.1.2 System layer syntax O

An MPEGpacket of data has a length defined in the packet header. Packet
lengths are typically structured to match to the requirements of the digital
storage or transmission medium, and therefore do not necessarily conform
to the audio and video access units created by the encoders. However, a
packet may only contain one type of compressed data.

2.2 MPEG audio®

The MPEG audio coding standard defines three layers of increasing com-
plexity and subjective quality.! It supports sampling rates of 32, 44.1, and
48 kHz. At 16 bits/sample the uncompressed audio would require about 1.5
Mbit/s. After compression, the bit rates for monophonic channels are be-
tween 32 and 192 Kbit/s; the bit rates for stereophonic channels are between
128 and 384 Kbit/s.

The MPEGaudio coding techniques take good advantage of the psycho-
acoustic properties of human hearing. Just as there is a threshold for ob-
serving visible patterns, there is also a frequency-dependent threshold for
perception of audio stimuli. There is also an effect known as simultaneous
masking in which the presence of one audio signal can mask the perception 

iThe MPEG Standard uses the term layers in two different senses — as a descriptive
term for the division of the bitstream into MPEG system, audio and video bitstreams,
and to distinguish between the three audio algorithms.

i
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of a smaller signal. A temporal masking effect also occurs in which audio
signals immediately before and after a masking signal are less perceptible.
All of these effects are used to good advantage in the MPEG audio coding
models.

' The MPEG audio system first segments the audio into windows 384
samples wide. Layers I.and II use a filter bank to decompose each window
into 32 subbands, each with a width of approximately 750 Hz (for a sampling
rate of 48 kHz). As is typical for subband coding, each subbandis decimated
such that the sampling rate per subbandis 1.5 kHz and there are 12 samples
per window. A fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the audio input is used
to compute a global masking threshold for each subband, and from this a
uniform quantizer is chosen that provides the least audible distortion at the
required bitrate. Layers I and II are quite similar, but layer II achieves
higher performance by using a higher-resolution FFT, finer quantization,
and a more efficient way of sending thescalefactors for the subbands.

- One of the problems introduced by quantization is pre-echoes. Pre-
echoes can occur when a sharp percussive sound is preceded bysilence.
Whenthesignal is reconstructed, the errors due to quantization tend to be
distributed over the block of samples, thereby causing an audible distortion
before the actual signal. In an 8 ms window, pre-echoes are not suppressed
completely by temporal masking.

Pre-echo control is an important part of layer III of MPEG audio coding.
Layer III adds a modified discrete cosine transform (DCT) decomposition
of the subbands to get much finer frequency subdivision. Layer III also
adds nonuniform quantization (larger signals can mask larger quantization
errors), entropy coding, and dynamic window switching. Dynamic window
switching provides better time resolution, and this allows better control of
pre-echoes.

A recent review article by Pan [Pan94] gives more details on MPEG audio
coding. The book by Bhaskaran and Konstantinides [BK95] has reviews of
many recent standards, including MPEG audio.

2.3. MPEG videoo

MPEGvideo is specifically designed for compression of video sequences. A
video sequenceis simply a series of pictures taken at closely spaced intervals
in time. Except for the special case of a scene change, these pictures tend
to be quite similar from one to the next. Intuitively, a compression system
ought to be able to take advantage of this similarity.

It should come as no surprise to the reader, therefore, that the compres-

sion techniques (compression models) used by MPEGtake advantageofthis
similarity or predictability from one picture to the next in a sequence. Com-
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22 MPEG VIDEO COMPRESSION STANDARD

pression techniques that use information from other pictures in the sequence
are usually called interframe techniques.

Whena scene change occurs (and sometimes for other reasons), inter-
frame compression does not work and the compression model should be
changed. In this case the compression model should be structured to take
advantage of the similarity of a given region of a picture to immediately
adjacent areas in the same picture. Compression techniques that only use
information from a single picture are usually called intraframe techniques.

These two compression techniques, interframe and intraframe,are at the
heart of the MPEG video compression algorithm. However, because there
might be confusion with the term frame as used in broadcast video systems,
MPEG-1 uses the abbreviated terms, inter and intra. In addition, MPEG

very often uses the term non-intra in place of inter. These definitions occur
in JS[2.1.78, 2.1.79, and 2.1.95]. We will follow the MPEG-1 convention for
the rest of this book.

2.3.1 MPEG video layersO

The outermost layer of an MPEG video bitstream is the video sequence
layer. Except for certain critical timing information in the MPEG systems
layer, an MPEGvideo sequence bitstream is completely self-contained. It is

independent of other video (and audio) bitstreams.
Each video sequence is divided into one or more groups of pictures, and

each group of pictures is composed of one or more pictures of three different
types, I-, P-, and B-, asillustrated in Figure 2.4.2 -pictures (intra-coded
pictures) are coded independently, entirely without reference to other pic-
tures. P- and B-pictures are compressed by coding the differences between
the picture and reference I- or P-pictures, thereby exploiting the similarities
from one picture to the next.

P-pictures (predictive-coded pictures) obtain predictions from tempo-
rally preceding I- or P-pictures in the sequence, whereas B-pictures (bidi-
rectionally predictive-coded pictures) obtain predictions from the nearest
preceding and/or upcoming I- or P-pictures in the sequence. Different re-
gions of B-pictures may use different predictions, and may predict from pre-
ceding pictures, upcoming pictures, both, or neither. Similarly, P-pictures
may also predict from preceding pictures or use no prediction. If no predic-
tion is used, that region of the picture is coded by intra techniques.

In a closed group of pictures P- and B-pictures are predicted only from
other pictures in the group of pictures; in an open group of pictures the
prediction may be from pictures outside of the group of pictures. 

2 fourth type, the D-picture, is defined but is rarely used. The D-picture is a low-
resolution representation that may not be used in combination with I-, P-, or B-pictures.
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groupofpictures 

Figure 2.4: A typical groupof pictures in display order.

2.3.2 Display and coding order O

Since MPEG sometimes uses information from future pictures in the se-
quence, the coding order, the order in which compressed pictures are found
in the bitstream,is not the same as the display order, the order in which pic-
tures are presented to a viewer. The coding order is the order in which the
pictures should be decoded by the decoder. The groupof pictures illustrated
in Figure 2.4 is shown in coding order in Figure 2.5.

° 2.3.3 Macroblock©O

The basic building block of an MPEGpicture is the macroblock, sketched in.
Figure 2.6. The macroblock consists of a 16x16 sample-array of luminance
(grayscale) samples together with one 8x8 block of samples for each of two
chrominance (color) components. The 16x16 sample array of luminance
samples is actually composedof four 8x8 blocks of samples, and these 8x8
blocks are the units of data that are fed to the compression models. The
reason for this will becomeclearer in the discussion of the coding models.

2.3.4 SliceO

The MPEGpictureis not simply an array of macroblocks, however. Rather,
as sketched in Figure 2.7, it is composed of slices, where each slice is a
contiguous sequence of macroblocksin raster scan order, starting at a specific
address or position in the picture specified in the slice header. Each small
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groupof pictures 

Figure 2.5: A typical group of pictures in coding order.

 

  
 

Cr chrominanceCb chrominanceLuminance
 

Figure 2.6: The MPEG macroblock. 
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Figure 2.7: An illustration of a possible slice structure in an MPEG-1 pic-
ture. ,

block in the figure represents a macroblock, and contiguous macroblocks in
a given slice have the same shade of gray. Slices can continue from one
macroblock row to the next in MPEG-1. This slice structure, among other
things, allows for great flexibility in signaling changes in some of the coding
parameters. This is needed both to optimize quality for a given bitrate and
to control that bitrate.

2.3.5 The discrete cosine transform in MPEGO —

At the heart of both intra and inter coding in MPEG is the discrete co-
sine transform (DCT). The DCT hascertain properties that simplify coding
models and make the coding efficient in terms of perceptual quality mea-
sures.

Basically, the DCT is a method of decomposing a block of data into a
weighted sum of spatial frequencies. Figure 2.8 illustrates the spatial fre-
quency patterns that are used for an 8x8 DCT (a DCT for an 8x8 block
of pels). Each of these spatial frequency patterns has a corresponding co-
efficient, the amplitude needed to represent the contribution of that spatial —
frequency pattern in the block of.data being analyzed. In other words, each
spatial frequency pattern is multiplied by its coefficient and the resulting 64
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Figure 2.8: The 64 2-D cosine functions of the 8x8 DCT. Each block is an
8x8 array of samples. Zero amplitudes are neutral gray, negative amplitudes
have darker intensities and positive amplitudes have lighter intensities.
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8x8 amplitude arrays are summed, each pel separately, to reconstruct the
8x8 block. .

If only the low-frequency DCT coefficients are nonzero, the data in the
block vary slowly with position. If high frequencies are present, the block

: intensity changes rapidly from pel to pel. This qualitative behavior can be
seen in Figure 2.8, where the 64 two-dimensional (2-D) patterns that make
up the 8x8 DCTare seen to range from absolutely flat — the term that gives
the average or “DC value” of the 8x8 block of pels — to a checkerboard
with very large intensity changes from one pel to the next.? Note that at
each axis of the plot, the variation is one-dimensional. As will be shown in
Chapter 3, the complex 2-D behavior of Figure 2.8 is actually the product of
the one-dimensional (1-D) oscillations seen along each axis. Qualitatively,
this can be seen by closely inspecting Figure 2.8.

  
2.3.6 QuantizationO

When the DCTis computed for a block ofpels, it is desirable to represent .
the coefficients for high spatial frequencies with less precision. This is done
by a process called quantization. A DCT coefficient is quantized by dividing
it by a nonzero positive integer called a quantization value and rounding the

. quotient — the quantized DCT coefficient -- to the nearest integer. The
bigger the quantization value is, the lower the precision is of the quantized
DCT coefficient. Lower-precision coefficients can be transmitted to a de-
coder with fewer bits. The use of large quantization values for high spatial
frequencies allows the encoder to selectively discard high spatial frequency
activity that the human eye cannot readily perceive.

The DCT and visually-weighted quantization of the DCT are key parts
of the MPEG coding system. In Chapter 3 wewill discuss the DCT in some
detail; in Chapter 4 we will explore properties of the human visual system
that relate to quantization and other aspects of MPEG coding.

As noted above, a macroblock is composedof four 8x8 blocksof lumi-
nance (monochrome) samples and two 8x8 blocks of chrominance samples.
The chrominance samples represent color in terms of the presence or ab-
sence of red and blue for a given luminance intensity. These 8x8 blocks of
data are the unit processed by the DCT. A lowerresolution is used for the
chrominance blocks because the human eye resolves high spatial frequencies
in luminance better than in chrominance. This will be covered in detail in

Chapter 4.
The DCT turns out to have several advantages from the point of view

of data compression. First, it turns out that for intra coding, the DCT

       
 

°The term DC stands for direct current, and comes from the use of the DCT to analyze
electrical circuits. Similarly, currents varying with time are called AC (alternating current)
terms; in our case, AC applies to spatially varying terms.
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Forward prediction Backward prediction

Currentpicture
referencepicture reference picture
  

Figure 2.9: Motion compensated prediction and reconstruction.

, coefficients are almost completely decorrelated — that is, they are indepen-
'.,dent of one another, and therefore can be coded independently. This makes

ssible to design a relatively simple algorithm (called a coding model)
coding them. Decorrelationis of great theoretical and practical interest

“WHterms of construction of the coding model. However, the coding perfor-
manceis actually influenced much more profoundly by the visually-weighted

quantization.
: » “In nonintra coding — coding the difference between the current picture

and a picture already transmitted — the DCT does not greatly improve the
decorrelation, since the difference signal obtained-by subtracting the predic-
tion from a similar(i.e., correlated) pictureis already fairly well decorrelated.
However, quantization is still a powerful compression for controlling bitrate,
even if decorrelation is not improved very much by the DCT. In practice,
the DCT works quite well for both inter and intra coding.

2.3.7 Motion compensation O

If there is motion in the sequence, a better prediction is often obtained
by coding differences relative to areas that are shifted with respect to the
area being coded, a process known as motion compensation. The process of
determining the motion vectors in the encoderis called motion estimation.

The motion vectors describing the direction and amount of motion of
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Figure 2.10: Zigzag scanning orderof coefficients.

the macroblocks are transmitted to the decoder as part of the bitstream.
The decoder then knows which area of the reference picture. was used for
each prediction, and sums the decoded difference with this motion compen-
sated prediction to obtain the output. The encoder must follow the same
procedure when the reconstructed picture will be used for predicting other
pictures. The encoder’s reconstruction process is sometimes called “local
decoding”. An example of motion compensation is sketched in Figure 2.9.
The motion vector and corresponding vertical and horizontal displacements
are shown for forward and backward motion compensation. The vectors are
the same for every pel in the macroblock, and the vector precision is either
to full pel or half-pel accuracy.

' 2.3.8 MPEG coding modelsO

The quantized DCT coefficients are coded losslessly, such that the decoder
can reconstruct precisely the same values. For MPEG, an approximately
optimal coding technique based on Huffman coding was used to generate
the tables of variable length codes needed for this task. Variable length
codes are needed to achieve good codingefficiency, as very short codes must
be used for the highly probable events.

The coefficients are arranged according to a 1-D sequence known as the
zigzag scanning order. This zigzag ordering is shown in Figure 2.10, where
we see that this scan approximately orders the coefficients in ascending spa-
tial frequency. Since visually-weighted quantization strongly deemphasizes
higherspatial frequencies, only a few lower-frequency coefficients are nonzero
in a typical transformation. As a rough rule-of-thumb, the more zero co-
efficients, the better the compression. Consequently, it is very important
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30 MPEG VIDEO COMPRESSION STANDARD

for the coding model to use symbols (particular combinations of DCT coef-
ficient information) that permit efficient coding of DCTs with mostly zero
coefficients. One of these symbols is an end-of-block (EOB), that tells the
decoder that all remaining DCT coefficients for the block are zero. More
details about the coding model will be covered in Chapter 5.

The DCT is used to code both nonintra and intra picture information,
but the properties are actually quite different in the two coding environ-
ments. Different quantization tables are used for nonintra compression, and
the rounding is donedifferently. The data being transformed are also quite
different, and therefore, different sets of symbols andslightly different code
tables are used.

Manyother aspects of MPEG, such as the methodsfor simply skipping
over unchanged macroblocks and for coding of motion vectors, will be cov-
ered in Chapter 8 on MPEGvideo syntax. While it is inappropriate to get
into such detail in this overview, these details are important in determining
the overall coding performance that can be achieved by MPEG.

2.3.9 Encoder decision strategies O

It is important to recognize that MPEGis potentially a highly asymmetric
system. Decoders, since they merely follow the directions encoded in the
bitstream, are relatively simple. Encoders, however, are much more complex
than decoders and must have much moreintelligence. Among other things,
encoders must identify areas in motion, determine optimal motion vectors,
control bitrate, control data buffering such that underflow and overflow do
not occur, determine where to change quantization, determine when a given
block can simply be repeated, determine when to code by intra and inter
techniques, and vary all of these parameters and decisions dynamically so
as to maximize quality for a given rate. The decision strategy that must
be implemented in the encoder is probably the most complex and least
published aspect of MPEG. , -

2.4 MPEG-20

MPEG-2 is the follow-on to MPEG-1, and is intended primarily for higher
bit rates, larger picture sizes, and interlaced frames. MPEG-2 builds upon
the MPEG-1 capabilities. In fact, MPEG-2 decoders are required to be able
to decode at least some MPEG-1 data streams.

Five different profiles have been defined for MPEG-2 video, providing
particular sets of capabilities ranging from function close to MPEG-1 to
the very advanced video compression techniques needed for HDTV. Oneof
the profiles, the main profile (MP) of MPEG-2, is, however, a relatively
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straight-forward extension of MPEG-1. The main profile of MPEG-2 video
is covered in this book. Briefly, MPEG-2 main profile introduces the concept
of video fields and interlaced frames. Variable quantization is extended, DC
precision can be customized, and another coding table is defined. Higher
resolutions, bit rates, and frame rates are expected. Parameter ranges such
as picture width, height, bit rate, and buffer sizes are extended. Copyright
information can be recorded. Display characteristics can be transmitted.
including an offset for viewing a subset of the picture in a window.

MPEG-2 systems (Part 1)includes all of the features of MPEG-1 with
enhancements that allow it to operate in more error-prone environments.
In addition, more video and audio streams can be handled and they are no
longer required to have a common time base. MPEG-2 systemsstill uses
the pack and packet concepts, but combines them in both backwards com-
patible and noncompatible ways. Some of the noncompatible ways support
asynchronous transmission mode (ATM) applications of MPEG-2.

MPEG-2 audio (Part 3) is backwards compatible with MPEG-1. Even
though three more channels are allowed plus a sub-woofer to provide an
enhanced surround sound environment, an MPEG-1audio decoder can ex-

tract and decode two audio channels. Also, an MPEG-2 audio decoder can _
decode the two stereo channels of MPEG-1 audio. The requirement to be
backwards compatible necessitated some coding efficiency compromises. A
nonbackwards compatible (NBC) audio (Part 7) is also being developed.

MPEG-1 video was aimedat the digital storage media (DSM) application
and thus fixed the video format (see Figure 1.3), assumed low errors rates,.
and ignored interlaced TV. MPEG-2 was intended to be a generic standard
and therefore attempted to be much broader. MPEG-2 video (Part 2) main-
tains all of the MPEG-1 video syntax, but uses extensions to add additional
flexibility and functions. “Scalable” extensions are added to provide video
data streams with multiple resolutions for potential normal TV and HDTV

coexistence. Other scalable extensions allow the data stream to be. parti-
tioned into two pieces. Others also offer some temporal flexibility so that
not all frames have to be reconstructed.

2.5 MPEG-40

Before MPEG-2 wasfinished a new project, MPEG-4, was started.* It was
originally targeted primarily at very low bit rates, but over time its focus
changed beyond just high compression. High priority was placed on content-

- based interactivity and “universal access”, including error-prone wireless
networks [ISO95]. Content-based manipulation, scalability, and editing are

 
 

4MPEG-3 was started and targeted at HDTV, but abandoned when MPEG-2 was
demonstrated to meet that need.  
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also expected [Rea96] ® MPEG-4 will provide a syntactic description lan-
guage (MSDL). This MSDLis expected to describe how to parse and process
the elementary data streams (which could be MPEG-1, MPEG-2, or even
synthetic two-dimentionsal or three-dimensional objects). Missing pieces
will be downloaded from an open set of tools and algorithms. 
 

eee

°A special issue on MPEG-4 is scheduled for the December 1996 issue of the IEEE
‘Transactions on Circuits and Systems for Video Technology. 
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3

The Discrete Cosine
Transform

In this chapter we present a review of the discrete cosine transform (DCT).
This is an essential part of the MPEG standard, and must be understoodif
the reader is to make muchsense of the chapters that follow. The treatment
will, as much as possible, be nonmathematical and intuitive. We will first
review the DCT from an intuitive graphical perspective; we then will briefly
present the mathematics. Readers interested in more advanced topics such
as fast DCTs may want to read [PM93] and [RY90].

The important topic of IDCT mismatch will not be covered in any detail
until Chapter 12; at that point the reader will be familiar with the MPEG
Standard pseudocode formalism used there.

3.1 The one-dimensional cosine transform O

A video picture normally has relatively complex variations in signal ampli-
tude as a function of distance across the screen, as illustrated in Figure 3.1.
It is possible, however, to express this complex variation as a sum of simple
oscillatory sine or cosine waveforms that have the general behavior shown
in Figure 3.2(b). The sine or cosine waveforms must have the right spatial
frequencies and amplitudes in order for the sum to exactly match the signal
variations. When the waveforms are cosine functions, the summation is a
cosine transform, the main topic of this chapter. When the waveforms are

sine functions, the summation is anothertransform called the sine transform.
The waveforms that make up these transforms are called basis functions.

Symmetry is a powerful tool for understanding some of theproperties of
these transforms. Figure 3.2(a) illustrates the basic properties of functions
with even and odd symmetry. Given a function, f(z), an even function,

33
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Figure 3.1: An example of a raster line of TV data.

: t) obeys the relationship f(z) = f(—x). An odd function obeysthe rela-
nship f(x) = —f(—zx). Therefore, an even function has mirror symmetry
oss the vertical axis; an odd function must be negated when reflected

_ across this axis. By inspection, if two even functions are added, the re-
sult:-will also have even symmetry. Similarly, sums of functions with odd
symmetry have odd symmetry.
.. Denoting the cosine function as cos(@), where @ is the argument, the plot

, i | of cos(9) as a function of 6 in Figure 3.2(b) shows that the cosine functionis
a an even function — that is, it has mirror symmetry across the vertical axis.

| The sine function in Figure 3.2(b) has odd symmetry. Therefore, a cosine
pk transform has even symmetry and a sine transform has odd symmetry.

Since the cosine transform has even symmetry, the data being repre-
sented by the cosine transform must have even symmetry. This has nothing
to do with the data within the interval, but does affect the properties of the
transform outside of the interval. When points outside of the interval are
calculated from the transform, they must have even symmetry.

The cosine basis functions are oscillatory, and the transform must there-
fore also be oscillatory. The period of the oscillation is set by the period of
the lowest nonzero frequency cosine term. Since the symmetry and repeat-
ing pattern properties are outside of the interval being represented, they
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Figure 3.2: (a) Even and odd symmetry. (b) Cosine and sine waveforms. ~
The cosine function has even symmetry, whereas the sine function has odd
symmetry.  
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amplitude

 amplitude    
 

_ Figure 3.3: (a) First few cosine basis functions in a cosine transform, (b)
~ first few sine basis functions in a sine transform.

’t-affect the match between transform and data within the interval. The
der should recognize, however, that values computed from the transform

r-points outside of the interval will not match actual data outside of the
interval. Only if the actual data just happen to have even symmetry and
the right oscillatory behavior will they match the transform calculation, and
. that would be a coincidence.
The lowest frequency in the cosine transform is zero, reflecting the fact
that cos(0) = 1. This term, when multiplied by a scale factor, gives the av-
erage value of the data points in the interval. The lowest nonzero frequency
in the cosine transform has a period equal to twice the interval of data. The
plot of the first few cosine terms in the cosine transform are shown in Fig-
ure 3.3(a), and they show that the cosine functions always end at either a
full or halfcycle. For the moment, we will defer the mathematical rationale
for why this is so.

The plots of the first few sine basis functions in a sine transform in
Figure 3.3(b) show that the sine basis functions have properties similar to
the cosine basis functions. Note, however, that all of the sine basis functions
are zero at the beginning and end of the interval. This means that the
sine transform will also be zero at the beginning and end of the interval.
Furthermore, a zero frequency sine function is always zero, and, therefore,
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Figure 3.4: A discrete cosine basis function: the sampled cosine waveform.

does not contribute to the sine transform. There is no sine term that is
constant across the interval, and the average value in the interval must be
constructed from combinations of nonzero frequency sine functions. This,
as will be seen, is a very awkward property of the sine transform.

3.2 1-D discrete cosine transform (DCT) o
Both the cosine waveform and the TV raster are shown as continuous analog

data in Figures 3.1 and 3.2. This implies an arbitrarily large numberof data
points and a correspondingly large numberof cosine waveformsin the cosine
transform. In practice, digital data systems only take samples of the data at
discrete intervals, the interval size being set by the numberof samples needed
for a given picture resolution. When the smoothly varying cosine functions
of Figure 3.2 are sampled at this same interval as shown in Figure 3.4, they
become discrete cosine functions.

If the input signal frequency gets too high, the behavior shown in Fig-
ure 3.5 occurs. The upper boundonfrequencies that can be reproduced in a
sampled system is given by the Nyquist limit of two samples per cycle. Be-
cause the sampling is too sparse, frequencies above the Nyquist limit often
appear as lower frequency oscillations, an effect called aliasing. This is an
undesirable artifact, and aliasing is usually suppressed by low-passfiltering
the signal before sampling it. One common way of doing this is to average
the signal over the width of a sample interval. , 

‘There are a number of more sophisticated filters that do a much better job of sup-
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Figure 3.5: Sampling an input frequency above the Nyquist limit; an exam-
ple of aliasing.

 
The lowest frequency in a cosine transform is zero, and as noted above,

i .  .this represents the average value or DC valuein the interval. Conversely,
. ' the nonzero frequency terms are called AC values. This terminology comes

from:the use of cosine transforms to decomposeelectrical currents into direct
nts and alternating currents.

 
 

 
 

 
‘When the input data and cosine waveforms are sampled, the cosine trans-

. form becomesa discrete cosine transform (DCT). The discrete 8-point cosine
i ia “basisfunctionsare plotted in Figure 3.6, and an 8-point sample sequence and

corresponding numerical factors for scaling the basis functions are shown in
Figure 3.7. These scaling factors are called DCT coefficients. In Figure 3.8

"a reconstruction sequence is shown in which the basis functions are scaled
andadded one-by-one to reconstruct the source data in Figure 3.7(a)

 
In general, in order to fit a set of N arbitrary points, N independent

variables are needed. Therefore, to fit N samples of data, a set of N inde-
| pendent cosine waveforms is required, and the resulting DCT is called an
P| N-point transform: The cosine functions must be independent in the sense

that any given cosine waveform in the set cannot be produced by scaling
and summation of the other cosine waveforms in the set. In mathematical

terms, this property means that the cosine waveforms (the basis functions)
are orthogonal.

 

More formally, the expression of a set of eight samples, f(x), as a sum

pressing aliasing.  
2

/
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Figure 3.6: The basis functions for an 8-point discrete cosine transform.       
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64} 
0
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Figure 3.7: Exampleof a DCT: (a) Source data, (b) DCT coefficients.

 ofeight cosine basis functions is as follows:

 
 

7

f(a) = > Py) os (20 + 1yen/16) (3.1)
p=0

  
 

_where the constant, C'() is given by:

| C(u) =1/V2 ifu=0
— Ciuy)=1 ifu>o

: In this equation, xz is the displacement along the row of samples (one
unit per sample). yu is an index that determines the spatial frequency of
the cosine waveform, F'(z) is the DCT coefficient for that spatial frequency,
and summation over integer values of from 0 to 7 is expressed by cix0"
cos (22 + 1)u7/16 is the cosine waveform or basis function. The constants
in the cosine function argument are such that the highest frequency is just
below the Nyquist limit.2 The cosine basis functions always finish the in-
terval at a full or half-cycle, as these are the only cosine frequencies that
satisfy the orthogonality criterion. The additive constant in (22+ 1) simply

2The Nyquist limit is at = 8, whereas the lowest nonzero frequency has a period of
16 samples (twice the 8-point interval size).
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Figure 3.8: Reconstructing the source data of Figure 3.7(a).
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shifts the sample points so that they are symmetric around the center of the
N-point interval.

The DCT coefficients are just as valid a representation of the sampled
data as the original data itself. Assuming that the calculations are done with
sufficient precision, the two representations are, in fact, interchangeable.
The decomposition of the samples into a set of DCT coefficients is called
the Forward DCT or FDCT. The reverse process in which scaled cosine
waveforms are summed to recreate the original sampled data is called the
Inverse DOT or IDCT. Thecoefficients, F'(jz), are computed by the FDCT;
the scaling in the IDCT is done by multiplying the coefficient value for a
waveform by the value of the waveform at each sampling point. The 1-D
IDCT is shown above in Equation 3.1; the corresponding equation for the

_1-D FDCTis:

F() = 2Sfo) cos ((20 + tur/16 (3.2)z=0

Since MPEG uses only the 8-point DCT, we haverestricted the discus-
sion to that particular case. It is important to emphasize that the DCT is

_ valid only within the interval containing the eight points. These eight points
are sometimes called the region of support, and when two regions of support

are adjacent, only ideal, perfect, DCT representations provide continuity
..from one region to the next. If approximations are made anywhere in the

}CT or IDCT, discontinuities between regions can becreated. 
 
"3.8 2-D DCTo

‘The ‘pictures compressed by MPEGare two dimensional arrays of samples.
"Not surprisingly, therefore, MPEG uses a two-dimensional (2-D) eight point

by eight point (8x8) form of the DCT. The 2-D DCTis a separable trans-
form, which means that it is composed of separate horizontal and vertical
1-D DCTs. |

Suppose that a 2-D array of samples, f(x,y), is to be transformed into
a 2-D DCT. Horizontal 1-D DCTs can be runfirst, transforming the array
into a set of 1-D DCT’s — one horizontal DCT for each row of the array.

The dependenceon z is transformed into weighted sums of cosine functions
of z, but if there is any vertical variation in the array, the weightings must
be a function of y.

5g(19) = YFle, y) cos [(2ur + 1)um/16} (3.3)z=0

3For other possible definitions of the DCT, see [RY90].
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Vertical 1-D DCTs are then run to transform the y dependenceof each
column of the array g(j, y) into weighted sumsofcosine functions of y with
frequency index v

7

Fu ysg(t, y) cos [(2y + 1)v7/16] (3.4)
Note that because of the separability of the process, the order in which the
horizontal and vertical transforms are taken does not affect the result

When Equations 3.3 and 3.4 are combined, the 2-D DCT becomes

7 7

F(p,v) = SEO S~ ¥> Fe, 4)cos [(2e + 1)um/16] 00s [(2y + Lyn16
y=0 z=0

 

(3.5)
where pz and v are the horizontal and vertical frequency indices, respectively,
and the constants, C() and C(v), are given by

(u) =1/V2 ifu=0
C(u)=1  ifu>od

The products of the cosine terms are the 2-D DCTbasis functions, shown
as 8x8 grayscale arrays in Figure 2.8 in Section 2.3.5. In this figure the hori-
zontal frequency index increases from left to right, and the vertical frequency
index increases from top to bottom. The top row is therefore the product
of a constant and a horizontal 1-D DCT with frequency yu increasing from
left to right; the left column is the product of a constant and a vertical 1-D
DCT with frequency v increasing from top to bottom. The block average
(DC term) is the constant intensity block in the upperleft corner

As discussed in the preceding section, the 1-D DCT computation can
be reversed by the IDCT to recreate the original samples. Similarly, a 2-D
FDCT can be reverse by a 2-D IDCT. The simplest way to do this is to
reverse the FDCTcalculation,first calculating a 1-D IDCT for each column

in the array, and then a 1-D IDCTfor each rowv of the result. The 2-D IDCT
is given by:

7 7

a=e F (u,v) cos [(2x + 1)/16] cos [(2y + 1)v7/16]
(3.6)

The products of the cosine terms are the two-dimensional basis functions
for the 2-D DCT, and. F(y,v) is the 2-D DCT coefficient. The definitions
of C(y) and C(v) are the same as in Equation 3.5
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(a) Source data

: Discrete
ia : Cosine Transform0 . : extension
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3 (b) Discrete Cosine Transform 3}- (c) Discrete Sine Transform
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: Figure 3.9: Comparison of DCT and DST for an absolutely flat line of data:
(a)-Source data, (b) DCT coefficients, (c) DST coefficients. The DCTis

iply.a flat line, whereas the DST is a square wave.

 
~ Why use the DCT?0

There. are two good reasons for using the DCT in a data compression sys-
tem: First, DCT coefficients have been shownto berelatively uncorrelated
[ANR74], and this makesit possible to construct relatively simple algorithms

’ for compressing the coefficient values. A more detailed review of this is given
in Chapter 5. Second, the DCTis a process for (approximately) decompos-
ing the data into underlying spatial frequencies. This is very important in
terms of compression, as it allows the precision of the DCT coefficients to
be reduced in a manner consistent with the properties of the human visual
system. This will be discussed in much more detail in Chapter 4.

3.4.1 Decorrelation and energy compaction O

The reason for the decorrelation of the DCT coefficients can be qualitatively
understood from the following argument: Suppose a perfectly flat line of
data is transformed using a 1-D DCT. Thedata are perfectly correlated and
since there is no oscillatory behavior, only the DC coefficient is present in
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the transform. In this instance the DCT concentrates or compacts all of the
“energy” of the image into just one coefficient, and the rest are zero.

Alternatively, consider what happensif a discrete sine transform (DST)
is used. Here, there is no DC term and theflat line must be built up from
a fundamental and a large number of harmonics, as sketched in Figure 3.9.
The energy is spread out among a large numberof coefficients rather than
being compacted. Further, since the source data are perfectly correlated,
these DST coefficients must also be highly correlated. Finally, because of
the artificial creation of many frequencies, visually-weighted quantization of
a sine transform would have very complex interdependencies.

All of these points argue strongly for the use of the cosine transform
instead of the sine transform. Indeed, the nearly ideal decorrelation and

compaction achieved with the DCT were the original justification for its
use[ANR74]. Note that a similar qualitative argument can be made for
slowly varying data.

3.4.2 Efficient DCT algorithms O

The formal equations for the DCT suggest a complexity that might argue
against the use of this transform. Forexample, each 1-D DCT requires 64
multiplications and there are eight DCTsin each direction. If the number of
operations is counted, the DCT equations would require 1024 multiplications
and 896 additions.

However, fast algorithmsexist that greatly reduce the complexity. For
scaled DCTs in which quantization is folded into the DCT calculation, the
best 2-D algorithm requires only 54 multiplications and 468 additions and
shifts [FL90]. In addition, many VLSI chips are now available (see Chap-
ter 17) with either MPEG encodingor decoding, so DCT complexity has not
proven to be an obstacle for hardware. Algorithmsfor efficient computation
of the DCT are described in detail in [PM93] and in [RY90].

3.5 Precision of the DCTO-

 
In the discussion of the DCT above, no consideration was given to the pre-
cision of the calculations. In fact, the MPEG FDCT and IDCTare defined
with integer precision and the source data are integers. For intra coding
the source data are 8-bit precision numbers from 0 to 255, whereas for inter
coding the pel differences are signed nine-bit precision numbers.

The precision of the DCT coefficient can be obtained directly from the
equations above. If the source data have eight-bit precision, the two summa-
tions over eight terms each potentially increases the precision to 14 bits, and
anotherbit is needed for the cosine sign. However, the scaling by the con-
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stants reduces the precision by three bits to 12 bits (including the sign bit).
This is the precision defined for the integer DCT, before any quantization
is performed.

3.6 Quantization of the DCTo

Quantization is basically a process for reducing the precision of the DCT co-
efficients. Precision reduction is extremely important, since lower precision
almost always implies a lower bit rate in the compressed data stream.

The quantization process involves division of the integer DCT coefficient
values by integer quantizing values. Theresult is an integer and fraction, and
the fractional part must be rounded according to rules defined by MPEG.
It is the quantized DCT values that are transmitted to the decoder.

The quantizing values are chosen so as to minimize perceived distortion
in the reconstructed pictures, using principles based on the human visual
system. This will be described in more detail in Chapter 4.

In order to reconstruct the DCT, the decoder must dequantize the quan-
tized DCT coefficients, scaling them by the quantization value to reproduce

_ the DCT coefficients computed by the encoder. Since someprecision waslost
in quantizing, the reconstructed DCTcoefficients are necessarily approxima-

.tions to the values before quantization. This is a major source of distortion
in the encoding and decoding process, and can, under some circumstances,

_Tise to very visible artifacts in decoded video.
“In this chapter the quantization values are simply assumed to be known.

“Tix fact, the proper choice of quantization value for a given basis function
’ should be set according to the spatial frequency of the underlying DCT basis

.function and the response of the human visual system to that frequency. In
Chapter 4 the rules by which one develops visually-weighted quantizing val-
ues will be discussed in detail. MPEG-1 defines default quantization tables,
but custom tables appropriate for a particular set of viewing conditions are
also permitted.

3.6.1 Rounding conventions for quantization O

The quantization rules are different, depending on whether intra or inter
coding is being performed. The quantization is basically a division by the
quantizing value. However,in intra coding the quantization fractional values
are rounded to the nearest integer (values exactly at 0.5 are rounded to the
larger magnitude), whereas in nonintra coding fractional values are always
rounded down to the smaller magnitude. A plot of the quantized values is
shown for the two cases in Figure 3.10. The wide interval around zero for
nonintra coding is called a dead zone.
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quantized
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 ‘

Figure 3.10: Rounding of quantized DCT coefficientsfor (a) intra coding and
_(b) nonintra coding. The nonintra rounding produces a dead zone around
Zero.
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3.6.2 Scaling of quantizer tablesO

MPEGdefines rules for changing the quantization of the AC coefficients
from place to place in the image. For intra coding, the DC quantizer is
always 8, whereas the AC quantization values can be set by downloading
the values at certain points during the coding.

In addition, a multiplicative quantization scale factor, quantizer_scale,
can be changed at the start of coding of each macroblock.* Each time this
scale factor is changed, the new value must be codedin the bitstream and
there is coding overhead in doing this. However, the bitrate is very sensitive
to the quantizer_scale, and variable quantization is an important tool for
improving picture quality and controlling bitrate.

The quantizer_scale has integer values in the range {1,..,31}, inclu-
sive. The quantization scaling is a bit subtle, however, in that additional
numerical scaling factors must be introduced in the calculation in order to

_ maintain precision during rounding. The scaling in the FDCT and IDCT
are doneslightly differently.

3.6.2.1 Quantization of theFDCT®

‘For intra coding, the quantized DCT coefficient, QDCT, is calculated from
the unquantized coefficient, DCT, by the following integer calculations:

(16 x DCT) + (Sign(DCT) x quantizer_scale x Q)
2X quantizer_scale x Q

 QDCT = (3.7)

' ‘whereQ is the quantization table value for the coefficient and the rounding
‘termcontains a function Sign() with the following properties:

+1, when DCT >0
Sign(DCT)=4 0, when DCT=0 (3.8)

-1, when DCT <0

The roundingterm in Equation 3.7 produces the intra-coding quantizer char-
acteristic shown in Figure 3.10.

A similar equation holds for nonintra coding, but the roundingis always
to the smaller integer magnitude. Therefore, there is no rounding term in
the equation.

16 x DCT
DOT =200 9@ 2X quantizer_scale x Q (3 )

The factor of 2 can be eliminated from this equation, but this form is easier
to compare to Equation 3.7.

‘Boldface font signifies that the term is used in the syntax or pseudocode.
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3.6.2.2 Dequantization of the IDCTO

The procedures for dequantization in the IDCT calculation are the inverse
of the FDCT quantization procedures. For the intra IDCT,

(2 x QDCT) x quantizer_scale x Q
16

 
DCT = (3.10)

Note that since the intra quantization does not have a dead zone, there is
no need for a rounding term before the division by 16.

Similarly, for the nonintra IDCT,

((2 x QDCT) + Sign(QDCT)) x quantizer_scale x Q
16

 
DCT = (3.11)

In this case, however, a rounding term is needed to compensate for the
quantizer dead zone. ,

3.7 Mismatch of IDCTso

The MPEG Standard does not precisely define how the IDCTis calculated,
and this can lead to an increasing mismatch between the pictures encoders
and decoders with different IDCT implementations used for predictions in
nonintra coding and decoding. With each new stage in a chain of inter
coded pictures, the differences between. encoder and decoder pictures tend
to increase, and this accumulating difference is called [DCT mismatch.

Even in the best implementations, mismatch will cause an accumulation
of differences between encoder and decoder (unless they are identical). For
this reason, intra coding of each area of the picture must be done -period-
ically. The process is commonly called forced updating. MPEG mandates
that forced updating be doneat least once for every 132 P-pictures in the
sequence. The forced updating doesn’t need to be donein a single picture,
however. In practice, this mandated forced updating is rarely encountered.
L-pictures are typically coded at 10 to 15 picture increments to allow for ease
of editing and fast forward/reverse playback.

The mismatch problem is aggravated by a fundamental problemin con-
version of the ideal IDCT to an integer representation, and it has been the
topic of much discussion and research in MPEG.Further discussion of IDCT
mismatch is deferred to Chapter 12.
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4

Aspects of Visual Perception

One problem in any video compression system is the large amount of data .
that must be handled. If every bit of data is sent exactly as captured from
a video source, a huge bandwidth would be needed. Instead, data must be
selectively discarded — an important part of any lossy data compression
system — as part of the process of reducing the amount of data until it fits
the available transmission bandwidth.

In this chapter we selectively review some basic aspects of the human
visual system (HVS), in order to understand how to reduce the amount
of data in moving picture sequences. Our goal for this chapter should be
to describe how to get the best possible visual quality when a sequence is
played back by a decoder. Unfortunately, we can’t quite meet that goal. In
practice, optimization of MPEG encoding and decoding systemsis a very.
complex topic, and most MPEG implementors regard their optimization
techniques as proprietary. What we can do, however, is describe some of the .
basic groundrules for this optimization.

Readers who have no familiarity with this area of technology will find
the excellent introductory text by Cornsweet [Cor70] helpful, although some-
what dated. A recent book on vision by Wandell [Wan95]is also a goodintro-

‘duction to many aspects of MPEG. Poynton has written two very readable
introductory monographsoncolor [Poy95a, Poy95b] that can be downloaded
from a World Wide Website on the Internet. The book edited by Benson
[Ben85] contains a wealth of material relevant to this chapter from which we
have drawn extensively. Rogowitz [Rog83b]| has published ‘a review of the
human visual system as it affects display design; her treatment is general
and of interest for MPEG. |
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4.1 Color representations O

All of us, as children, learned about color wheels and thered-green-blue
(RGB) primary color system. Wealso learned that mixing colors on the
wheel produced other colors; e.g. mixing yellow and cyan (we probably
called it blue) produced green. Since this artistry was done on paper, we
were using a subtractive color system. In a subtractive system pigments
absorb certain bandsoflight, leaving the rest to be reflected from the white
underlying paper. The primaries for the subtractive color system are cyan,
magenta and yellow (CMY); mixing yellow and cyan produces green, mixing
cyan and magenta producesblue, and mixing magenta and yellow produces
red.

For display systems that emit light, the additive red-green-blue primary
system is used. For an additive system the emitted light from the primary
sources is summed to produce a given color. Thus, mixing red and green
produces yellow, mixing green and blue produces cyan, and mixing red and
blue produces magenta.

In practice, actual implementations of the RGB and CMYsystems are
never ideal. Light emitting phosphors cannot reproduce purespectralcolors,

_and when, as young artists, we mixed all of the colors together, we got a
_ muddy dark brown rather than black. For this reason, a fourth ink, black

- is.needed in the CMYK system used for color printing. If we ignore the
tra, ‘complications introduced by nonideal inks and phosphors, however,

RGB.and CMYare capable of producing a subjectively pleasing full
ige.of colors. Note, however, that in subtractive systems, the color of the

illumination also affects the perceived colors.
" - This section presents a review of color representations, with particular

emphasis on representations appropriate for MPEG.

4.1.1 - Trichromatic theory O

The use of only three colors to represent a color image is based on a funda-
mental property of the human visual system. According to the trichromatic
theory of color vision, color vision is produced by the three classes of cone
cells, the color photoreceptors in the eye. These receptors have differing
sensitivities to the various wavelengths in the visible spectrum, as can be
seen in Figure 4.1[RF85]. In this figure the curves are normalized to unity,
making them appear moresimilar than they really are. The peak in sensi-
tivity for the B cones (green-absorbing) is about 5% higher than the peak
for A cones (red-absorbing), and both have peaksensitivities about 30 times
greater than the C cone (blue-absorbing) sensitivity.

A given wavelength stimulates the three classes of receptors in a partic-
ular ratio, thereby producing the sensation of a particular color. For a given
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Figure 4.1: Sensitivities of the three types of cones in the human eye.

light intensity and backgroundillumination, any stimulus that produces the
same ratio will produce the samecolor.

If a three-color system is defined consisting of red, green, and blue pri-
maries denoted respectively by R, G, and B, a match to an arbitrary color,
C,, can be obtained by a weighted sumof the three primaries [RF85]:

C=rR+gG+bB . (4.1)

where r, b, and c are called the tristimulus values for the primaries RGB and
the color stimulus C’. Thistells us that a given color can be matchied by the
linear superposition (addition) of three primaries. Note, however, that for
a given set of primaries and color being matched, tristimulus values may be
positive or negative. A negative tristimulus value means that the primary
must be added to the color being matched rather than to the RGB mixture.

Now consider color mixtures. If two colors, Cy and C2, are separately
matched by different mixtures of the RGB primaries,

Cy =nR+qyG+hB (4.2)

Co =rgR+ goG + boB (4.3)

the match when the two colors are mixed is found experimentally. to be:

Cr+ Co = (ritrea)R+ (gi + g2)G + (bi + b2)B (4.4)
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That is, the mixing of colors is additive and linear. These are known as
Grassman’s laws [RF85], and are basic empirical rules for three-color repre-
sentation of images.

4.1.2 Luminance and chrominance©O

Oneof the drawbacks to RGB representations is that the eye is most sensitive
to green, less sensitive to red, and least sensitive to blue light. In addition,
the eye’s ability to resolve spatial detail is best in the greens at the center of
the visible spectrum, and poorest in the blue. These effects are of interest in
a compression system, as there is no reason to accurately reproduce details
that the eye cannot see. If we don’t send those details, we can compress the
picture more effectively.

It is easier to take advantage of these effects when the picture is described
in terms of luminance and chrominance. Luminanceis closely related to the
perception of brightness, whereas chrominanceis related to the perception
of color hue and saturation. By definition, luminance is proportional to the
light energy emitted per unit projected area! of the source, but the energy
in each band of wavelengths of the input is scaled by the corresponding
sensitivity of the eye in that band. Therefore, luminance is a measure of the

_ physical energy of the light source reaching the eye, but the incident energy -
- is weighted according to the spectral sensitivity of the eye.

A.numberof different color representations use luminance/chrominance
ations. However, before getting to color representation, we mustfirst

w. how the eye perceives luminance.

4.1.3 Brightness perception O

Perception of brightness is governed by a numberof factors. According
-to Weber’s law, for a wide range of luminance, if a light source area of
luminance Y is adjacent to an area of luminance Y + AY, thedifferenceis
just detectable when:

AY

sr 0.02 (4.5)
This implies a logarithmic relationship for the response of the visual system.

Weber’s law can be used to explain effects such as brightness constancy,
in which the perceived brightness of an object stays relatively constant,
independentof illumination. According to Cornsweet [Cor70], the approx-
imately logarithmic response:is believed to occur in the first stage of the
visual system, and this méans*that the stimulation of the neural elements
is proportional to log Y. Therefore, the perceived difference between areas 

1The projected area is the effective area when the source is viewed at an angle.
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illuminated by Y; and Y is

log Yi — log ¥2 = log Yi /¥2 (4.6)

and the perceived brightness change is determined by the ratio of the two
brightnesses. Thus, as long as the reflectivity of the object does not change,
the object appears essentially the same for a wide range of illuminations.
Cornsweet’s book provides some convincingillustrations of brightness con-

stancy. ,
Brightness constancy breaks down for large changes in brightness, and

indeed, partly because of this, Weber’s law does not precisely describe the
perceptual response for typical display usage.

In viewing displays, perceived brightness of a display field is dependent
on a numberof variables, including light reflected or emitted from regions
surrounding the field of interest and the size of the stimulus change. Ac-
cording to studies by the Commission Internationale de |’Eclairage (CIE),
for conditions more typical in display usage, the perceptual response to lumi-
nance, called Lightness (L*), is related to the luminance, Y, by the following
empirical relationship:

903.3(Y/¥n) otherwise (4.7)Ite 116(Y/Yp)/3 —16 if Y/Yp > 0.008856

-where Y,, is the white reference luminance. The relationship is plotted in
Figure 4.2, in order to illustrate the nonlinearity of the perceived brightness.

This relationship for perceived brightness is used in the CIELUV and
CIELAB perceptually uniform color spaces. A just detectable difference in
L* is AL* = 1, independent of L*.

Using a representation that has uniform perception of brightness is im-
portant in compression systems such as MPEG.If the perception of bright-
ness changeis independent of brightness, no dependence on brightness levels
is needed in the compression models.

4.1.4 Gamma correction O

The typical video compression system, such as sketched in Figure 4.3 consists
of four basic elements: a video camera, a gamma correction unit, a compres-
sion/decompression unit (probably physically separated), and a CRT-based
display. These interact with an observer’s eye and, presumably, the ob-
server’s brain.

As discussed in the preceding section, the observer’s visual system has
a nonlinear response to the light emitted from the display phosphors. How-
ever, the observer is not the only nonlinear part of the system. The CRT also
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Figuré 4.2: Relationship between perceived brightness and luminance.
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Figure 4.3: Diagram of a video compression system and observer. 
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Figure 4.4; Cancellation of nonlinearities in observer’s eye and CRT.

has a very nonlinear response to the input to the control grid, the output
: luminance varying according to a powerlaw:

Yuav? (4.8)

whereV is the input signal relative to the cutoff voltage and y is a numerical
constant between 2 and 3 [RF85].

This would appear to be an awkward problem, but in fact, it is quite
useful. The nonlinearity of the CRT is almost the inverse of the nonlin-
earity in the luminance response of an observer, thus providinga nearly
linear relationship between the signal applied to the CRT grid and the per-
ceived brightness. The effect of this approximate cancellation is shown in
Figure 4.4, where the nonlinear CRT luminance produces a nearly linear
perceived brightness. The smaller dashed rectangle in Figure 4.3 therefore
encloses an almost linear combination of elements.

This fortuitous cancellation means that the compression system algo-
rithms can belinear - that is, they do not have to compensate for signal
amplitude. However, in order for the displayed image to appear the same
as when the scene is viewed directly, the net effect of capture and display
— the part enclosed by the larger dashed rectangle — should also be linear.
Therefore, the display “gamma” should be reversed by applying a power law
“samma correction” to the input data. In fact, most video cameras have
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a gamma correction of 0.45, which would exactly compensate for a CRT
gammaof 2.2.”

It is important to recognize that most video compression systems, MPEG
included, use gamma-corrected video in order to have an internal represen-
tation for brightness that is nearly linear, perceptually. It is also important
to recognize that the system elements enclosed in the two rectangles in
Figure 4.3 are only approximately linear. Calibration and linearization of
displays and cameras may be needed to get the best quality from MPEG.

4.1.5 Luma and gamma-corrected luminance O

In video systems, gammaz-corrected red, green, and blue (R’, G’, and B’)
are defined on a relative scale from 0 to 1, chosen such that shades of gray
are produced when R’=G’=B’. Then, white is given by R’=G’=B’=1 and
black by R’=G’=B’=0. White is actually defined in terms of standard “il-
luminants” that describe the spectral composition of the sceneillumination.
Moderntelevision receiver phosphors produce a Dgs white that is close to
normal daylight illumination.*

R', G’, and B’all contribute to the perceived brightness, but must be
weighted according to the relative sensitive of the eye to each primary color.

“Thus,
Y’= 0.299R’ + 0.587G’ + 0.114B’ (4.9)

7 whereY’ is the luma, a quantity that is closely related to gamma-corrected
linance.

In: common with most texts and papers on video compression, in the
sections on compression we will sometimes use the term luminance when we

“shouldactually use luma. Since the weighting factors sum to 1 and R’, G’,
and B’are defined to have values onarelative scale from 0 to 1, Y’ will also

- ‘lave the same range.

4.1.6 YUV and YCbCrcolor systems and chromaO

We now need to describe the hue and saturation of the colors in the picture.
While it is possible to characterize hue and saturation directly, it is more
convenient from a computational point of view to define color differences,
U’ and V’:

U'= B'-y' (4.10)

Vi=R-Y' (4.11)

To see how this YUV color representation relates to RGB, refer to Fig-
ure 4.5. This shows a plot of RGB color space in which the three values, 

2In practice, most monitors have a gammaclose to 2.5 [RF85].
3 Des nominally refers to a color temperature of 6500 K for the illumination.
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Figure 4.5: Relationship between the RGB and YUVcolor coordinate sys-
tems.

R', G', and B’ are three independent coordinates forming a cube. Three
planes, Y’ = 0.3, U’ = 0, and V’ = 0,are sketched in this figure. Grayscale
values occur on theline formed by the intersection of the U'’ = 0 and V’ = 0
planes, as this is where R’ = G’ = B’ = Y’. Values of U’ and V’either
greater than or less than zero describe colors of varying degrees of hue and
saturation. It is important to recognize that U’ and V’ are not perceptu-
ally uniform color coordinates, even though they are derived from gamma-
corrected RGB. Chrominance values computed from gamma-corrected RGB
are called chroma. ;

The positive and negative values of U’ and V’ can be inconvenient. To
eliminate negative values and give all three components roughly the same
dynamic range, U’ and V’ are scaled and zero-shifted in the transformation
to the Cb and Cr color coordinates used in MPEG-1. The luminanceis the

same for the two systems, and the chrominance transformation between the
YUV and YCbCrcolor representations is:

Cb = (U’/2) + 0.5 (4.12)

Cr = (V"/1.6) +0.5 (4.13)

If an 8-bit representation is used, R’, G’, and B’ values are usually inter-
preted as integers from 0 to 255. The zero shift of 0.5 in the equations above
should then be multiplied by 256. MPEG-1 uses the YCbCr representation.

Another color coordinate system that has been in use in the television
industry for many years is YIQ. The luminanceis given by Equation 4.9,
whereas I and Q are given by [Lou85]:

Q’ = 0.41(B’ — Y’) + 0.48(R’ — Y’) (4.14)
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I’ = -0.27(B! — Y’) +0.74(R! — Y’) (4.15)

Therefore, given the definitions in Equations 4.14 and 4.15, the I’ and Q’
components are linear transformation of the U’ and V’ components. Again,

the definitions are for gamma-corrected RGB. The YIQ system is allowed
in MPEG-2, but not in MPEG-1.

Ignoring the effects of finite precision of the data, the conversion be-
tween different systems for representing color is a lossless mathematical
transformation. Therefore, we neither lose nor gain by making a trans-
formation to a luminance/chrominance representation. However, the lumi-
nance/chrominance representation puts us in a domain where we can take
better advantage of the eye’s ability to resolve spatial detail. Indeed, the
representation of color in terms of hue and saturation is important in models
for the perception of color.

4.1.7 Opponent model of human vision ®

Some success has been achieved in terms of modeling the way the eye per-
ceives color in terms of two opponent systems, one involving blue versus yel-

. low andtheother, red versus green (see [Rog83b]). If we call the three color
. sensing receptors A, B and C (with absorption spectra shown in Figure 4.1),

the color opponent theory hypothesizes the interconnectivity sketched in
Bi ure 4.6. In this model the huge number of interconnections in the vi-
 
 

al. system are modeled as simple functional blocks with two basic types of
synaptic action, excitation and inhibition (excitation is additive in neural

4

According to this model, the light absorbed in the three types of cones
- first undergoesalogarithmic transformation. Then, by sumsanddifferences,
"three opponent systems are developed, blue-yellow, green-red, and black-

‘white. The summation of red and green provides the luminance channel
arid the other two are chrominance channels.

In Section 4.1.3 we showed that the logarithmic transformation in the
first stages of the visual system leads to the effect of brightness constancy in
which relative contrast is constant, independentof illumination. The same
mechanism appears to be responsible for color constancy, in which a given
hue tends to remain perceptually constant, independent of the hue of the
illumination. As with brightness constancy, color constancy holds only for
a reasonable range of conditions [Cor70], but color constancy is why the
responses of the blue-yellow and green-red opponent systemsare relatively
independent of luminance.

“The logarithmic responseitself is attributed to inhibitory feedback in thefirst stages
of the visual system [Cor70].
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Red-Green perceived Biue-Yellow

' opponent brightness ~ epponent

 

     
 

: ted absorbing green absorbing blue absorbing
; cones cones cones

Et

—_ Figure 4.6: Opponent color model.

E « ° e

4.1.8 Chromaticity coordinates ®

| In Section 4.1.1 we discussed the additivity and linearity of color matching.
Additivity and linearity require that for any. two stimuli, {R1,G1,B,} and
{Re,G2,Bo}, the color resulting from the two present simultaneously is given ~
by the sum of the two stimuli.

Suppose that for a set of three primaries, RGB, the representation of
color is normalized as follows:

r=R/(R+G+B) (4.16)

g=G/(R+G+B) (4.17)

b= B/(R+G+B) (4.18)

 
Since r+g+b=1,only two of these three variables are needed to specify
any color within the range allowed by the primaries. This is illustrated by
Figure 4.7, in which only r and g are used. (b=1is given by theabsenceof r
and g.) r and g are the chromaticity coordinates for these particular RGB
primaries.
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Tt 

Figure 4.7: An example of a chromaticity diagram.

4.1.9 Center of gravity ®

additive and linear properties of color matching lead to the rule known
ie center of gravity law. Given two stimuli, {Ry,G;,By} and {Re,G2,Be},

. ‘the chromaticity resulting from the two present simultaneously is given by
- the sum of the two stimuli. Define

Tn = Bn t+Gn+Bn (4.19)

The red chromaticities are given by

r= Ry/Ty (4.20)

’ for stimulus 1,
rg R2/T (4.21)

for stimulus 2, and

r= (Ri + Ro) /(Ty + To) (4.22)

for both together. This last relationship can be recast to give the equations
for the center of gravity law:

ryTy +727
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_ mT + gaTo 4.24Ti + T (4.24)
bi Ty + beT>

b= ——___— 4,25T, + To (4.26)
where the latter two equations are derived by exactly the same procedure
used for r.

The center of gravity law shows that the color resulting from a mixture
of any two colors lies on a straight line between those two colors in the
chromaticity diagram, the position on the line being determined by the
center of gravity of weights T, and Tz. In general, any point within the
triangle in Figure 4.7 represents a mixture of the three primaries, whereas
points outside of the triangle cannot be realized with values of r and g in
the physically allowed range from 0 to 1.

Oneset of straight lines on this diagram is of particular interest. Since
the luminance (true luminancein this case) is a weighted sum of R, B, and
G,

L=wrR + wgG + wB (4.26)

where the weights, w,, wg, and w, are determined by the particular set of
primaries.®

If we divide this equation by R+G+B, we get the following:

L/T = wrr + wag + wb (4.27)

and since b= 1—(r+4q),

ga|EPawe]_|er |, (4.28)
(wy — we) (wy — wo)

This equation gives a set of straight lines with negative slope and an intercept
determined by the luminance weighting coefficients and the luminance. The
particular case where L = 0 is knownasthe alychne [RF85]. Whilecolor at
zero luminance makes no sense physically, the alychne is important in the
CIE primary system.

4.1.10 Coordinate transformations D

Thelinearity and additivity of color matching guarantees that a linear trans-
formation always exists between one set of primaries and another. The
transformations take the form

R= ayR+aq1G+ a31B — (4.29) 

>The weights in Equation 4.9 are for a particular set of NTSC phosphors and gamma-
corrected RGB.
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Figure 4.8: CIE primaries relative to a set of physical primaries.

G' = aw2R + avaG + a30.B : (4.30)

B! = 033R + 093G + 033B (4.31) 

“These linear transformations are such that a straight line in one coor-
adinate system remains a straight line in another. Furthermore, the center

' of gravity law proof is independent of the primary system, and therefore
applies to any system which is a linear transform of another.
_, For most transformations, nonphysical weighting of some of the primaries
will be required, reflecting the fact that some of the primaries in at least
oné of the systems must lie outside the chromaticity triangle of the other
system. ,

4.1.11 CIE primaries @

Although it is clear that nonphysical weightings must occur in transform-
ing from one primary system to another, it is also possible (conceptually)
to have nonphysical primaries. These nonphysical primaries cannot be pro-
duced byreal physical light sources. They are, however, useful mathematical
constructs that, by definition, follow the color matching laws of additivity

~ and linearity.
The CIE has defined two primary systems for color matching, RGB and

XYZ. RGB is based on a set of three pure spectral colors of nominally red,
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locus of pure spectral colors
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Figure 4.9: CIE chromaticity diagram.

green, and blue hues; XYZ is a nonphysical set of primaries defined such
that chromaticity values are always positive.

The chromaticity diagram for the RGB set of pure spectral primaries at
700 nm (red), 546 nm (green), and 436 nm (blue) is shown in Figure 4.8.°
This figure shows the locusof points for the full visible range of pure spectral
colors, and illustrates that for a given set of physical primaries, notall colors
can be produced. In fact, the center of gravity law tells us that only those
colors within the right triangle with vertices labeled RGB are accessible.
To match a color outside of the triangle requires at least one of the RGB
chromaticities to be negative, as should be clear from Figure 4.8.

To get the full range of physical colors from sums of three primaries, the
primaries must form a triangle that encloses the full locus of spectral colors.
This, of course, requires points outside of the range accessed by physical
light sources, and therefore implies nonphysical primaries at the triangle
vertices.

One such triangle, labeled XYZ, is shown in Figure 4.8. This triangleis
for the CIE XYZ primaries (which are at the vertices of the triangle). These
primaries are chosen such that the Y primary spectral curve matches the
eye’s spectral sensitivity to luminance and the X and Z primarieslie on the

°The data for the CIE RGB and XYZ chromaticities are tabulated in [Fin85].
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alychne (the line for zero luminance). In addition, the units of the primaries
are chosen so as to be equal for an equi-energy stimulus[RF85].

Once the CIE primaries are defined, chromaticity coordinates can then
be defined analogously to r, g, and b.

c= X/(X+Y+Z) (4.32)

y=V/(X+Y4Z) . (4.33)
Asbefore, only two chromaticity coordinates are required to specify the

color. Figure 4.9 illustrates the resulting CIE chromaticity diagram with
these coordinates. The CIE spectral primaries are the vertices of the solid
triangle, whereas the standard NTSC phosphors form the triangle labeled
R"G"B"~. As expected, the entire visible spectrum is included within positive
values of x and y.

The triangle formed by phosphor coordinates such as X”Y" Z”is called
a, Maxwell triangle. This triangle delineates the range of colors accessible
with this set of phosphors.

4.1.12 CIELUVcolor space @

Neither the UV color representations nor the CIE chromaticity diagrams
discussed in the previous sections provide perceptually uniform scales for

/ ‘color discrimination. The CIE had studied this problem extensively, and has
defined two color spaces, CIELUV and CIELAB, that are reasonably per-

ually uniform. CIELUV is recommendedfor additive display[LRR92},
thus is’ usually more relevant to MPEG. 

ee ‘InSection 4.1.3 the nonlinear transformation from luminance to the
Lightness (L*) of these perceptually uniform spaces was discussed (see Equa-
tion 4.7). Comparably nonlinear equations hold for the CIELUVcolor space

-chfominance components[RF85]:

ux = 13D * (u’ — ul.) (4.34)

ve = 13L * (vu! — v},) (4.35)

where Lx is the Lightness defined in Equation 4.9, u’ and v’ are defined by:

1 4x
=o 4,“bet 12y 43 (4.36)

Oy ,/
= OF° Toe + 12y43 (4.37)

and where u/, and v}, are u’ and v’ for the reference white.” These equations
attempt to fit the experimental data on perception of color differences, and

Tu, and vi, have no simple relationship to the gamma-corrected color differences, U’
and V’,
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as such, provide an approximately perceptually uniform color space. The
scale is such that a color change of one unit (as with Lx) represents a just
detectable difference (approximately). A Euclidian distance is claimed to
provide a composite measure of perceptual change in this color space,

AEwt = [(AL«)? + (Aus)? + (Avx)?]° (4.38)
and a just noticeable difference is Ay, & 1.

This perceptually uniform chrominance representation is important in
the design of display systems needed by MPEG, but is not directly part
of the MPEG standard. While MPEGincorporates many things that are
much more complex (e.g. motion compensation), we will see that the portion
of available bandwidth required to compress the gamma-corrected chromi-
nance with good quality is already so small that using perceptually uniform
chrominance would beof limited value. Having a perceptually uniform lu-
minance representation is much more important, but we have already seen
that gamma-corrected luminance provides a pretty good approximation to
a linear system.

4.2 Resolving spatial detail oO

Color differences are a very efficient way to represent the color information
in a picture, in that the eye resolves much more spatial detail in the lumi-
nance component than in the chrominance components. This can be seen
qualitatively from the plot in Figure 4.10 of the contrast sensitivity functions
as a function of angular frequency [NB67, Mul85]. Contrast is defined as
the peak-to-peak amplitude of a sinusoidal variation in luminance, divided
by the average luminance; the contrast sensitivity is defined as the inverse
of the contrast for a just detectable change. Therefore, changes too small to
be seen are in the region above the curve, whereas visible changes fall below
the curve. The angular frequency increases on a logarithmic scale from left
to right. §

The three curves in Figure 4.10 show the thresholds for luminance stim-
uli at zero chrominance (gray) [NB67] and for opposed-color chrominance
stimuli [Mul85] at constant luminance. The responses to luminance and
chrominance both roll off sharply at high angular frequencies, but theroll-
offs start at much lower frequencies for the two chrominances. Since the
upper range of frequencies in the plot corresponds to the upper range of 

8Plots such as in Figure 4.10 are always doneas a function of angular frequency, as this
determines how rapidly the pattern focused on the retina of the eye changes.. The angular
frequency perceived by an observer is directly proportional to the spatial frequency of a
pattern shown on a display, and inversely proportional to the distance between display
and observer.
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- Figure 4.10: Contrast sensitivity for luminance and chrominance (after
- [NB67] and [Mul85]).

 
 
 

ial frequencies in a typical display, the need for high spatial resolution
he chrominance samplesis greatly reduced.

 
-4,2:1. MPEG chrominance sampling O

; | Because of the reduced sensitivity of the eye to high spatial frequency| ' chrominance, most image compression systems use lower spatial resolution
: ’ to represent the chrominance. In MPEGthe horizontal and vertical reso-

lution of the two chrominance componentsis reduced by a factor of 2.9 In
by Chapter 1 we described a moving picture sequence with a sampling of 360

| samples horizontally and 288 samples vertically for each picture, and a raw
data rate of about 60 Mbits/s. Reducing the chrominance resolution by a
factor of 2 in both directions cuts the data rate in half to about 30 Mbits/s.
While this is a big effect, a further compression by 30:1 is still needed to
get to the nominal 1 Mbit/s rate of MPEG-1. In largepart, this additional
compression is achieved by exploiting other properties of the human visual
system.

Although higher spatial resolution would be desirable (indeed, it is one
reason for MPEG-2), the compressed data rate for most compression al-

°MPEG-2 allows other sampling ratios as well.
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gorithms (including MPEG) is approximately proportional to the spatial
resolution (the number of samples along a line or column). An increase in
spatial resolution therefore quickly causes the data rate to exceed the avail-
able bandwidth. While an increase in spatial resolution can be achieved by
increasing the amount of data reduction in the coding model, this usually
leads to objectionable visible artifacts in the decoded pictures.

4.2.2 Varying precision O

Simply discarding high-frequency spatial details by changing the sampling is
not always a good idea. Sharp edges, for example, produce large amplitude
high frequency variations that are very important to represent. Rather than
discarding these terms, a better strategy is to reduce the precision with
which they are represented. ,

To do this, we have to recast the data in a different format, transforming
the data from a spatial to a frequency representation in which the data is
decomposed into a set of sinusoidal waveforms. Since the frequencies of
the waveforms are determined by the sampling of the image, all we need to
characterize each waveform’s contribution is the waveform amplitude. The
visibility of a particular waveform is determined by the contrast sensitivity
at that frequency, and this determines to what extent the amplitude can be
scaled to reduce the precision.

Thesituation is not quite this ideal, however. In Chapter 3 we describe
the discrete cosine transform (DCT), which is the particular method used
by MPEG for decomposing the data into sinusoidal waveforms. The 8x8
DCT used by MPEG does not provide an ideal frequency decomposition, in
that the cosine waveforms for a block end‘abruptly at the edges of the block.
However, the truncated cosine waveforms are close enough to true sinusoids
that we can regard them as such for the purposesof this discussion.

4.2.3 Frequency weighting and quantization O
Once we have a frequency representation, precision is minimized by weight-
ing each frequency term in accord with the contrast sensitivity for that
frequency. This process, called quantization, produces an integer value for
the waveform amplitude. The amplitude is divided by a quantization value
and rounded to an integer, following rounding rules specified in the MPEG
standard. The integer value, which may be positive or negative, is coded
and transmitted to the decoder.

Wewill discuss coding in much moredetail in later chapters, but a good
rule-of-thumbis that the lower the precision, the fewer the'bits required to
code the value. Therefore, the more aggressively we can scale the values,
the better our coding rate will be.. ,
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However, we can’t scale a waveform by too large a value. In order to
reproduce the waveform in the decoder, the integer value must be rescaled
(dequantized) by multiplying it by the appropriate quantization value (which
the decoder knows). The result is necessarily only an approximation to the
initial amplitude. If, for example, the distortions produced by making this
approximation are to be invisible, the amplitude discontinuities should be
below the threshold ofvisibility. In theory, we can make a reasonable guess
as to what this threshold should be from the contrast sensitivity at the
waveform frequency, but this is only a rough guide. In practice, a much more
sophisticated approach is needed to accurately determine these quantization
values [AP92].

Exactly what value we use for quantizing is a function of both the spatial
frequency of the waveform and the color coordinate. As should be appar-
ent from Figure 4.10, the quantizing values for luminance should be very
different from the quantizing values for chrominance. The two chrominance
components are not quite identical, but are reasonably similar. However,
the Cr and Cb coordinates used by MPEGare not perceptually uniform,
and a finer quantization is therefore required. Therefore, MPEG makes a
further approximation and uses the same quantization for all three com-
ponents. Even with this approximation, chrominance usually requires less
than 20% of the bandwidth.

‘There are, of course, some subtle aspects to the quantization process.
First, as noted above, the 8x8 DCT is not an ideal frequency decomposition.
 
 

Se ond, there is no guarantee that activity at one frequency will not affect
érception of activity at another frequency in the same block. Third,

th ‘threshold for perception may be different for a change in amplitude as
opposed to the absence or presence of the waveform. Finally, in many cases
compression targets can only be reached with quantization values well above

_the-threshold for visibility.

4.2.4 Activity masking and facilitation O

Another property of the human visual system that can be used to advan-
tage in compression systems is activity masking. In portions of a picture
where strong edges and other rapid intensity changes occur, the eye has dif-
ficulty discerning small variations in intensity. Conversely, in very smooth
areas, the same small changes may be quite visible. Since in image quality
measurements the eye is drawn to the areas that show artifacts, a single
array of quantization values for a DCT must be appropriate for the areas
where quantization artifacts are most visible. It would be better to vary the
quantization, depending on the activity in different regions.

However, some care must be exercised in using variable quantization.
Vassilev [Vas73] has explored contrast sensitivity variations near edges, and
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Rogowitz [Rog83a] has studied masking of a stimulus by an adjacent high
contrast maskasa function of spatial frequency and temporaloffset.1° These
experiments suggest that contrast sensitivity in the presence of adjacent
masking stimuli is a complex phenomenon that may bedifficult to exploit
in data compression systems — at least in the spatial domain. The discus-
sion in Wandell [Wan95] reinforces this point, and shows that in addition
to masking, facilitation can occur. Facilitation is the enhancement of the
visibility of one signal in the presence of another.

Whenstimulus and mask are overlapped, the threshold for detection of a
given spatial frequency is increased if the mask has a similar frequency and
relatively large amplitude (see [Rog83a]). However, the discussion in Wan-
dell [Wan95] shows that the masking effects seen at large mask amplitudes
may in fact change to facilitation (enhanced visiblity) at low amplitudes.
Wandell also discusses experiments showing that masking is quite orienta-
tion dependent, the effect disappearing at an angle of 67deg. (However,
two superimposed masks at opposing 67 deg angles has a powerful masking
effect.) This suggests that quantization thresholds can be increased when
there is a lot of activity in a given DCT block. However, a quantitative anal-
ysis of these maskingeffects, at least as they apply to DCT quantization, has
not yet been done. In addition, very little is known about suprathreshold
effects, and at the low rates typical of MPEG-1, the encoding is normally
done under conditions where quantization artifacts are quite visible. |

Applications of variable quantization are still based primarily on heuris-
tics and experiments, and there is some question as to just how much benefit
can be derived from variable quantization. Forstill picture coding, advocates
of variable quantization claim as much as 30% improvement in compression
for a given picture quality [NP77, Gon91]. The JPEG committee recently
adopted Part 3 of the JPEG still image compression standard, and this
includes variable quantization. The main motivation for this extension to
JPEG was, however, to make conversion between JPEG and MPEGeasier.
Studies reported at the JPEG meetings showed nosignificant improvement ~
in rate-distortion.

The MPEGsyntax provides an efficient code for changing the quantiza-
tion scale factor. The quantization scale factor is a multiplicative constant
applied to all of the AC coefficients, but not to the DC term. This per-
mits the quantization values to be different in different parts of a picture.
Although variable quantization is primarily used to control the bit rate, it

‘ also provides a mechanism for exploiting activity masking, thereby possibly
improving the overall picture quality. Further discussion of variable quanti-
zation is deferred to Chapter 14.

  
 

 

 
 

| l0The mask and stimulus may or may not overlap. When they do not, the process is
called metacontrast. ,  
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4.3 Perception of motion©O

; Whena viewer watches a movie or television set, he sees a sequence of images
| in which objects appear to move. The motion is, however, apparent rather

| than real. Each individual picture in the sequence is a snapshot of the scene,
: and if the sequenceis played at a very slow rate, the objects appear to shift

discontinuously from one picture to the next. When the sequence is played
at the intended rate, however, the objects appear to move continuously.

Although temporaleffects in the human visual system are quite complex,
muchinsight can be gotten from the measurements of spatial-temporal inter-
actions in the HVS.1" For example, display flicker has been of long-standing
interest to display system engineers, and someinteresting clues to tempo-
ral effects can be gotten from measurements of critical flicker frequency.
Measurements of spatial resolution at various temporal frequencies are also
relevant, as is pre- and post-masking in the temporal domain. The visual
mechanisms involved in the perception of motion, and the ability of the eye
to track simple objects moving with uniform velocity (as opposed to complex
random motion) arealso of interest.!?.

 
4.3.1 Critical flicker frequency O

"Critical flicker frequency (CFF) is the frequency above which a periodic
ochilation of the luminance can no longer be seen. Becauseof its extreme

tance in display technology, many detailed measurements have been

“nas of flicker. For very large objects (60 deg field of view), Figure 4.11
[DeL.58, Kel61] shows how perception of flicker varies with respect to the

i intensity of light on the retina (see [Cor70]). In (a), the data are plotted
as absolute sensitivity; in (b), as relative sensitivity. The coalescing of the

|  plots.in (b) at frequencies below about 4 Hz is expected from Weber’s Law.
i - At high temporal frequencies, however, the sensitivity becomes independent

- of luminance, as can be seen from plot (a).

a There is also a dependence of CFF on the size of the object, as can
i

 

be seen in Figure 4.12 (see [Rog83b]). The experimental observation that
small objects have lower critical flicker frequency indicates that temporal
resolution is reduced at higher spatial frequencies. One might suspect that

1A review by Rogowitz [Rog83b] provided us with many ideas for this section.
12One variable that is very important in experiments on the HVSis saccadic eye move-

ments. These very small involuntary eye movements are characteristic of normal vision,
and play a profound role in HVS properties. For example, when an imageis stabilized on
the retina by meansof an eye tracking device, the subject soon perceives only a uniform
gray [Cor70] Presumably, since viewing of MPEG sequences does not involve stabilized
images, data for unstabilized stimuli are more relevant. All of the data cited in this section
are for unstabilized stimuli.
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Figure 4.11: Flicker perception: sensitivity as a function of frequency for
various luminances: (a) Absolute sensitivity. (b) relative sensitivity. The
retinal illuminations (in Trolands) label the curves (after [DeL58, Kel61)).
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Figure 4.12: Flicker perception: Dependenceon targetsize (after [Rog83b}).

the,converse of this is also true; namely, that spatial resolution of vision is
‘ed.at higher temporal frequencies.

4,322° Spatial resolution of time-varying scenes ©
Figtre 4, 13 shows Robson’s data [Rob66, Cor70] for the contrast sensitivity
as a-furection of temporal frequency. In this figure data are shown for se-
lectedspatial frequencies that bracket the spatial frequency peak in contrast

' sensitivity. As suspected, there is indeed a reduction in contrast sensitivity
at higher temporal frequencies, especially for the highest spatial frequencies.

HVSscientists have modeled this behavior by postulating two types of
sensory channels, one for transient signals (fast temporal response) and an-
other for sustained signals (slow temporal response) (see [Rog83b]). Experi-
ments suggest that the contrast sensitivity function is actually the composite
response of a numberof separate sensory channels tuned fairly narrowly to
different spatial frequencies. These are further divided into transient and
sustained channels. Sustained channels are broadly tuned, occurring across
the full range of spatial frequencies; transient channels respond only at lower
spatial frequencies. A qualitative plot of luminance contrast sensitivity as
a sum of sustained and transient channels is shown in Figure 4.14. This
model is consistent with Robson’s data and with the observation that small
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Figure 4.13: Contrast sensitivity as a function of temporal frequency (after
[Rob66]).

objects have a lower CFF. It suggests that when viewing objects in motion,
high spatial frequency response is attenuated.

4.3.3 Motion sensing O

There is a considerable body of literature on how the HVS perceives motion
(see [AB85, Wan95]), and there has been some debate as to the level of cog-
nition required to perceive object motion. However, models involvingonly
fast low-level visual processing appear to explain many aspects of the phy-
chophysical data on motion perception. These models involve various types
of spatio-temporalfilters, and postulate filters selective for location, spatial
frequency, direction, and speed. Watson and Ahumada [WA85] point out
that speed discrimination is virtually absent. for moving stimuli at threshold,
but is extremely sensitive to speed variations for stimuli above threshold.
They use this to postulate a two-stage model for motion sensing. Adel-
son and Bergen postulate a similar model structure in which thefirst stage

consists of linear filters oriented in space-time and tuned to various spatial
frequencies. A second stage then pairs these in quadrature to give motion
energy and direction. While the details of these models differ, the gen-
eral conclusion that motion perception can be explained by low-level visual
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Figure 4.14: Transient and sustained channel contributions to contrast sen-
sitivity (after [Rog83b]).

processing appearsvalid.
Ison and Bergen [AB85] provide an interesting illustration for why
‘perceives apparent motion to be the same as real motion. Figure 4.15

 

 

“illustrates their point of view, showing that low-level spatial and temporal
filtering iin the HVS provide blurring that makes a sequence ofstill pictures
appéarquite similar to the same scene in continuous motion. Both appear
to he in continuous motion, provided thepicturerate is sufficiently high.

4.3.4 Temporal masking O

Whenthere is asudden scene change, a significant time elapses before the
eye can adapt to the new detail; during that time, major artifacts in the
displayed image may not be visible. This phenomenon is called forward
masking; a similar effect, backward masking, occurs just before a scene

_ change.
According to Bloch’s law [Owe72], for time intervals less than a certain

critical duration, luminance perception is constant if the product of stimulus
duration and intensity is kept constant. For displays, this critical duration
determines the critical flicker frequency. However, for more complex tasks
involving perception of image content, higher levels of cognition are involved,
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a b c

 
  

Figure 4.15: Illustration of the effect of spatial and temporal filtering. (a)
Motion ofa horizontal bar (the time axis is down). (b) Sequence ofstill
snapshots. (c) Display of snapshots. (d) Effect of spatial and temporal
low-passfiltering, original scene. (e) Effect of spatial and temporal low-pass
filtering on displayed scene.
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and the critical duration can be several hundred milliseconds.

4.3.5 Tracking of moving objectsO

The ability of the eye to track moving objects is very important in deter-
mining what the eye can resolve. As with scene changes, when an’ object
suddenly starts moving,thereis a critical duration before the eye is able to
track the object. Once the eye is tracking the object, the ability to resolve
spatial patterns improves. [Ger88]. The suppression of contrast sensitivity
at low spatial frequencies [Wan95] during saccadic eye movements may be
related to this effect.

4.3.6 Codingtime-varying scenes O

These experimental observations have a direct bearing on how an MPEG
system should code time-varying scenes. The key to good efficiency in cod-
ing changing areas is whether the eye can see the changes. As with spatial
variations in intra coding, the basic idea remains the same — if the temporal
changes can’t be seen, they don’t need to be sent. Qualitatively, it seems
reasonable to suppose that the eye cannot see temporally changing areas
with the same spatial resolution as in stationary areas. Indeed, the concept
of trading off spatial and temporal resolution in video coding wasfirst sug-
gested by Seyler [Sey62], and was based on the observation that areas in

' mo cannot be resolved as well by the eye. It should come as no surprise  

 
eader that this concept is also very relevant in MPEG video coding.

WE have seen abovethat if an object is in rapid motion, the eye cannot
discern high spatial frequencies. There is no reason to code this information
until the object slows down; and it is curious, therefore, that the default
quantization MPEG uses for the DCT coefficients of the differential data
is flat, independent of spatial frequency. This would suggest that MPEG
is not taking full advantage of temporal HVS properties. However, most
video cameras integrate the light over most of the video field time, and this
naturally blurs the images of moving objects. Blurring, of course, attenuates
high spatial frequencies, automatically removing them from the transformed
data. Slowly moving objects do not blur, but they should retain most of
their spatial frequency content. A more conservative quantization is also

_ needed to avoid artifacts in moving objects that the eye can track.
The default flat quantization table for MPEG inter coding may not be

appropriate for coding of movies. In movies the image is captured with less
integration. The scenes are sharper, but also show much morealiasing. The
coding trade-offs here are very complex, in that if the high frequencies are
attenuated in inter coding, more frequent updates with intra coding may be
needed to restore high frequencies when motion stops.
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Scene changes are another place wherevideo coding bit rates can be
significantly reduced [SB65, LD94]. If there is a sudden scene change in a
video sequence, the new scene normally starts with an intrapicture. Since
intra pictures typically take about three times as many bits to code as inter
pictures, this might lead us to conclude that scene changes are expensive in
terms of compressed bit cost. However, since the eye is relatively insensitive
to image content for quite a few video field times (15 ms each), the first few
pictures before and after the scene change do not need as high a visual fidelity

pictures can be repeated with minimal change, and just after, can be coded
with less fidelity. Within a few video picture times, however, the fidelity
must be restored to normallevels.'’ In addition, these effects should also
apply to moving objects in a sequence, indicating that coarser quantization

i of moving areas can be used, provided that correction of artifacts left behind
in the wake of objects are corrected within a few hundred milliseconds. 

134 sequence can also start with B-pictures, and this provides a very simple mechanism —
for reducing the quality of the first few pictures after a scene change.
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i as the scenes following, and this can be used to good advantage to reduce If
the bit rate near the point of scene change. Just before the scene change the _ i!  
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5

MPEG Coding Principles

In this chapter we review someof the basic principles used in MPEG coding.
We use this chapter to introduce some of the terminology used through-
out the book, but our treatment here is necessarily brief. Readers who .
have no familiarity with data compression will probably want to supple-
ment the treatment here with texts such as [RJ91], [BK95], [Say96], [Hof97]
and [PM93]. ;

Wefirst present a very high-level view of a coding system, showing how
the system can be divided into modeling and entropy coding sections, Then,
we discuss the very important topics of entropy coding and coding models,
in that order. Finally, we discuss the specifics of the MPEG-1 coding tech-
niques and present block diagrams for MPEG-1 encoders and decoders. Note
that our use of the term system in this chapter is unrelated to the MPEG
system layer.

   
5.1 Coding system structure O

The high-level coding system diagram sketched in Figure 5.1 illustrates the
structure of a typical encoder and decoder system. The analog to digital
conversion (A/D) determines the basic resolution and precision of the input
data, and thusis a very important step in reducing the almost unlimited data
that potentially is available from the original scene to a manageable level.
However, data reduction does not necessarily stop once the digitization is
completed. .

Compression systems that do no further data reduction once the picture
is digitized are lossless systems; these lossless compression systems rarely
compress natural image data by more than a factor of 2 to 3. Compression
systems such as MPEG need to achieve considerably more than an order
of magnitude higher compression than this, and they do this by means of

81
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Figure 5.1: Overview of a compression system.

further lossy data reduction after the digitization.
_ -As shownin Figure 5.1, it is convenient to separate a coding system into

two parts. The first part is the encoder model that performs lossy data

reduction in the process of changing the digital source data into a more
t representation which is conventionally labeled symbols. The second ©
n.codes these symbols in a process that minimizes the bitstream
na statistical sense. This second step is called entropy coding.+

 
 

 

5.1.1 Isolating the model O
The decoder in Figure 5.1 reverses the encoding process, at least to the
extent possible. It first losslessly converts the compressed data back to
symbols, and then rebuilds a digital picture that is (hopefully) a visually
close approximation to the original digital source data. This digital data is
fed through a D/A (digital to analog) converter to recreate an analog output
signal for the display.

For the moment consider the entropy encoder and decoder to be “black
boxes” with the following properties: The entropy encoder accepts a stream

‘of symbols from the encoder model and converts it to compressed data;
the entropy decoder decodes that compressed data and returns an identical 

‘In [PM93] a slightly different decomposition is used in which an intermediate stage of
descriptors is defined. This was necessary because of the two entropy-coding techniques
used in JPEG. MPEG uses only one type of entropy coding and this intermediate stage
is not needed. We therefore use the more conventional decomposition in this book.
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Figure 5.2: Compression system with lossless coding sections removed. i |
RY

stream of symbols to the decoder model. Since by definition the entropy
encoder and decoderare lossless, the compression system can be truncated op
as shown in Figure 5.2. Although the system may not provide much com- ; Hi
pression, it is still completely functional in other respects.

 
5.1.2 Symbols and statistical modeling O i

Symbols are an abstract representation of the data that usually does not it
permit an exact reversible reconstruction of the original source data (unless |
specifically designed to be reversible). In general, the coding model involves
both data reduction and a recasting of the data into symbols. The symbols a
chosen to represent the data are usually a less correlated representation that
allows an efficient and relatively simple entropy-coding step. The process of
choosing a set of symbols to represent the data involves a statistical model

of the data — so named, because it is based on a careful analysis of the Hh
statistical properties of the data. -

Statistical modeling pervades the design of the coding model. For ex- :
ample, one coding model used extensively for lossless coding is DPCM (dif-
ferential pulse code modulation). In this coding technique a difference is |.
calculated between each pel and a prediction calculated from neighboring :
pel values already transmitted. Pel differences turn out to be considerably
less correlated than the original pel values, and can be coded independently
with reasonable efficiency. Better coding efficiency is achieved, however,
whencorrelations between differences are taken into account in the statisti- —

cal modeling.
An even moreeffective way of reducing correlation is with the DCT,as

has been mentionedin earlier chapters. However, before we get into detailed

       |

, \i!
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discussion of DCT based models, we need to develop the topic of entropy
coding.

5.2 Entropy coding oO

An entropy encoderlosslessly converts a sequence of symbols into com-
pressed data, and the entropy decoder in that figure reverses the process
to produce the identical sequence at the decoder. The task of the entropy
coderis to encode the sequence of symbols to the shortest possible bitstream.

5.2.1 Principles of entropy coding O

In general, the symbolsfed to the entropy encoder are members of an alpha-
bet, a term that requires some explanation. Suppose the task is to compress
a string of text consisting of a particular sequence of lowercase letters. If
all letters can occur in the sequence, the compression alphabet would then
consist of the 26 letters of the normal alphabet, a through z. However,if
the text: might include both uppercase and lowercase letters, the compres-

-sion alphabet must have 52 entries (symbols). If spaces are allowed in the

text,the space symbol must be added to the alphabet. If any punctuation
scan occur, the compression alphabet must include them as well. If

ie-characters that can be expressed by an 8-bit code are allowed, the
et must consist of 256 symbols; if two-byte codes are allowed, theal-

 
 

. phabet‘should have 65,536 symbols. In other words, the alphabet is theset
of possible symbols, whereas the message — the actual stream of symbols’
fed to.the entropy encoder — is one of many possible streams. It is the task
ot the: entropy encoder to transmit this particular stream of symbols in as

‘few bits as possible, and this requires statistically optimum codelengths for
each symbol. The technique for making optimal integer code assignmentsis.
called Huffman coding. ,

Entropy encoders are somewhat like intelligent gamblers. The currency
is denominated in bits and the objective is to spend as few bits as possible
in getting the symbol stream (the message) to the decoder. As with any
gambling scheme, symbol probabilities play a major role in how the bets
are placed. To win, the more probable symbols must be coded with fewer
bits than average. However, the only way this is possible is if the less
probable symbols are coded with more bits than average. Therein lies the
gamble. Usually, this intelligent gambler wins, but if a message containing
only: symbols with very low probabilities occurs, the message is expanded
rather than compressed. The bet is then lost.
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0 1 3°¢4 in 6 7 8 9 10 14 12 13 14 #15 16 count+H HHH

a
  
 

Figure 5.3: Symbol counts on a numberline.

5.2.2 Mathematics of entropy coding ®

According to a fundamental theorem of information theory, the optimum
code length for a symbol, L, (and also the number of bits of information
transmitted when that symbolis sent) is given by [Sha49}:

L = logs(1/Ps) (5.1)

The entropy, which is simply the average numberof bits per symbol,is
given by:

entropy = 5~ Ps logs(1/Ps) (5.2)

where the sum is over all symbols in the alphabet. The entropy is a lower
bound on the average code length in a compressed message.

The following is not a proof of this theorem but may help in understand-
ing it: Suppose the alphabet consists of four possible symbols, a, b, c, and
d. Suppose further that symbol counts, Sg, 5}, S., and Sg, are kept of each
symbol for a long message and each symbol has been encountered at least ©
once. Now,starting with symbol a, stack the symbol counts in succession, |
as shown in Figure 5.3.

Each symbolis associated with a particular count interval and thus can
be specified by selecting any number within that interval. Symbol a, for
example, is associated with the interval from 0 to S, -1 and can be selected
by any number between 0 and 3. Symbol b is associated with the interval
from Sg to Sz +S», —1, and therefore can be selected by the numbers 4 and
5. Symbol d is associated with the interval from S, + S,+ S, to the interval
Sa + Sp +S5.+ Sg —1, and can be selected by any number between 8 and
15. Note that there is no overlap in these intervals. The first’ two columns
of Table 5.1 summarizethis.

SY
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symbol|count binary code|probability|code length
interval|count interval

a 0..3 0000..0011 00 1/4 2
b 4..5 0100..0101 010 1/8 3
c 6..7 0110..0111 011 1/8 3
d 8..15 1000..1111 1 1/2 1 

Table 5.1: Symbol counts, probabilities, and codes.

The third column of Table 5.1 contains the binary representation of the
counts, and a very interesting thing can be seen there. For the largest count
interval, Sz, only the most significant bit is unique and the lower-orderbits
can be either zero or one. For the next smaller interval, S,, the two most
significant bits must be zero, but the rest can have either sense. For the two
smallest intervals three bits are required to uniquely specify the interval.
Whenthebits that are not unique are discarded, the code wordsin the 4th
column are created. Note that these codes have the required unique prefix
property —- that is, no short codeis a prefix (the leading bits) of a longer
code.

_ Ifsymbol probabilities are calculated from the symbol counts, ideal code
lengths can then be calculated from Equation 5.2, as shown in columns 5

6of Table 5.1. These ideal code lengths exactly match the lengths of
le words obtained from the unique leading bits.?

 
 
5.2.3 Huffman coding O
Code lengths are readily determined whenall probabilities are simple powers

‘of 2; but what does one do when a probability is, for example, 1/37? The
’ code assignment procedure worked out by Huffman [Huf52] solves this prob-

lem neatly, producing a compact code — one that is optimum, with unique~
prefixes, and that uses all of the codes of each length in the table. Huffman
coding provides integer length codes of optimum length, and only noninteger
length coding techniques such as arithmetic coding [Ris76, CWN87, PM93]
can improve uponthe coding efficiency of Huffman coding.

5.2.4 Assigning Huffman codes®

The procedure for assigning Huffman codesis based on pairing of symbols
and groups of symbols. Given the set of symbols, a, b, c, and d, illustrated in

2This way of partitioning the numberlineis, in fact, somewhat related to a proof found
in [BCW90] for the theorem in Equation 5.2.
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Code Probability

1 Py 1/2

o1 Pa= 1/4

001 P= 18
000 P= 18

 
 

Figure 5.4: Huffman coding tree.

Figure 5.3, the code tree in Figure 5.4 can be constructed. In general, a tree
such as this is developed by pairing the two symbols or groups of symbols
of lowest probability and combining them to form a branch of the tree. The
probability of being on that branch is simply the sum of the probabilities
of the two symbols (or groups) paired. The tree is further developed until
only a single branch — the root of the tree — remains. The two branches of
each pair are then assigned a 1 and 0 codebit (the assignment is arbitrary).
Code wordsfor a particular symbol are obtained by concatenating the code
bits, starting at the root and working back to the leaf corresponding to that
symbol. The entire set of code words generated in this manneris called a
Huffman code table. Although the example given here is for probabilities
that are exact powers of 2, this table generation technique applies generally.

5.2.5 Adaptive entropy coding ®

MPEGis a nonadaptive coding system, and thus uses fixed code tables.
To set up the MPEG code tables, many image sequences were coded and
statistics were gathered for each code wordin the table. Although ideally the
code word lengths should be exactly matched to the statistics, nonadaptive
codingis relatively robust when there are minor deviations from the ideal: If
a code word happens to be too long for one symbol, the code word assigned
to another symbol will be too short. Therefore, when the probabilities for
symbols are not quite matched to the assumed values, the increased number
of bits for some symbolsis at least partly offset by a decreased numberofbits
for others. If deviations are not minor, however, coding efficiency degrades,
and adaptive coding can then providesignificantly better compression.

In adaptive entropy coding the codetables are modified to better match
the symbol probabilities. In the JPEG still-image compression standard,for
€xample, Huffman tables matched to the statistics for a particular picture
can be transmitted as part of the compressed picture. JPEG also provides
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88 MPEG VIDEO COMPRESSION STANDARD

an alternative form of entropy coding, adaptive arithmetic coding, that can
even adapt to changing statistics within an image.

There is, of course, a price to be paid for the coding efficiency gains with
adaptive coding, in that the system is usually more complex. Only when
substantial mismatch between assumed and actual probabilities can occur
is there a good justification for adaptive entropy coding.

5.2.6 Symbol probabilities ®
In Table 5.1 symbol probabilities were calculated from the symbol counts.
In doing this the assumption is made that the counts are averages over a
large number of “typical” messages. If the number of messages is large
enough,all of the symbols will occur sufficiently often that reliable values
for the probabilities can be calculated. It sometimes happens, however, that
a symbolis theoretically possible, but so rare that it never occurs in any of
the messages used to train the code table. The code table must beable to
represent any possible message, and this creates a problem knownas the zero
frequency problem — if the frequency of occurrence is zero, the probability
calculated from the ratio of the symbol count to the total count is zero and

the ideal code length is therefore infinite. One commonly used solution to
the zero frequency problem is to start all symbol counts at one rather than

3
 

Statistical models O 

The‘statistical model is really distributed throughout the encoder model.
The act of decorrelating the data by taking pel differences or by computing
a DCT is in some sense part of the statistical model. However, there is
another very important task for the statistical model once this decorrelated |

‘representation is obtained, and this is the creation of an efficient symbol
set.

It is certainly possible to code DCT coefficients or pel differences di-
rectly, calling these the symbols. However, whenever symbol probabilities
get too large, Huffman coding usually becomesinefficient because of the re-
striction to integer code words. The shortest code length possible is 1 bit,
 

3This initialization of counts is one example of a technique for estimating probabilities
called Bayesian estimation. When each count is set to the same initial value, the as-
sumption is, in the absence of any information about symbol counts, that all symbols are
equiprobable. If some counts are set to larger numbers than others, some prior knowledge
is assumed. Theinitial values used for the counts reflect the degree of confidence in the
prior knowledge about probabilities, and fractional values less than 1 imply a great deal
of uncertainty about the initial probabilities. Further information on Bayesian estimation
may be found in [PM93] and in [Wil91].
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CHAPTER 5. MPEG CODING PRINCIPLES 89

corresponding to a symbol probability of 0.5. As the probability rises above
0.5, the code length remains 1, even though ideally it should be shorter.

The solution to this problem is to combine symbols based on DCT coef-
ficients or pel differences, creating a new alphabet in which two or more of
the old symbols are represented by a single new symbol. This is a key part
of the statistical model.

When combining symbols, a separate symbol is needed for each possible
combination of the old symbols. The probability of each symbol is given

by the product of the probabilities of the old symbols combined in it. For
example, the DCT used in MPEGtypically has many zero coefficients, es-
pecially at higher spatial frequencies. The probability of a zero value is
therefore well above 0.5, and coding the coefficients individually is quite in-
efficient. Instead, the zero coefficient values are combined in various ways
to create new symbols with lower probabilities. Since each possible combi-
nation must be given a symbol, combining symbols expandsthesize of the
alphabet. However, the coding efficiency is much improved.

Statistical models can also exploit conditional probabilities. Conditional
probabilities are probabilities that depend on a particular history of prior
events. For example, the probability of the letter u occurring in text is
about 0.02 for typical English text documents [WMB94]. However, if the
letter q occurs, u becomes much more probable — about 0.95, in fact. When
a probability is a function of past symbols coded wecall it a conditional
probability. When code tables are based on conditional probabilities, the
coding is then conditioned on prior symbols.

Not surprisingly, many compression systems use conditional probabili-
ties. MPEG,for example, changes the code tables, depending on the type of
picture being coded. Moredetails of the statistical models used in MPEG
will be found in the following sections on coding models.

5.4 Coding models oO

As anyone who has ever examined a movie film strip knows, the individual
pictures in a movie are very similar from one picture to the next. In addition,
the two-dimensional array. of samples that results from the digitizing of
each picture is also typically very highly correlated — that is, adjacent

‘ samples within a picture are very likely to have a similar intensity. It is this
correlation, both within each picture and from picture to picture that makes
it possible to compress these sequencesveryeffectively.
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90 MPEG VIDEO COMPRESSION STANDARD

5.4.1 I-, P-, and B-picturesO

MPEGdivides the pictures in a sequence into three basic categories as il-
lustrated in Figure 2.4 in Chapter 2. Intra-coded pictures or [-pictures are
coded without reference to preceding or upcomingpictures in the sequence.
Predicted pictures or P-pictures are coded with respect to the temporally
closest preceding I-picture or P-picture in the sequence. Bidirectionally
coded pictures or B-pictures are interspersed between the I-pictures and
P-pictures in the sequence, and are coded with respect to the immediately
adjacent IJ- and P-pictures either preceding, upcoming, or both. Even though
several B-pictures may occur in immediate succession, B-pictures may never
be used to predict another picture.

5.4.2 MPEG coding models O

Since I-pictures are coded without reference to neighboring pictures in the
sequence, the coding model must exploit only the correlations within the
picture. For J-pictures, the coding models used by MPEG are similar to
those defined by JPEG, and the reader may therefore find the extensive
discussion of coding models in [PM93] helpful.

‘P-pictures and B-pictures are coded as differences, the difference being
between the picture being coded and a reference picture. Where the image

has not changed from one picture to the next, the difference will be zero.
' Only the“areas that have changed need to be updated, a process known tional replenishment. If there is motion in the sequence, a better

-prédiction can be obtained from pels in the reference picture that are shifted
relative to the current picture pels. Motion compensationis a very important
partof the.coding models for P- and B-pictures and will be discussed in detail
inChapter 11.

Given an I-picture or the motion-compensated difference array for a P- °
or B-picture, two basic coding models are used to complete the coding pro-
cess: a discrete cosine transform model (DCT-based model) and a predictive
model. The DCT=based model is common to the codingofall of the picture
types and as discussed earlier, plays a central role in MPEG. The quantiza-
tion of theDCT coefficients permits the MPEG coding system to take good
advantage of the spatial frequency dependency of the human eye’s response

_to luminance and chrominance (see Chapter 4). Furthermore, DCT coeffi-
cients are almost perfectly decorrelated, as shown in the pioneering work by
Ahmed, Natarajan, and Rao [ANR74j. This means that the coding models
do not need to consider conditional statistical properties of coefficients.

The coding of quantized DCT coefficients is lossless — that is, the de-
coder is able to reproduce the exact same quantized values. The coding
models are dependent, however, on the type of picture being coded.
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8 16 19 22 26 27 29 34

16 16 22 24 27 29 34 37

19 22 26 27 29 34 34 38
22 22 26 27 29 34 37 40

22 26 27 29 32 35 40 48 |
26 27 29 32 35 40 48 58

26 27 29 34 38 46 56 69

27 29 35 38 46 56 69 88

Table 5.2: The default luminance quantization table for intra coding. r

5.4.3 Quantization in MPEG-19 if

As discussed in Chapters 3 and 4, the DCT decomposesthe picture data
into underlying spatial frequencies. Since the response of the human visual
system is a function of spatial frequency, the precision with which each i
coefficient is represented should also be a function of spatial frequency. This a
is the role of quantization. “I

. The quantization table is an array of 64 quantization values, one for
each DCT coefficient. These are used to divide the unquantized DCT coef- ae |
ficients to reduce the precision, following rules described in Section 3.6.1 in eh]
Chapter 3.

There are two quantization tables in MPEG-1, onefor intra coding and
one for nonintra coding. The default intra coding table, shown in Table 5.2, cv
has a distribution of quantizing values that is roughly in accord with the ae
frequency response of the humaneye, given a viewing distance of approxi- aan
mately six times the screen width and a 360x240 pel picture. ,

The nonintra default MPEG quantization table is flat with a fixed value
of 16 for all coefficients, including the DC term. The constant quantization
value for all coefficients is of interest, for it appears to be at odds with the
notion that higher spatial frequencies should be less visible. However, this
table is used for coding of differential changes from one picture to the next,
and these changes, by definition, involve temporal maskingeffects.

      
In I-pictures the DCTcoefficients within a given block are almost completely
decorrelated. However thereis still some correlation between the coefficients

in a given block and the coefficients of neighboring blocks. This is especially
true for the block averages represented by the DC coefficients. For this
reason, the -DC coefficient is coded separately from the AC by a predictive

|
i

5.4.4 Coding of I-pictures ® )
I  
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DC 
 
 

 

Prediction

DC 8
De e/——_» --

Prediction :

DC 
 Prediction

Figure 5.5: Coding order of macroblocks and the DC prediction sequence.

DPCM technique.

 
/:Coding DC coefficients in I-pictures ®

witinequation 5.3, the DC value of the neighboring block just coded
“(from ‘the.same component), P, is the prediction for the DC value in the
current block. The difference, ADC, is usually close to zero.

ADC =DC-—P (5.3)

Note that the block providing the prediction is determined by the coding
order of the blocks in the macroblock. Figure 5.5 provides a sketch of the
coding and prediction sequence.

The coding of ADC is done by coding a size category and additional
bits that specify the precise magnitude and sign. Size categories and corre-
sponding code words for luma and chromaare given in Table 5.3.

The size category determines the number of additional bits required to
fully specify the DC difference. If size in Table 5.3 is zero, the DC difference
is zero; otherwise, size bits are appended to bitstream following the code for
size. These bits supply the additional information to fully specify the sign
and magnitude.

The coding of the difference values is done exactly as in JPEG. To code a
given difference, the size categoryis first determined and coded. If the differ-
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Table 5.3: DC code tables for luminance and chrominance.
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 C code size  magnitude range 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

111110
1111110

00 0

Ol 1

10 2

110 3

1110 4

11110 5

111110 6

1111110|7

11111110|8

 

  -255...-128,128...255

 
  

  
  
  
  

  

0

-11
~3..-2,2...3
~TiAh..7

-15...-8,8...15
-31...-16,16...31
-63...-32,32...63

-127...-64,64...127

 

 

 
Table 5.4: Examples of DC difference coding. —

  
[ difference size|additional

decimal|binary_|bits
f+5 |...0010i|3|101

+4 ..- 00100 3 100

+3 ... 00011 2 11

+2 ... 00010 2 10

+1 .. 00001 1 1
0 ..-00000|O|-

-1 .. LUI 1 10

~2 ... 11110 2 01

-3 ... 11101|2|00

-4 ...11100|3|O11

-5 ... 11011 3 010
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1 5 6 14 15 27 28

4 7 13 16 26 29 42

8 12 17 25 30 41 43

11 18 24 31 40 44 53

10 19 23 32 39 45 52 54

20 22 33 38 46 51 55 60

21 34 37 47 50 56 59 61

30 36 48 49 57 58 62 63

Figure 5.6: Zigzag ordering of DCT coefficients.

ence is negative, 1 is subtracted. Then, size low-order bits of the difference
are appended to the bitstream. Table 5.4 provides a few examples.

5.4.4.2 Coding AC coefficients in I-pictures®

The decorrelation provided by the DCT permits the AC coefficients to be
coded ‘independently of one another, and this greatly simplifies the coding

ss: However, although the coding of a given coefficient is independent
coefficients, the position of the coefficient in the array is impor-

. “Coefficients representing high spatial frequencies are almost always
zero, whereas low-frequency coefficients are often nonzero. To exploit this
behavior, the coefficients are arranged qualitatively from low to high spatial
frequency following the zigzag scan order shown in Figure 5.6. This zigzag
scan. approximately orders the coefficients according to their probability of
being zero.

Even with zigzag ordering, many coefficients are zero in a typical 8x8
block; therefore, it is impossible to code the block efficiently without com-
bining zero coefficients into composite symbols.

A very important example of a composite symbol is the end-of-block
(EOB). The EOB symbolcodesall of the trailing zero coefficients in the

 
 

_zigzag-ordered DCT with a single code word. Typically, the EOB occurs
well before the midpoint of the array, and in fact, is so probable that it
is assigned a two-bit code. Note that if each of the coefficients was coded
independently, about 60 bits would be needed to code the same information.

EOBcodingis illustrated in Figure 5.7. Coding starts with the lowest
frequency coefficient, and continues until no more nonzero coefficients re-
main in the zigzag sequence. The coding of the block is then terminated
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13220200000 132 00-1020001 EOB

00000000

-10000000 (b) 7

10000000 |
00000000 /
00000000 J
00000000 (132-P) 2:-1 1:2 3:1 EOB i
00000000 a

(a) (c) |
 

Figure 5.7: End-of-block coding in MPEG and JPEG: (a) DCT as a 2-D ;
array. After quantization, all of the high frequencies are zero. (b) zigzag i
ordered coefficients, but with the trailing zeros replaced by an EOB symbol.
(c) zigzag ordered coefficients represented as composite ADC = 132 — P,
run/level, and EOB symbols.

  
with the end-of-block code. The end-of-block code is short, only two bits,
and thus is very probable. '

Runs of zero coefficients also occur quite frequently before the end-of- !
block. In this case, better coding efficiency is obtained when code words
(symbols) are defined combining the length of the zero coefficient run with |
the amplitude of the nonzero coefficient terminating the run. S|

Each nonzero AC coefficient is coded using this run-level symbol struc-
ture. Run refers to the numberof zero coefficients before the next nonzero

coefficient; level refers to the amplitude of the nonzero coefficient. Fig-
ure 5.7(c) illustrates this. The trailing bit of each run-level code is the bit,
s, that codes the sign of the nonzero coefficient. Ifsis 0, the coefficient is
positive; otherwise it is negative.

The MPEG AC codetable reproduced in Table5.5 has a large number
of run-level codes, one for each of the relatively probable run-level combina-
tions. The EOB symbol, with its two-bit code, is also shown. Combinations
of run lengths and levels not found in this table are coded by the escape

code, followed by a six-bit code for the run length and an eight- or 16-bit
code for thelevel.

 
Two codesare listed for run 0/level 1 in Table 5.5, and this may seem

a bit puzzling. First, why are there two codes for this? Second, why does
the binary code ‘1 s’ (where ‘s’ indicates the sign of the nonzero coefficient)
not conflict with the binary ‘10’ end-of-block (EOB) code? The reason for
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run/level|VLC bits
0/1 |is (first) 2
0/1 11s (next) 3

0/2 0100 s 5

0/3 0010 1s 6

0/4 0000 110s 8

0/5 0010 0110 s 9

0/6 0010 0001 s 9

0/7 0000 0010 10s 14

0/8 0000 0001 1101 s 13

0/9 0000 0001 1000 s 13

0/10 0000 0001 0011 s 13

o/i1 0000 0001 0000 s 13

0/12 0000 0000 1101 Os 14

0/13 0000 0000 1100 1s 14

0/14 0000 0000 1100 Os 14

0/15 0000 0000 1011 1s 14

0/16 0000 0000 O111 11s 15

0/17 0000 0000 0111 10s 15

0/18 0000 0000 0111 O1s 15

0/19 0000 0000 0111 00s 15

0/20 0000 0000 0110 11s 15

0/21 0000 0000 0110 10s 15

0/22 0000 0000 0110 O1s 15
0/23 0000 0000 0110 00s 15

0/24 0000 0000 0101 11s 15
0/25 0000 0000 0101 10s 15

on 0/26 0000 0000 0101 O1s 15
fu Se 0/27 0000 0000 0101 00s 15

Ly mr 0/28 0000 0000 0100 11s 15
ty Je 0/29 0000 0000 0100 10s 15
ny oo 0/30 0000 0000 0100 O1s 15

Lh a 0/31 0000 0000 0100 00s 15
a7 0/32 0000 0000 0011 000s 16

0/33 0000 0000 0010 i1is 16

0/34 0000 0000 0010 110s 16

 
i 0/35 0000 0000 0010 101s} 16

: 0/36|0000 0000 0010 100s|16

0/37|0000 0000 0010 O1is|16
0/38 0000 0000 0010 010s 16

phe 0/39 0000 0000 0010 001s 16
ay 0/40: 0000 0000 0010 000s 16

     
Table 5.5: (a) Variable length codes for run-level combinations. The sign
bit ‘s’ is ‘0’ for postive and ‘1’ for negative.
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run/level | VLC |bits

1/1 Oils 4

1/2 0001 10s 7

1/3 0010 0101 s ~ 9

1/4 0000 0011 00s it

1/5 0000 0001 1011s 13

1/6 0000 0000 1011 Os 14

1/7 0000 0000 1010 is 14

1/8 0000 0000 0011 ilis 16

1/9 0000 0000 0011 110s 16

1/10 0000 0000 0011 101s 16

1/11 0000 0000 0011 100s 16

1/12 0000 0000 0011 Olis 16

1/13 0000 0000 0011 010s 16

1/14 0000 0000 0011 001s 16

1/15 0000 0000 0001 0011 s 17

1/16 0000 0000 0001 0010 s 17

1/17 0000 0000 0001 0001 s 17

1/18 0000 0000 0001 0000 s 17

2/1 0101 s 5

2/2 0000 100s 8

2/3 0000 0010 iis 41

2/4 . 0000 0001 0100 s 13

2/5 0000 0000 1010 Os 14

3/1 0011 1s 6

3/2 0010 0100 s 9

3/3 0000 0001 1100 s 13

3/4 0000 0000 1001 is 14

4/1 0011 Os 6

4/2 0000 0011 iis 41
4/3 0000 0001 0010 s 13

5/1 0001 iis 7

5/2 0000 0010 Ols 11

5/3 0000 0000 1001 Os 14

6/1 0001 O1s 7

6/2 0000 0001 1110 s 13

6/3 0000 0000 0001 0100 s 17

7/1 0001 00s 7

7/2 0000 0001 0101 s 13
8/1 0000 1ils 8

8/2 0000 0001 0001 s 13

  
97

Table 5.5: (b) Continuation of variable length codes for run-level combina-
tions.
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run/level VLC bits
9/1 0000 101s 8
9/2 0000 0000 1000 is 14
10/1 0010 0111 s 9
10/2 0000 0000 1000 Os 14
11/1 0010 0011 s 9
11/2 0000 0000 0001 1010 s 17

| 12/1 0010 0010 s 9
| 12/2 0000 0000 0001 1001 s 17

13/1 0010 0000 s 9
: 13/2 0000 0000 0001 1000 s 17
: 14/1 0000 0011 10s 41
| 14/2 0000 0000 0001 0111 s 17

15/1 0000 0011 O1s 41
15/2 0000 0000 0001 O110 s 17
16/1 0000 0010 00s 11
16/2 0000 0000 0001 0101 s 17

17/1 0000 0001 1141 s 13

18/1 0000 0001 1010 s 13
19/1 0000 0001 1001 s 13

20/1 0000 0001 O111 s 13

21/1 0000 0001 0110 s 13

22/1 0000 0000 1111 1s 14

V oh . 23/1 0000 0000 1111 Os 14
fa a 24/1 0000 0000 1110 1s 14
i 25/1 0000 0000 1110 Os 14
a 26/1 0000 0000 1101 ts 14

AC 27/1 0000 0000 0001 i111 s 17
Pid 28/1 0000 0000 0001 i110 s 17
aa 29/1 0000 0000 0001 1101 s 17
Phy 30/1 0000 0000 0001 1100 s 17
re - 31/1 0000 0000 0001 1011 s 17
A End_of_block|10 2

Escape _| 0000 O1 6

 
‘Table 5.5: (c) Continuation of variable length codes for run-level combina-
tions.
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this is the dual purpose of the code table — it is really two code tables
folded into one. In most situations the end-of-block can occur and the entry
labeled “next” is used. However, in nonintra coding a completely zero DCT
block is coded in a higher-level procedure and the end-of-block code cannot
occur before coding thefirst run-level. In this particular situation the entry
labeled “first” is used. .

Codes labeled “first” are used only in nonintra coding. For intra cod-
ing, the DC is coded separately and an end-of-block can occur immediately
without any nonzero AC coefficients. Consequently, because thefirst entry,
‘1s’, conflicts with the EOB code,it is not used.

 
5.4.5 Coding of P- and B-pictures®

The decorrelation property of the DCT is really applicable only to intra-

coded pictures. Nonintra pictures are coded relative to a prediction from
another picture, and the processof predicting strongly decorrelates the data.
Fundamental studies by Rao and coworkers have shown that nonintra pic-
tures will not be optimally decorrelated by the DCT.* However, since the
correlation is already quite small, any coding efficiency loss in ignoring co-
efficient correlation has to be small. : |

The real reason for using the DCT is quantization. Relatively coarse IY
quantization can be used for P- and B- pictures, and the bitrates are there-
fore very low. Even with a flat default quantization table that may not

    
fully exploit properties of the human visual system, DCT quantization is an
effective tool for reducing bit rate.

In P- and B-picture coding the DC coefficient is a differential value and |
therefore is mathematically similar to the AC coefficients. Consequently, .
AC and DC coding are integrated into one operation.

The coding of the DCT coefficients in P- and B-pictures is preceded by
a hierarchical coding sequence in which completely zero macroblocks(i.e.,
no nonzero DCTcoefficients) are coded by a macroblock address increment
that efficiently codes runs of zero macroblocks.

Zero blocks in a nonzero macroblock are coded using the coded block
pattern (cbp), a six-bit variable in‘which each bit describes whether a cor-
responding DCT is active or completely zero. The variable-length codes for
the cbp efficiently code the zero blocks within the macroblock. Note that
the condition cbp=0 is handled by a macroblock address increment and the
macroblock is skipped. 

“The work in reference[ANR74] suggests that -a sine transform might work better.
However, this conclusion is based on artificially created data with zero mean in which
DClevel shifts do not occur. As we have seen in Chapter 3, the sine transform does not
handle DC levels gracefully.         
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Finally, any nonzero blocks must be coded, and for this the codes in
Table 5.5 are used. This table, with the first entry for run 0/level 1 ignored,
has already been applied to intra coding of AC coefficients. For P- and
B-pictures, the full table is used.

When codingthe first run-level, the first entry entry for run 0/level 1 is
used. In this case an end-of-block cannot occur before at least one nonzero

coefficient is coded, because the zero block condition would have been coded
by a cbp code. After that, the end-of-block is possible, and the second entry
for run 0/level 1 must be used.

Although the code table is not a true Huffman code when this substitu-
tion is made, the approximation is pretty good. It is a very clever way of
eliminating the need for two separate code tables.

5.5 Encoder and decoder block diagrams 0

At this point the various concepts discussed in this chapter and preceding
chapters can be merged to create high-level encoders and decoder block
diagrams.

5.5.1 Reconstruction module ®
A reconstruction module, common to both encoders and decoders, is shown

in Figure 5.8. This module is used to reconstruct the pictures needed for
“prediction. Note that the signal definitionsin this figure apply to the encoder 
 

oder block diagrams that follow.
hé reconstruction module contains a dequantizer unit (Inv Q), a DC

“pred unit (for reconstructing the DC coefficient in intra-coded macroblocks)
and.an IDCT unit for calculating the inverse DCT. The IDCT output is

merged with the prediction (zero, in the case of intra-coded macroblocks)
+o formthe reconstruction.

‘The prediction is calculated from data in the picture store, suitably
_ compensated in the case of nonintra coding for the forward and backward

motion displacements.

5.5.2 Encoder block diagram ®

In addition to the reconstruction module of Figure 5.8, the encoder shown
in Figure 5.9 has several other key functional blocks: a controller, a forward
DCT, a quantizer unit, a VLC encoder, and a motion estimator.

The modules are fairly self-explanatory: The controller provides syn-
chronization and control, the quantized forward DCT is computed in the
FDCT and Q modules, forward and backward motion estimation is carried
out in the motion estimator block, and the coding of the motion vectors
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Figure 5.8: Reconstruction module common to both encoder and decoder.  
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prediction 
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compressed

 
data

 
Figure 5.9: MPEG encoderstructure.

- ari 'T: data is done in the VLC encoder. The motion. estimation block
_ appéars’ to be a simple element, but is perhaps the most complex part of

the system.
Note that the reconstruction module is general enough for both encoder

and decoder functions. In fact, a simpler version providing only I- and
P-picture reconstructionsis sufficient for encoding.

5.5.3 Decoder block diagram ®
As in the encoder, the reconstruction module of Figure 5.8 is the central
block of the decoder. In this case motion displacements and DCT data are
decoded in the VLC decoder.
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Figure 5.10: MPEG decoder structure.  
EE
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6

Pseudocode and Flowcharts

Pseudocodeis software that follows a set of regular rules, just like any real
software environment, but is not a recognized language. It may be presented
as full procedures or as code fragments. The MPEG standard makes very
heavy use of pseudocode and cannot be understood without a knowledge of
the pseudocode syntax. The purpose of this chapter is to review the pseu-
docode syntax as well as conventions for flowcharts that we use to provide
an alternative presentation of the MPEG standard. The pseudocode rules
and definitions presented in this chapter are derived from the MPEGstan-
dard, but readers familiar with the C language will find that the MPEG
pseudocodeis basically a subset of C.

The pseudocode in the MPEG-1 standard has no comments — comments
are informative and informative material should be explicitly labeled as such
if it is placed in a normative section of a standard. While the lack of com-
ments is appropriate in a standard, any software without comments can be
rather cryptic at times. The pseudocode in the MPEG-2 standard has the
same format, but occasionally does include comments; the document states
that these comments can be removed without any effect on the syntax.

Since we don’t have the samerestrictions in this book, we have attempted
to improve on the pseudocodepresentation in the standard in several ways:
First, as done by MPEG-2, we have extended the pseudocode syntax by
adding the normal C language comment structure. This extension allows
us to add comments to almost every pseudocode statement. Second, we
have collapsed some of the repetitive pseudocodestructures in the standard
into “generic” procedures. Third, we have modified some of the procedures
slightly to make their operation clearer.

We also have defined a set of flowchart rules that we present in this
chapter. Aswill be seen, in addition to the pseudocode, flowcharts are given
for all of the MPEG-1 systems and video procedures, in order to provide an
alternative for those readers who are unfamiliar with the C language. We

105
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think most readers will find the flowcharts to be a useful supplement.

6.1 Pseudocode presentation ®

Pseudocode statements are always presented in a monospaced boldface type.
Thus, a typical statement would be:

typical statement; /* comment for typical statement */

Pseudocode comments are enclosed by /* and */, just as in the C lan-
guage. As noted above, MPEG-2 occasionally uses the same comment style
for explanatory comments.

6.2. Flowchart primitives ®

Figure 6.1 contains the basic structures that will be used in the flowcharts
in this book. Comments are placed to the right of the flowcharts, delineated

by the same /* and */ character pairs used in the pseudocode. The dotted
lines running across the figure illustrate how the flowchart structures and
comments line up.

‘The oval at the top of a flowchart contains the nameof the function or

procedure. The oval at the bottom with the word Done finishes the function
edure. Executable statements are found in simple boxes that are
as ‘to contain all of the statements.

The erm function is applied to self-contained code segments with well
 
defined call and return points where parameters can be passed. Functions
are also procedures, but procedure is a more general term that also can be

applied +o code fragments that do not involve parameter passing.
Boxeswith single lines cn each side represent parameters and data el-

ements present in the syntax. An encoder writes the N-bit data element
specified by a box of this type into the bitstream; the decoder reads the
N-bit data element from the bitstream. In either case the bitstream pointer
is advanced by N bits. The nameof the data elementis listed to the right of
the box in the center ofthe flowchart. The width of the box is proportional
to N, thereby giving a graphical presentation of the numberof bits. Dotted

lines for the top and bottom edges of a box and a range of values (MM — N)
inside it indicates an item coded with a variable numberof bits. In this case

the box width is determined by the largest numberof bits possible.
Boxes with double lines on each side contain the names of functions or

procedures called at that point. If procedures (such as the function abcd
shown) are passed with a parameter, v, that parameter is enclosed in paren-
theses. Function names are usually taken from the MPEG-1 specification;
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condition

true

data_element_name  
 N data_element_namea5 condition

 
 return Vv

C Done

FASOeeeeects tees ne cette teeeeeeee

/* start of function xxxx 1

  
pseudo-code:
: if (condition) {

statements

} else {

statements

seudo-code:
pseu ° while (condition) {

data element

pseudo-code: Yo {
data_element

} while (condition)

/* end of function xxxx _ 4

 

Figure 6.1: Examples of flowchart structures.
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test condition pseudocode|flowchart|

Not A? 7] 1A not A
A equal B? A == 8B A=B

A not equal B? A lt=B AZB
A greater than B? A>B A>B

A less than B? A<B A<B

A less than or equal B? A <=B A<B
A greater than or equal B?|A >= B A>B

logical OR of A and B A || B A ORB
logical AND of A and B A && B A AND B

Table 6.1: Notation for tests in pseudocode and flowcharts.

occasionally, however, new procedures are introduced where we felt they
would make the presentation clearer.

6.2.1 Decision notation ®

“For decisions we follow the compact notation in [PM93]. A diamondis
-denotea decision, but the diamond is too small for the decision
sted to be place inside as is the normal convention for flowcharts.
the décision is placed to the right of the diamond, thereby giving
 
 

‘a sign ficantly more compact flowchart structure. Theleft, right, or down
branchesout of the diamondsare labeled with the test result required to take
that path. Where the decision is based onatest of a condition, the branches
may belabeled true and false or not 0 and O. As in the pseudocode, a
test resultof zero is considered false whereasall other answers are considered _

‘true. Where the decision is based on the answerto a question, the branches
are labeled Yes and No. Occasionally the brancheswill be labeled with other

conditions such as 4 and not 4.

6.2.2. Test notation?

At decision points in a flowchart, tests are indicated by comparisons such
as A=B?. In the pseudocode the comparisons follow C programming conven-
tions, and are of the form A==B. A list of pseudocode and flowchart tests
is given in Table 6.1. The occasional second choice comes from MPEG-2 |
conventions.
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operator pseudocode|flowchart
absolute value | lorabsO/ | |

addition +

assignment = =
cosine cos cos

decrement -- -1

division (real numbers) +
exponential exp exp ()
increment ++ +1

integer division with rounding // round
integer divisionwith truncation / /

integer division with truncation towards —co DIV DIV
logical AND (bitwise) & AND
logical OR, (bitwise) | OR

logical NOT ! not
maximum value ofa, list max[...] jmax[...]

minimum value ofa list min[...] |min[...]

modulus h hh

multiplication * or X *
nearest integer NINT() NINT()

negation (unary) - -
power * *

shift left logical << SLL
shift right arithmetic >> SRA

sine sin sin

subtraction (binary) - --
 

Table 6.2: Notation for operators in pseudocode and flowcharts.
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undefined

undefined
 

Table 6.3: Examples of modulus notation and operation.

6.3. Operator notation ®

A list of operators and their notation in the pseudocode and flowcharts is
given in Table 6.2. A brief explanation is given here for those unfamiliar with
the pseudocodeor flowchart notations. We have included only the operators
used in the system and video parts of the standard or in our book.

The absolute value of a numberis always positive. Zero and positive
numbers are unchanged by the absolute value operation. Negative numbers
are negated (i.e., multiplied by negative one) to find their positive abso-
lute. value. . Addition, multiplication, cosine, sine, and square root follow
the standard mathematical conventions. The minus sign is used both for
subtraction of one variable from another (binary) and for the negation of a

tiable (unary). The context makes it clear which is desired. The
otis the symbol ! in the pseudocode and spelled out as not in

ourflowcharts. ! The bitwise operators (logical AND, logical OR,shift right

 

 

arithmetic, and shift left logical) work on numbers assumed to be in twas
complement, notation.. The shift right arithmetic extents the sign into the
most significant bits. The shift left logical operation fills in zeros in the least
significant bits.

The modulus operator (%) gives the nonnegative integer remainder when
the largest possible integer multiple of the numberon the right is subtracted
from the number on the left. The modulus operator is only defined for
positive numbers. Some examples of tests using the modulus operator are
given in Table 6.3.

The C language increment (++) and decrement (--) operators change
variables and array indices by one unit. While C programsoften use complex
expressions with embedded increments and decrements, MPEG pseudocode
uses only the simplest form of these operators. Array indexing follows C
conventions such that a one unit change in index changes the actual physical
storage address by an amount determined by the size of the variable (one

1We (and others) have missed the ! symbol in a poor reproduction of a standard.
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byte for characters, two bytes for short integers, and four bytes for long
integers).

The max[...] and min[...] operators return the maximum and mini-
mum values of a list indicated by ....

Three different kinds of integer division are used in the standard. The
distinctions are a likely area for confusion and mistakes in implementing
the standard. Division with rounding to the nearest integer is denoted by
// in the pseudocode and a comment to clarify in the flowcharts. Values
at precisely half are expected to round away from zero. If division with
truncation is desired, the / is used. All fractional values are truncated
towards zero. Occasionally, integer division with truncation towards —oo is
used and denoted as DIV. Table 6.4 gives examples for the three kinds of
division.

6.3.1 Branches and loops®

The pseudocode fragments in Figure 6.1 illustrate some key branching and
looping constructs used in documenting the MPEG Standard. These con-
structs, as well as other aspects of the pseudo code, follow C language con-
ventions in most respects.

Pseudocode procedures, data elements, and parameter namesstart with
an alphabetical character, but otherwise may use any alphanumeric char-
acters and the underbar character. A procedurecall is always of the form
procedure_name(). In the C language the parentheses contain the param-

‘ eters passed to the procedure, and are empty if no parameters are needed.
The parentheses are always empty in the pseudocodeofthe actual standard,
but as will be seen, we have found it convenient in some places to use this
empty field as a means of passing a bit length. If the function returns a
value v, this is indicated by a return v statement in the pseudocode; the
equivalent flowchart will have a box with return v near the bottom. °

Within a procedure each statement is terminated with a semicolon. (The
standard is not consistent on this point, but the pseudocodein this book will
be.) Curly braces, { and }, are used to group statements into logical blocks
when more than one statement is executed in the block. If curly braces are
absent, only one statement or data element follows a branchtest.

The uppermost diamondin Figure 6.1 is the decision for an if ...else
. set of branches. If the test is true, the branchis to one set of statements;

if false, it is to an alternate set of statements. The corresponding pseudocode
is shown in the commentsfield. Note the use of curly braces to group the
statements for each branch path.

The next fragment of pseudocode in Figure 6.1 is for the while loop.
In this case the test is madefirst; if the condition is true, the statements
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operation result

rounding
4//4 1
3//4 1
2//4 1
1//4 0

(-1)//4 0
(-2)//4 -1
(-3)//4 |
(-4)//4 -1
truncation toward 0

4/4 1
3/4 0
2/4 0
1/4 0

(-1)/4 0
(-2)/4 0
(-3)/4 0
(4)/4 | A

truncation toward —co

4 DIV 4 1

3 DIV 4 0

2 DIV 4 0

1DIV4 0
(-1) DIV 4 -1
(-2) DIV 4 -1
(-3) DIV 4 -1
(-4) DIV 4 -1

   
Table 6.4: Three types of integer division.
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within the curly braces are executed. In this particular illustration, a data
element is read from or written to the bitstream.

The do-while loop occurs next in Figure 6.1. In the do-while loop the
while test occurs after the statements within the curly braces of the loop
are executed; the statements withinthe loop are therefore executed at least
once.

| Another important pseudocode looping structure is the for loop, con-
sisting of for(expri, expr2, expr3) { ...loop statements ...} . In
this construct expr1 initializes a counter variable, expr2 is a condition that
must be true for the loop statements in curly braces to be executed, and
expr3 modifies the counter after the loop statements have been executed.
The for loop can be constructed from a while loop by preceding the loop
with counter initialization (expri), making expr2 the while loop test, and
making expr3 one of the statements executed inside the while loop. Note
that the condition in expr2 is tested before any for loop statements are
executed. Loop counters generally start with zero.

 
6.4 Data element procedures Oo

The reading or writing of data elements in the bitstream is doneas a series
of procedural calls, one for each data element. In the actual standard, the
call in the pseudocode takes the form:

data_element_name()

In the pseudocode in this book we have revised and extended this no-
tation slightly. If the number of bits of the data element, m, is fixed, it is
included in the call as a parameter:”

 
data_element_name(m); /* r/wm bit data element ef

If the data element length is variable, from m to n bits, the callis:

  
data_element_name(m-n); /* c/w variable m to n bits */

If the data element is an array, we follow the MPEG conventions of
brackets indicating its array nature. The comment field is then used to
communicate the size of each element.

data_element_name[]; /* array of 8-bit data oe */

?The pseudocode in the standard lists the numberof bits and the data type in columns
| to the right of the data.element_name. We created room for comments by collecting the |

data types into syntax summary tables. Ll  
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return (next v bits of bitstream) /* do not modify bitstream pointer /

 

Figure 6.2: Flowchart for nextbits() procedure.

Counters normally start at 0, and the n+1 element in the array is there-
fore designated by n inside brackets.

data_element_name[n]; /* c/w nti element of 8-bit array */-

Two dimensional arrays have two sets of brackets.

data_element_name[m][n]; /* r/w m+ti,n+i 8-bit array element */

Three dimensional arrays have three sets of brackets and are not needed
in this: book until the MPEG-2 discussion in Chapter 9.
 

. dat ement_name[1] [m] [n];/* r/w l+1,m+i,n+1 8-bit array element */ 
"Fhe pseudocode usually applies equally to both encoder and decoder.

- However; in the decoder the procedural call implies a read of the data ele-
ment,whereas in the encoderit implies a write. The r/w in the comments
reflects thisdual role. The bitstream pointer that keeps track of the current
positionin’ the bitstream is always incremented by the numberofbits of the
dataelement being read or written.

6.5 Nextbits() procedure ®

The pseudocode must, at certain points, look ahead in the bitstream for
a number of bits. This is done by the nextbits() procedure shown in
Figure 6.2. In the standard the parameter passed with nextbits() is empty,

‘ whereas in this book the parameter contains the number of look-ahead bits
needed. Thus, in the pseudocode in this book the call is to nextbits(v)
rather than nextbits().

Note that the bitstream pointer is not changed when the v bits are
fetched. This allows the decoder to compare the upcoming bits against
expected values of different lengths. The encoder must decide which symbol
or parameter to code and, thus, which bit sequenceto write to the bitstream..
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6.6 Encoder versus decoder operation 9

In the decoder the nextbits(v) procedure described in the preceding section
simply fetches the value of the next v bits and the decoder does whateverit
is told to do (assuming a compliant bitstream); in the encoder additional ex- 7
ternal information is needed to determine what the next v bits should be. A (|
substantial amount of processing may be required to determine thesev bits,
and, therefore, MPEG encoders are usually considerably more intelligent :
than decoders. I

Encoder decisions determine the structure of the bitstream. They are if
related to constraints needed for a particular application and by factors
such as rate control, a topic which will be addressed in Chapter 15. Decoder
decisions are driven from the bitstream, but the decoder must present the
output such that the compressed data buffer will not overflow or underflow.
As will be seen, timing information and other parameters are included in
the compressed bitstream that tell the decoder how full the buffer should be
at particular points in the bitstream, given an idealized decoder model. The ae
decoder must use that information to maintain:the compressed data buffer di
while keeping the system synchronized.

 
 

6.7 Other low-level procedures 0

 
The bytealigned() procedure flowcharted in Figure 6.3 returns a 0 if the |
bitstream pointer is not byte aligned, and a1if it is aligned. The procedure i
is used to synchronize the input pointer to byte boundaries, as part of the

| process of looking for the next start code. The start codes are byte aligned, |
but may be proceeded by any numberof zero stuffing bits. Insertion and "
erasure errors can destroy this alignment, and decoders must be prepared
to deal with such cases.

The Sign() function is used to determine the sign of a variable such
as a DCTcoefficient (see Equation 3.8). As illustrated in the flowchart in
Figure 6.4, Sign() returns a +1 if the variable is greater than zero, 0 if
the variable is zero, and -1 if the variable is less than zero. There is no
pseudocode for this function because it is defined in the set of MPEG arith-
metic operators. Since it looks like a function, however, we have provided a
flowchart.
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bytealigned() 

  
 

bitstream pointer %8=0?  /* if pointerinto bitstream is byte aligned */

retu / return1if bitstream is byte aligned “ 
( Dene

 

Figure 6.3: Flowchart for bytealigned() procedure. 
 

/* Sign(v) function */

/* if v negative, return -l;else returnOor1 */

/* if v zero, return 0; else return 1

 
 

return 1| | - return 0| [ return 1 |

Done

 

Figure 6.4: Flowchart for Sign() function. 
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MPEG System Syntax

An MPEG compressed video bitstream cannot stand alone. Aside from the
fact that video alone is not considered a valid bitstream, the presentation
time information coded in the system layer is essential to meet real time
compliance requirements. Even though both audio and video are needed
for many applications, the video and system layers together do make up a
complete MPEG stream. This relationship between video and systems is
even stronger in.MPEG-2.

This chapter reviews the MPEG systems standard. An overview is pre-

sented first; this is followed by detailed pseudocode and flowcharts for the
system syntax.

     
7.1 Start codeso

The system and video layers contain unique byte-aligned 32-bit patterns
called start codes. These codes, as the name would suggest, start certain
high-level segments of the bitstream. With some care to avoid accidental
emulation in some types of data, these start codes can be located: without ©
parsing the bitstream.

Thestart codes all have a three-byte prefix of 23 zero bits followed by a
| ‘1’ bit; the final byte (called the start code value in MPEG-2) then identifies

the particular start code. Start codes may be preceded with as many zero
bytes (or zero bits) as desired. The byte alignmentis easily maintained in the
system layer because the headers are always multiples of bytes, regardless
of the combinations of optional fields.

  
7.1.1 Next_start_code() function ®

 
The byte alignment of start codesis achieved by stuffing as many ‘0’ bits as
needed to get to byte alignment. Zero bytes may then be stuffed if desired.

117  
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Start code name hexa- binary

slice_start_code 1

slice.start_code 175
reserved

reserved

user_data_start_code

sequence_header_code
sequence_error_code
extension_start_code

reserved

sequence_end_code
group_start_code ,

pack_start_code
system_header_

startcode

packet start codes:
. reserved stream
- private_stream.1

padding stream
rivate.stream_2

id: stream 0 

 alidio stream 31
video stream 0

video stream 15
. ‘reserved stream 0

  
decimal

picture_start_code 00000100|00000000 00000000 00000001 00000000
Qo000101

OOOOO1AF

000001B0

0oo0001B1

000001B2

00000183

000001B4

000001B5

000001B6

000001B7

000001B8

system start codes:
iso_11172_end_code 000001B9|00000000 00000000 00000001 10111001

QOQOO001BA

-| OOO001BB

000001BC

000001BD

Q00001BE

OOO0O001BF

000001C0

000001DF

00000150

OQOOOO1EF

000001F0

reserved stream 15|OOOOO1FF|00000000 00000000 00000001 111111141

 
 

00000000 00000000 00000001 00000001

00000000 00000000 00000001 101014111

00000000 00000000 00000001 10110000

00000000 00000000 00000001 10110001

00000000 00000000 00000001 10110010}
00000000 00000000 00000001 10110011

00000000 00000000 00000001 10110100

00000000 00000000 00000001 10110101

00000000 00000000 00000001 10110110]

00000000 00000000 00000001 10110111

00000000 00000000 00000001 10111000

00000000 00000000 00000001 10111010

00000000 00000000 00000001 10111011

00000000 00000000 00000001 10111100

00000000 00000000 00000001 10111101

00000000 00000000 00000001 10111110

00000000 00000000 00000001 10111111

00000000 00000000 00000001 11000000

00000000 00000000 00000001 11041111

00000000 00000000 00000001 11100000

00000000 00000000 00000001 11101111

00000000 00000000 00000001 11110000

 
Table 7.1: MPEG start codes in numeric order.

next_start_code(){ /* from ISQ 11172 Parts 1&2 2.3 ¥*/

while (!bytealigned()) /* if not byte aligned +/
zero_bit(1); /* xr/s ‘0? */

while (nextbits(24)!=0x000001) /* while not start code prefix ¥*/
zero_byte(8); /* x/w 60000 0000’ */

} ; /* end next_start_code() function */

Figure 7.1: The next_start_code() function,
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next_start_code 

bytealigned() # 0 /* if pointerinto bitstream is not byte aligned */

zero_bit /* twa Zero bit. */

No 4, nextbits(24) # 0x000001? /* if not start code prefix 4

[“8_|zero_byte /* rwaZero byte /
 
 

Figure 7.2: Flowchart for next_start_code procedure.

The pseudocodefor the next_start_code() procedureis found in Figure7.1.
The equivalent flowchart is given in Figure 7.2. Zero_byte stuffing before the

‘start codes is one of the mechanisms used to avoid decoder buffer overflow.

7.1.2 System and video start codes®

Table 7.1 lists the complete set of start codes in numeric order in both hex-
adecimal and binary formats. The video start codes (0x00000100 through
0x000001B8) are found only in the video syntax layers. The system start
codes (0x000001B9 through 0x000001FF) are found only in the system syn-
tax. Most of the system codes are the packet_start_codes (0x000001BC
through 0x000001FF). .

The packet_start.codes are made up from a 24-bit packet_start_
code_prefix (0x000001) and an eight-bit “stream_id”. Each elementary
stream in a ISO 11172 multiplexed stream has a unique stream_id. The 32

audio streamsare useful for multiple language support. They also might be
used in pairs for stereo audio.

The videostart codes have a sequence_error_code that may replace any
video start code to flag that the upcoming video bitstream contains errors.
Since this code is not mentioned in Part 1 (systems), it may not be used in
the system layer even though there is not an equivalent systems error start
code.

7.2 System overview ©

Figure 7.3 shows an overview of an ISO 11172 stream. The highest level
consists of one or more packs followed by a four-byte iso_11172_end_code.
The optional nature of all but the first pack is shown by the dashed lines
in the figure. This first expanded view is not labeled on the right since
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ISO 11172 stream

pack rater Packet‘packet | som 2 : packet packlayer
(see note)

packet|packet.packetpacket: f""y ‘ST packer”[Foster|datsoyedatbyfe ‘databyfe |<" < |databyte | Packet ayer 

 

Figure 7.3: System layer overview.

it is technically not a layer, even though it is sometimes called that in
the standard.!_ Bitstreams such as, shown in Figure 7.3 stand alone and
MPEG-1 system syntax provided no mechanism for multiplexing system
layer bitstreams. Of course, such data can always be multiplexed by higher-

level protocols or packet switching networks that are outside the scope of

 
: mation’ and the rate at which the bytes are delivered to the system target

decoder (STD) (see Section 2.1.1) are communicated in the pack header.
Following. the pack headeris a variable-length system header. The system
header:is a place to put global information about total, audio, and video
rate boundsfor all of the packets, whetherall of the packet parameters are
constrained, whether the video and/or audio are locked to their respective
clocks, and bounds on the buffer needed in a STD. Only the first pack is

required to contain a system header. An arbitrary numberof packets follow.
It is legal to create a pack without any packets.

A packet always starts with a packet header, as shown in the expanded
packet at the bottom of Figure 7.3. Part of the packet header is a packet_
length containing the length of the rest of the packet. The packet header
may also contain the STD buffer size and time stamp information.

1The word layer in the MPEG standard has multiple meanings and can be confusing.
Even though.there are only two system syntax layers (pack and packet), the pseudocode

and a subclause in the standard are labeled ISO/IEC 11172 layer. In addition, in1 Part 2
(video), the entire system syntax is lumped together as the system layer.
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iso11172_stream(){ /* from ISO 11172-1 2.4.3.1 k/
do { /* do pack */

pack(); /* encode/decode packs */
} while (nextbits(32)==0x000001BA); /* while pack_start_code ¥*/
iso_11172_end_code(32); /* r/w 0x000001B9 _ #/

} /* end iso11172_stream() function *«/
 

Figure 7.4: The iso11172_stream() function.
 

iso11172_stream

  ack /* t/w data for pack */

Yes ,nextbits(32)=0x000001 BA? /* while pack_start_code, do pack() */
(32S—~*Ssiso_11172_end_code /* thw 0x000001B9 “

CDone)
 

Figure 7.5: Flowchart for iso11172_stream() function.

The video, audio, padding or private streams follow the packet header as ~
packet_data_bytes. All of the streamsin a given packet are the sametype,
as specified by the stream_id (the final byte of the packet_start_code).

7.3. ISO/IEC 11172 streamo

The pseudocodein Figure 7.4 defines the syntax for the ISO 11172 stream.
This is equivalent to the code in ISO 11172-1, subclause 2.4.3.1, except
for the minor changes in conventions already described in Chapter 6 on ~
flowchart and pseudocode conventions. Figure 7.5 contains the flowchart
for this function. Note that the pack procedure is located between curly
braces in the do-while loop, thereby requiring that at least one pack must
be present in an ISO/IEC 11172 stream. All valid bitstreams end with an
iso_11172_end_code (0x000001B9).

7.4 Pack layer®

The pseudocode for the pack layer syntax is given in Figure’ 7.6. The corre-
sponding flowchartis illustrated in Figure 7.7. All packs start with a pack_
start_code (0x000001BA). A fixed four-bit ‘0010’ pattern helps byte-align
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|

: :
packQOf /* from ISO 11172-1 2.4.3.2 */

pack_start_code(32) ; /* r/w Ox000001BA */
*0010°; /* v/w 4-bit fixed pattern */
system_clock_reference(3); /* r/w bits 32 to 30 of SCR */
marker_bit (1); /* xr/w ‘1? */

system_clock_reference(15);/* r/w bits 29 to 15 of SCR */
marker_bit (1); /* x/w SL? */

system_clock_reference(15);/* r/w bits 14 to 0 of SCR */
marker_bit (1); /* r/w 61? */

marker_bit (1); /* r/w ‘1? */
mux_rate (22); /* r/w mux rate */

| marker_bit (1); /* r/w ‘1? */
' if (mextbits(32)==0x000001BB) /* if system_header_start_code */

| system_header(); /* r/w system header */
while (nextbits (32) >=0x000001BC)/* while packet_start_code_prefix*/

| packet () ; /* r/w packets */
| } /* end pack() function */

: Figure 7.6: The pack() function.

pack_start_code /* rAw 0x000001BA */
: 0010’ /* tw fixed 4-bit constant */

system_clock_reference[32..30] /* r/w SGR 3 high orderbits /

marker_bit /* rw't' bit */

system_clock_reference[29..15} * r/w 15 SCRbits */
marker_bit /* tw 't' bit */

system_clock_reference[14..0] /* r/w 15 low order SCRbits */
marker_bit Ph rw't' bit wi
marker_bit tw 't' bit */

mux_rate : /* rw bound on rate */

: marker_bit : rw"! bit , */

Cenextbits(32)=0x000001 BB? /* if system_header_start_code */ _
| /* hw system header */

/* while packet_start_codeprefix */

tw packet *]

Figure 7.7: Flowchart for pack() function.

f
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the next data element, the system_clock_reference (SCR). The 33-bit
SCRis broken up into three pieces with marker bits (’1’) following each of
the three-bit, 15-bit, and 15-bit sections. The marker bits guarantee that
start codes are not accidentally emulated. |

The system_clock_referencefields in the pack header can be used to
determine when stream bytes should enter the system target decoder. The
value encoded in the 33-bit SCR field indicates the time when the last byte
of the SCR (bits 7 to 0) should enter the STD. The system_clock_frequency
is measured in Hz and must meet a constraint that it is 90,000 Hz + 4.5.

_ SCR(i) = NINT(system_clock_frequency x time(i))%2°° (7.1)

where i is the byte count from the beginning of the pack to the last byte of

the SCR and time(i) is the time when this byte entered the STD. NINT
rounds to the nearest integer.

The next three bytes are the mux_rate, bracketed by marker bits. The
mux_rate is measured in units of 50 bytes/s and indicates the rate at which
bytes arrive at the STD. A pack. could be composed of only these first 12
bytes unless it is the first pack. In the first pack the system_headeris a
requirement rather than an option. Since all system headers in a given ISO
11172 stream are required to be identical, the extra copies are redundant.
They can be useful to assist special features such as fast forward playback.

An arbitrary numberof packets finish up the pack. These packs can be
identified by means of the leading four-bytes, since the values are always
greater or equal to 0x000001BC. (The packet_start_codes cover the range
from 0x000001BC to 0x000001FF.)

7.4.1 System header O

The pseudocode for processing the system header is given in Figure 7.8,
and the flowchart corresponding to this code is given in Figure.7.9. ‘The .-
system header is required in the first pack and although allowed in any
pack, its values cannot change. It is a requirement that all elements stay
the same. The system_header() data elements are mostly informative, but
they do place legal constraints on the bitstream. If new elementary streams
are remultiplexed later, or the STD buffer size bound is changed, then the
system stream should be terminated with a iso_11172_end_code, and a
whole new stream should follow.?

?The pack layer is analogous to the sequence layer in MPEG video: the sequence header
parameters must be the same for all pictures within a sequence (with the exception of
downloadable quantization matrices). If vbv_buffer_size or the bit_rate changes, then the
old sequence should be terminated and a new sequence should be started. It’s a good idea
to make packs and video sequences coincident for this reason, since STD buffer fullness is
directly related to VBV. .
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system_header (){ /* from ISO 11172-1 2.4.3.2 */
system_header_start_code(32); /* r/w 0x000001BB */
header_length(16); /* r/w number of bytes in header */
marker_bit (1); /* rf/w 61? */

rate_bound (22) ; /* r/w upper bound on mux_rate */
marker_bit (1); /* v/a SL? */
audio_bound (6); . /* vr/w upper bound on no. of audio ¥*/
fixed_flag(1); /* c/w ‘1? if fixed bit rate */

/* v/a ‘0’? if variable bit rate */

CSPS_flag(1); /* v/w ‘1? if constrained bitstream */
/* vr/w ‘0? if unconstrained */

system_audio_lock_flag(1); /* r/w ‘1’ if SCR locked to audio */
. . /* r/w ‘0? if not */

_system_video_lock_flag(1) ; /* r/w ‘1’ if SCR locked to video */
/* c/w ‘0? if not */

“matker,bit (1); /* r/w ‘1? */
bound (5) ; /* r/w upper bound on no. of video ¥*/ yed_byte(8); /* v/w (1111 11117 */

gh le. (nextbits(1)=='1°){ /* while not a start code , */
stream_id(8); /* vr/w stream ID , */
“AL5 /* r/w 2-bit fixed pattern */

"STD_butfer_bound_scale(1); /* r/w ‘0’ if audio; ‘1’ if video */
/* r/w choice if other streams */

‘STD_buffer_size_bound(13);/* r/w bound on buffer size */
} /* end while not a new start code +/

+} /* end system_header() function */
 

Figure 7.8: The system_header() function. 
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system_header()

(sida”system_header_start_code
header_length
marker_bit

rate__bound

marker_bit

audio_bound

fixed_flag
CPSP_fiag

system_audio_lock_flag

system_video_lock_flag
marker_bit

video_bound

reserved_byte 

nextbits(1)=1?Yes
stream_id
44°

STD_buffer_bound_scale

STD_buffer_size_bound
 
 

 
i

rw 0x000001BB *]

r/w numberof bytes in rest of header*/
r/w 1’ bit *]

rw bound on mux_rate */
thw ‘1? bit *]

rAv max numberof audio streams=*/

t/w '1' for fixed, ’0’ for variable bitrate */
rw '1’ if constrained bitstream */

tiw '1’ if audio locked to system clock*/
tAw ‘1’ if video locked to system clock */
tw '1' bit

rAv max numberof video streams

iw OxFF

while leading ’1° bit
raw stream iD

tw fixed 2-bit pattern

t/w 0 if audio, 1 if video

rw bound on decoderbuffer size

4

/

“

"

*/

*/

*/

*/
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Figure 7.9: Flowchart for system_header() function.
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The system_header_start_code (0x000001BB) always starts a system
header. It is followed by a two-byte header_length. This length counts the
rest of the bytes in the system header. Its minimum valueis six (6+0*3)
and its maximum value is 165 (6+53x3) bytes. (Only 53 stream_ids are
valid in the pack layer. The rest are reserved andstill undefined for ISO
11172 bits streams.)

The 22-bit rate_bound is bracketed by markerbits to prevent accidental
start code creation. Its value is equal to or greater that any mux_rate defined
in the packet headers for this stream. Zero is not an allowed value forit.

The six-bit audio_boundtells a decoder how manyactive audio streams
are arriving to the STD or will be presented within the same time period
of the pack. Note that a recently terminated audio stream from a previous
pack() could be partially presented within the current pack()’s arrival time.
3 The audio_bound is a number from 0 to 32 inclusive and may begreater
than the actual number of active audio streams. The video CD (White
Book)* has only one stream (e.g. English), hence audio_bound=1, but the
digital video disk (DVD) would have at least three (e.g. English, French,
Spanish) and maybefive [VCD94].

The fixed_flag is the system layer mechanism for signaling variable and
fixed-rate operation. In the video layer variable rate is signaled by setting
vbv_delay to OxFFFF, as will be described more fully in Chapter 8. If the
fixed_flag is set (indicating fixed bit rate operation), the values encoded

SCR fields in MPEG-1 streams are given by:

 SCR(i) = NINT(el x i + €2)%(2°8) (7.2) 

wherei-is-the index of the final byte of any SCR field. cl and c2 are real-
valued’ constants. In fact, cl is proportional to mux_rate and c2 acts like a
phase to account for small initial delays. Some examples of SCR calculations
are given in Section 7.7 later in this chapter.

The CSPS_flag (constrained system parameter stream flag) is the system
layer analog to the video layer constrained_parameters_flag. Packet rate
and STD size restrictiors are given in 2.4.6 of 11172-1.

The system_audio_lock_flag indicates that the encoder used a simple
relationship between the system_clock_frequency (nominally 90 kHz) and
the coded audio sample rate to compute the SCR. In many implementations

- audio is the master clock since it is far more reliable than video clocks.

Locking system_clock_frequency to the audio rate ensures that at least

34 decoder could derive for itself how many streamsthere are since each packet header
comes with a stream-id field. However, the decoder wouldn't know this until it has parsed
a decent way into the stream.

“The White Book is a proprietary compact disk digital video specification developed
by JVC, Matsushita, Philips, and Sony. For further information, contact these companies.
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the audio maintainsa linear relationship with time. Without the lock, there
is an extra indirection since audio and video are parametrically linked to
a third signal, rather than to each other. The system_video_lock_flag
indicates that the encoder used the video sample rate to compute the SCR.

The marker_bit prevents accidental start code emulation.

The five-bit video_boundis greater than or equal to the numberof video
streams that will be presented to the STD during the time of the pack. It
is analogous to the audio_bound.

The reserved.byte is reserved for future extensions of the system syn-
tax. It has a value of 1111 1111 until future ISO standards redefineit.

The stream_id is usually the same as the final byte of the packet_
start_code and can be found indented in Table 7.2 under the heading of
stream_id or packet_start_code byte. 5 The stream_id contains information
about the type of stream (audio, video, padding, or private) and the stream
number to which the next two data elements ( STD_buffer_bound_scale
and STD_buffer_size_bound) apply. Two special values for the stream_id
allow these two following data elements to apply to all audio (0xB8) orvideo
(0xB9) streams (see Table 7.2 under the heading stream_id only).

The STD_buffer_bound_scale defines the dynamic range of the next
data element, STD_buffer_size_bound. If STD_buffer_bound_scale is 0,

(required for audio streams) the STD_buffer_size_boundis in units of 128.
If 1, (required for video streams) the STD_buffer_size_boundis in units
of 1024. Video bit rates are usually three to 20 times greater than audio
bit rates, so the 1024-byte granularity instead of the 128-byte granularity is
reasonable. ;

The STD_buffer_size_bound is meant to be informative to a decoder.

It places an upper limit on the size of any STD_buffer_size that may be

encountered within the MPEG-1 stream, not just the immediate pack.

7.5 Packet layer ®

The pseudocode for processing the packets is given in Figure 7.10, and the
flowcharts correspondingto this code are in Figures 7.11 and 7.12. A packet

. always starts with a packet header as shown in the expanded packet at the
bottom of Figure 7.3. Each packet header starts with a packet_start_code
(0x000001 prefix) plus a one-byte stream ID. The two-byte packet length is
next in the packet header. It contains the length of the packet starting with
the first byte after the packet length. Except for private stream number 2,

the next bytes may be up to 16 bytes of stuffing data (OxFF). These bytes 
. \ ;

®Some popular elementary stream types, such as Dolby AC-3 streams(recently officially
called Dolby Digital), are private_streams. The first byte of the packet-data of these
private packets identifies which audio stream numberit actually belongsto.
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packet (){ /* from ISO 11172-1 2.4.3.3 */
packet_start_code_prefix(24); /* r/w 0x0000014 */
stream_id(8); /* r/w stream ID */

packet _length(16); /* r/w number of bytes in packet */
if (stream_id(8) !=OxBF) { /* if not private_stream_2 */

while (nextbits(8)==0OxFF) /* while byte padding desired */
stuffingbyte(8); /* r/w 611114111? */

if (nextbits(2)==‘01’){ /* if buffer scale/size next | */
‘O1?; /* r/w 2-bit fixed pattern */
STD_buffer_scale(1); /* r/w buffer scale */

STD_buffer_size(13);  /* r/w buffer size */
} /* end if buffer scale/size next */

if (mextbits(4)==’0010’){ /* if only PTS */
£0010’; /* r/w 4-bit fixed pattern */
presentation_time_stamp(3); /* r/w bits 32 to 30 of PTS */
marker_bit(1);__ /* c/w 61? */
presentation_time_stamp(15); /* r/w bits 29 to 15 of PTS */
marker_bit(1); /* r/w ‘1? */

presentation_time_stamp(15); /* r/w bits 14 to 0 of PTS */
marker_bit(1); /* c/w ‘4? */

} /* end if only PTS */
. elseif (nextbits(4)==‘0011’){ /* elseif both PTS and DTS */

£0011? ; /* v/w 4-bit fixed pattern */
'. presentation_time_stamp(3); /* r/w bits 32 to 30 of PTS */

marker_bit(1); /* rf/w ‘1? . */
presentation_time_stamp(15); /* r/w bits 29 to 15 of PTS */
marker_bit(1); /* r/w 61? */

_‘» presentation_time_stamp(15); /* r/w bits 14 to 0 of PTS */
_ marker_bit(1); /* r/w ‘1? */

| $0001? ; /* r/w 4-bit fixed pattern */
_ decodingtime_stamp(3); /* r/w bits 32 to 30 of DTS */
.-marker_bit(1); /* v/w 61? */

decoding_time_stamp(15); /* r/w bits 29 to 15 of DTS */
marker_bit(1); /* v/w Si? “/
decoding_time_stamp(15); /* r/w bits 14 to 0 of DTS */
marker_bit(1); y  f* cha SV? */

} /* end if both PTS and DTS */

else /* else private stream 2 */
0000 1111’; /*  xr/w 8-bit fixed pattern */

} /* end if not private stream 2 */
for (i=0; i<N;it+){ /* do i=0 to N-1 by 1 */-

packet_data_byte(8); /* rx/w 8-bit packet data */
} /* end do loop */

} /* end packet() function -¥/

Figure 7.10: The packet () function.
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packet_start_code_prefix /* rw 0x000001
stream_id /* rv screen ID

packet_jength : /* r’w numberof bytes in rest of packet

Pnextbits(8)-OxFF?
[3] stuffing_byte

Or /* riw 2-bit fixed pattern
STD_buffer_scale /* tw buffer scale
STD_buffer_size

/* if not private data stream 2

/* while byte padding
/* thw OXFF 

 
/* if buffer scale and size next

 
 
 /* viw buffer size

/* tw time stampsif needed 

/* initialize "for" loop counter
 

/* if counter < numberof data bytes

packet_data_byte /* rw byte of packet data

 
/* increment counter

¥

Figure 7.11: Flowchart for packet () function. 
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No yetxtbits(4)='0010'7 / ifonly PTS */es

} 0010" /* tw fixed 4-bit constant 4]
q presentation_time_stamp[32..30] /* Aw 3 high order time stampbits *|

marker_bit 1 /* rhw’t' bit */

{i5"] presentation_time_stamp[29..15] ! /* tiv 15 timestamp bits | */
' uf marker_bit 1 raw" bit *]
|[“451 presentation_time_stamp[14..0] /* rAw 15 low order time stampbits —*/

. f marker_bit , 1 ft tA’ bit *]
ted nextbits(4)=0011'? /* else if both PTS and DTS Wi]. : es

os cae 001T' /* tw fixed 4-bit constant /
at dashed box for presentation_time_stamp /* thw 33-bit PTS and 3 marker bits=*/+ ~~

op Cope ‘0001' . /* tlw fixed 4-bit constant *. poe

Spo: - |_||repeat dashedbox for decoding_time_stamp itr rAw 33-bit DTS and 3 marker bits=*/

io = ER 00001111° | /* else r/w fixed 8-bit constant */ 

Figure 7.12: Flowchart for time-stamp() function.
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can be used to arrange for packets to fall on specific byte boundaries, as
might be required by digital storage media. If the STD buffer size for the
packet stream ID is known,it is coded next, along with a scale to indicate
whether the units are to be multiplied by 128 (0) or 1024 (1).® i

The presentation time stamp (PTS), either alone or in conjunction with |
the decoding time stamp (DTS), may be sent next. In addition to helping
to preserve byte-alignment, the fixed patterns ‘0010’, ‘0011’, and ‘0001’ are
also used as a flag or small start code to uniquely signal the particular time Vy
stamp field that follows. If no time information is coded, then a 0x0F byte
is coded. The format of the PTS and DTSis the same as the SCR, namely
the 33 bits are split into three segments with markerbits.

In the flowchart version of the packet function (Figure 7.11) reading and
writing time stamps has been moved to a procedure time_stamps() shown an
in Figure 7.12. A dashed box surrounds the first opportunity to code the |
presentation_time_stamp. The second opportunity is shown with a box
containing the words “repeat dashed box for presentation_time_stamp”.
Another box is used for the decodingtime_stamp. In each case the 33-bit
time stamp is broken into three segments with marker bits separating the
segments. Comparison with the pseudocode (Figure 7.10) can be used to
resolve any confusion or questions.

N, the numberof data bytes following the packet header,is the difference
between the packet.length and the numberof packet header bytes following
the packet length. If N=0, the packet contains no packet_data_bytes;
packets without packet_data_bytes are used for stuffing.

7.6 Summary of system data elements 0

Table 7.2 summarizes all of the data elements and parameters that appear |
in the system syntax pseudocode. The first collection of columns shows i
whether a data element is set in the ISO 11172 stream (I), pack layer in- .-
cluding stream header (P), or packet layer (T).’? The second collection of
columnstells when the data element is used or referenced. A solid black

circle indicates that a data element is named. An open circle shows that a
data element is implied such as whenits value is used in a condition test or
a generic namestated rather than a specific name.

The data type (dt) has been collected into this summary table rather

5Note that each elementary stream has its own STD buffer size. Implementors may
choose to create a buffer which is the sum of the video and audio STD buffer sizes, but
the standard is not specified that way. .

“We had to adopt the convention of using the last letter when two items started with
the samefirst letter. Note that we are using uppercase for the system layers. Later we
will use lowercase for the video layers.
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{system data element name|set|used|dt |of value

. _|IPT| IPT | bits range
audio_bound ...........ee cee eens .@. (UT 6 0...32
CSPSflag oo. ccc eee c cece eee eee ee .@. .|U} 1 0,1
decoding.time_stamp (DTS) ....... a) .;U} 33 [0...0x1FFFFFFFF
fixedflag oo... . cece cece cette e eens .e@. ~|U; 1 0,1
header_length .............e.eb ees a .1Uy 16 6...165

iso_11172_end_code ..............4- e.. .| BY] 32 0x000001B9

marker_bit ... 0... cece cece eee eee ee .{B] 1 ‘?
MUXTALC 6. eecee eee eee -@.;...;U] 22 1...0x3FFFFF

pack_start_code ............ cee eee @.jo..}/Bi32 0x000001BA
packet_data_byte ...............00. .e .| UT] 8 0...255
packet_length ..........ce cece een -@}.../U) 16 1...0xFFFF

N ivcccccce cece e teen nee neeneeens ..@ 0...0xFFFE

packet_start_code_prefix .........., -@|.0.)Bj 24 0x000001
presentation_time_stamp (PTS) ... |..¢@ U| 33 (0...0x1FFFFFFFF
rate_bound .........c cece cence ees .@. Uy} 22 1...0x3FFFFF

reservedbyte ...-...cceeeeee eee .@. B! 8 ‘1111 1111’
STD_buffer_bound-_scale ........... .@. Uj; 1 0,1
STD_buffer_scale ..............0005 a) Ul 1 0,1
STD_buffer_size .......... ccc eae, ..@ U! 13 0... 0x1FFF

STD_buffer_size.bound ............ .@. U;, 13 0...0x1FFF
stream_id only .........0ee eee cues .@. U; 8 OxB8, 0xB9

|. STD boundsfor all audio ....... .O. B| 8 ‘1011 1000’
_ §TD boundsfor all video ....... .o.;.../B] 8 ‘1011 1001’
stream_idor packet_start.code byte |.ee|..e/U| 8 OxBC... OxFF

1172-2 video streaam-#0.).00]..0}B] 8 ‘1110 0000’
ne wae -oo|..0;B] 8 ‘1110 xxxx’

TSO11172-2 video stream- #15 |.0oof..o0/ Bl] 8 ‘1110 1111’
-ISO 11172-3 audio streaam-#0.].00/..0/ Bj 8 “£1100 0000’
oe. wee oo] ..o/ B] 8 ‘110x xxxx’

ISQ-11172-3 audio stream - # 31 |.o0} ..o|B| 8 ‘1101 1111
' padding stream ............ 000s oo] ..0|B/} 8 ‘1011 1110’

private_stream_l .............064 .oo] ..o/B] 8 1011 1101’
privatestream_2 ............000. -oo|..e/ Bi 8 ‘JO11 1111’
reserved stream ..............0.5 By; 8 ‘1011 1100’

reserved data stream-#0..... 2 B| 8 ‘1111 0000’
wae Bi 8 ‘1111 xxxx’

reserved data stream- #15..... .. By 8 ‘1111 1111’
stuffing_byte ....... ccc cece eee ee eee -.@..0/By 8 ‘1111 1111’
system_audio_lock-flag ............. .e. Ul 1 0,1
system_clock_reference (SCR) ..... e. U| 33|0...0x1FFFFFFFF
system_header-start_code .......... .@.|.e./B] 32 0x000001BB

system_video_lock_flag ............. 7 .|U;) 1 0,1
video_bound ......... eee e cece e eee fe@-y..- {Ut 5 0...16

Table 7.2: System syntax data element summary.
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than listed next to the pseudocodeis as done in the standard. The MPEG
system data elements are one of two basic types: unsigned integer (U) or
bit string (B). Unsigned integers are embeddedin the bitstream with the
most significant bit first. Bit strings are bit sequences with fixed size and are
transmittedleft bit first.8 Start codes, for example, are bit strings. The data
types at the system level are close enough to the definitions in Table 8.11
that it can be used as a reference, although the application of these types
in MPEG systems and MPEG video is not completely consistent.?

The numberof bits used to represent each data element in the system
layers is listed in the columnto theright of the data type. This duplicates the
information given in our pseudocodein the parameter passed in parentheses.
In the flowcharts this information is shown by the size of the box and a

number inside each box representing a data element. The value“Tange is
listed in the rightmost column.

In the ISO 11272 stream, the iso_11172_end_codeis the onlydata ele-
ment set. The pack_start_codeis the only data element used,e.g., refer-
enced in a condition test.

The pack layer has many more data elements set than are used. Most of
its data elements are used in calculations that don’t appear in the syntax,
such as variable bit rate control and buffer management. The stream_id in
the pack layer can set boundsfor all of the audio and/or all of the video
streams, as well as for specific streams.

Even thought the stream_id is explicitly set and used in the packet
layer, only the private_stream_2 is referenced by name. Note that while
the packet_length is never used directly, it is needed in the calculation of
N. The fact that N is calculated from packet_lengthis indicated bylisting
N underneath and indented.

7.7 SCR calculation examples e
To illustrate how practical restraints are put on MPEG systems ‘syntax -
by real-world applications, calculations for the system_clock_reference
(SCR) are given below for video CD and DVD(digital video disk).

In the video CD (White Book) packs are equivalent to sectors, and the
SCR for a sector is:

SCR(sn) = C + 1200 x sn (7.3)

®The standard uses longer mnemonicsfor U and B, “uimsbf” and “bslbf.” respectively.
°In the video syntax three more data typesare defined: variable-length codes (V), fixed

one-bit (‘1’) and fixed zero-bit (‘0’). There, the bit string is usually used for fixed patterns
of more than one bit and one-bit flags are either listed as “U” or left blank. In the video
syntax the marker_bit is a fixed 1-bit data type and not U or B. The time stamps and
system clock are treated as bit strings instead of unsigned integers, perhaps because they
are broken into three bit-specific segments.
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134 MPEG VIDEO COMPRESSION STANDARD

where sn is the sector number. C’ helps to account for the actual position
of the SCR time stamp with respect to the sector or pack().!° The constant
1200 can be derived from the numberof system clocks per CD-ROM sector
or pack().

1200 = (90,000 system clocks/s)/(75 sectors/s) (7.4)

White Book sectors are always 2352 bytes long. However there are 28
bytes worth of hidden header data above the MPEG layer, so the MPEG
pack() size is actually 2324 bytes long. Since there is no track buffer (as is
the case of DVD), the delivery rate into STD is based on 75 sectors/s x 2352

“ bytes/s, not 75 x 2324.1! The generic “cl” constant in MPEG’s formula
reflects this scaling.

cl = mux_rate x 50 x (2352/2324) x (1/90000) (7.5)

Thelast byte of the SCRis located at the eight byte from the beginning
of the pack which starts 28 bytes into the sector.

C = (28+ 8) x (90000/(75 x 2352)) = 19 system cycles (7.6)

Thus, C is just a small delta from zero.
' DVD’s track buffer, on the other hand, allows a seamless translation

of.the ecs native transfer rate into the mux_rate of the MPEG system( -. The SCR value for the sixth pack() in a disc volumeis given
Packs are equivalent to DVD sectors. The SCR will be 36 bytes
 

 
into the sixth sector.

i = 386+5sectors x 2352 bytes/sector

 

= 11796 bytes (7.7)

a (11796 bytes x 90000) 33SCR) = I 2352 bytes/sector x 75'sectors/s) 70(2"*)
(7.8)

= 6018

The White Book suggests that C’ should be zero in most cases. However, C’ should
not be zero since that would make SCR a multiple of the sector number. This does not
matter as long as things are consistent from pack to pack, since that is how bitstream
conformance is usually measured.

Figure V1.8 in White Book 2.0 states so.
12Note that disc volume was used instead of stream (or more precisely ISO11172_

stream()) because multiple streams (organized as files) can coexist in a disc volume.
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MPEG-1 Video Syntax

In this chapter we describe the six syntactical layers of the MPEG-1 video
bitstream — the video sequence, group of pictures, picture, slice, macroblock,
and block layers. This. chapter deals primarily with the mechanics of mov-
ing or translating parameter values (data elements, in MPEG parlance) to
and from the coded bitstream. How the parameters are actually used in
quantization, coding, and reconstruction of the pels is described elsewhere.

As in preceding chapters, we present the syntax for each layer in two dif-
ferent ways, pseudocode and flowcharts. The pseudocodeusesessentially the
same formatting conventions as in the standard, but with comments added
to explain each step. The flowcharts present the same material graphically.
Chapter 6 provides a tutorial covering the pseudocode and flowchart con-
ventions used in this chapter. .

Although we have made every effort to provide a correct description
of MPEG,any serious implementer should work from the actual standards
documents. These are the only official sources for information about MPEG.
Since these documents evolve over time, an official copy of the standard
should be ordered from your national standards body or the ISO Information _
Technology Task Force (ITTF) in order to obtain the latest version and —
errata sheets.

8.1 Video sequence overview O

Figure 8.1 gives an overview of the six layers in MPEG-1 video sequences.
The system layer, not shown in Figure 8.1,! provides a wrapper around
the video sequence layer. Among other things, the system layer packs and

packets synchronize and multiplex the audio and video bitstreams into an
integrated data stream.

1The system layer is discussed briefly in Chapter 2 and in detail in Chapter7.
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| 

ii video sequence

 aon te eon ee rr epeeeeeeeee pee

   

 
 

  

sequence | GOP|Gop! . isequence|!‘aop | GOP’ <...s, [sequence_|sequencei header ence dene ee enone1 headertt/"" 7 Lend code|layer
| | —S (optional)

gop Iern rnn TOEa leture | groupof picturesSekPicturepcturefpicturjpicure!~~“, jicture | FOURof

picture] i | etce! licefbtine picturepicture slice|Slice|Sliceweteeesls|slice| layer
EES
sice macroblock ‘macroblock imacroblock Soe SY ‘macroblock |_sliceeaceySewaneeVee neeete 4olllle- layer

‘} Tenet

r macroblock [piook(ojblock(1)fotock(2)block(3)\block(4) locks)} endo;—macroblockheade Macroblock, layer

(if block coded) (if D-picture)
i ee ee

differential DC coef| run-level VLC run-level VLC *. os S end_of_block pee
 
 

(if intra macroblock) -
: _{if not D-picture)

Figure 8.1: The layers of a video stream.

 
 

‘video sequence always starts with a sequence header. The sequence
“is followed at by least one or (optionally) more groups of pictures

: (GOP). and ends with a sequence_end_code. Additional sequence headers
mayappear between any groupsof pictures within the video sequence. The

optional nature of the second (extra) sequence header and the extra GOPsis
illustrated by broken lines in Figure 8.1. Most of the parameters in these op-
tional additional sequence headers must remain unchanged from their values
recorded in thefirst sequence header. A possible reason for including extra
sequence headersis to assist in random access playback or video editing.

Below the sequence layer in Figure 8.1 is an expanded view of a group of
pictures. A group of pictures always starts with a group of pictures header
andis followed by at least one picture.

Each picture in the group of pictures has a picture header followed by
one or moreslices. In turn, each slice is made up of a slice header and one or
more groups of DCT blocks called macroblocks. Thefirst slice starts in the
upper left corner of the picture and the last slice (possibly the sameslice)
ends in the lower right corner. For MPEG-1 theslices must completely fill
the picture.

The macroblock is a group of six 8x8 DCT blocks — four blocks contain
luminance samples and two contain chrominance samples. Each macroblock
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starts with a macroblock header containing information about which DCT
blocks are actually coded. All six blocks are shown in Figure 8.1 even though
in practice some of the blocks may not be coded.

DCTblocks are codedas intra or nonintra, referring to whether the block
is coded with respect to a block from another picture or not. If an intra
block is coded, the difference between the DC coefficient and the prediction
is coded first. The AC coefficients are then coded using the variable-length
codes (VLC) for the run-level pairs until an end_of_block terminates the
block. If a nonintra block is coded, DC and AC coefficients are coded to-
gether using the same run-level VLC codes. This will be explained in more
detail in following sections.

The four MPEG-1picture types are: I-pictures (intra-coded), P-pictures
(nonintra or predictive-coded), B-pictures (bidirectionally predictive-cod-
ed) and D-pictures (DC-codedpictures). I-pictures are codedindependently
of other pictures, i.e., exclusively with intra DCT blocks. P-pictures are
coded with respect to a preceding picture, and B-pictures are coded with
respect to both preceding and following pictures. D-pictures contain only
DC coefficient information and because of this, there are no run-level pairs
‘and no end-of-block. Instead, an end_of_macroblock data element is used
to complete each macroblock. The function of the end_of macroblockis to
avoid long strings of zeros that might emulate start codes; therefore, this
data element is used only in D-pictures.”

To make comparison with the pseudocode in the standard easier, the
material in the rest of this chapter is organized in the same order as the
MPEGvideo standard. Section headings from the standard are noted for
cross-reference.

8.2 Start codes®

The sequence header, group of pictures header, picture header, and slice.-
header all start with unique byte-aligned 32-bit patterns called start codes.
Other start codes are defined for system use, user data, and error tagging.
The start codes all have a three-byte prefix of 23 zero bits followed by a 1
bit; the final byte (called the start code value in MPEG-2) then identifies
the particular start code.

The byte alignmentof start codes is achieved by stuffing as many zero
bits as needed to get to byte alignment. Zero bytes may then be stuffed
if desired. The description of the next_start_code() procedure for doing
this is described in Chapter 7 (see Figures 7.1 and 7.2). Zero_byte stuffing

2Since video sequences are not allowed to mix D-pictures with other types, D-pictures
are rarely used. :
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Start code name [| hexa- binary

decimal

extension_start_code |000001B5 00000000 00000000 00000001 10110101|
group_start_code 000001B8|00000000 00000000 00000001 10111000
picture_start_code 00000100|00000000 00000000 00000001 00000000
reserved 000001B0|00000000 00000000 00000001 10110000

reserved OOO001B1|00000000 00000000 00000001 10110001

reserved 000001B6|00000000 00000000 00000001 10110110

sequence_end_code 000001B7|00000000 00000000 00000001 10110111
sequence_error_code;000001B4|00000000 00000000 00000001 10110100
sequence_header_code|000001B3|00000000 00000000 00000001 10110011

slice_start_code 1 00000101|00000000 00000000 00000001 00000001

slice_start_code 175|OOOO01AF|00000000 00000000 00000001 10101111

user_data_start_code|000001B2|00000000 00000000 00000001 10110010|

    
 

Table 8.1: MPEG video start codes.

before the start codes is one of the mechanisms used to avoid decoder buffer

overflow.

Table 8.1 lists the set of video start codes in alphabetical order in both
binary and hexadecimal format.

A numeric ordering of the video and system start codes can be found in
Table.7.1. The video start codes have a range of values from 0x00000100 to

0001B8. System start codes have a range of values from 0x000001B9
Q00001FF. They are reserved for use in the system layer and must not 

-occur inside a video sequence. The sequence_error_codeis available for
tagging a sequence that has unrecoverable errors and therefore should not
oceur,in a decodable video bitstream.

8:3. Video sequence layer 0
(The pseudocodein Figure 8.2 defines the syntax for a video sequence. This is
equivalent to the code in ISO 11172-2, subclause 2.4.2.2, except for the minor
changes in conventions already described in Chapter 6 on flowchart and
pseudocode conventions. Figure 8.3 contains the flowchart for this function

Thefirst procedure in Figure 8.3, next_start_code(), locates the start
code for the video sequence. The bitstream is defined to be a video se-
quence and the start code of the video sequence is the sequence header
code, 0x000001B3. By definition, this is the first code encountered by next.

start_code() after it achieves byte alignment in the bitstream and skips
over any padded zero bytes. A sequence header is always followed by at
least one group of pictures.
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i

video_sequence(){ /* from ISO 11172-2 2.4.2.2 */
next_start_code(); /* find next byte aligned start code */ 7

{ do { /* do sequence (s) &/ |
sequence_header(); /* r/w sequence header */
dof /* do group(s) of pictures (GOP) */

group_of_pictures(); /* r/w group(s) of pictures */ |
} while (extbits(32)==group_start_code); /* while 0x000001B8 */ |

}while (nextbits (32)==sequence_header_code /* while 0x000001B3 */
' sequence_end_code (32); /* r/w 0x000001B7 */

} /* end video_sequence() function */ :
 

Figure 8.2: Video.sequence() function.

 

 

 
 video_sequence()

 
 

{ next_start_code() | /* locate next start code */

| sequence_header() | /* read/write data for sequence header */ 
 
 

[| group_of_pictures(} |] /* readMrite data for GOP oo

d nextbits(32)=0x000001B8? /* while group_start_code, do GOP */No

>nextbits(32)=0x000001B3? /* while sequence_header_code, do sequence */
32 sequence_end_code /* read/write 0x000001B7 /

   
Figure 8.3: Flowchart for the video_sequence() function.
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More than one sequence header can occur in a video sequence. A group
of pictures must follow a sequence header and (as will be seen shortly) the
final step of the sequence_header () process positions the bitstream pointer
at the group of pictures start code. After each group of pictures, however, a
test must be madefor the type of start code coming next in the bitstream. If
the next start code is for a group of pictures, processing of groups of pictures
continues. Otherwise, either a sequence header occurs (followed by at least
one more group of pictures) or the sequence terminates with the sequence

end code.
The pseudocodefor processing the sequence headeris given in Figure 8.4,

and flowcharts corresponding to this code are in Figure 8.5 and 8.6.
Thefirst 95 bits of the sequence header define 10 data elements that have

fixed-length sizes. (The numbersin the data element boxes in the flowcharts
are the number of bits needed to represent that parameter. The MPEG
names for these data elements are given in the center of the flowchart.) The
first data element is the 32-bit sequence_header_code. This is followed im-
mediately by two 12-bit parameters, horizontal_size and vertical_size,
that define the width and height of the digital picture. Certain restrictions
apply to their valid values for MPEG-1 bitstreams. For example, neither is
allowed to be zero, and vertical_size must be an even value. Note that it

would take twoillegal values, a horizontal_size of zero and a vertical_
_ size ‘of one, to generate an accidental start code prefix. The sequence header

_also.contains a markerbit, a single bit with a value of 1, that prevents the

tal creation of a start code. Marker bits are used quite frequently in 
 

The pel_aspect_ratiois a four-bit parameter that provides information
about the pel shape. Table 8.2 lists the pel aspect: ratios defined for MPEG-
1, along with the associated video sources.

* Picture_rateis a 4-bit parameter that selects one of the commonpicture
“rates listed in Table 8.3. Note that the NTSC format referred to in this table
is a composite signal that, among other things, uses a different color space |
(YIQ) than MPEG (YCbCr). Note also that MPEG-2 calls noninterlaced
video progressive scan.

The bit_rate data element has a length of 18 bits, and informs the
decoder about the compressed data rate. The rate is in units of 400 bits/s,
and the value of bit_rate is related to the true bit rate, R, by:

bit-rate = [.R/400] (8.1)

where [...] is a ceiling function that rounds up to an integer value. A
value of zero is not allowed for bit_rate, and the maximum possible value,
Ox3FFFF, signals that the bit rate is variable.

Following the marker_bit is the 10-bit vbv_buffer_size data element,
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sequence_header (){ /* from ISO 11172-2 2.4.2.3 */
sequence_header_code(32); /* r/w 0x000001B3 */
horizontal_size(12); /* x/w picture width */
vertical_size(12) ; /* r/w picture height */
pel_aspect_ratio(A4); /* r/w sample aspect ratio */
picture_rate (4); /* r/w frame rate */
bit_rate (18); /* r/w bit rate */

marker_bit(1); /* r/w ‘1? . */
vbv_buffer_size (10); | [* x/w video buffer verifier buf.size*/
constrained_parameters_flag(1); /* r/w ‘1’ if constrained * /

/* r/w ‘0’ if unconstrained ok]

load_intra_quantizer_matrix(1); /* r/w flag for intra quantizer */
if (load_intra_quantizer_matrix) /* if flag set */

intra_quantizer_matrix[0..63]; /* ~x/w 64 8-bit values */
load_non_intra_quantizer_matrix(1); /* r/w flag for nonintra Q */
if (load_non_intra_quantizer_matrix)/* if flag set */

non_intra_quantizer_matrix[0..63];/*  r/w 64 8-bit values */
next_start_code(); /* find next start code */
if (nextbits(32)==extension_start_code){ /* if 0x000001B5 */

extension_start_code (32); /* r/w extension start code */
while (nextbits(24) !=0x000001){ /* while not start code prefix*/

sequence_extension_data(8); /* x/w byte of data *«/
}

next_start_code(); /* find next start code */

} /* sequence extension data end*/
if (nextbits(32)==user_data_start_code){/* if 0x000001B2 */

user_data_start_code (32); /* r/w user data start code */
while (nextbits(24)!=0x000001){ /* while not start code prefix*/

user_data(8); - /* xr/w byte of user data */
} /* start code prefix occurs */
next_start_code(); /* find next start code */

} /* user data done */

/* end sequence_header() function*/
 

Figure 8.4: The sequence_header () function.
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sequence_header:

C_.._32]sequence_header_code /* read/write X'000001B3' */
horizontal_size

  
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 vertical_size
 pel_aspect_ratio

picture_rate
bit_rate

marker_bit /* read/write ‘1’ bit "

vbv_buffer_size .
constrained_parameters_flag /* read/write ‘1’ if constrained, ‘0’ if not */
load_intra_quantizer_matrix /* read/write '1' for matrix load, '0’ if not */

©; load_intra_quantizer_matrix? /* if bit set, load matrix , */
8 intra_quantizer_matrix{0] 3 /* read/write 64 8-bit values */

intra_quantizer_matrix[63] :

load_non_intra_quantizer_matrix/* read/write ‘1’ for matrix load, '0’ if not */

©1 load_non_intra_quantizer_matrix? /*if bit set, load matrix */
non_intra_quantizer_matrix[0]

: /* read/write 64 8-bit values */
non_intra_quantizer_matrix{63]

/* read/write extension and user data _*/

 

  

ie
~ locate next start code */

He
~~ if extension_start_code */

~* read/write 0x000001B5 .*/
Me

~ if not start code prefix */ie
~ r/w byte of extension data */

We
~ locate next start code */

/* if user_data_start_code */

~* read/write 0x000001B2 */
 

/* if not start code prefix */

/* rw byte of user data */

/* locate next start code */

 
[|nextstart_code()_|}

C Done_)

Figure 8.6: Flowchart for extension and user data processing.
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pel_aspect_ratio|height/width|video source 

 
0000

0001

0010

0011

0100

0101

0110

O111

1000

1001

1010

1011

1100

1101

1110

1111

l forbidden

1.0000 computers (VGA)
0.6735

0.7031 16:9, 625-line
0.7615

0.8055

0.8437 16:9, 525-line
0.8935

0.9157 CCIR Rec. 601, 625-line
0.9815
1.0255

1.0695

1.0950 CCIR Rec. 601, 525-line
1.1575

1.2015

reserved

   
Table 8.2: Ratio of height to width for the 16 pel_aspect_ratio codes.

 

  
 

 
picture./ nominal typical applications
rate picture rate
6000 "|Forbidden
0001 23.976 Movies on NTSC broadcast monitors

0010 24 Movies, commercial clips, animation
0011 25 PAL, SECAM, generic 625/50Hz component, video
0100 29.97 Broadcast rate NTSC

0101 30 NTSCprofession studio, 525/60Hz component video.
0110 50 Noninterlaced PAL/SECAM/625 video
OL111 59.94 Noninterlaced broadcast NTSC

1000- 60 Noninterlaced studio 525 NTSC rate

1001
tee Reserved

1111 ,

Table 8.3: Picture rate in pictures per second and typical applications.
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horizontal_size < 768 pels.
vertical_size < 576 lines.
number of macroblocks < 396.
(number of macroblocks) x picture_rate< 396 x 25.
picture.rate < 30 pictures per second.
vov.buffer_size < 160.

bit_rate < 4640.

forward_f_code < 4.

backward_f_codé < 4,

 
Table 8.4: Constrained parameters bounds.

a parameter that tells the decoder what the lower boundis for the size of

the compressed data buffer. The buffer size is in units of 2048 bytes, and
the actual buffer size, in bits, is:

B=8 x 2048 x vbv_buffer_size (8.2)

The decoder’s buffer must be at least this large in order to successfully de-
code the video sequence. Further discussion of this data element is deferred
to Chapter 15.

The constrained_parameters_flag is a one-bit data element that may

beset to one only when the horizontal_size, vertical_size, picture_
-vwbv_buffer_size, bit-rate, and motion parameters all satisfy the
ctions on their values listed in Table 8.4. The last two itemsin this table

_”.xefér-to’ bounds on the size of motion displacements, and will be discussed
"in Section 8.5 and in Chapter11.

“The final two. bits in the sequence header control the loading of the
intra-and nonintra quantization matrices. The load_intra_quantizer_
matrixflag, when set to one,signals that 64 eight-bit values for the intra_

‘quantizer._matrix follow. If this flag is zero, the table is not present in the
bitstream. In an identical way, the loadnon_intra_quantizer_matrix bit
flags whether or not the non_intra_quantizer_matrix is to be loaded.

Figure 8.6 contains the flowchart for the extension_and_user_data()
procedure. After the next start code is located with the function next_

’ start_code(), extension and then user data are processed.® Thefirst test
in extension_and_user_data() checks the next 32 bits for the extension_

start_code. For MPEG-1 data streamsthis test must always fail, since the

3Unless zero bytes are padded to the bitstream, the call to next_start.code() is ac- .
tually an unnecessary step. The upcoming bitstream is already byte-aligned, since the
sequence header is exactly 12 bytes (no quantization matrices loaded), 76 bytes (one
quantization matrix loaded}, or 140 bytes (both quantization matrices loaded).
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group_of_pictures(){ /* from ISO 11172-2 2.4.2.4 */
group_start_code (32); /* r/w 0x000001B8 */
time_code(25); /* c/w SMPTE time code */

closed_gop(1); /* r/w ‘1? if closed, ‘0’ if open ¥*/
broken_link(1); /* x/a normally ‘0’, ‘1’ if broken */
next_start_code(); /* find next start code */

if (nextbits(32)==extension_start_code){/* if 0x000001B5 */

extension_start_code(32) ; /* c/w extension start code */

while (nextbits (24) !=0x000001){ /* while not start code prefix*/
group_extension_data(8); /* r/w byte of data */

} /* group extension data done */
next_start_code(); /* find next start code */

}

if (nextbits(32)==user_data_start_code){/* if 0x000001B2 */

user_data_start_code(32); /* v/wuser data start code */

while (nextbits(24) !=0x000001){ /* while not start code prefix*/
user_data(8) ; /*  xrf/w byte of data */

} /* group user data done */
next_start_code(); /* find next start code */

}

do { /* do picture(s) */
picture(); /* encode/decode picture */

} while (nextbits(32)==picture_start_code)/* while 0x00000100 ¥*/
/* end group_of_pictures function  ¥*/
 

Figure 8.7: The group_of_pictures() function.

presence of an extension_start_code signals an MPEG-2 bitstream. The
user_data_startcode is always allowed. Note that user and extension data
are always delineated by byte-aligned start codes.

The only constraint on user and extension data is that the 23 zero bits
of the start code prefix may not occur in this part of thebitstream, even on
nonbyte boundaries. MPEG-2 uses extension data in the sequence header
to provide additional precision for an expanded range of parameter values.

8.4 Group of pictures layer ®

The group of pictures layer starts with nine required data elements. These
may be followed by optional extension and user data before the picture layer
is coded. The pseudocodein Figure 8.7 specifies the group of pictures layer
syntax; the corresponding flowchart is in Figure 8.8.

In the group_of_pictures() function a 25-bit time_code follows the
32-bit. group_start_code. This time code contains six data elements as
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( group_of pictures() )
 

  
C32____]group_start_code /* read/write 0x000001B8 */

ft drop_frame_flag /* read/write '1’ if 29.97 Hz, else ’0’ */
[5 time_code_hours /* read/write hours 0-23 */

3 :  time_code_minutes /* read/write minutes 0-59 */
2 :  marker_bit /* read/write ‘1’ bit */
£ - ; time_code_seconds /* read/write seconds 0-59 */

Lé : time_code_pictures /* read/write picture number 0-59 */

fl closed_gop /* read/write ‘1’ if closed, '0’ if open /
i broken_link /* normally ‘0’, ‘1’ if broken “

extension_and_user_data() /* read/write extension and user data */

/* read/write data for picture */ 

  
  
 

nextbits(32)=0x000001 00?
No .

~
*

while picture_start_code, do picture */

 

Figure 8.8: Flowchart for the group_of_pictures() function.

‘illustrated inside the dotted box in the flowchart. These data elements are
- “the:same as defined in the IEC standard for video tape recorders [IEC86].
 
 

e time code data elements, time_code_hours , time_code_minutes,
A time_code_seconds give the hours-minutes-seconds time interval from

the start of the sequence. time.code_pictures counts the pictures within a
second. This time code information applies to the first picture in the group
of pictures.

; drop_frame_t lag is a one-bit flag that is 0 unless the picture rate is 29.97
. Hz. For that particular picturerate, it is used to correct a 30 Hz picture rate

to a true 29.97 Hz rate by dropping one count out of every 1000. (29.97/30
= .999). The count dropping is doneas follows: At the start of each minute,
pictures 0 and 1 are omitted from the count. This means that a count
of 1798 instead of 1800 (60x30) is registered every minute. Since the true
period is 1798.2 for a 29.97 Hz clock, the count is now 0.2 pictures below the
the required value, or 2 pictures every 10 minutes. Therefore, at 10-minute
intervals, pictures 0 and 1 are not dropped. The arithmetic is not quite
precise, in that 29.97 is an approximation to 30/1001 or 29.97002997. This
gives a 75 msresidualerror in a 24 hour period {Cal85]

Two one-bit flags follow the time_code. The closed_gop flag is set if
the group of pictures can be decoded without reference to J- or P-pictures
outside of the group of pictures. The broken_linkflag is used to signal that
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picture_codingtype|picture type| 
000 forbidden

001 I-picture
010 P-picture
011 B-picture
100 D-picture
101 reserved

111 reserved 

Table 8.5: Picture type codes.

editing has disrupted the original sequence of groups of pictures.
Since the data elements in the group of pictures header occupy only 27

bits, the next_start_code() call must read or write at least five zero bits
to reestablish byte alignment. At that point, any extension: or user data is
read before processing the pictures in the group. In MPEG-1 bitstreams, no
extension data is allowed, and the group of pictures header must be present.
In MPEG-2 the group of pictures header is optional.

8.5, Picture layer 0

The picture layer is where the picture_codingtype is signaled and (when.
needed) the forward and backward motion vector data elements are es-
tablished that define the scale and precision of the motion vectors. The
pseudocode in Figure 8.9 defines the picture layer, and the corresponding
‘flowchart is in Figure 8.10.

The temporal_referenceis the picture count in the sequence, modulo
1024 (i.e., the ten least significant bits), The temporal_reference starts at _
zero, and is used to determine display order.

The picture_codingtype data element is the next three bits, and the
meaning of these bits is defined by Table 8.5. The vbv_delay that follows .
gives the numberof bits that must be in the compressed data buffer before
the idealized decoder model defined by MPEG decodesthepicture. This pa-
rameter plays an important role in preventing buffer overflow and underflow
and will be discussed further in Chapter 15.

If the picture type is 2 (P-picture) or 3 (B-picture), then the forward
motion vector scale information for the full picture is sent. For B-pictures,
the backward motion vector scale information is also needed. The dashed

line in the flowchart indicates that the first test could have skipped the
second test since a path for not 2 or 3 is guaranteed to fail a test for 3.
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picture(){ /* from ISO 11172-2 2.4.2.5 */
picture_start_code(32); /* r/w 0x00000100 */
temporal_reference(10); /* r/w picture count modulo 1024 */
picture_coding_type(3); /* r/w picture type */
vbv_delay (16); /* r/w VBV buffer delay */
if (picture_codingtype==2) | | (picture_coding_type==3){

/* if P or B type, need forward mv */
full_pel_forward_vector(1); /* r/w 1=full pel, O=half pel */
forward_f_code(3) ; /* r/w fwd motion vector range */

}

if (picture_coding_type==3){/* if B-picture, need backward mv */
full_pel_backward_vector(1); /* r/w 1=full pel, O=half pel */
backward_f_code (3); /* r/w bkwd mot. vector range */

}

while (nextbits(1)==‘1’){ /* while ‘1’, extra information ~  ¥*/
extra_bit_picture(1); /* c/w ‘1? */
extra_information_picture(8);/* r/w byte of extra information */

}

_ extra_bit_picture(1); /* r/w ‘0’ to end extra information */
’ next_start_code(); '/* find next start code */

if (mextbits(32)==extension_start_code){/* if 0x000001B5 */
“ extension_start_code (32); /* r/w extension start code */

  “twhile (nextbits(24)!=0x000001){ /* while not start code prefix*/
picture_extension_data(8); © /* r/w byte of data */

a 
-- '* next_start_code(); /* find next start code «/

+ 7
aif:‘Mextbits (32)==user_data_start_code){ /* if 0x000001B2 */
~user_data_start_code(32); /* r/w user data start code */

‘while (nextbits (24) !=0x000001){ /* while not start code prefix*/
user_data(8); /* r/w byte of user data */~

4 |
next_start_code(); /* find next start code */

}

do { /* do slice(s) : */

slice(); /* process a slice */

} while (nextbits (32)==slice_start_code)/* while 0x00000101-14F */
} /* end picture () function */

Figure 8.9: The picture() function.
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we

 

 
picture_start_code
temporal_reference
picture_coding_type
vbv_delay

~ picture_coding_type?2 or

 
 

 

  
full_pei_forward_vector
forward_f_code

full_pel_backward_vector
backward_f_code

extra_bit_picture
extra_information_picture

 

  
  

extra_bit_picture

i   | extension_and_user_data:

 |Css
 nextbits(32)=0x00000101 to 0x000001AF? /*

; No .

CHAPTER 8. MPEG-1 VIDEO SYNTAX

/*
i
i*

*
/

*
t

f

/

rs

*

it

ft
ft

it

ft

i

read/write 0x00000100 *

read/write picture count, modulo 1024 */
read/write with l=1, P=2, B=3 and D=4 */

read/write delay to decoding of picture */
if P- or B-picture "

‘1’ if full pel, ’O' if half pei */
read/write motion vector scaling param.*/

if B-picture *]

read/write '1' if full pel, °0° if half pel *]

read/write motion vector scaling param.*/

if’1’, extra information follows */
read/write ‘1’ for more extra information */

read/write 8 bits of extra information */

read/write ‘0’ to end extra information */

read/write extension and user data */

read/write data for slice of picture */

while slice_start_code,doslice 4

Figure 8.10: Flowchart for picture() function.
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sliceQt /*x from ISO 11172-2 2.4.2.6 */
slice_start_code(32); /* xr/w 0x00000101-0x000001AF */

quantizer_scale(5); /* r/w quantizer scale */
while (nextbits(1)==‘1’{ /* while ‘1’, extra slice info. */

extra_bit_slice(1); /x  rf/w St? */

extra_information_slice(8); /* r/w byte of extra information*/
} . /* end - extra slice info. */
extra_bit_slice(1); /* r/w ‘0°? to end extra slice info. */
do { /* do macroblock(s) */

macroblock() ; /* process a macroblock */
} while (nextbits (23) !=0) /* do while not 23 zeros */
next_start_code(); /* find next start code */

} /* end - slice() function */
 

Figure 8.11: The slice() function.

The extra_information_picture data element is reserved and its fiinc-
tion is currently undefined. However,if present in the bitstream, the decoder
must be able to parse extra_information_picture anddiscardit.

_ The next_start_code() function locates the next byte boundary and
reads or writes zero padding bytes. The extension_and.user_data() func-

tion processes the extra bytes of extension data (MPEG-2 only) and user
da preceded by the appropriate start code. As many slices as needed to

‘upthe picture are then decoded/encoded. 
 
: 8.6 _ Slice layer 0

The.pseudocode in Figure 8.11 defines the slice layer syntax. The corre-
sponding flowchart is in Figure 8.12.
The final byte of the slice_start_code has a value in the range from 1”
to X’AF’inclusive. Defining the top of the picture to be at macroblock row
1, this value is the macroblock row in which theslice starts. The horizontal
position at which the slice starts within the macroblock row is determined
by data elements in the macroblock layer header, as will be discussed in the
next section of this chapter.

The quantizer_scale initializes the quantizer scale factor. The extra_
bit_slice data element that follows is always zero in an MPEG-1 bitstream;
the value of ‘1’ is reserved for future ISO standards. However, in future stan-

dards, as long as extra_bit_sliceis set, eight bits of extra_information_
slice are appended. The actual macroblock coding follows an extra_bit.
slice of zero. Finally, next_start_code() is called to byte-align the next
slice and possibly add stuffed zero bytes. ,
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slice_start_code ~ * read/write 0x00000101-0x000001 AF */ 

   
 

 

quantizer_scale /* read/write scale 1-31 */ :

/* if'1', extra information follows */ :

extra_bit_slice /* read/write '1' for more extra information —*/
extra_information_slice /* read/write 8 bits of extra information 4 .

extra_bit_slice /* read/write '0’ to end extra information 4 i
u

| macroblock() | /* read/write data for macroblock “4 i

4 nextbits(23)=0? /* do macroblockif not next start code prefix */ . (!
Yes {iid

I next_start_code /* locate next start code “/ ; '7
4

 

 
 

Figure 8.12: Flowchart for the slice () function.

Since each slice is coded independently of all other slices, the slice layer
provides for a limited degree of error recovery.

8.7 Macroblock layer ®

The macroblock header provides information about the position of the mac- '
roblock relative to the position of the macroblock just coded. It also codes
the motion vectors for the macroblock and identifies the blocks in the mac- |

roblock that are coded. The pseudocode for the macroblock layer is found
in Figure 8.13, and the corresponding flowchart is in Figure 8.14.

The macroblock() procedure starts with an optional 11-bit macroblock_.
stuffing code that may be repeated as many times as needed. _

The macroblock address is the index of the macroblock iti the ‘picture, . De
where index values are in raster scan order starting with macroblock 0 in
the upper left corner. At the start of coding of a picture, the macroblock
address is set to —1 and the macroblock_address_increment establishes
the change in macroblock address to reach the macroblock being coded.
Whenthe address increment is greater than 1, intervening macroblocks are
skipped. The rules for when and how this is done will be discussed in
Section 8.7.1.

If the macroblock_address_increment is greater than 338, it coded as
a sequence of one or more macroblock.escape codes that increment the
address by 33, followed by the appropriate code from Table 8.6 for the
remaining increment. The codes in Table 8.6 are ordered for a decoder.
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macroblock(){ /* from ISO 11172-2 2.4.2.7 ¥*/

while (mextbits(11)==‘00000001111’)/* while macroblock stuffing */
macroblock_stuffing(11) ; /* r/w ‘00000001111? */

while (nextbits(11)==‘00000001000’)/* while macroblock escape  ¥*/
macroblock_escape(11); /* r/w *00000001000"° */

macroblock_address_increment (1-11) ;/* r/w VLC for mb address */

macroblock_type(1-6); /* x/w VLC for mb type */
if (macroblockquant) /* if quant. scale change */

quantizer_scale(5); /*  xr/w new quantizer scale */
if (macroblock_motion_forward) {. /* if forward motion vector */

motion_horizontal_forward_code(1-11); /* r/w VLC for fwd h. mv*/
if (forward_f!=1)&&

(motion_horizontal_forward_code!=0)) /* if fwd. h. mv */

motion_horizontal_forward_r(1-6);/* r/w residual of h. mv */
motion_vertical_forward_code(1-11);/* r/w VLC for fwd v. mv */
if (forward_f!=1)&&

(motion_vertical_forward_code!=0)) /* if fwd. v. mv */
motion_vertical_forward_r(1-6);/* r/w residual of v. mv */

- FO . /* end if forward motion vect*/
if (macroblock_motion_backward){ /* if backward motion vector */

“motion_horizontal_backward_code(1-11);/* r/w VLC for bkwd h.mv*/
f _ (backward_f!=1) &&

(motion_horizontal_backward_code!=0)) /* if bkwd h. mv */

motion_horizontal_backward_r(1-6); /* r/w residual of h. mv */
motion_vertical_backward_code(1-11); /* r/w VLC for bkwd v.mv */

aif (backward_f!=1) &&

 

 

  

J+ (notion_vertical_backward_code!=0)) /* if bkwd v. mv */~ “motion.vertical.backward,r(1-6) /* r/w residual of v. mv */
} . /* end if backward motion vec*/

if . (macro_block_pattern) /* if any blocks coded */
coded_block_pattern (3-9) ; /* xr/w coded block pattern */

for (i=0; i<6; i++) /* for the 6 blocks */
block(i) ; /*  r/w block data : * /

if (picture_coding_type==4) /* if D-picture */
end_of_macroblock(1); /* xrf/w ‘1? = end of mb */

} /* end macroblock() function */
 

Figure 8.13: The macroblock() function.
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nextbits(1 1)=B'00000001111'? /* if macroblock stuffing, stuff bits “ 4
macrobiock_stuffing /* read/write stuff bits */ |

Ne Ves nextbits(11)=B'00000001000'7. /* if macroblock escape, extend address * he
macrobiock_escape /* read/write escape to extend address */

TT

LC.ti macroblock_address_increment /* read/write VLC for macroblock address *]
Lie] macroblock_type /* read/write VLC for macroblock type */
8 A macroblock_quant? /* if quantizer scale changed */ i.

quantizer_scale /* quantizer scale 1-31 */ |I

[|motion_vectors()|| /* read/write data for motion vectors */
o o macroblock_pattern? /* if blocks can be skipped / i

[ 3-97] coded_block_pattern /* read/write VLC giving blocks coded */ .

L_i=o_|) /* initialize block processing loop */ |
Nog ‘ /* loop until =6 *] |

[Tblockdi)[| /* read/write data for ith block "/
/* increment loop counter */

! /* if D-picture wi

 
/* read/write B’1’ to end D-picture macroblock */  

Figure 8.14: Flowchart for macroblock() function. .
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increment macroblock_

value address_increment

|macroblock_escape|0000 0001 000 |
macroblock_stuffing|0000 0001 111

33 0000 0011 000

32 0000 0011 001

31 0000 0011 010
30 0000 0011 011

29 0000 0011 100

28 0000 0011 101

27 0000 0011 110

26 0000 0011 111

25 0000 0100 000

24 0000 0100 001

23 ‘0000 0100 010

22 0000 0100 O11

21 0000 0100 10

20 , 0000 0100 11

19 0000 0101 00

18 0000 0101 O1
17 0000 0101 10

16 0000 0101 11

15 0000 0110

14 0000 0111

13 0000 1000

12 0000 1001

11 0000 1010

10 0000 1011

i 9 0000 110
8 0000 111

7 0001 0

6 0001 1

5 0010

4 0011

3 010

2 Olt

1 1

   
Table 8.6: Variable length codes for macroblock_address_increment.
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macro- macro- macro- macro-

block block block block block block

-intra|-pattern|_motion motion|_quant|_type
-backward|-forward VLC code

I-pictures
1 0 Oo 0 0 1

a 0 0 0 1 01
P-pictures

0 0 0 1 0 001

0 1 0 0 0 O1

0 1 0 0 1 0000 1

0 1 0 1 0 1

0 1 0 1 1 0001 0

1 0 0 0 0 0001 1

1 0 0 0 1 0000 01

. B-pictures
0 0 0 1 0 0010

0 0 1 0 0 010

0 0 1 1 0

0 1 0 1 0

0 1 0 1 1

0 1 1 0 0

0 1 1 0 1

0 1 1 1 0)

0 1 1 1 1

1 0 0 0 0.
1 0 0 0 1

» D-pictures
io 0fo_[e {i

 

 
 
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

   
     

Table 8.7: VLC for macroblock_type in I-, P-, B-, and D-pictures.
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|

cbp block # coded_block

decimal)binary)0123 4 5 -pattern
YYYY CbCr|VLC code

0 “|000000 |...... . | forbidden
1 000001|.... . ¢|0101 1

2 000010|.....c¢ .|0100 1

3 000011|.... cc|0011 O1

4 000100 cc. .|1104

5 000101 .c .. c|0010 111

6 000110|...cc.|00140 O11

7 o00111|...c ec|0004 1111,
8 001000|..c. . .|1100

9 ~|001001|..c. . ¢|0010 110
10 001010|..c. c .|0010 010

11 001011|..c. ¢ c¢|00014 1110

12 001100|..cc . .|1001 1

13 001101|..cc . c|0001 1011

14 001110|..cc c .|0001 O4111
15 001111|..cc c ¢|0001 0011

16 010000|.c.. . ©|1014

17 010001|.c.. . ¢|0010 101

18 010010|.c.. ¢ .|0010 oot

19 010011|.c.. c c|0001 1101

20 010100|.c.c . .|1000 1

21 010101|.c.c . c|0001 1001

22 010110|.c.c c .|0001 0101

23 010111|.c.c c c|0001 0001

24 011000|.cc. OO11 14
25 011001 |..cc..¢J}0000 1111

26 011010|.cc. c 0000 1101

27 011011) .cc. c c¢|}0000 0001 1

28 011100|.ccc . .|O111 1

29 011101|.cec . ¢|0000 1011
30 011110|.ccc c .|0000 0111

31 O1tit1 jecce cc | 0000 0011 1| 

 
Table 8.8: (a) MPEG-1 coded_block_pattern (cbp) VLC codes. Blocks
labeled “.” (bit=0) are skipped, whereas blocks labeled “c” (bit=1) are
coded.
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[ cbp block # | coded_block
decimal|binary|0123 4 5 -pattern.

YYYY CbCr|VLC code

|32 100000 fc..... |1010 |
33 100001 1c... . c 0010 100

34 100010|c... c. 0010 000

35 100011|c... cc 0001 1100

36 100100|c..c . 0011 10
37 100101|c..c . c 0000 1110

38 100110jc..cc. 0000 1100
39 100111jc..c cc 0000 0001 0

40 101000jc.c. . 1000 0

41 101001jc.c. wc 0001 1000

42 101010|c.c. c. 0001 0100

43 101011|c.c. cc 0001 0000

44 101100|c.cc 0111 0

45 101101|c.ce c 0000 1010

46 101110|}c.cc c 0000 0110

47 ‘401411}c.co cc 0000 0011 0
48 110000|cc. 1001 0

49 110001jcc. c 0001 1010

50 110010|cc... c 0001 0110

51 110011|cc.. cc 0001 0010

52 110100|cc.c . . 0110 1

53 110101|cc.c . c 0000 i001
54 110110|cc.c cc. 0000 0101

55 110111|cc.c cc 0000 0010 1

56 111000|ccc. 0110 0

57 111001|ccc. . c 0000 1000

o 58 111010|ccc. ¢ .|0000 0100
59 111011|ccc. cc 0000 0010 0

“60 111100|ccce . 4111

61 111101|cccc . c 0101 0

62 111110|cece c 0100 0

63 111111| cccc cc 0011 00

    
+
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Table 8.8: (b) MPEG-1 coded_block_pattern (cbp) VLC codes continued.
Blocks labeled “.” (bit=0) are skipped, whereas blocks labeled “c” (bit=1)
are coded.
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Figure 8.15: Block indices in a macroblock. Block 0 corresponds to the msb
of the pattern_code.

The macroblock_type is specified by a variable-length code from one to
six bits in length, and the decoded value sets the following five control bits:

macroblockquant: if set, a new five-bit quantization scale is sent.

macroblockmotion_forward: if set, a forward motion vector is sent. De-
‘ tails of this part of the procedure are given below.

 
 

 .ock_motion_backward: if set, a backward motion vector is sent.
Details of this part of the procedure are given below.

. macroblock_pattern: ifset, the coded_block_patternvariable length code
’’ from. Table 8.8 follows to code the six pattern_codebits in the variable
, -cbp. These bits identify the blocks in the macroblock that are coded,

_- ‘as shown in Figure 8.15.

macroblock_intra: if set, the blocks in the macroblock are coded as intra
blocks without reference to blocks from other pictures.

These five control bits determine the rest of the macroblock processing
steps. Table 8.7 lists the variable-length codes and control-bit values of
macroblock_type for each of the four picture types. Note that some of the
control bits are forced to default values for I-, P-, and D-pictures.

Once the pattern_code bits are known, any blocks where thebit is set
are coded. The test for coding of a block is made in the block() procedure
that will be described in the next section. ,

For D-pictures (picture_coding_type = 4), only the DC coefficients are
coded. For these D-pictures, the 1-bit end_of_macroblock data element is
needed to prevent accidental start code emulation.
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motion value magnitude|motion_code VLC

0 1
1 Ol1s

2 001s

3 0001 s

4 0000 11s

5 0000 101s |
6 0000 100s |
7 0000 O1is ii
8 0000 0101 1s it

9 0000 0101 Os : 7
10 0000 0100 is | fi
11 0000 0100 O1s i |
12 0000 0100 00s ||
13 0000 0011 11s |
14 0000-0011 10s :
15 0000 0011 O1s |
16 0000 0011 00s

  
Table 8.9: Variable length codes for the motion codes. “s” is 0 for positive ie
motion values and ‘1’ for negative motion values.

Figure 8.16 is a flowchart for coding of motion vectors for a macroblock
with motion compensation. The control bits, macroblockmotion_forward
and macroblock_motion_backward have already been established by the
decoding of macroblock_type. If a given motion compensation control bit
is set, additional parameters for that type of motion vector are sent.

78

The variable-length codes for motion_code are given in Table 8.9. The ;
forward, backward, horizontal, and vertical combinations of motioncodes all ~
use this same table. For éxample, if macroblock_motion_forwardis set,
then the one- to 11-bit variable length code for the motion_horizontal_
forward_code is coded. Note that the s bit in this table provides the sign
of the motion value. If the forward_f code is more than 1 and motion_ i

horizontal_forward_code is not zero, then one to six additional bits are
needed for motion_horizontal_forward_r. A similar structure then applies
for vertical forward motion. The interpretation of these parameters will be
discussed in detail in Chapter 11. |

     
The same coding structure is used to code backward motion vectors.

Note that forward motion vectors are used in both P-pictures and B-pictures, ||

whereas backward motion vectors are used only in B-pictures.
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motion_vectors()

1 macroblock_motion_forward? /* if forward motion vector */
 

 
 
 
 

 

 
t JSS 1
\ Cl1-47.4 motion_horizontal_forward_code ' /* read/write horizontal forward MV VLC */t a.

:forward_f? 1 /* if forward_f=1, no residue bits */
motion_horizontal_forward_code? | /* if code is 0, no residuebits */1 no '

t motion_horizontal_forward_r | /* read/write complementof residue. */i 1
i 1 

repeat abovebox for motion_vertical_forward_code /* vertical calculation identical to horizontal */

24, macroblock_motion_backward? /* if backward motion vector */
C4-11.1—motion_horizontal_backward_code /* read/write horizontal backward MV VLG. */

| opbackward_f? /* if backward_f=1, no residuebits */
o motion_horizontal_backward_code? /* if code is 0, no residuebits */not

 

 
 

 
motion_horizontal_backward_r ‘ * read/write complementof residue “/

repeat above box for motion_vertical_backward_code| /* vertical calculation identical to horizontal *

C Done )

Figure 8.16: Flowchart for motion vector coding.

~

  
 

 

| _Skipping macroblocks ® 
 First-and last macroblocks in a slice must always be coded, but in P- and

 

‘Bepictures macroblocks in between can sometimes be skipped by simply in-
crementing the macroblock address. I-pictures may never skip macroblocks.

. Nohintra coded macroblocks are skipped only when the predicted values
are’good enough that the DCT coefficients of all six blocks are zero. In

. P-pictures the motion vectors of skipped macroblocksare set to zero before
calculating the prediction. In B-pictures the motion vectors and the type of
prediction (forward, backward, or bidirectional prediction) are propagated
to the skipped ‘macroblock when calculating the prediction. This will be
discussed in more depth in Chapter 11.

8.8 Block layer 9

The block layer is the lowest layer of the video sequence, and it is in this
layer that the actual 8x8 DCT blocks are coded. Note that the coding
depends on whetherthe block is a luminance or chrominanceblock, and on
whether the macroblockis intra or nonintra. Note also that when the coding
is nonintra, blocks where all DCT coefficients are zero are simply skipped.
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block (i) { /* from ISO 11172-2 2.4.2.8 */

if (pattern_code[il]){ /* if ith block coded */
if (macroblock_intra){ /* if intra-coded macroblock - */

if (i<4){ /* if luminance block */

dct_dc_size_luminance(2-7) ;/* r/w VLC for Y size *«/
if (dc_size_luminance!=0) /* if Y size not zero */

dct_dc_differential (1-8) ;/* r/w size bits of diff. DC */
} /* end if luminance block */

elsef /* else chrominance block */

dct_dc_size_chrominance(2-7);/* r/w VLC for Cr or Cb size */
if (dc_size_chrominance!=0)/* if Cr or Cb size not zero ¥*/

dct_dc_differential(1-8);/* r/w size bits of diff. DC ¥*/

} /* end else chrominance block */

} /* end if intra-coded macroblock */

else { /* else not intra-coded macroblock */
dct_coeff_first(2-28);_ /* r/w VLC 1st run-level «/

} /* end else not intra~coded mb */

if (picture_coding_type!=4){/* if not D-picture */
while (nextbits(2)!=‘10’) /* while not end-of-block */

dct_coeff_next (3-28); /* r/w VLC next run-level */
end_of_block(2); /* x/w O01? */

} /* end if not D-picture */
} /* end if ith block coded */

} /* end block(i) function «/
  

Figure 8.17: block() function.

? .

The pseudocodefor coding the ith block of a macroblockis in Figure 8.17,
and the corresponding flowchart is in Figure 8.18.

The block() procedure starts with a test of the ith element of pattern_
code. Whenthis ith element is zero, the quantized coefficients are zero
for the entire ith block. Conversely, if the ith element of pattern-code is .
nonzero, some coefficients in the ith block are not zero and the block is
coded. Note that for intra-coded macroblocks pattern_code[i] is always
one.

If macroblock_intra (set by macroblock_type)is set, the DC coefficient
is coded separately from the AC coefficients. Note that the coding is of the ©
difference between the DC coefficient of the block and the prediction made
from the DC coefficient of the block just coded from the same component.

Code tables for coding the DC coefficients are given in Section 5.4.4.1 of
Chapter 5. Referring to these tables, the parameter dct_dc_size_luminance
(size in Table 5.3) is coded with a VLC of two to seven bits for each of the
four luminance blocks. If dct_size_luminance is nonzero for a block, the
bits needed to code dct_dc_differential for that block follow. Similarly,
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/* if ith block coded */

/* if tuminance block 4

/* riw VLC of DC size 4
/* if more bits needed *

/* rwVLC of diffential DC */

/ thw VLC for ist run-level */

/ end of block? i

/* rAw VLCfor next run-level */

f rwBN0'code /

  
Figure 8.18: Flowchart for block() function.

 
r the two chrominance blocks, dct_dc_size_chrominance is used to code

the DC coefficients; in each case, if size is nonzero, the rest of the information
is coded in dct_dc_differential.

~The tables for AC coding and nonintra DCT coding are given in Sec-
tion 5.4.4.2. If the block is nonintra coded, the DC coefficient is already
a differential value and is coded using the run-level AC coefficient coding
structure. Since the block is skipped if the EOB occurs immediately, the
end-of-block symbol cannot occur before the first run-level is coded. Con-
ceptually, therefore, it is removed from the table and the short codepair, ‘1
s’ is assigned to run-level 0-1 (labeled “first” in Table 5.5). However, for the
rest of the run-level coding in the block, the EOB can occur and the longer
code pair, ‘11s’, is used for run-level 0-1 (labeled “next” in Table 5.5).

For D-pictures (picture_coding_type = 4) only DC coefficients are
coded and the AC coefficient and end-of-block are bypassed. For all other
picture types, the rest of the run-levels are coded with the dct_coeffmnext
until block coding is terminated with an end_of_block code.
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video data element name set used|dt} # of value

vgpsmb|vgpsmb bits| rangebackward_fcode .............. Meee eee Ui 3 1...7

backward_f .......-......005 ..0- 7 1,2,4,8,16,32,64
bit-rate... . cee eee eee eee @... ef. eee U/| 18 1...0x3FFFF

broken_link ............ 0. eee ee 6@e ele ee eee Ul; 1 0,1
closed_gop ..........4.ences Ore ele eee U} 1 0,1
coded_block_pattern .......... 6@.Je eee. Vi 39 1...63

pattern_code[0] ............. -O-feaeas e 0,1
wae LOvfeeeae e 0,1

pattern_code[5] ............. Lee Orbe eas e 0,1
constrained_parameters_flag ...|@.....)...... FU} 1 0,1
dct_coeff_first ..........0.0. sen bees @...... V|2-28
dct_coeff_next .......... ec eee ee pee eee @ oo... V|3-28

det_de_differential ..........0.. [0.005a Uj 1-8 |-255...-1,1...255
dct.dc_size.chrominance ...... |.....rr Vi 2-8

dc-size.chrominance ........)..... Ol. .... e 0...8

dct_de_sizeluminance .........]..... @.. 2... Vj 2-7

de.size_luminance ...........,-..4. Ol... .. e 0..:8

end_of_block ....:.....ceeceeee |e eee @..... o| Vi 2 ‘10’
end_of_macroblock ............ ee Ofer eee. B| 1 ‘1?

extension_start_code .......... eco. eco. B} 32 0x000001B5

extra_bit_picture .............. -@.. .o.../U] 1 ‘0’
extra_bit_slice ........ 0... eee ..@. .o../Uj} 1 ‘0

extra_information_picture ..... P@e ee ee -| 8 reserved
extra_informationslice ........ 16@e fee eee -|8 reserved

forward_fcode ..............65 1@. fe ee. U!} 3 1...7

forward_f ........ cc cece ees .O. .e. 1,2,4,8,16,32,64
full.pel_backward_vector ...... A ee Ui il 0,1
full_pel.forward_vector ........ @e cele ee eee Ul; 1 0,1

group-extension_data ......... Weve efe cea -| 8 reserved
group-start_code .............. .e. @..... B} 32 0x000001B8
horizontal_size ................ Ce rn Uj 12 1...4095

intra_quantizer_matrix[0] ...... re ra U! 8 - 8
, wae @.. ele eee Uj 8 1...255

intra_quantizer-matrix[63] ..... @.. epee ee, Ul 8 1...255
load_intra_quantizer_matrix ... |@..... @..... Ut} 1 0,1
load_non_intra_quantizer.matrixie..... @..... Uj} 1 0,1
macroblock_address_increment, 6@ ef}... Vi 1-11 1...33

mactoblock_escape ............ -@.[6.,.0.1V] 11 ‘00000001000’

Table 8.10: (a) Video syntax data element summary.
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video data element name
 

macroblock.stuffing ............
macroblock_type ..........55 was

macroblock_intra ...........4.

macroblock_motion_backward

macroblock_motion_forward ..

macroblock_pattern ..........
macroblock.quant ............

marker_bit ...... 0c. cece eee ee es

motion_horizontal_backward_r ..

motion_horizontal_forward_code .

motion_horizontal_forward_r ....

motion.vertical_backward_code .

motion_vertical_backward_r .....

motion_vertical_forward_code ...

motion_vertical_forward_r .......

non-_intra_quantizer_matrix(0] ...

non-intra_quantizer_matrix|63] ..
- pelaspecttratio ....... cece eee

re_coding.type ..........4.
re“extension_data .......... 

 “Fpiéttire_start_code ...........08.
quantizer_scale ...........0.0065
sequence_end_code ...........4.
sequericé.extension_data ........
Seqiience_header_code ..........

‘slice_start_code 1 .............5-

slice_start_code 175 .............

temporal_reference .............
timecode ...... ccs e cece cere eeee

user_data ....cecce cece cece eens

user_data_start.code ............

vbv_buffer_size ..... cece ee eee

vbvidelay ........e cece e eee eee

 
|vertical_size cence eee eeeaneeeee

motion_horizontal_backward_code|.... 
set used |dt|#of[ value

vVepsmblvgpsmb bits " range
..@)).. 0.) VP 11|0000000111|

Ole eee V{|1-6 0...63
-Ovle wees e| - 1 0,1

-O. .@.| - 1 0,1
-O. -@.] - 1 0,1
-O. .@./- 1 0,1

14 ee -@./ - 1 0,1
rs rrr B; 1 ‘V

e. .@.; V{ 1-11 -16...16

6@el eae U| 1-6 0...63

:e. .@.| Vj 1-11 -16...16

rr U| 1-6 0...63

-®. .@.| V{ 1-11 .-16...16

1@ejeeeeae U! 1-6 0...63

.e. .@.| V{ 1-11 -16...16

tee @ele wee. U| 1-6 0...63

Oo epee eee U! 8 1...255

Ce Ut 8 1...255

Ce Ul; 8 1...255

@... ele eee Ul 4 1...14

.e. @.0e Ul 3 1.44
re re - 8 reserved

Ooo dee eee Ul 4 1...8

.@..-l.@. Bi 32 0x00000100-

66 @@el. eee, U! 5 1...31
@..... @..... B} 32 | 0x000001B7

@....-le ee eee - 8 reserved

@..... @..... By] 32|0x000001B3
.e. .@. Bj 32 0x00000101

.@. .e. B| 32 0x000001xx

..@. .e. B} 32|0x000001AF
1 e@e cele eee U| 10 0...1023

1@eeele ee ee -|25 ,

@e@e...j...... - 8 0...255

eee eee...'B/ 32|0x000001B2

Ce Uj); 10 0...1023

Le Oe cele eee Uj; 16|0...0xFFFF

renn Uj 12|2,4,...,4094
 

 
 

    
 

Table 8.10: (b) Video syntax data element summary.
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data element type original pseudo-|summary chart
code mnemonic mnemonic

bit string, left bit first bslbf B
unsigned integer, most significant bit first uimsbf U

variable length code, left bit first viclbf Vv
fixed 1-bit “1” ‘1?

fixed 0-bit “Q” ‘0’ 

Table 8.11: Data types in the video bitstream.

8.9 Summary of data element syntax ®

Table 8.10 is a summary chart listing in alphabetical order all of the video
data elements set in the six video layers. Parameters derived from theseele-

ments are indented under their main parent, thereby helping to explain how
the information is used in the syntax pseudocode. The six columns labeled
“set” have a column each for the video sequence (v), GOP (g), picture (p),
slice (s), macroblock (m), and block (b) layers. The filled circles mark the
layer(s) in which given data elements are set and open circles indicate when
derived variables are set. Only a few data elements like extension_start_
code, user_data_start_code, user_data, and quantizer_scale can be set
in more than one layer. The columnslabeled “used” have the samesix lay-
ers, andafilled circle in a particular column indicates that the data element
is used in the pseudocodedefined for that layer. An open circle meansthat
the data element was implicitly, but not explicitly, used. The numberofbits
column identifies the range of bits the given data element can have. The
final column shows the value range allowed. Hexadecimal numbers start

with Ox, the usual C language convention. Binary numbers are enclosed by
single quotes, i.e., ‘01001’.

As summarized in Table 8.11, an MPEG video data element is“usually
one of three basic data types (dt): unsigned integer (U), variable-length
coded (V), or bit string (B). Unsigned integers are the only integer format
embeddedin the bitstream;if signs are needed, they are coded as separate
bits. Variable-length codes are always of the unique prefix class, such that
the completeness of the code can be determined from the value at any point
during the reading of the bitstream. Bit strings are bit sequences with

predetermined patterns and fixed size. Start codes, for example, are bit
strings.

Two other data types are defined, fixed 1-bit and fixed 0-bit.. These are
single bits of known value inserted into the bitstream. For example, the
marker_bit is a fixed 1-bit data type.
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166 MPEG VIDEO COMPRESSION STANDARD

Compressed data (hexadecimal format):
000001B302001014FFFFEOA0000001B880080040000001

OQOOOOFFFF800000101FA96529488AA25294888000001B7

Compressed data (binary format):
00000000 00000000 00000001 10110011 00000010

00000000 00010000 00010100 11111111 11111111

11100000 10100000 00000000 00000000 00000001

10111000 10000000 00001000 00000000 01000000

00000000 00000000 00000001 00000000 00000000

00001111 11111111 11111000 00000000 00000000

00000001 00000001 11111010 10010110 01010010
10010100 10001000 10101010 00100101 00101001

01001000 10001000 00000000 00000000 00000001
10110111

 

Figure 8.19: Two flat macroblocks compressed as an I-picture.

The data element type also determines the order in which the bits are
_inserted or removed from the bitstream. The “bslbf” mnemonic stands for

“bit string, left bit first”. This means that the bit string is inserted into

_- th coded bitstream with theleft bit first (i.e. it looks samein a bit string»
from left (earlier in time) to right as it does as a binary number).

LT imsbf” mnemonic standsfor ‘‘unsigned integer, most significant bit
first”. This meansthat the value is converted to an unsigned (binary) integer
with the designated number ofbits. At that point, the most significant bit
is to: the left, next to the preceding data element. The “vlclbf” mnemonic
(variable-length code, left bit first) means that the variable codesare inserted

 
 

 

-into the data stream in the same order that they are printed in the tables,
leftmost bit first. For those familiar with the “big endian, little endian”
notation, these definitions correspond to “big endian” conventions.

Manydata elements are set, but appear to never be used. Often this
means that the information is intended for system control (how this is done
is not always defined in the standard) or is used in the IDCTcalculations,
motion compensation, quantization changes, bit rate control, and pel recon-
struction. These topics are covered in the next few chapters.

8.10 MPEG-1 video data stream example @

A simple source image consisting of two macroblocks, with YCbCrvaluesall
set to a constant, 128 (decimal), was compressed to create a simple MPEG-
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| Sequence header: 0x000001B302001014FFFFEOAO

00000000 00000000 00000001 10110011 sequence_header_code  00000010 0000 horizontal_size=32 pels
0000 00010000 vertical_size=16 pels i
0001 pel_aspect_ratio=1 |
0100 picture_rate=4 iy
11111111 11141111 11 bit_rate=Ox3ffff (variable) i |
1 marker bit=1 i |
00000 10100 vbv_buffer_size=20° i i
0 constrained_parameters_flag=0 7
0 load_intra_quantizer_matrix=0 D
oO. load_nonintra_quantizer_matrix=0

 

Figure 8.20: Parsed sequence header. |

1 video data stream. The compressed data stream is shown in Figure 8.19
both in hexadecimal format and in binary format. In hexadecimal format. it.
is easy to pick out the start codes, since they alwaysfall on byte boundaries.
The quantizer_scale was set to 31 in theslice header, then forced to 5 for
the first macroblock and 8 for the second. Rate was variable.

The sequence header for this simple image is shown in hexadecimal for-
mat at the top of Figure 8.20. Then the data elements are shown to the
right of the sequence header binary bits. The extra spaces are inserted at
byte boundaries.

The group-of_pictures header is shown in Figure 8.21. After the group-
start_code comes the SMPTE time code. Forthis illustration the drop-
frame_frameis set and the time code hours, minutes, seconds, and pictures
are all zero. This is a closed group of pictures and nolinks have been broken.
Thelast five zero bits are stuffed bits to align the next start code on a byte
boundary.

Figure 8.22 shows the picture header both in hexadecimal format and
parsed into data elements. The picture number in display order is always
reset to zero at thestart of a group of pictures. Since this first picture is
an intra-coded (I-) picture, its picture_coding_type is 1. The vbv_delay
set to OxFFFF indicates variable rate coding. I-pictures have no motion
vectors. Extra_bit_picture is always ‘0’ since the extra_picture bytes ©
are reserved for future standards. The final two zero bits are stuffing bits
to align the next start code on byte boundaries.

Figure 8.23 parses the slice header. The final byte of the slice_start_ _
code gives the slice_vertical_position. Macroblock_addressis reset to
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Group_of_pictures header 0x000001B880080040

00000000 00000000 00000001 10111000 group_start_code
time_code:

1 drop_frame_flag
00000 time_code_hours=0

00 0000 time_code_minutes=0

1 marker_bit
000 000 time_code_seconds=0 .

00000 0 time_code_pictures=0
1 closed_gop=1
0 broken_link=0

00000 : stuffed bits to byte boundary

 

Figure 8.21: Parsed GOP header.

Picture header: 0x00000100000FFFF8

* 00000000 00000000 00000001 00000000 picture_start_code

 
 

00000000 00 temporal_reference=0
( ne . picturecodingtype=1 (I-pict.)

11411 112141 vbv_delay=0OxFFFF (variable rate)
extra_bit_picture=0

000% : stuffing bits to byte boundary

Figure 8.22: Parsed picture header.

Slice header: 0x00000101FA

00000000 00000000 00000001 00000001 slice_start_code

slice_vertical_position=1
macroblock_address=-1

11111 quantizer_scale=31
0 extra_bit_slice=0

10 belong to macroblock layer

Figure 8.23: Parsed slice header.
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—1 by a slice header. The quantizer_scale is set to 31 here. This was an
arbitrary choice since it is immediately reset in the macroblock. Extra_bit_
slice is always set to zero because extra_information_slice which would
follow a 1 bit is still reserved. The final two bits of the byte belong to the
macroblocklayer.

The macroblock, block, and end of video sequence compressed data is
shown in binary format at the top of Figure 8.24. Since this is a I-picture,
the macro_block.address_increment must always be 1, There are only two
choices for macroblock_type, with quantizer scale change and without, and
all blocks are coded (i.e., cbp=‘111111’). The next five bits change the
quantizer_scale to five. The first macroblock has four luminance blocks
with a DC difference of 0 followed by an immediate end-of-block and the |
same for the two chrominance blocks. Table 5.3 gives both the luminance
and chrominance DC difference codes. Table 5.5 gives the AC coefficient |
VLC codes including the end_of_block. The second macroblock changes
the quantizer_scale to 8 butis in all other respects identical to the first
macroblock. Twobits are stuffed after this second (and final) macroblock
to align the sequence_end_code on a byte boundary. |

 
wGoe 
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macroblock, block, and sequence_end_code compressed data:
10 10010110 01010010 10010100 10001000 10101010 00100101

00101001 01001000 10001000 00000000 00000000 00000001 10110111

00101

10 0

10

100

10

100

10

100

10

00

10

00.
10 |

 
010 00. |
100...
10 8

“1 00
10

100

10

100

10

00

10

00

10

00

macroblock 1

macroblock 2

macroblock_address_increment=1

macroblock_type=iq
macroblock_intra=1

macroblock_quant=1
cpb=‘1111 11°

quantizer_scale=5
dct_dc_size_luminance=0
end_of_block Y1

dct_dc_size_luminance=0
end_of_block Y2

dct_dc_size.luminance=0
end_of_block Y3

dct_dc_size_luminance=0

end_of_block Y4

dct_dc_size_chrominance=0

end_of_block Cb5

dct_dc_size_chrominance=0

end_of_block Cr6é

macroblock_address_increment=1

macroblock_type=iq
macroblock_intra=1

macroblock_quant=1
cpb=‘1111 11’

quantizer_scale=8
dct_dc_size_luminance=0

end_of_block Y1

dct_dc_size_luminance=0

end_of_block Y2

dct_dc_size_luminance=0

end_of_block Y3

dct_dc_size_luminance=0

end_of_block Y4

dct_dc_size_chrominance=0

end_of_block Cb5

dct_dc_size_chrominance=0

end_of_block Cré6

stuffed bits to byte boundary
00000000 C0000000 00000001 10110111 sequence_end_code ©

Figure 8.24: Two macroblocks and end of video sequence, binary format.
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9

MPEG-2 Overview

This chapter contains an overview of the MPEG-2 standard. The MPEG-2
system syntax is reviewed in Section 9.4. Scalable MPEG-2 features are
discussed briefly in Section 9.8. Chapter 10 provides more details of the
MPEG-2 video main profile syntax.

Readers should be aware that MPEG-2is a large, complex standard. The
descriptions we provide here and in the next chapter are only an introduction
to this important standard.

9.1 Advantages of MPEG-2 over MPEG-10

MPEG-2 offers little benefit over MPEG-1 for programming material that
was initially recorded on film. In fact, nearly all movies and television
programs with high production values (budgets) are shot at 24 celluloid
frames per second. What MPEG-2 doesoffer is a more efficient means to
code interlaced video signals, such as those that originate from electronic
cameras (vacuum tubes or CCDs). MPEG-1 wasfrozen in 1991, and was
intended only for progressive (i.e., noninterlaced) video pictures. MPEG-
2 was initiated that same year with the goal of defining a syntax suitable
for interlaced video. MPEG-2 video syntax was frozen in April 1993; in
1995, two years later, the three primary documents (systems, video, audio)
which comprise the MPEG-2 standardfinally reached international standard
status. ,

Although MPEG-2 encoders may be focused on interlaced video coding,
they often possess more mature and powerful coding methods that can also
be applied to create better MPEG-1 bitstreams. Indeed, MPEG-2 encoders

‘Another book in this digital multimedia standards series [HPN97] is devoted to
MPEG-2. MPEG-2 scalability features and applications in advanced TV are discussed
in much greater depth there.
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172 MPEG VIDEO COMPRESSION STANDARD

need to be at least 50% more powerful than an MPEG-1 encoder capable of
processing the same samplerate.

9.2 MPEG-2 applications O

MPEG-1 was targeted primarily at bit rates of around 1.5 Mbits/s and was,
therefore, particularly suitable for storage media applications such as CD-
ROMretrieval. As suggested byits title, Information technology — Generic
coding of moving pictures and associated audio information, MPEG-2 is
aimed at more diverse applications such as television broadcasting, digi-
tal storage media, digital high-definition TV (HDTV), and communication.
Someof the possible applications listed in the MPEG-2 video standardare:
broadcast satellite service (BSS) to the home; cable TV (CATV), distribu-
tion on optical and copper wire networks; cable digital audio distribution
(CDAD); digital sound broadcasting (DSB)onterrestrial and satellite links;
digital terrestrial television broadcasting (DTTB); electronic cinema (EC);
electronic.news gathering (ENG); fixed satellite service (FSS); hometelevi-
sion theater (HTT); interactive storage media (ISM) such as optical disks;

’ interpersonal communications (IPC) such as videoconferencing and video-
phone; multimedia mailing (MMM); networked database services (NDB)

TM; news and current affairs (NCA); remote video surveillance (RVS);
ite news gathering (SNG); and serial storage media (SSM) such as

ital video tape recorders (VTR). —*

mo Both MPEG-1 and MPEG-2 can be applied to a large numberof bit rates
and sample rates. White Book video (on standard 650 MByte compactdiscs)

- hascreated a widespread impression that MPEG-1has picture dimensionsof
‘only 352 pels/line x 240 lines/frame. On DSS, both MPEG-1 and MPEG-

2 are applied to the full 480 lines/frame of North American and Japanese
televisions (NTSC).

There are no true intermediate levels between MPEG-1 and MPEG-2

such as MPEG++, MPEG 1.5, or MPEG 1.8. There is only MPEG-1 and
the defined profiles and level combinations of MPEG-2 such as the very pop-
ular main profile at main level (MP@ML). If the reader should encounter a
name suggesting an intermediate level, it was probably created to distinguish
the MPEG under consideration from the low-resolution MPEG associated

with compact discs.

Since MPEG-2 encoders had not yet reached maturity when the DSS
service began in spring 1994, DSS applied MPEG-1 to interlaced video for
its first year of operation. Later, it migrated the service to MPEG-2.
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9.3. Joint development with ITU-To

MPEG-1 was developed wholly as a ISO/IEC effort. MPEG-2 was devel-
oped jointly with the International Telecommunications Union - Terminal
Sector (ITU-T), formerly called the Consultative Committee of the Interna-
tional Telephone and Telegraph (CCITT). The MPEG-2 systems and video
recommendations/international standards share common text and are iden-
tical except for title pages and forewords. Thefull references to thefirst
three parts are:

ITU-T Rec. H.222.0 | ISO/IEC 13818-1:1996 Information technology —
Generic coding of movingpictures and associated audio — Part 1: Systems.”

ITU-T Rec. H.262 | ISO/IEC 13818-2:1996 Information technology —
Generic coding of moving pictures and associated audio — Part 2: Video.

ISO/TEC 13818-3:1995 Information technology — Generic coding of mov-
ing pictures and associated audio — Part 3: Audio.®

“oe

9.4 MPEG-2 systems 0

MPEG-2 systems [Mac94! evolved from MPEG-1 systems. MPEG-1 systems
was designed to work with digital storage media that have minimalerrors.
Traditionally, software processed the system layers and larger packets were
desirable to minimize software processing requirements.

MPEG-2 added requirements. It also had to work in ATM networks and
therefore needed improvederrorresilience. It had to handle more programs -
simultaneously without requiring a common time base. Since backwards
compatibility with MPEG-1 was also a requirement, MPEG-1 requirements
were automatically retained. ,

The MPEG-2 systems solved these diverse requirements by defining two
different data stream types: the program stream (PS) and the transport
stream (TS). Both typesutilize the same packetized elementary stream (PES)
structure.

Each PES contains exactly one video or audio elementary stream. The
PES have pack headers containing system level clocks, optional encryption

(scrambling), packet priority levels, trick mode indications that assist fast
forward and slow motion, and packet sequence numbering. Since these func-
tions are supported at the PES level, switching between program and trans-
port streams preserves these features.

The program stream provides MPEG-1 compatibility. In fact, program
stream decoders are required to be able to decode MPEG-1 system streams.

“The word generic in thetitle is sometimes missing, probably becauseit was not part
of the MPEG-1title.

3Note that audio is not a joint effort with ITU-T.
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PS packets tend to have a variable length, typically 1k—2k bytes, but can
be as large as 64 kbytes. The environment is assumedto be relatively error
free. The program stream carries a single program consisting of multiple
video and audio elementary streams with a common time base, the system
clock reference (SCR) time stamps. Oo

The transport stream can handle single or multiple programs. The pro-
grams do not have to share a common timeclock, but may have independent
program clock reference (PCR) time stamps. The transport stream is in-
dependent of the transmission data link. Transmission may bein lossy or
noisy environments. Each packet is exactly 188 bytes and the header syntax
is new. The short packet size was chosen to facility the use of forward error

- correction and to help isolate errors..
The synchronization of elementary video and audio streams is accom-

plished with presentation time stamps (PTS) that indicate when the de-
coded pictures and audio segments are to be presented. When the videois
not in display order (i.e., B-pictures are present), another time stamp, the
decoding time stamp (DTS), may differ from the PTS. These time stamps
let the system target decoder (STD) operate without concern for buffer un-
derflow or overflow if the encoder followed the MPEG-2 rules when encoding
the video and audio information..

-9.5.. Fields, frames, and pictures O
 
 

 
te'1.2 illustrates a frame of analog video containing two fields. MPEG-1

‘often used for noninterlaced video formats of approximately: 288x352 at
-24'to 30 pictures/s. (Larger horizontal and vertical dimensions are allowed,
however.) These video images are small enough to contain only a single

_ field, or perhaps came from film in which 24 frames/s were captured as 24
pictures/s. If the original moving picture contains interlaced fields, it is
preprocessed into a single picture.

‘At the higher target bitrates and picture rates of MPEG-2, fields and
interlaced video become important. The image types expand from I-, P-, B-,
and D-pictures to I-field picture, I-frame picture, P-field picture, P-frame
picture, B-field picture, and B-frame picture. D-pictures are allowed only in
the MPEG-1 compatibility mode.

In an interlaced analog frame composed of twofields, the top field occurs
earlier in time than the bottom field. (Field 1 in Figure 1.2 is the top field
andfield 2 is the bottom field.) In MPEG-2 coded frames may be composed
of any adjacent pairs of fields and the bottom field is not necessarily later
in time. The parity of a field defines whetherit is the top field or bottom
field, with bottom assigned to 0 and top to 1.

MPEG-2 defines three types of coded frames, I-frames, P-frames, and
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B-frames. A coded I-frame consists of a I-frame picture, a pair of I-field
pictures or an I-field picture followed by a P-field picture. A coded P-frame
consists of a P-frame picture or a pair of P-field pictures. A coded B-frame

_ consists of a B-framepicture or a pair of B-field pictures.
A P-field picture followed by a backward-predicted B-field is considered

a B-frame with two B-fields, since both fields in the P- and B-frames must

be of the same coding type. If the first field in coded order in an J-frameis
an I-field picture, the second field can be a P-field, provided that prediction
is formed from the first (intra) field.

Progressive video consists of frames in which the raster lines are sequen-
tial in time. By definition, therefore, progressive frames are not made up of
two fields. MPEG-1 allows only progressive pictures.

One confusing aspect of the words field and frame particularly needs
to be guarded against. If frame is used as a noun, it can mean either a
frame that is coded as a single picture (either a progressive frame or a frame.
created by interleaving two fields) or a frame that is coded as two separate
field pictures. If frameis used as an adjective as in “framepicture”, it always
means that the imageis coded as one picture.

9.6 Chrominance sampling O
MPEG-2 defines three chrominance sampling formats relative to the lumi-
nance. These are labeled 4:2:0, 4:2:2, and 4:4:4.

In 4:2:0 format the chrominanceis sampled 2:1 both vertically and hor-
izontally as in MPEG-1, but with the alignment shown in Figure 9.1. As

can be seen in this figure, .MPEG-2alignmentis not the same as MPEG-1
alignment.

In 4:2:2 format the chrominance is subsampled horizontally but not ver- ~
tically, with the chrominance aligned with the luminance as shown in Fig-

ure 9.2(c). This is the sampling used in CCIR 601. Figure 9.2 illustrates
the sampling of the two interlacedfields in a 4:2:0 format frame.

The 4:4:4 format has the same sampling for all three components, and
the decomposition into interlaced fields is the same for all three compo-
nents. It is particularly useful for RGB images or for higher-quality video
production environments. .

9.7 Video formats oO

MPEG-2 has a meansto specify various encoder source video formats: Com-
ponent video, PAL, NTSC, SECAM,-MAC,and the default “unspecified
video format”. PAL (phase alternating line), NTSC (National Television
System Committee), SECAM (sequentiel couleur a merhoire), and MAC
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Y sample 
 

Figure 9.1: Luminance and chrominance samples in a 4:2:0 frame.

  
 

top field bottom field progressive frame

Figure 9.2: Luminance and chrominance samples in an interlaced 4:2:0
frame. Independent of whether the top field or the bottom field is coded

first, the chromais associated with the topfield.
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(multiplexed analog components) formats must be converted to the YCbCr
format input to the encoder.

PAL is used in the United Kingdom, Germany, and much of Europe.
NTSC is the U.S. analog television standard andis also used in Canada,
Mexico, Japan, and many other countries. SECAM is used in France and
the countries of the former Soviet Union. MAC is a European invention
which time division multiplexes the three components (Y, Cb, Cr) onto a
single carrier. By contrast, NTSC, PAL, and SECAM employ subcarriers to
modulate chrominance information, placing them in the frequency division
multiplexing category. The MAC multiplex period is usually one scan line.
For example, 400 cycles of Y would be followed by 100 cycles of Cb and
another 100 cycles of Cr. Thus, a scan line would look like:

yYY([..]YYYYY, sync pulse, CbCb[..] CbCb;, sync pulse, CrCr[..]CrcCr

MAC waspart of the pre-MPEG European scheme to migrate broad-
cast video from PAL/SECAM to HDTV. Variants include D-MAC (digi-
tal MAC), but D-MAC was abandoned in 1993 in favor of MPEG-2. The
method was very similar to predigital ATV proposals for the United States
(circa 1989).

9.8 Scalability oO.

Not all applications have a single, well-defined end user. Services such as
asynchronous transfer mode networks (ATM) and HDTVwith TV backward
compatibility need to deliver more than oneresolution and quality. MPEG-
2 has three types of scalability enhancements (profiles) that allow complete
images to be decoded from only part of the bitstream. The three types are
SNR (signal-to-noise ratio), spatial, and high. Only the high scalable profile
is required to support support the chrominance format of 4:2:2 in addition
to 4:2:0. Co

The compressed images are assembled into several layers.* The stand-.
alone base layer uses the nonscalable MPEG-1 syntax or even ITU-T H.261
syntax. One or two enhancement layers are then used to get to higher
resolution or quality. This generally takes substantially fewer bits than
independent compressed images at each resolution and quality would take.

9.8.1 SNR scalability O

SNR scalability maintains the same luminance resolution in the lower layer

and a single enhancement layer. For two-quality service for’standard TV

“These layers are not to be confused with the six syntax layers.
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(SDTV) or HDTV,both layers would have the same resolution and format.
For video production and distribution, the lower layer might be a distribu-
tion image in 4:2:0 format and the enhancement layer a production image in
4:2:2 format. In transmission environments with errors, the base layer can
be protected with more error correction and the enhancement layer allowed
to be less resilient to errors. The base layer could be coded with MPEG-1
for backward compatibility.

9.8.2 Spatial scalability O

Spatial scalability generally starts witha base layer at a lower resolution and
adds an enhancement layer at higher resolution. The input source videois
preprocessed to create the lower-resolution image. This is independently
coded, perhaps with MPEG-1 coding. In the enhancement layer the differ-
ences between an interpolated version of the base layer and the source image
are coded. Thereis significant flexibility in the choice of video formats for
each layer.

9.8.3 Temporal scalabilityO

Temporal scalability provides an extension to higher temporal picture rates
' while maintaining backward compatibility with lower-rate services. The

. lowertemporal rate is coded by itself as the basic temporal rate. Then,
onal pictures are coded with temporal prediction relative to the base
--Some systems may only decode the base layer; others may decode

“both. layers and multiplex the output to achieve the higher temporal rate.
-The enhancement layer can be transmitted with less error protection.

9.8.4 ' Data partitioning extension O
ATM networks, terrestrial broadcast, magnetic media, and other applica-
tions sometimes have two channels available for transmission and/or stor-
age. The video bitstream is split so that one channel containsall of the key
headers, motion vectors, and low-frequency DCT coefficients. The second
channel transmits less critical information such as high frequency DCT coef-
ficients, possibly with less error protection. Partitioned data is not backward
compatible with other MPEG-2 bitstreams.

9.9 ProfilesO |

MPEG-2 defines five distinct profiles: Simple profile (SP), main profile
(MP), SNRscalable profile (SNR), spatially scalable (Spt), and high profile
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[ parameter CPB |_—sMPEG-1 SP | MP
chroma format 4:2:0 4:2:0 4:2:0 4:2:0

picture type I, P, B, D| I, P, B, D I, P I, P, B
slices . all mb all mb all mb all mb

scalable no no no no

intra DC precision 8 8 8, 9, 10/8, 9, 10 

Table 9.1: Some parameter values for constrained-parameters bitstream
(CPB) MPEG-1, generic MPEG-1, simple profile (SP) MPEG-2, and main
profile (MP) MPEG-2.

(HP). This bookis only concerned with the required functionality of the two
nonscalable profiles, SP and MP.

Table 9.1 lists parameter values for constrained-parameters bitstream

(CPB) MPEG-1, generic MPEG-1, simple profile (SP) MPEG-2, and main
profile (MP) MPEG-2. These four MPEG definitions must be able to use
the 4:2:0 format. The restriction to only I- and P-pictures distinguishes the
SP MPEG-2 from MP MPEG-2 (MP MPEG-2 allows B-pictures). CPB and
generic MPEG-1 are able to decode D-pictures.

Noneof the four MPEGdefinitions in Table 9.1 is scalable. In all four, all
of the macroblocks (mb) in a picture must be explicitly coded or explicitly
skipped; there can be no gaps in’the slice pattern. MPEG-2 has a further
restriction that a slice only contains macroblocks from one block-row. Note
that in MPEG-2 thefixed eight bits of precision for the quantized DC co-
efficient in MPEG-1 is broadened to three choices in MPEG-2: Eight, nine,
or 10 bits. -

9.10 Levelso

Even with profiles to define specific subsets of the MPEG-2 video syntax and’
functionality, the parameter ranges are too large to insist on compliance over
the full ranges. Therefore, levels are used to put constraints on someof the
parameters (or their combinations). Applications are encouraged to insist
upon full implementation of the allowed rangeof valuesof a particular profile
at a particular level.

Fourlevels are defined in MPEG-2: low (LL), main (ML), high-1440 (H-
14), and high (HL). Table 9.2 shows the level bounds for the main profile.
Table 9.3 shows the only level defined for the simple profile. Note that the
simple and main profiles define the main level exactly the same. All of the
bounds except VBVbuffer size are upper bounds. VBV buffersize is a lower
bound.
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Level Parameter Bound

High samples/line | 1920
(MP@HL) lines/frame 1152

frames/sec 60

luminance rate 62,668,800 samples/s
bitrate 80 Mbits/s

VBV buffer size | 9,781,248 bits
High - samples/line 1440
1440 lines/frame 1152

(MP@H-14)|frames/sec 60

luminance rate 47,001,600 samples/s
bitrate 60 Mbits/s

: VBV buffer size 7,340,032 bits

Main | samples/line | 720
(MP@ML) lines/frame 576

frames/sec : 30

luminance rate 10,368,000 samples/s
bitrate 15 Mbits/s

VBV buffer size 1,835,008 bits
+ Low samples/line 352 .

(MP@LL) lines/frame 288
frames/sec 30

luminance rate 3,041,280 samples/s
bitrate _ 4 Mbits/s
VBV buffer size 475,136 bits

 

 

 

 

   
 

Table 9.2: Level definitions for main profile.

 

Parameter Bound

Main samples/line 720
(SPO@ML)|lines/frame 576

frames/sec 30

luminance rate 10,368,000 samples/s
bitrate 15 Mbits/s 
VBV buffer size 1,835,008 bits 

 
Table 9.3: Level definition for the simple profile.
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Level Parameter 

High and
High-1440

 

frame_rate_code

f_code[0] [0] (forward horizontal)

f_code[1] [0] (backward horizontal)

horizontal vector range
frame f_code[0] [1] (forward vertical)

frame f_code[1] [1] (backward vertical)

frame vertical vector range
field f_code[0] [1] (forward vertical)

field f_code[1] [1] (backward vertical)

field vertical vector range 
|

Main

 

frame_rate_code

f_code[0] [0] (forward horizontal) “°
f_code [1] [0] (backward horizontal)

horizontal vector range
frame f_code([0] [1] (forward vertical)

frame f_code[i] [1] (backward vertical)

frame vertical vector range
field f_code[0] [1] (forward vertical)

field f_code[1] [1] (backward vertical)

field vertical vector range 

Low

    

frame_rate_code

f_code [0] [0] (forward horizontal)
f_code[1] [0] (backward horizontal)

horizontal vector range
frame f_code[0] [1] (forward vertical)

frame f code[1i] [1] (backward vertical)

frame vertical vector range
field f_code[0] [1] (forward vertical)
field f_code[1] [1] (backward vertical)

field vertical vector range

 
  

. Table 9.4: Level constraints on some ranges.
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Range |
1,...,8

1,...,9

1,...,9

-2048,...,2047.5

1,...,5

1,...,5

-128,...,127.5

1,...,4

1,...,4

-64,...,63.5

1,...,5

1,...,8

1,...,8

-1024,...,1023.5

1,...,5

1,...,5

-128,...,127.5

1,...,4

1,...,4

-64,...,63.5

[4.4.45
1,...,7

1,...,7

-512,...,511.5
1,...,4

1,...,4
-64,.:.,63.5

1,...,3

1,...,3

-32,...,31.5|
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Profile@Level SPOML|MP@LL|MP@ML|MP@H-14| MP@HL
in bitstream

MPGHL ...:scsesscsvesssvevsvesenesyo ~ f.)e
MP@H~14 oo cece cece eens . e e

MP@ML oo cece cece eect e eee e eee eees . e e e

MP@LL 2... ee eee eee cere tee teens e e _@ e e
SP@ML oo. c eee ccc ct cece eee tenes e . e e e

ISO/IEC 11172-2@HL ............ . . ?

ISO/IEC 11172-2@H-14 .......... . . . ? ?

ISO/IEC 11172-2@ML ............ . . ? ? ?

ISO/IEC 11172-2@LL ............ . ? ? ? ?

MPEG-1 constrained-parameters e e e e e

D-pictures@HL ............e sees . e
D-picturesGH-14 ............-4.. . : : e e
D-pictures@ML ............ ceeds e . e e e

_|D-pictures@LL ......... cee eee e ee| e |e   

Table 9.5: Decoder forward compatibility.

Table 9.4 gives the constraints on some data elements for the different

levels. These data elements will be further defined in Chapter 10. The im-
portant point here is that the ranges narrow as the levels move from HL and

HL-14 to ML and LL. These ranges are independent of the profiles except
 
 

ata simple profile implementation has to set. backward f_code[1] [0] and
»de[1] [1] to 15 (not used) because it has no B-pictures.

: Less complex levels and profiles are subsets of the more complex levels
_ and-profiles. Provision has been madein the syntax to drop the subsetting

requirement for future bitstreams, but these reserved levels and profiles are
‘not“yet defined. Table 9.5 summarizes via solid circles the forward compat-
ibility requirement on SP and MP decoders. Note that the simple profile |
at main level (SP@ML) is also required to decode the main profile at low
level (MP@LL). All decoders must handle MPEG-1 constrained-parameters
bitstreams and D-pictures up to their claimed level.MPEG decoders belong
to one or more conformance points. A conformancepoint, or class, is always
a combination of level and profile—never a level or profile by itself.

Generic MPEG-1 (ISO/IEC 11172-2) compliant bitstreams are listed
with a question mark at appropriate levels rather than a solid circle be-
cause of some ambiguity as to whether the generic MPEG-1 or just the
constrained-parameters MPEG-1 is required. Even if there was no require-
ment that MP@ML decoders be capable of decoding MPEG-1 bitstreams
with main level parameters, thisis still is very much a real-world requirement
for settop boxes and DVD players. The base layer for MPEG-2 multilayer
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sequence|ISO/IEC 11172-2 video syntax |sequence|header _|(MPEG-1 constrainedparameters) {end_code

OR

 

 ISO/IEC 13818-2 video sequence
|

| ——_ eei

| sequence | sequence | GOP header* [sequence ' “ GOPheader*~header|extension and picture(s) -header*«andpicture(s)__|end code .

—_ ——.
GOP[user] picture|.picture:~- vr>") * GOP header andheader’|data*| Picture; pploture,“=~>picture | ser data are optional

ay payee ey

  
 

picture] picture coding|extension : “SineOO picture
header} extension and user data|Slice|slice|~~. ..°s» |slice | layer

rteeene eee,- perenne as .slice ' i ' 4 nt ' slice
header macroblock macroblock ‘macroblock 'macroblock' ‘Sos  S. tmacroblock!anon eeeMee ee bee ee eee de! 4-liil2--.-+ layer

macroblock }p,) K(0) K(1)|bh K(2)|bi | macroblockheader jock(0)|block(1)|block(2)|block(3)|block(4)|block(5) layer !

  
 

 
(if block coded)

ee .

differential DC coef|run-level VLC 'run-level VLC } Se S end_of_block poet 4
(ifintramacroblock) == = = = =  SttC<CSstst‘CSS

 

‘s

Figure 9.3: MPEG-2 main profile video sequence. |

bitstreamsis either the main profile, the simple profile, oran MPEG-1 com-

pliant bitstream. The data partitioned bitstreams are incompatible.

9.11 Main profile video sequence overview O

Figure 9.3 shows an overview of MPEG-2 main profile video bitstreams. Ev-
ery MPEG video sequence starts with a sequence header and ends with a
sequence_end_code. If the sequence header is not followed immediately by
an extension_start_code, the syntax is governed by the ISO/IEC 11172-
2 rules (MPEG-1 constrained parameters). A decoder can always choose
to implement more than the levels and profiles require, but it must de-
code MPEG-1constrained parameters video bitstreams to be compliant with
MPEG-2 video. | !
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Figure 9.4: MPEG-2 slice structure.

 
 
 

If the sequence headeris followed by the sequence extension, then the
ax ‘is governed by the ISO/IEC 13818-2 rules (MPEG-2). In MPEG-

sxtension data is reserved for later versions of the standard. After
thé required sequence extension, optional (illustrated with dashed lines on
the top and bottom edges) extension data and user data fields are allowed.
Each extension data field has a unique identifier. The optional fields can be

_in anyorder, but each identifier can only occur once between the sequence
header and the next GOP headeror picture header. Groupofpicture (GOP)
headers and picture(s) repeat until the sequence_end_code occurs. Note

-that the sequence header and sequence extension may be repeated.
The next blowup shows that the group of pictures header is always op-

tional. It may be followed immediately by user data, but never by extension
data. At least one picture follows each GOP header.

A picture header is always followed by the picture coding extension,
other extensions and user data (optional), and picture data. Picture data is
made up ofslices, and each slice consists of a slice header and macroblock
data. The MPEG-2 slice structure is shown in Figure 9.4. This should be
compared to the MPEG-1slice structure in Figure 2.7.

Each macroblock has a header, followed by data for the coded DCT
blocks. For the required 4:2:0 chroma format up to six blocks follow the
header. For the 4:2:2 or 4:4:4 optional formats an additional two or six
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more chrominance blocks may be coded. -
The bottom blowup shows a coded block. If it is an intra-coded block,

the differential DC coefficient is coded first. Then the rest of the coefficients

are coded as runs and levels until the end_of_block terminates the variable-

length codes for that block.

9.12 Differences between MPEG-1 and MPEG-2

video ®

All currently defined MPEG-2 profiles and levels require decoders to handle
MPEG-1 constrained parameters bitstreams within their level capabilities.
For most data elements, MPEG-2is a direct superset of MPEG-1. However,
some MPEG-1 data elements do not have a direct equivalent in MPEG-2.
This section documents those elements.®

The IDCT mismatch is handled differently in MPEG-1 and MPEG-2.
MPEG-1 makes each nonzero coefficient odd after inverse quantization.
MPEG-2 adjusts only one coefficient (the highest vertical and horizontal
frequency) if the sum of the inverse quantized coefficients is even.

MPEG-1 pictures have the chrominance samples horizontally and verti-
cally positioned in the center of a group of four luminance samples. MPEG-2
co-locates the chrominance samples on luminance samples.

MPEG-1 always has a fixed picture rate. MPEG-2 has a low-delay mode
in which a “big picture” can take more than the normal single picture time
inferred from picture_rate.

MPEG-1 increments the temporal reference by one (modulo 1024) for
each codedpicture. The group of pictures headerresets it to zero. MPEG-2
follows the same rules except for big pictures in low-delay operation.

MPEG-1 codes the four-bit pel_aspect_ratio inthe sequence header.
MPEG-2 specifies the display aspect ratio in the data element aspect_
ratio_information. The frame size and display size are used to derive
the pel aspect ratio.

A MPEG-1slice can cross macroblock row boundaries. Consequently, a
single slice can cover the entire picture. MPEG-2slices begin and end in the
same macroblock row. The standard does not require the MPEG-2 slices to
cover the entire picture. However, all profiles do require this.

MPEG-2 allows both half-pel and full pel motion vector units. MPEG-2
always uses half-pel motion vector units.. MPEG-1 codes the f_code values
for the motion vectors in the forward_f_code and backward_f_code data

elements in the picture header. MPEG-2 sets these data elements to ‘111’ 

>This section is based on clause D.9 in ISO/IEC 13818-2:1995 whichlists the differences
between MPEG-2 and MPEG-1 video.
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and used the picture extension data elements f_code[s] [t] to communicate
this information to the decoder.

MPEG-1 allows use of the 11-bit ‘00000001111’ macroblock_stuffing
VLC code as often as desired before each macroblock_address_increment.

This code is not used in MPEG-2 andstuffing can only be obtained by
stuffing extra zero bytes before start codes.

. MPEG-1 codes run-level values that do not have a preassigned VLC
code with the six-bit escape code ‘000010’ followed by fixed length codes of
either 14 bits for levels from —127 < level < 127 or 22 bits for levels from

—255 < level < 255. MPEG-2 uses the same six-bit escape code followed
by 18-bit fixed length codes for levels from —2047 < level < 2047.

MPEG-1allows D-pictures (picture_codingtype=4). MPEG-2 does
not allow D-pictures except within MPEG-1 constrained parameter bit-
streams.

MPEG-1 constrained parameters bitstreams can have a horizontal_
size of up to 768. MPEG-2 main profile limits the horizontal size to 720
pels.

MPEG-1 bit_rate and vbv_delay are set to all ‘1’s (18 and 16 bits
respectively) to indicate variable bitrate. All other values imply constant
bitrate. MPEG-2 maystill set vbv_delay toall ‘1’s, but other values do not
necessarily mean constant bitrate. Constant bitrate .is considered a special

‘case of variable bitrate. The value in bit_rate is only an upper bound on
heactual bitrate and may not be the actual bitrate. Computations onall
he values of vbv_delay are needed to determineif the operation is constant
itrate.

*-’ MPEG-1 only defines the video buffering verifier (VBV) for constant

 

 
  

bitrate conditions. The system target decoder (STD) is used for variable
bitrate conditions. MPEG-2 only defines the VBV for variable bitrate con-

’ ditions and then regards constant bitrate as a special case.
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10

MPEG-2 Main Profile

Syntax

MPEG-2 video syntax for the mainprofile is a superset of the MPEG-1 video
syntax. This nonscalable profile is aimed at higher bit rates than MPEG-1
and is able to handle interlaced video formats.! In the discussions in this

chapter the data element ranges are restricted to main profile at main level
(MP@ML). Higher MPEG-2levels allow a broader range of values, but have
no other effect on the syntax.

10.1 MPEG-2 start codes9

MPEG-2 uses exactly the same video start codes as MPEG-1 in its video -
sequences (see Table 8.1). If the sequence_extension (signaled by the
extension_start_code) occurs immediately after the sequence header, the
sequence is an MPEG-2 video sequence. This sequence extension is not
allowed in MPEG-1 and, therefore, is a means by which a decoder can
differentiate between MPEG-1 and MPEG-2 video bitstreams. MPEG-2

also requires a picture extension immediately after the picture header and
defines a numberof optional sequence and picture extensions.

The parameter ranges allowed in MPEG-2 sometimes exceed the preci-
sion defined in the MPEG-1 syntax. Parameter range expansion is usually
accomplished in MPEG-2 by defining the MPEG-1 data element to be the
low-order bits and using an extension to communicate the high-orderbits.

187
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video_sequence() { /* from ISO 13818-2 6.2.2 */

   
 

next_start_code(); /* find next start code */

sequence_header(); /* c/w sequence header */
if (nextbits(32)==extension_start_code) f

| /* if 0x000001B5, MPEG-2 */
I. sequence_extension(); /* r/w sequence extension */

fl do { /* do sequences */
yt extension_and_user_data_V(); /* r/w seq. ext. & user data ¥*/
a do { /* do pictures */
Lo if (nextbits(32)==group_start_code) {

/* if 0x000001B8 */

po group_of_pictures_header(); /* r/w GOP header */
a { extension_and_user_data_G();/* r/w GOP user data */

}- /* end if 0x000001B8 */

picture_header(); /* r/w picture header */
-picture_coding_extension() ;/* r/w picture coding extension*/
extension_and_user_data_P();/* r/w picture ext.&’user data */

i . ©: ,  pieture_dataQ; /* r/w picture data */

ot while ((nextbits(32)==picture_start_code) ||
(nextbits (32) ==group_start_code) )

. /* while 0x00000100 or 0x000001B8, do pictures */
- if (nextbits (32) !=sequence_end_code){ */if not 0x000001B7  ¥*/
 
 

‘ sequence_header(); /*  xr/w sequence header */
- . sequence_extension(); /*  r/w sequence extension */

“oF /* end if not 0x000001B7 */

}while (nextbits (32) !=sequence_end_code)
bo /*while not 0x000001B7, do sequences */

} else { /* else not MPEG-2 */

po /* ISO/IEC 11172-2 */ _  /*  MPEG-1 bitstream */
} . /* end else not MPEG-2 */
sequence_end_code(32) ; '  {* r/w 0x000001B7 */

} /* end videosequence () */
 

Figure 10.1: MPEG-2 video_sequence() function.
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10.2 MPEG-2 video sequence @

The pseudocode in Figure 10.1 defines the syntax for an MPEG-2 video
sequence. In an MPEG-2 bitstream if the first sequence header is followed
immediately by the extension_start_code, (0x000001B5), then every se-
quence header must be followed by the sequence extension. Optional exten-
sion and user data follow after the sequence extension.”

Unlike MPEG-1, no GOP headers are required. If the group_start_
code occurs, it signals a GOP header that may be followed by optional user
data. (No extension data is defined in the extension_and_user_data_G()
function.) At least one picture must follow the sequence header and the
optional GOP header. After any GOP header, the first picture is required
to be a coded I-picture. After a sequence headerthe first picture must be a
codedI- or P-picture.? Of course, if the first picture in a video sequence has
nonintra macroblocks, it can only be partially decoded. In this case, display
refresh may take several coded pictures.

' Picture headers, picture coding extensions, and optional extension_and_
user_data_P() precede picture data. Whenall sequence headers, GOPs, and
pictures have been coded, the sequence ends with the sequence_end_code
as in MPEG-1, (0x000001B7).

If the first sequence headeris not also followed by the extension_start_
code, then the rest of the video sequencebitstream is governed by MPEG-1
(ISO/IEC 11172-2) rules; this is indicated by the comment,

/* ISO/IEC 11172-2 */

in Figure 10.1.4

10.2.1 MPEG-2 sequence header @

The pseudocode for processing the MPEG-2 sequenceheader is given in-
Figure 10.2. The reader may want to compare it to the MPEG-1 sequence
header in Figure 8.4. As in MPEG-1, if the sequence header is repeated
in the video sequence, all values except those related to the quantization
matrix remain the same.

IMPEG-2 system syntax has already been briefly described in Chapter9.
?The standard’s notation for the extension and user data function is-extension_and_

user_data(i) where i=0, 1, and 2 for video sequence, group of pictures, and picture
extensions respectively. We have converted this to extension_and_user_data_X() where
X is V, G, and P. (Our version of pseudocode usually uses the parameter field for the
numberof bits of a data element.) ;

°Thus, a decoder cannot assume that the data following a‘sequence header can be
decoded independently of data preceding the sequence header.

“This convention is used in the MPEG-2 standard.
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: 1

So sequence_header(){ /* from ISO 13818-2 6.2.2.1 */
o sequence_header_code(32); /* r/w 0x000001B3 */
4 horizontal_size_value(12) ; /* r/w width (12 1sb) */

vertical_size_value(12); /* r/w height (12 1sb) */

bey '  aspect_ratio_information (4) ; /* r/w sample aspect ratio */
ay | frame_rate_code(4); /* r/w frame rate */
ani bit_rate_value(18); /* r/w bit rate (18 lsb) */

“| | marker_bit(1); /* xr/w ‘1? */
vbv_buffer_size_value(10) ; /* r/w VBV buf.size (10 1lsb)*/

‘constrained_parameter_flag(1); /* r/w‘i1? if MPEG-1 constr.*/
/* r/w ‘0? if MPEG-2 */

load_intra_quantiser_matrix(1); /* v/w flag intra Q matrix */
if (load_intra_quantiser_matrix) /* if flag set */

intra_quantiser_matrix[1..64](8); /* r/w 64 8-bit values */
load_non_intra_quantiser_matrix(1); /* r/w flag nonintra Q mat. */
if (load_non_intra_quantiser_matrix)/* if flag set */

non_intra_quantiser_matrix[1..64] (8);/* r/w 64 8-bit values=*/
next_start_code(); /* find next start code */

} /* end sequence_header () */

Figure 10.2: MPRG-2 sequenceheader () function.
7 So "The sequenceheader.code (0x000001B3) is the same as in MPEG-1.

.-THe next pair of data elements, horizontal_size_value and vertical_
value, are examples of _value being appended to a data element

_ “ame: It always means that these bits are the least significant bits (Isb)
7 i of}an-MPEG-1 parameter whose range has been extended. In the required

extension that comes later is a data element with the same name root, but
with extension appended. This contains the most significant bits (msb)

~ of the parameter.
Equation 10.1 shows how to calculate a data element with 14-bit preci-.

sion by shifting the extension left by the numberof bits in _value (12) .
before adding. it to the _value term.-

 
 

  
horizontal_size = (horizontal_size_extension << 12)

A +horizontal_size_value (10.1)

In this example horizontal_size_value is found in the sequence header
and horizontal_size_extension is found in the mandatory sequence_
extension() function.

In MPEG-1start code emulation is avoided by not allowing horizontal_
size or vertical_size to be zero. These data elements also cannot be

zero in MPEG-2; therefore, horizontal.size and vertical_size cannot

be multiples of 4096.
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display aspect
ratio (V:H)
forbidden

3:4

9:16

1:2.21

reserved

sampling aspect
ratio (H:V)
forbidden

1:1 (square pels)

 
 

 
 
 
 

aspect_ratio_
information  
 

 

 

  
 

 

reserved

Table 10.1: MPEG-2 aspect_ratio_information codes.

The next parameter in the sequence header is aspect_ratio_informa-
tion. This parameter is much like the MPEG-1 pel_aspect_ratio, but has
two interpretations, depending on whether the value applies to the entire
display or a section of the display. If the sequence_display_extensionis
not present in the bitstream, the value applies to the entire display.

Table 10.1 shows the four aspect_ratio_information codes currently
defined for the aspect ratio. These apply to either the sampleaspect ra-
tio (SAR) of the source or the display aspect ratio (DAR). Square pels
(SAR=1:1) are common in computer display monitors. The 3:4 display as-
pect ratio is used in traditional broadcast TV monitors. The 9:16 display
aspect ratio is expected to be the HDTV standard. The 1:2.21 display ratio
is a compromise aspect ratio for the 70mm CinemaScope and PanaVision
formats used for widescreen movies and is not supported in the main profile
(MP).

If the sequence_display_extension() function does not follow the se-
quence extension, then the reconstructed picture fills the active region of the
display. Equation 10.2 gives the calculation for SAR from the DAR values:.

SAR= DAR x horizontal-size (10.2)
vertical_size

Otherwise, Equation 10.6 defines SAR in terms of information from the se-
quence_display_extension() function. The relationship between SAR and
DARis discussed further in Section 10.2.5, _ .

The four-bit frame_rate_code specifies a frame_rate_value (picture-
rate in MPEG-1 terminology) from the list in Table 10.2. The solid circles
indicate which values are valid for MP@ML.

A 12-bit bit_rate_extension shifted left 18 bits and added to the 18-
bit bit_rate_value define the bit_rate measured in units of 400 bits/s,
rounded up. The bit_rate is the upper bound of the compressed data
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nominal frame_rate_|MP@|frame_rate_

frame rate|value ML code

forbidden . 0000

23.976 24+1.001 e 0001

24 24 e 0010

25 25 e 0011

29.97 30+1.001 e 0100

30 30 e 0101

50 50 . 0110

59.94 60+1.001 . 0111

60 60 . 1000

— reserved . 1001

_ reserved . 1111

   
 

Table 10.2: MPEG-2 frame_rate_code codes.

delivered to the input to the VBV. Zero is forbidden for bit_rate, but not
for bit_rate_value since the preceding frame_rate_code has at most three

trailing zeros out of four bits and the following marker_bit prevent start
code emulation. ,

. ‘vbv_buff er_size is determined from the 10-bit vbv_buffer_size_value
ar idéight msb from vbv_buffer_size_extension. 
 

he constrained_parameters_flag is always ‘0’ for ISO/IEC 13818-2
treams.

- "The sequence headerresets all quantization matrices back to the default
‘values discussed in Chapter 5. User-defined quantization matrices can be
downloaded in the sequence_header() or a quant_matrix_extension().

10.2.2: MPEG-2 sequence extension @

Figure 10.3 gives the pseudocode for the sequence_extension() function. If °
the sequence header is repeated in a video sequence, the sequence extension

._ is also repeated with all values unchanged. Many ofits data elements are
extensions of the data elements found in the sequence header and will not
be discussed here. All extensions start with a 32-bit extension_start_

code (0x000001B5). MPEG-2 extension start codes are followed by one of
the four-bit extension.start_code_identifier listed in Table 10.3. The

identifiers allowed in the main profile (MP) at any level are marked by a
solid circle. If a reserved extension ID is decoded, the decoder is supposed
to discard data until the next start code is reached; this allows it to decode
bitstreams with compatible extensions that may be defined in the future.

MPEG-2 profiles and levels are discussed in Section 9.9 and 9.10. The
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sequence_extension() { /*
extension_start_code (32); /*

extension_start_code_identifier (4);

profile_and_level_indication(8); /*
progressive_sequence(1) ; /*
chroma_format (2) ; /*
horizontal_size_extension(2); /*

vertical_size_extension(2); /*
bit_rate_extension(i2); /*

marker_bit (1); /*
vbv_buffer_size_extension(8); /*

lowdelay (1); /*
frame_rate_extension_n(2); . [x

frame_rate_extension_d(5); /*
next_start_code(); /*

} /*

from ISO 13818-2 6.2.2.3 */

r/w 0x000001B5 */

/* r/w ‘0001?— */

r/w profile & level IDs */
r/w 1 if progressive else 0 */
r/w ‘01? (4:2:0) */

r/w width (2 msb) */

r/w height (2 msb) */
r/w bit rate (12 msb) _  #/

r/w ‘1? */

r/w VBV buf. size (8 msb) */

r/w iif low delay else 0 ¥*/
r/w ‘00? */

r/w ‘00000? */

find next start code */

end sequence_extension() */
 

 

Name

——~

MP

code_identifier

Figure 10.3: MPEG-2 sequence_extension() function.

extension_start_
 

reserved

Sequence extension ID
Sequence display extension ID

Quant matrix extension [ID
Copyright extension ID

Sequence scalable extension ID
reserved

Picture display extension ID
Picture coding extension ID

reserved

reserved

 Picture spatial scalable extension ID
Picture temporal scalable extension ID   

0000

0001

0010

0011

0100

0101 —
0110

0111

1000

1001

1010

1011

1111  
Page 225 of 498

Table 10.3: MPEG-2 extension_start_code_identifier codes.
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Profile MP| Profile identification codes

Reserved

High
Spatially scalable
SNR. scalable

Main

Simple
Reserved

Reserved

  
 

Table 10.4: MPEG-2 profile identification.

 

    
Level SP|MP|Level identification codes

Reserved|. |. 0000

Reserved | . . 0011
High - e 0100
Reserved . . 0101

High 1440 . e 0110
Reserved . . 0111
Main e e 1000

Reserved . . 1001

Low e e 1010
Reserved .- Le 1011

Reserved . . 1111

 
Table 10.5: MPEG-2 level identification.

profile and level of the bitstream are specified by the eight-bit profile .
and_level_indication data element. This data element consists of three

fields. The most significant bit is an escape bit, the next three bits give the
profile (see Table 10.4, and the four least significant bits specify the level
(see Table 10.5).

Decoders for a given profile and level must be able to decode bitstreams
at the same level and any profile below them in Table 10.4. Similarly, they

must be able to decodebitstreams that use the same profile and a lowerlevel
in Table 10.5. The one exception to these rulesis that simple profile decoders
at main level (SP@ML) must also be able to decode MP@LL bitstreams.

Undefined profiles and levels are reserved for future extensions to new
profiles’ and levels. Future extensions that use an escape bit of ‘1’ are not
guaranteed to follow this subset decoding requirement.
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chroma_

format codes

00

format:|blocks in macroblock 
 
 

 

Y1Y2 Cb5 Cr6

Y3Y4

YLY2 Cb5 Cr6

Y8Y4 Cb7 Cr8

Y1Y2 Cb5Cb9 Cr6Cr11

Y8Y4 Cb7Cb10 Cr8Cr12

reserved

4:2:0 
 
 
 

 

  

  
 

  

4:2:2

 
 
    

Table 10.6: MPEG-2 chroma_format codes.

 
The progressive_sequenceflag is set to one when the video sequence

only contains progressive frame pictures. Whenit is zero, the video sequence
may have both codedfield pictures and framepictures and the frame pictures
may be interlaced or progressive. ,

Table 10.6 shows three defined chroma formats with an illustration using

luminance and chrominance blocks. Only the 4:2:0 format is required for
the main profile. ‘The numbers indicate the order in which the blocks are
coded. blockcount is used in the macroblock() function to know how

many blocks need to be coded.
The low_delayflagis set to ‘1’ when the coded sequence does not include

any B-pictures, the VBV description does not include frame reordering delay,
and where big pictures can occur that take more than one normalpicture
time. In low delay operation the VBV buffer may underflow if the idealized
decoder model is rigorously followed. When big pictures occur, pictures
must be skipped and the temporal reference is incremented to reflect this
skipping.

Low_delay must beset to ‘0’ if B-pictures are coded or the frame reorder-
ing delay is included in the VBV description. No big pictures.are allowed if.
this flag is ‘0’.

In the future, frame_rate_extension.n and frame_rate_extension_d
will be used to calculate the frame rate. However, in all currently defined
profiles they must be set to zero.°

10.2.3 MPEG-2 optional sequence extensions @

MPEG-2 allows optional extension and user data to follow the video se-

 

 
quence, GOP, and picture headers and required extensions. Figure 10.4
shows a modified version of the pseudocode that can follow the video se-

 
5The MPEG-2 standard has moredetails.
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extension_and_user_data_V() f{ /* from ISO 13818-2 6.2.2.2 */
while ((nextbits (32)==extension_start_code) ||

(nextbits (32)==user_data_start_code)) {

/*while 0x000001B5 or 0x000001B2 */

while (nextbits(32)==extension_start_code) {
/* while 0x000001B5 */

extension_start_code(32); /* c/w 0x000001B5 */

if (mextbits(4)==‘ ‘Sequence display extension ID’’)
/* if ‘0010? */

sequence_display_extension() ;/* r/w sequence display ext. */
else /* else scalable extensions */

wea /* see standard */

} /* end while 0x000001B5 */

if (nextbits(32)==user_data_start_code) /* if 0x000001B2 */

user_data(); /* r/w user data */

} : /* end while 0x000001B5 or...*/

} /* end ext._and_user_data_V() */
 

Figure 10.4: MPEG-2 extension_and user_data_V() function. If present,
this follows the video sequence extension.

“quence extension. ‘The tag ending of this function, _VQ indicates that the
datafollows the video sequence header.®

Extension and user data always start with either a extension_start_
-(0x000001B5) or a user.data_start_code (0x000001B2). Referring

 

 
 

“40°Figure 10.4, the only nonscalable extension defined by MPEG-2 is the
- sequence_display_extension(); the others are scalable and are indicated
bythe statement... ; in Figure 10.4.

10.2.4 MPEG-2 user data®@®

Figure 10.5 shows the generic user_data() function. Since user data does
not effect decoding, decoders can simply discard the user data bytes. To
avoid accidental start code emulation, user data should not contain contigu-
ous strings of 23 or more zerobits.

10.2.5 MPEG-2 sequence display extension @

Figure 10.6 lists the sequence_display_extension() function. Since it
affects display but not decodability, decoders may ignore the information
in this extension. If the sequence display extension occurs after the first
sequence header, MPEG-2 requires that it occur with unchanged values 

§In ISO 13818-2 this is selected by function argument i=0.
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} /*

user_data() { /* from ISO 13818-2 6.2.2.2.2 ¥*/

user_start_code(32); /* xr/w 0x000001B2 */

while (nextbits(24)!=0x000001 { /* while not start code prefix */
user_data(8); /* r/w a byte of user data */

} /* end while not start code ...*/

next_start_code(); /* find next start code */
end user_data() */
 

Figure 10.5: MPEG-2 user_data() function.

  
sequence_display_extension() { /*

extension_start_code_identifier (4);
video_format (3) ; /*
colour_description(1) ; /*

/*

if (colour_description) { /*
colour_primaries(8) ; , /*
transfer_characteristics(8);  /*
matrix_coefficients (8); /*

} /*

display_horizontal_size(14); /*
marker_bit (1); /*

display_vertical_size(14) ; /*
next_start_code(); /*

} /*

from ISO 13818-2 6.2.2.4 */

/* r/w ‘0010? */

r/w video format */

r/w ‘1? if colors next */
r/w ‘0’ if skip colors */
if colors described next */

source primaries */
source transfer charact. */

source matrix coefficients*/

end if colors next */

r/w display width */
c/w ‘1? * /

r/w display height */
find next start code * /

end sequence_display_ext.() */
 

format

Figure 10.6: MPEG-2 sequence_display_extension() function.

 

component
PAL

NTSC

SECAM

MAC

Unspecified video format
reserved

reserved  000

001

010

O11

100

101 (default)
110

111

Table 10.7: MPEG-2 video_format codes.
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after every sequence header in the sequence. After the four-bit identifier
(‘0010’), one of six video formats can be specified as shown in Table 10.7.
These are the source material formats prior -to conversion to the YCbCr
format used in the encoder.’

If detailed color primaries, transfer characteristics, and matrix coeffi-
cients are desired, the colour_descriptionflag is set to ‘1’.

The chromaticity coordinates for the source primaries are given in Ta-
ble 10.8. If colour_primariesare not explicitly set, then a default value of 1
is assumed. Additional information about color primaries and chromaticity
coordinates can be found in Chapter4.

The transfer characteristics are given in Table 10.9. A tutorial on color
spaces and gamma correction is found in Chapter 4.

Table 10.10 lists the codes for the matrix.coefficients. In this table
Ey, Ep, Eg, and E’, rangefrom 0 to 1. Epp and Epp range from —0.5 to
+0.5. The formulas deriving the Y, Cb, and Cr are given below:

Y = (219F))+16 (10.3)

Ch = (224E5,) +128 (10.4)
Cr = (224Epp) + 128 (10.5)

The display width and height can be sent in display_horizontal_size
Gin. units of samples of the encoded frame) and display_vertical_size (in
“mitsof lines of the encoded frame). They may define a display size that

aller or larger than the frame size. How these values are used is not
ndardized.

: ‘Therelationships between SAR, DAR, and display size are as follows:

 
 

DAR x display_horizontal_size
display_vertical_size

SAR=
 

(10.6)

10.3. MPEG-2 GOP header e

_Figure 10.7 shows the syntax for the group of pictures header. The data
elements have the same meaning as the MPEG-1 GOP (see Figure 8.7).
The closed_gopflag is set to ‘1’ if the pictures in the GOP do not depend
on pictures outside the GOP. Thus,if B-pictures precedingthe first I-picture
in the GOP (in display order) depend only upon backward motion vectors,
the closed_gop flag is set to ‘1’. It is set to ‘0’ if forward motion vectors
are used, because these vectors reference pictures outside the group.

The broken_link flag is always set to ‘0’ in the encoder to indicate a
conforming, decodable bitstream. The flag can beset to ‘1’ in parts of a 

7See Section 9.7 for background information about these video formats.
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[reference primary x y colour.
standard primaries

forbidden | | “0000 0000*
Rec. ITU-R.|green 0.300|0.600||‘0000 0001’
BT.709 blue 0.150|0.060 (default)

red 0.640|0.330

white D65|0.3127|0.3290

unspecified unknown “0000 0010|
video character-

istics

reserved “0000 0011’ |

Rec. ITU-R|green 0.21|0.71|]‘0000 0100’
BT.470-2 blue 0.14 0.08

System M_|red 0.67|0.33 :
white C 0.310|0.316 .

Rec. ITU-R|green 0.29 0.60 ‘0000 0101’ |
BT.470-2 blue 0.15 0.06
System B, G|red 0.64 0.33

white D65|0.313|0.329 |
| SMPTE green|0.310|0.595|)0000 0110 |

170M blue 0.155|0.070
red 0.630|0.340

| white D65|0.3127|0.3290 |
SMPTE green . 0.310|0.595 ‘0000 0111’ ;
240M blue 0.155|0.070 |
(1987) red 0.630|0.340 :

white D65|0.3127|0.38291 |

reserved ‘0000 1000’

reserved | | W111 1111
Table 10.8: MPEG-2 colour_primaries codes.

group_of_pictures_header() f{ /* from ISO 13818-2 6.2.2.6 */
group_start_code (32) ; /* r/w 0x000001B8 */
time_code(25); /* c/w time code */

closed_gop (1); /* r/w nature of B-pictures */
broken_link(1); /* r/w encoder: 0; editor: 0,1 */
next_start_code(); /* find next start code */

} /* end group_of_pictures_header() */

Figure 10.7: MPEG-2 group_of_pictures_header() function.
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. reference equations for transfer transfer_

standard characteristics characteristics

forbidden “0000 0000’

Rec. ITU-R|V = (1.099L".45) — 0.099 “0000 0001’
BT.709 for 1 >= L, >= 0.018 (default)

V =4.500L.for0.018 > Le.
unspecified Image characteristics unknown ‘0000 0010’
video

reserved ‘0000 0011’

[ Rec. ITU-R “0000 0100’
BT.470-2 Assumed display gamma, 2.2
System M

Rec. IFU-R ‘0000 01017
BT.470-2 Assumed display gamma 2.8

’| System B, G
SMPTE V = (1.099L°.45) — 0.099 ‘9000 0110’

-170M for 1 >= L, >= 0.018 ,

; V=4500L-for0.018>L. |
| © “| SMPTE V = (1.111527.45) — 0.1115 ‘0000 0111’
I - | 940M for 1 >= Le >= 0.0228

-  * | (1987) V = 4.0L,for0.0228 > L,
oo" P Tinear V=L, ‘0000 1000?

reserved ‘0000 1001’.

reserved ‘W411 1111’ 

Table 10.9: MPEG-2 transfer_characteristics codes. 
o

4
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reference]equations to derive Y, Cb, and Cr from|matrix_ “I
standard|R, G, and B primaries coefficients|

- forbidden __ {£0000 0000’
Rec. ITU-R ley = 0.7154+ 0.0721E), + 0.2125E,|‘0000 0001’
BT.709 E’bp = —0.386E% + 0.500B, —0.155E,|(default)

E’op = —0.454E, + 0.046E, + 0.500ER|
unspecified | image characteristics are unknown ‘0000 0010’

_ video Le
reserved ‘0000 0011’

FCC Ey = 0.5986 + 0.11E, + 0.30Ef ' *0000 0100’
Ep = —0.331EG + 0.500, — 0.169E',
|Ebr = —0.421 EG + 0.079EE + 0.500E% |.

Rec. ITU-R|EY = 0.5872, +0.114F,40.299F,|‘0000 0101’
BT.470-2 - Epp = —0.331EG + 0.500E, — 0.169E,
System B, G|Ebp = —0.419EG + 0.081E, + 0.500E,
SMPTE Ey = 0.587EG + 0.114E, + 0.299F}, ‘0000 0110’
170M Ep = —0.331EG + 0.500L, — 0.169E,
| _| Epp = —0.419EG + 0.081Eg + 0.500, _|

SMPTE Ey = 0.701EG + 0.087E, + 0.212, “0000 0111’
240M Eb, = —0.384E% + 0.500E, — 0.116E,
(1987) Epp = —0.445EG + 0.055E, + 0.500E%

reserved] ‘0000 1000° |
reserved {lla 111

Table 10.10: MPEG-2 matrix_coefficients codes.  
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extension_and_user_data_G() f{ /* from ISO 13818-2 6.2.2.2 */

while ((nextbits (32)==extension_start_code) [|
(nextbits (32)==user_data_start_code)) {

/*while 0x000001B5 or 0x000001B2 */

if (mextbits (32)==user_data_start_code) /* if 0x000001B2 */

user_data(); /* r/w user data */

} /* end while 0x000001B5 or...*/

} /* end ext._and_user_data_G()*/
  

Figure 10.8: MPEG-2 extension_and user_data_G() function. If present,
this follows the group of pictures header.

bitstream where an editor has removed or inserted data that make those

parts undecodable. Since only 28 bits follow the group_start_code, the
next_start_code() function must pad at least fourbits.

In the current MPEG-2 profiles, the only extension and user data allowed
after the GOP headeris user data. This is shown in Figure 10.8.

10.4 _MPEG-2 picture header and extensions ©
The syntax for the picture header is shown in Figure 10.9. It is quite simi-

0the header part of the MPEG-1 picture() function (see Figure 8.9).
ever, there are significant new restrictions and conventions. After the

cture_start_code (0x00000100), the temporal_reference gives the dis-
: “play count, modulus 1024.

When low_delay is set to ‘0’, MPEG-1 conventions still apply. The

temporal reference is incremented by one for each frame in display order,
and after a GOP headerit is reset to zero. Both fields in a frame receive ~
the same temporal reference number.

‘If the Low_delayis set to ‘1’ and a big picture occurs such that the picture
is not complete in one picture time interval, the VBV buffer is reexamined N
times (N > 0) and the temporalreference is incremented by N +1 (modulo
1024).8-If the big picture is followed immediately by a GOP header, then
the temporal reference of the first coded picture in the GOP is set to N
rather than zero. If the big picture is the first field of a frame, then thefirst
field takes at least one picture time interval and the second field will not
have the same temporal reference as thefirst field..

The picture_coding_type uses the same codes as MPEG-1 (see Ta-
ble 8.5 except that D-pictures (code ‘100’) “shall not be used.” The 16-bit

8If N=0, the buffer is not reexamined. This means that the picture is removed and
decoded normally after one picture time interval.
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picture_header() f /* from I80 13818-2 6.2.3 */

picture_start_code (32) ; /* r/w 0x00000100 */
temporal_reference(10); /* v/w display count mod 1024 */
picture_coding_type(3); /* v/w field/frame I/P/B type */
vbv_delay (16) ; /* r/w VBV delay */
if (picture_coding_type==2) || (picture_coding_type==3) f

/*if P- or B-picture */
full_pel_forward_vector(1); /* xv/w ‘0’ for MPEG-2 */
forward_f_code (3); /* x/w ‘111? for MPEG-2 */

} /* end if P-or B-picture */
if (picture_coding_type==3) { /* if B-picture */

full_pel_backward_vector(1); /* r/w ‘0’ for MPEG-2 */
backward_f_code(3); /* xr/w ‘111° for MPEG-2 */

} /* end if B-picture «/
while (nextbits(1)==‘17) { /* while extra picture info. */

extra_bit_picture(1); /* vfw ‘4? */
extra_information_picture(8); /* r/w byte of extra pic. info. */

} /* end while extra picture info.*/
extra_bit_picture(1); /* r/w ‘0’ to end extra info, +*/

} /* end picture_header() «/
 

Figure 10.9: MPEG-2 pictureheader () function.

vbv_delay is set to OxFFFF for variable bit rate coding. If any vbv_delay
in a sequence is OxFFFF,then all of them should be set to OxFFFF.

The full_pel_forward_vector, forward_f.code, full_pel_backward_-
vector and backward_f_code are not used in MPEG-2. Theyare set to ‘0’,
‘111’, ‘0’, and ‘111’, respectively. Motion vector parameters are codedin the
picture_coding_extension.

The syntax also defines a extra_bit_pictureflag. If set to ‘1’, a byte
of picture information follows. However, since extra_information_picture
data elementis reserved for future revisions, extra_bit_pictureshould be |
set to ‘0’.

10.4.1 MPEG-2 picture coding extension @

Figure 10.10 gives the pseudocodefor the picture coding extension that is
required immediately following the picture header in an MPEG-2 sequence.
This extension contains MPEG-2 motion vector parameters, DC coefficient
precision, field information, quantizer table selection, VLC table selection,

zigzag scan pattern selection, and other parameters. It also may have op-
tional information about a composite source picture.

After the extension_start_code (0x000001B5) comes the four-bit ex-
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picture_coding_extension() { /* from ISO 13818-2 6.2.3.1 */
extension_start_code(32); /* r/w 0x000001B5 * /

extension_start_code_identifier (4); /* xr/w 1000? + /
f_code[0] [0] (4); /* c/w forward horizontal f_code *«/
f_code[0] [1] (4); /* v/w forward vertical f_code */
f_code[1] [0] (4); /* v/w backward horizontal f_code */
f_code[1] [1] (4); /* r/w backward vertical f_code */

intra_dc_precision(2); /* r/w DC precision for I-blocks */
picture_structure(2); /* r/w top/bottom field or frame */
top_field_first(1); /* v/w flag */
frame_pred_frame_dct(1);  /* r/w ‘1’ if frame pred/dct else ‘0’*/
concealment_motion_vectors(1); /* r/w ‘1’ if intra MV else ‘0’ */

q_scale_type(1); /* r/w ‘0? if q_scale[0] else ‘1? */
- intra_vlc_format (1); /* x/w ‘0? if DCT coef.Tb1l.0 else ‘1’*/

alternate_scan(1); /* c/w ‘0’ if zigzag scan[0] else ‘1’*/
repeat_first_field(1); /* vr/w flag * /

 
 
 

hroma_420_type(1); /* x/w flag */ 

 

ogressive_frame(1); /* r/w ‘1? if prog. frame else ‘0’=¥*/
omposite_display_flag(1); /* r/w flag */

“yf (composite_display_flag) { /* if composite video display */
 viaxis(1); /* x/w v_axis info */
', field_sequence (3); /* r/w field_sequence */

'  sgubzcarrier(1); /* x/w sub_carrier */
_. burst_amplitude(7); /* x/w burst_amplitude */

sub_carrier_phase(8); /* rx/w sub_carrier_phase */
}- /* end if composite video display */
next_start_code(); /* find next start code */

} ' /* end picture_coding_extension() */
 

Figure 10.10: MPEG-2 picture-coding_extension() function. 
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intra_

 

| DC precision|reset|DC range MP||intra.dc_precision
| (bits) ‘value|allowed|dcmult codes
| f <8 128|0... 255 8 e 00

9 256 0...511 9 e 01

10 512 0...1023 10 e 10
11 1024|0...2047 11 Il

 
 

| Table 10.11: MPEG-2 intra_dc_precision codes.

 

  
Picture Abbre-|MP|picture.

structure viation structure

reserved Res. | 00

top field T e 01
bottom field | B e 10

frame picture|frame e 11 

 
Table 10.12: MPEG-2 picture_structure codes.

 
tension_start_code_identifier (‘1000’), followed by the f_codes. The f_
code[0] [0], f.code[0] [1], f_code[1] [0], and f_code[1] [1] set the for-
ward horizontal f.code, forward vertical f.code, backward horizontal f_
code, and backward vertical f.code, respectively. |

 
Intra_dc_precision selects a value for the DC precision of intra-coded

blocks. Table 10.11 shows the four precision choices, the reset value for each
precision, the full allowed range, the multipilier intra_dc_mult to dequantize
intra DC coefficients, and the intra_dc_precision codes. Note that simple
profile and main profile restrict the DC precision.

The picture_structure is shown in Table 10.12. The top field contains .
the top line in a frame. The bottom field contains the second and bottom line
in a frame. The picture can also be coded as a complete frame. Since field
pictures and frame pictures can be mixed in an interlaced video sequence,
the top_field_first flag specifies the order. For progressive sequences,all
pictures are coded frames. ,

Frame_pred._frame_dct is set to ‘1’ if only frame prediction and frame
DCTsare used. It is ‘0’ for field pictures and ‘1’ if progressive_frame is
one. Table 10.13 shows the valid combinations of this data element with

others related data elements. .

Concealment_motion_vectors is set to ‘1’ if motion vectors are coded
with intra blocks. It is set to ‘0’ if no motion vectors are coded with intra

blocks.
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The q_scale_type bit determines if quantiser_scale[0] or quantiser_
scale[i] values in Table 10.18 are used to interpret quantiser_scale_code.

The intra_vlc_format bit selects whether Table 0 or Table 1 shown in

Table 10.26 is used for encoding and decoding DCT coefficients.
Since MPEG-2is intended for higher bit rates and allowsfield as well as

frame compression, some assumptions about the best zigzag scanning order
no longer hold true. If two fields are frozen at different instances of time
with moving objects in them, intra-coded blocks containing both fields in
the moving areasare likely to exhibit high vertical frequencies. At the higher

_bit rates, these frequencies are less likely to quantize to zero. Figure 10.11
shows the two zigzag scanning orders allowed in MPEG-2. Figure 10.11(a)
is identical to the MPEG-1 scanning order. Figure 10.11(b) shows an al-
ternative choice which picks up higher vertical frequencies sooner than the
same horizontal frequencies. Figure 10.12 illustrates this bias toward verti-
cal frequencies and should be compared with the uniform diagonal structure
in Figure 2.10.

The alternate_scan bit selects scan[0] or scan[1] for the zigzag scan
order of the DCT coefficients. The quantization matrices are downloaded in

zigzag scanning order, but always in the scan(0] order used in MPEG-1.
The repeat_first_field bit is set to ‘0’ for field pictures. For framepic-

_ tures its interpretation depends upon the values of progressive_sequence,
progressive_frame and top_field_first. For the 2:3 pull-down technique

used. to convert 24 picture/s movies to 30 frame/s video, a frame may be
splayed as three fields. Table 10.13 lists the various combinationsof these
rameters. Table 10.14 shows where the rules for combining these param-

” “eters were stated.
Table 10.15 lists the additional constraints placed on the usage of the

data element repeat_first_field for simple and main profiles. The column ‘
' MP@MLidentifies restrictions for main profile at main level and simple

profile. at main level.®
‘The chroma_420_type bit is set equal to progressive_frame for 4:2:0

format. Otherwise, it is set to ‘0’.
When progressive_frame bit is ‘0’, the two fields are interlaced and

repeat_first_field is set to ‘0’. If progressive_frameis set to ‘1’, the
two fields are from a single progressive video frame and there is no time
period between them. picture_structure must be a frame and frame_
pred_frame_dct is ‘1’. Table 10.13 shows how this parameters combines
with the other field and frame data elements.

The composite_display_flag bit indicates whether some composite
video data elements are next in the bitstream. These elements are not

used by the decoder. The composite display information elements can help 

°See Section 10.4.4 for additional constraints for wide images.
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1 5 6 14 15 27 28

13 16 26 29 42wn i “I

20 22 33, 38 46 51 55 60
21 34 37 47 #50 56 59 61

35 36 48 49 57 58 62 63

21 23 37 39 538

19 24 34 40 50 54
Nore© COOF ~I

11 16 27 31 43 47-57 61

12 15 28 32 44 48 58 62

13 14 29 33 45 49 59 63

 
scanning order is also used in MPEG-1. (b) Scan({1][v][y]. This is an addi-
tional MPEG-2 choice.

| Figure 10.11: Zigzag ordering of DCT coefficients. (a) Scan[0][v][u]. This
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frame_|picture_ top.|repeat.|MP|decoder
pred.|structure|field.|first_ display

frame_ first field outputs
det

0 0 0 00 Res. x x . reserved

0 0 0 01 T 0 0 e|T (1 field only)
0 0 0 01 T 0 1 illegal
0 0° 0 01 T 1 x . illegal
0 0 0 10B 0 0 e|B (1 field only)
0 0 0 10B 0 1 illegal
0 0 0 10B 1 x . illegal
0 0 0 11 Frame 0 0 e|BT (2 fields)
0 0 0 11 Frame 0 1 . illegal

; 0 0 0. 11 Frame 1 0 e|TB (2 fields)
0 0 0 11 Frame 1 1 illegal
0 0 1 00 Res. x x reserved

0 0 1 01 T x x illegal
0 0 1 10 B x x . illegal
0 0 1 11 Frame 0 0 e|BT (2 fields)
0 | O 1 11 Frame 0 1 .|illegal

-0 0 1 11 Frame 1 0 e|TB (2 fields)
0. 0 1 11 Frame 1 1 illegal

0° 1 0 XxX x x illegal
1 1 00 Res. x x reserved

1 1.|01T x x illegal
1 1 10 B x x illegal
1 1 11 Frame 0 0 BT (2 fields)

1 11 Frame 0 1 BTB (8fields)
1 1 11 Frame|1 0 TB (2 fields)
1 1 11 Frame 1 1 TBT (38 fields)
0 x XxX x| x iNegal
1 0 XX x x illegal
1 1 00 Res. x x reserved

1: 1 01 T x x illegal
1 1 10 B x x illegal
1 1 11 Frame 0 0 1 frame

1 1 11 Frame 0 1 2 frames

1 1 11 Frame 1 0 illegal
1 1 1 1

    
Table 10.13: Field and frame parameter combinations.
‘0’ and ‘1’ combinations.

 11 Frame
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3 frames 

represents both
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pro- ~]prog- |frame_ picture.] top.|repeat.
gres- gres-|pred.|structure|field.|{first_|rule
sive_ sive.|frame_ first field

|sequence frame |_| det| Le
Or 0 field OK |Or 1 field OK

Or 0 frame OK

Or 1 frame OK

lr , field illegal
Lr 0 frame illegal
lr 1 frame OK

| Or t T —T 0 OK
Or 1 illegal
lr field illegal
lr 0 frame illegal

lr 1 frame OK |
| | Or| field t OK

lr field illegal
1 Or illegal

1 | ar { L OK00 r reserved

Olr Top field
> 10r Bottom field

llr Frame

0 field Or 1 field |
0 field lr illegal
0 frame . Or BT

0 frame lr TB

1 frame Or 0 1 frame

. 1 . frame Or 1 2 frames

1 frame | Ilr 0 illegal1 it frame lr 1 3 frames
field Or OK.field lr ite | “

0 0 frame Or 2 fields

0 0 frame lr illegal
0 1 frame 0 Or BT (2 fields)
0 1 frame 1 Or TB (2 fields)
0 1 frame . 0 lr BTB(3fields)
0 1 frame 1 lr TBT(8 fields)
1 frame Or 1 frame:

1 frame 0 lr 2 frames

1 frame 1 lr 3 frames

Table 10.14: Rules for field and frame parameter combinations. The “r”
indicates under which data element description the rule can be found.  

|
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increasing horizontal frequency---s

Publ
eeePo
4AESLANALA
SROROOTADITRBIG
TV
ee

increasingverticalfrequency 
Figure 10.12: Zigzag scanning order of coefficients for MPEG-2 scan[1].

 

 

 
nominal|frame_ progres-|MP@|]repeat_
frame rate_ sive_ ML first.

rate value sequence [Lfield
forbidden .

24+1.001 0 e 0

24+1.001 1: e 0
24 0 e 0

24 1 e 0

25 0 e 0,1
25 1 e 0

30+1.001 0 e 0,1
30+1.001 1 e 0

30 0 e 0,1
30 lL e 0

50 0 . 0,1
50 1 0

60+1.001 0 0,1
60+1.001 1 0,1
60 0 0,1
60 1 0,1

- reserved

- reserved

     
 

Table 10.15: Constraints on repeat_first_field in MPEG-2 SP and MP.
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| field | frame | field_sequence code| 
1 1 000

2 1 001

3 2 010

4 2 O11

5 3 100

6 3 101

7 4 110

8 4 111 

Table 10.16: MPEG-2 field_sequencecodes.

an MPEG decoder’s postprocessing stage understand the nature of the orig-
inal source video signal to synchronize the field phase of the MPEG decoder
display with the composite source signal’s original phase.

The v_axis bit is set to ‘1’ if the signal before’ encoding came from a
PAL system and had a positive sign. Otherwise it is set to ‘0’.1°

The field_sequence records the field numberin an eight field sequence
from PALorin a four-field sequénce from NTSC systems. Table 10.16 gives
the definitions.

The sub_carrierbit is set to ‘1’ if the subcarrier/line frequency relation-
ship is correct otherwise it is set to ‘0’. This is a composite signal attribute,
and has nothing to do with the YCbCr component world of MPEG. In com-
posite signals, color data is modulated on a subcarrier of the luminance
carrier. The color channel is interleaved in such a way that it is spectrally
orthogonal to the luminance carrier (like harmonics of a Fourier series are
orthogonal to each other, yet in the sampled signal, they are summed to-
gether). The Television Engineering Handbook [Ben85] gives an extensive
description of PAL and NTSC. Digital Pictures [NH95] also provides a brief .
description of the purpose of composite signals. _

The burst_amplitude defines for NTSC and PALsignals the seven least
significant bits of the subcarrier burst amplitude. This synchronization pulse
is encoded onto each composite scan line.

The subcarrier can change phase over the course of time. The sub_
carrier_phaseis an eight-bit numberfrom 0 to 255. Equation 10.7 converts
it to phase.

 
phase = (360 deg +256) « sub_carrier_phase (10.7)

10,axis is strictly to convey phase information about the source PAL signal, prior to
conversion to YCbCr. Section D.2.4 provides a hint at the purpose.

Lilien
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extension_and_user_data_P() { /* from ISO 13818-2 6.2.2.2 */
while((nextbits(32)==extension_start_code) ||

(nextbits(32)==user_data_start_code)) {
/*while 0x000001B5 or 0x000001B2 */

while (nextbits(32)==extension_start_code) {
/* while 0x000001B5 “&/

extension_start_code(32); /* x/w 0x000001B5 /
if (nextbits(4)==" ‘Quant Matrix extension ID’’)

/* if ‘0011? */

quant_matrix_extension() ; /* r/w quant matrix extension*/
elseif (nextbits(4)==‘‘Copyright extension ID’’)

/* if ‘0100? */

copyright_extension() ; /* x/w copyright extension ¥*/
elseif (nextbits(4)==‘ ‘Picture display extension ID’’)

/* if ‘0111? */

picture_display_extension(); /* r/w picture display ext. */
else /* else scalable extensions */

tes /* see standard */

} /* end while 0x000001B5 */

if (mextbits(32)==user_data_start_code) /* if 0x000001B2 */

user_dataQ) ; /* r/w user data */

_ + /* end while 0x000001B5 or...*/

Oo}. , /* end ext._and_user_data_P() */
 

oRigure 10.13: MPEG-2 extension_and user_data_P() function. If present,
follows the picture coding extension.

10.4.2 MPEG-2 picture extensions and user data @
~The extension_and_user-data_P() function calls the optional picture ex-
tensions, quant_matrix-extension(), copyright_extension(), and pic-
ture_display_extension(), or the user.data() function.

10.4.3 MPEG-2 quant matrix extension @

The quant_matrix_extension() allows new quantization matrices to beset. |
Each sequence header resets these matrices to their default values given in
Chapter 14. The Quant matrix extension ID (‘0011’) is the extension_
start_code_identifier. The next six lines can set new quantization ma-
trices for the intra and nonintra blocks. This is the same as the six code

lines in the sequence header following the constrained_parameters_flag.
These are the only two quantization matrices allowed for 4:2:0 data. For
the 4:2:2 and 4:4:4 formats, separate chrominance matrices for intra and
nonintra blocks can also be downloaded.
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quant_matrix_extension() f{ /* from ISO 13818-2 6.2.3.2 */
extension_start_code_identifier(4); /* r/w ‘0011? */

load_intra_quantiser_matrix(1); /* r/w intra q matrix flag ¥*/
if (load_intra_quantiser_matrix) /* if flag set */

intra_quantiser_matrix[1. .64]; /* r/w 64 8-bit values */

load_non_intra_quantiser_matrix(1); /* r/w nonintra q mat. flag */
if (load_non_intra_quantiser_matrix)/* if flag set */

non_intra_quantiser_matrix[1..64];/* r/w 64 8-bit values */
load_chroma_intra_quantiser_matrix(1); /* r/w ‘0’ for MP */
if (load_chroma_intra_quantiser_matrix) /* if flag set */

tae /* see standard */

load_chroma_non_intra_quantiser_matrix(1); /* r/w ‘0’ for MP */
if (load_chroma_non_intra_quantiser_matrix) /* if flag set */

ar /* see standard */

next_start_code(); /* find next start code */
} /* end quant_matrix_ext.()  */

Figure 10.14: MPEG-2 quant_matrix_extension() function.
9

10.4.4 MPEG-2 picture display extension @

Since the display process is not defined by the standard, the information in
the picture_display_extension() function shown in Figure 10.15 can be
ignored by decoders. This extension allows the position of the displayarea
(defined in the sequence_.display_extension) to be movedfor each picture.
This is useful for selecting the most interesting region from a 9:16 wide video
screen for a 3:4 narrow screen on a picture by picture basis. A picture_
extension is only allowed if a sequence_display_extension followed the
last sequence header. If a given picture has no pictureextension, then:
the most recent frame center offsets are used. A sequence header resets the
frame offsets to zero.

Thepicture display extension ID for the picture_display_extension()
function is ‘0111’. Following this come the 16-bit data elements frame.
centre_horizontal_offset and frame_centre_vertical_offset, each ter-
minated by a marker_bit to avoid start code emulation. These code the
numberof .frame.centre_offset values.

Table 10.17 shows how to calculate the numberof frame offsets. Vertical
offsets are in units of 1/16th of the vertical line-to-line spacing in the frame; _
horizontal offsets are in units of 1/16 pel. If the display area is shifted down
or to the right relative to the reconstructed frame, the offset is positive.
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picture_display_extension() { /* from ISO 13818-2 6.2.3.3 */
extension_start_code_identifier(4); /* r/w ‘0111? */

for (i=0; i<number_of_frame_centre_offsets; itt) {
/* for each offset pair */

frame_centre_horizontal_offset(16); /* r/w horizontal offset */
marker_bit (1); /* c/w ‘1? */
frame_centre_vertical_offset(16); /* r/w vertical offset */
marker_bit(1); /* r/w ‘1? */

} /* end for loop KS
: next_start_code(); /* find next start code */

} /* end picture_display_ext. ()*/
 

Figure 10.15: MPEG-2 picture_display_extension() function.

        
 

   
 

   progressive.{|picture_ top_ repeat.|number of
sequence structure|field_| first_ frame

first field offsets 

  

 

1

Table 10.17: Number of frame center offsets in MPEG-2.
 

. ‘copyright_extension() { /* from ISO 13818-2 6.2.3.6 */
. extension_start_code_identifier(4); /* r/w ‘0100’ */

copyright_flag(1); /* r/w */
copyright_identifier (8) ; /* x/w */
original_or_copy(1); /* r/w */
reserved (7); /* r/w ‘0000000? */
marker_bit(1); /* r/w ‘1? */

copyright_number_1(22) ; /* r/w copyright # (22 msb) */
marker_bit(1); /* c/w ‘1? */
copyright _number_2(22); /* c/w copyright # (22 mid.)*/
marker_bit(1); /* r/w SL? */

copyright_number_3(22); /* xr/w copyright # (22 lsb) */
next_start_code(); /* find next start code */

} /* end copyright_extension()*/

Figure 10.16: MPEG-2 copyright_extension() function.
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picture_data() f /* from ISO 13818-2 6.2.3.7 */
do { /* do slices ~ */

slice(); /* r/w slices */

} while (nextbits(32)==slice_start_code)

/* while 0x00000101 - OxOQOQO01AF, do slices */
next_start_code(); /* find next start code */

} /* end picture_data() */
  

Figure 10.17: MPEG-2 picture_data() function.

10.4.5 MPEG-2 copyright extension @

The copyright_extension() function communicates copyright information
_ for a picture. The copyright extension ID (‘0100’) is the extension_start_
code_identifier for this function. The copyright.flag is set to ‘1’ when
pictures up to the next copyright_extension() function are copyrighted.
A ‘0’ value means the pictures may or may not be copyrighted. The eight-
bit copyright_identifier identifies the copyright registration authority.+?
copyright_identifier should be zero when copyright_flagis ‘0’.

The original_or_copy bit is set to ‘1’ if the material is original and ‘0’
if it is a copy. The next seven bits are reserved for future extensions and
are set to ‘0000000’. Marker bits break up the 64-bit copyright number to
prevent start code emulation. The 20-bit copyright_number_1 are the most
significant bits and the 22-bit copyright_number-_3arethe least significant
bits of copyright number. If copyright_flag is ‘1’ but the identification
number of the copyrighted work is not available, the copyright number is
set to zero. if copyright_flagis ‘0’, copyright number is always zero.

10.4.6 MPEG-2 picture data function @

The picture_data() function calls the slice() function as long as the
next start code is one of the slice.start_codes. They are 32-bit codes
ranging from 0x00000101 to 0x000001AF. Thefinal byte of these start codes
is called the slice_vertical_position. If the slice_vertical_position_
extension is present, then the slice_vertical_position is reduced from
a range of 1 to 175 to a range of 1 to 127 (i.e., the vertical position is a
10-bit value with the seven least significant bits obtained from the slice_
vertical_position, and the three most significant bits from the slice_
vertical_position_extension).

NISO/IEC JTC1/SC29 (MPEG’s parent committee) designated the registration
authority.
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slice(){ /* from ISO 13818-2 6.2.4 */

slice_start_code(32); /* r/w 0x00000101-0x000001AF */

if (vertical_size>2800) /* if more than 175 slices */
slice_vertical_position_extension(3);/* extend slice positions*/

if (scalable extensions) /* if scalable extensions */

oS /* see standard */

quantiser_scale_code(5); /* r/w quantizer scale */
if (extbits(1)==‘1’{ /* if ‘1’, extra slice info. */

intra_slice_flag(1); /* r/w 1 if next 2 lines else 0 */
intra_slice(1); /* r/w iif all intra mb else 0 */

reserved_bits (7); /* r/w ?0000 000? */

while (nextbits(1)==‘1’f /* while ‘1’, extra slice info. */
extra_bit_slice(1); /* r/w it */

extra_information_slice(8); /* r/w byte of extra slice info.*/
} /* end while ‘1’, extra slice...*/

} /* end if ‘1’, extra slice info.*/
extra_bit_slice(1); /* r/w 0’ to end extra info. */
do { /* do mb */

macroblock () ; /* process a macroblock */
} while (nextbits (23) !=0) /* while not 23 zeros, do mb */
next_start_code(); /* find next start code */

+} /* end slice() function */
 

Figure 10.18: MPEG-2 slice() function.

5 MPEG-2slice header @
The slice_start_code has values in the range from (0x00000101 through
0x000001AF). The least significant byte, the slice_vertical_position,

. gives the vertical position of the first macroblock in the slice. In general,
more thanoneslice can start in the same row and every slice must contain
at. least one macroblock. However, in restricted environments slices must

cover the image area and arerestricted to be a single macroblock row. Main
profile is a restricted environment.

Macroblocks are not skipped in I-pictures, and in any typeof picture the
first and last macroblock of each slice may not be skipped. In B-pictures,
macroblocks may not be skipped immediately after I-blocks.

The product of 16 lines per block row x 175 block rows is 2800 lines.
If the image vertical_size is greater than 2800 lines, a three-bit slice.
vertical_position_extension is used to extend the range of theslice ver-
tical position. However the least significant byte of the slice code is then
restricted to 1 through 128. Note that since the main profile at high level
(MP@QHL) has a maximum of 1920 lines, the extension is not needed for
main profile. The mb_row parameter starts at zero, and thus is the slice_
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mb_row = slice_vertical_position; /* last byte of slice start codex/
mb_row = mb_row - 1; /* mb row starts with 0 */

if vertical_size > 2800 /* if vertical size too large ¥*/
mb_row = (slice_vertical_position_extension << 7) + mb_row;

/* extend mb_row with extension */
 

Figure 10.19: MPEG-2 mb_row calculation.

vertical_position decremented by one. Figure 10.19 shows how to calcu-
late the macroblock row.

The sequence_scalable_extension() function (sequence scalable ex-
tension ID ‘0101’) may be present in the video sequence if MPEG-2 scalable
extensions are used. Scalable extensions and data partitioning are beyond
the scope of this chapter.

The five-bit quantiser_scale_code is interpreted in two different ways
in Table 10.18, depending on the value of the quantiser_scale_type data
element in the picture header. The data element quantiser_scale_code
can also be set in the macroblock header.

‘The intra_slice_flag bit signals whether or not the intra_slice bit,
reserved_bits and extra slice information are present. The intra_slice
data element is set to ‘1’ to indicates that all of the macroblocks are intra

in the slice. It is assumed to be ‘0’ unless explicitly set. This information is
helpful for DSM applications in fastforward playback and fastreverse play-
back. The next seven bits, reserved_bits should beset to zero until ITU-T
— ISO/IEC defines future extensions.

When extra_bit_sliceis set to ‘1’, eight bits of extra_information_
slice follow. A zero value in extra_bit_slice stops this process. For now,
extra_bit_slice shall be ‘0’. Future extensions may. use ‘1’. Decoders
are required to remove and discard the extra.information_slice bytes if
extra_bit.slice is set to ‘1’.

Until the next start code occurs, macroblocksare coded in the bitstream.

10.6 MPEG-2 macroblock header @
If the macroblock_address_increment is greater than 1, macroblocks are
skipped. Except for the macroblock stuffing code, the MPEG-1 codes given
in Table 8.6 are used for macroblock_address_increment. Macroblock

stuffing is not allowed in MPEG-2, except in MPEG-1 compatibility mode.
Zero stuffing is allowed at slice start code boundaries.

The macroblock_modes() function communicates the macroblock_type
data element and extra motion vector related information. It is described
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quantiser_scale[0]|quantiser_scale[1]
decimal decimal

forbidden forbidden 0 00000

2 1 1 00001
4 2 2 00010

6 3 3 00011

8 4 4 00100

10 , 5 5 00101
12 6 6 00110

14 7 7 oo1i1

16 8 8 01000
18 10 9 01001

20 12 10 01010

22 14 11 01011

24 - 16 12 01100

26 18 13 o1101
28 20 14 01110

30 22 15 01111

32 24 16 10000

34 28 17 10001

36 32 18 10010

38 36 19 10011

40 40 20 10100

42 44 21 10101

44 48 22 10110

46- 52 23 10411

48 : 56 24 11000
50 64 25 11001

52 72 26 11010

54 80 27 11011

56 88 28 11100
58 96 29 11101

60 104 30 11110

/ 62 112 31 411111

  
Table 10.18: The two MPEG-2 mappings between quantiser_scale_code
and quantiser_scale.  
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i

|

macroblock(){ /* from ISO 13818-2 6.2.5 */

while (nextbits(11)==‘00000001000’) /* while macroblock escape */
| macroblock_escape(11); /*  rf/w ‘0000 0001 000’ */

macroblock_address_increment(1~11); /* r/w mb address increment */
macroblock_modes(); /* r/w macroblock modes */

if (macroblock_quant) /* if q scale change */
quantiser_scale_code (5); /* xr/w quantiser scale */

if ((macroblock_motion_forward)| | 
 

 

 

(macroblock_intra && concealment_motion_vectors))
if forward MVs */

r/w forward MVs */

if backward MVs */

r/w backward MVs */

if possible start code ¥*/
r/w ‘1? */-

if any blocks coded */-
r/w coded block pattern*/

for all blocks in mb */

r/w block data */

end for all blocks in mb */

/*

motion_vectors(s0); /*
if (macroblock_motion_backward) /*

motion_vectors(s1); /*
if (macroblock_intra && concealment_motion_vectors)

/*

marker_bit(1); /*

if (macro_block_pattern) /*
coded_block_pattern() ; /*

for (i=0; i<block_count; i++){ /*
block (i); /*

- /*

} /* end macroblock() function*/

Figure 10.20: MPEG-2 macreblock() function.
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macroblock_modes() { /* from ISO 13818-2 6.2.5.1 */

' macroblock_type(1-9); /*al macroblock type */if spatial_temporal_weight_code_flag==1 /* never true for MP */
/* see standard for scalable*/

if " (macroblock-motion_forward || macroblock_motion_backward) {
/* if motion vectors */

if (picture_structure=="frame") { /* if frame (‘11°) */
if (frame_pred_frame_dct==0) /* if field possible */

frame_motion_type(2) ; /* r/w frame motion type*/
OO /* end if field possible */
else /* else field (‘01’, ‘10’) ¥*/

field_motion_type(2); /*  rf/w field motion type */
} /* end if motion vectors */
if ((picture_structure=="frame") && (frame_pred_frame_dct==0) &&

(macroblock_intra] |macroblock_pattern))
a /* if ambiguity about type ¥*/

dct_type(1); /* xr/wdct type | */
} /* end macroblock_modes()~~*/
 

Figure 10.21: MPEG-2 macroblock_modes() function.

in.more detail later in this section. If the macroblock_quant flag is 1 as
tived from macroblock_type, then quantiser_scale_code is changed.

forward motion vectors are needed(i.e., a value of 1 for macroblock.
on_forward is derived from macroblock_type or an intra-coded block

“with. concealment motion vectors is being coded), then the forward motion
- vectors are coded in the motion_vectors(s0) function. The parameter s0
has ‘a value of 0. This form is used to makeit clear that motion_vector(s0)

‘ is‘afunction with a parameter and not a data element with zero bits.
Tf macroblock_motion_backward is 1 (derived from macroblock_type),

then backward motion vectors are coded in the motion_vectors(s1) func-

tion. In this case, sl has the value of 1. If the forward motion vectors
are concealment vectors, then a marker_bit is needed to prevent accidental
start code emulation. If macroblock_pattern indicates that some blocks
are coded, then the coded_block_pattern() function indicates which of the

six blocks in the macroblock need additional data. Those blocks are coded
in the block(i) function.

 
 
 

10.6.1 Macroblock modes @

The macroblock_type variable length codes for I-, P-, and B-pictures (with-
out scalability) are found in MPEG-1 Table 8.7. The spatial_temporal_
weight_code_flag, a new parameter determined from macroblock_type,
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| frame_motion_type field_motion_type | MP;code

reserved reserved ~|00

field-based prediction|field-based prediction|@|01
frame~based prediction. 16x8 MC @|10

dual-prime dual-prime @;ii 

Table 10.19: MPEG-2 frame_motion_type and field_motion_type codes.

 

   frame_motion_type dmv|mv_format|motion_vector_. | count
reserved - _ _

field-based prediction 0 field 2
frame-based prediction 0 frame 1
dual~prime 1 field 1

 
 

Table 10.20: MPEG-2 variables set by frame_motion_type.

is always ‘0’ for nonscalable L-, P-, and B-pictures. When the spatial_
temporal_weight_code_flag is 0, spatial_temporal_weight-_class is set
to 0 and not sent in the bitstream.

The data element frame_motion_type specifies whether field, frame, or
dual prime motion vector prediction is used for macroblocks in frame-coded
pictures. Its codes are found in Table 10.19. For frame pictures where
frame_pred_frame_dct is 1 or intra macroblocks with concealment motion
vectors, frame_motion_type is not coded and is assumed to be frame-based
prediction.

The field_motion_type codesare also found in Table 10.19. Since a field
has half the vertical lines of a frame, a field macroblock can be coded with
two sets of motion vectors. Each set of motion vectors are used for either -

the top or the bottom half of the macroblock. This 16x8 MC prediction for
fields shares the same code as the frame-based prediction for frames.

Table 10.20 shows three parameters derived from the frame_motion_
type. Table10.21 shows the same variables derived from field_motion_
type. The dmv flag indicates that dual prime is the prediction type and
that the small dmvector needs to be coded. The mv_formatclarifies the

field versus frame format. Two sets of motion vectors are needed for frame

prediction in frame-coded pictures and for 16x8 MC prediction in field-
codedpictures. a

The DCTcoefficients for field pictures are always organized as indepen-
dent fields. If picture_structure is frame and frame_pred_frame_dct is
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field_motion_type dmv}mv.format|motion_vector..

‘ count

reserved

field-based prediction
16x8 MC  
dual-prime
 

Table 10.21: MPEG-2 variables set by field_motion_type.

 

 

  
  

   picture_ frame_pred_|dct.type
structure frame_dct

field x field ‘1’||not coded

frame 0 field “4?

frame — 1 frame ‘o>
frame 1 frame not coded 

Table 10.22: MPEG-2 dct_type codes.

“1? (frame), then the DCT coefficients are clearly coded as a frame. If a
frame picture is coded with frame_pred_frame_dct set to zero (field) and
‘the macroblock is coded (either an intra-coded macroblock or macroblock.

rn is nonzero), the DCT is done either on fields or on frames, depend-
ithe data element dct_type. Table 10.22 shows the code for dct_type, 

- including cases whereit is not coded.

10.6.2: Motion vectors @
The motion_vectors(s) function codes forward (s=0) and backward (s=1)
motion vectors. Depending upon motion_vector_count, one or two sets
of motion vectors are needed. For one set of motion vectors, the motion.
vertical_field_select [0] [s] flag needs to be coded only if the mv_format
indicates field and the prediction is not dual prime. This data element
selects the top (0) reference field or bottom (1) reference field. For two sets
of motion vectors, the prediction is already knownto befield; the motion_
vertical_field_select[0][s] (field selection for the first set of motion
vectors) and motion_vertical_field_select[1][s] (field selection for the
second set of motion vectors) precede each set of motion vectors.

The motion_vector(r,s) function is called by motion_vectors(s) to
code thefirst (r=0) and second (r=1) sets of forward (s=0) and backward
(s=1) motion vectors. The third index, t, in motion.code[r] [s] [t] and
motion_residual [r] [s] [t] is for horizontal (0) and vertical (1) motion.
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|

motion_vectors(s) { /* from ISO 13818-2 6.2.5.2 */

if (motion_vector_count==1) { /* if only 1 set of MVs */
if (Gnv_format==field) &&(dmv!=1))/* if field & not dual prime */

motion_vertical_field_select [0] [s] (1);
/* r/w ist ver. field select */

motion_vector(0,s); /* r/w i set of MVs . «/

} /* end if only 1 set of MVs */
else { /* else 2 sets of MVs */

motion_vertical_field_select [0] [s] (1);
/* r/w ist ver. field select */

motion_vector(0,s); /* r/w ist set of MVs */
motion_vertical_field_select [1] [s] (1);

/* vr/w 2nd ver. field select */

motion_vector(i,s); /* r/w 2nd set of MVs */
} /* end else 2 sets of MVs */

} /* end motion_vectors(s) */
 

Figure 10.22: MPEG-2 motion_vectors(s) function.

 

motion_vector(r,s) { /* from ISO 13818-2 6.2.5.2.1 */

motion_code [r] [s] [0] (1-11); /* r/w motion code horizontal */

if ((£_code[s] [0] !=1)&&(motion_code[r] [s] [0] !=0)) .
/* if horizontal remainder needed */ :

 
motion_residual [r] [s] [0] (1-8); /* r/w horizontal remainder */

if (dmv==1) /* if dual prime */
dmvector [0] (1-2); /*  xv/w dmvector horizontal */

; /* now do the same for vertical +*/
motion_code[r] [s] [1] (1-11); /* r/w motion code vertical - */.
if ((f_code[s] [1] !=1)&&(motion_code [r] [s] [1] !=0))

/* if vertical remainder needed */

motion_residual [r] [s] [1] (1-8); /* r/w vertical remainder */

if (dmv==1) , /* if dual prime */
dmvector [1] (1-2); /*  r/w dmvector vertical */

. /* end motion_vector() function */}

Figure 10.23: MPEG-2 motion_vector(r,s) function. r has the values of
0, 1, 2, and 3, for the first, second, third, and fourth sets of motion vectors.
s has the values 0 (forward) and 1 (backward).
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224 MPEG VIDEO COMPRESSION STANDARD

dmvector[t]|VLC
value

+1 10
0 0

—l 11

 
  
  

Table 10.23: MPEG-2 dmvector[t] codes.
 

coded_pattern() { /* from ISO 13818-2 6.2.5.3 */
coded_block_pattern_420; /* r/w VLC code for ist 6 blocks */
if (chroma_format==4:2:2) /* if ‘10’ then 2 more blocks */

ceed /* see standard */
if (chroma_format==4:4:4) /* if ‘11’ then 6 more blocks */

vad /* see standard */
} /* end coded_block_pattern() +*/
 

Figure 10.24: MPEG-2 coded_pattern() function.

_ The motion_code[r] [s] [0] (horizontal) uses the same variable-length
codes as MPEG-1 (see Table 8.9). However, the forward/backward and

-. horizontal/vertical have been removed from the motion_code nameandre-
‘placed with array indices. As long as £_code[s] [0] is not one and motion_

fr] [s] [0] is not zero, a motion_residual [r] [s] [0] is coded in f_

: minus 1 bits. If the motion compensation is dual prime, then one or
two morebits code dmvector[0] (horizontal). The variable dmv will always

be zero if there is a second motion vector (r=1). Since dual prime is only
allowed for P-pictures, dmv will be zero for backward motion vectors (s=1)

. too. : Therefore, it only needs one index to distinguish between horizontal
-andvertical displacements. Table 10.23 gives the variable-length codes for
dmvector[t].

The horizontal motion vector (f=0) is coded in the top half of the func-
tion. The vertical motion vector (t=1) is coded with identical-looking code
in the bottom half of the function.

 

 
 

10.6.3 MPEG-2 coded block pattern @

The coded_pattern() function extends the original six blocks for 4:2:0
format chrominance to 8 or 12 blocks for 4:2:2 and 4:4:4 format chromi-

nance. The code.block_pattern_420 indicates whether the first six blocks
are skipped or coded. Its codes are identical to MPEG-1 Table 8.8 except
that the forbidden cpb=0 entry is replaced with the code ‘0000 0000 1’ for
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block(i) {- /* from ISO 13818-2 6.2.6 */

if (pattern_coded[i]) { /* if ith block coded */
if (macroblock_intra) { /* if intra-coded */

if (i<4){ /* if luminance block */,
dct_dc_size_luminance (2-9); /* r/w size */
if (dct_dc_size_luminance!=0) /* if size not zero */

dct_dc_differential (1-11); {* r/w differential DC */
} /* end if luminance block */

else { /* else chrom. block */

dct_dc_size_chrominance(2-10); /* xr/w size */
if (dct_dc_size_chrominance!=0)/x* if size not zero */

dct_dc_differential(i-11);  /* r/w differential DC */
} /* end else chrom. block  */

} /* end if intra-coded */
else { /* else nonintra mb */

First DCT coefficient; /* r/w ist run/level */
} /* end else nonintra */

while (nextbits(2or4) !=End of block)/* while not end-of-block */

Subsequent DCT coefficients; /* r/w run/level */
end-of-block(2or4); /* v/w ‘01? or £0110’ */

} /* end if ith block coded */
} /* end block(i) function */
 

Figure 10.25: MPEG-2 block(i) function.

MPEG-2 non-4:2:0 chrominance structures. The main profile is restricted —
to 4:2:0 formats.

10.7 MPEG-2 block(i) function e

Figure 10.25 gives pseudocode for the block(i) function. The block(i)~
function only codes coefficients for blocks with pattern_code[i] nonzero.
If the block is intra coded (determined by macroblock_intra set to one),
then for thefirst four macroblocks (7 less than 4) the numberof bits needed
to code the luminance DC coefficient, dct_dc_size_luminance, is coded
using Table 10.24. If the number of bits is greater than zero, the dct_
dc_differential is sent with that many bits. For chrominance blocks the
numberof bits needed to code the chrominance DC coefficient, dct_dc_size_
chrominance, is coded using Table 10.25. If dct_dct_size_chrominanceis
nonzero, that many bits is used to code dct_de.differential.

If the block is not intra-coded, then the DC coefficient is coded with the
rest of the AC coefficients using run-level VLC codes from table 0 listed in
Table 10.26. Thefirst nonzero coefficient has a different VLC code since the
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            Luminance DC | MPEG-1|MP|dct-dc_size_ |
difference luminance

[ 0 Te |e| 100
1 e e;00
2 e e|O1

3 e e;101

4° e e|110

5 e e|1110

6 e e;1111 0

7 e e|1111 10

8 e e|1111 110

9 e}1111 1110

10 . e;}1111 1111 0
it . 1111 1111 1

Table 10.24. MPEG-1 and MPEG-2 dct_dce_size_luminance codes.

 
chrominance DC|MPEG-1 dct_dc_size_

chrominance|
00

o1

10

110

1110

1111 0

1111 10

1111 110

1111 1110

1111 1111.0
1111 1111 10

| “| . .|ditt 4141 11

=‘J 
  

oseerencs

 DOONDABWNHE 
BRR ro

    
Table 10.25: MPEG-1 and MPEG-2 dct_dc_size_chrominance codes.
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end-of-block codeis not allowed at that point.
For subsequent coefficients the intra_vlc_table flag set in the picture

coding extension selects between table 0 and table 1 for intra-coded blocks.
Nonintra-coded blocks always use table 0. Until the end-of-block is reached
(i.e., the rest of the coefficients are all zero), the run-level pairs are coded.
The luminance and chrominance blocks use the same VLC tables.

Two VLC tables for run-level codes are listed in Table 10.26. Run-level ©

table 0 is used in MPEG-1, table 1 is appropriate for the higher bitrates
and resolutions addressed in some MPEG-2 profiles. Note that the entries
in table 1 are identical those in table 0 for more than half of the run-level .

pairs.
If the run-level is not in the tables, it is coded with the escape code

followed by a fixed-length six-bit code for the run. The level is coded as a
12 bit signed integer. Thus, the levels range from -2047 to +2047 (but zero
is forbidden). The value -2048 (‘1000 0000 0000’) is not listed in the table
12

10.8 MPEG-2 MP@ML and SP@ML additional

restrictions @

Most of the restrictions for main profile at main level have been identified
in the data elements code tables. However, there are some additional con-
straints. Table 10.27 gives the maximum numberofbits in a macroblock for
the chrominance formats. At most two macroblocks in a macroblock row

may exceed these values. The bits for the macroblock are counted from the
first macroblock_escape or macroblock_address_increment to thelast bit
of the end-of-block code (or to the coded_block_pattern() if all blocks are
skipped). Theslice information is not counted as part of the macroblock.

In addition, Figure 10.26 gives additional constraints for MP@MLand |
SP@ML.

10.9 MPEG-2 MP@MLvideo data elements ©

Table 10.28 lists all data elements for MPEG-2 main profile at main level
‘in alphabetical order in the form that they appear in the pseudocode. If
a data element appears with explicit array indices, it is listed in the table
in that manner (e.g., f-code[0][1]). Derived values are indented a few
spaces. A solid circle indicates whether that data element was set (or used)
in the video sequence header and extensions (v), group ofpictures header 

1A technical corrigendum suggested that the -2048 value be reserved, but the outcome
was uncertain when this book went to press.
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O/1

O/1

0/2

0/3

0/4

0/5

0/6

0/7

0/8

0/9

0/10

0/11

0/12

0/13

0/14

0/15

0/16

0/17

0/18

0/19

0/20

0/21

0/22

0/23:

0/24

0/25

0/26

0/27

0/28

0/29
0/30

0/31

0/32

0/33

0/34

0/35

0/36

0/37

0/38

0/39

0/40

        
 
   

run/level

 

  

MPEG VIDEO COMPRESSION STANDARD

 

VLC

table 0

1s (first)

1is (next)
0100 s

0010 1s

0000 110s

0010 0110 s

0010 0001 s

0000 0010 10s

0000 0001 1101

0000 0001 1000

0000 0001 0011

0000 0001 0000

0000 0000 1101
“0000 0000 1100

0000 0000 1100

0000 0000 1011

0000 0000 0111

0000 0000 0111

0000 0000 0111

0000 0000 0111

0000 0000 0110

0000 0000 0110

0000 0000 0110

0000 0000 0110

0000 0000 0101

0000 0000 0101

0000 0000 0101

0000 0000 0101

0000 0000 0100

0000 0000 0100

0000 0000 0100

0000 0000 0100

0000 0000 0011

0000 0000 0010

0000 0000 0010

0000 0000 0010

0000 0000 0010
0000 0000 0010

0000 0000 0010

0000 0000 0010

0000 0000 0010
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nunn
Os

1s

Os

1s

1is

10s

O1s

00s

tis

10s

O1s

00s
iis

10s

O1s

00s

1is

10s

O1s

00s

000s

111s

110s

101s

100s

O1is

010s

001s

000s

 
VLC

table 1

10s

10s

110s

O11i1
1110

1110

0001

0001

1111

1111

0010

0010

1111

1141

1141

1111

0000

0000

0000

0000

0000

0000

0000

0000

0000

0000

0000

0000

0000

0000

0000

0000

0000

0000

0000

0000

0000

0000

0000

0000

0000

Table 10.26: (a) MPEG-2 variable length codes
sign bit ‘s’ is ‘0’ for postive and ‘1’ for negative.

s

Os

1s

O1s

00s

O1i1s

100s

0011

0010

1010

1011

1110

1111

0000

0000

0000

0000

0000

0000

0000

0000

0000

0000

0000

0000

0000

0000

0000

0000

0000

0000

0000

0000

0000

0000

0000

0000

0000

nnnnan
s

0111

O111

O111

O111

0110

0110

0110

0110

0101

0101

0101

0101

0100

0100

0100

0100

0011

0010

0010

0010

0010

0010

0010
0010

0010

tis

10s

Ois

00s

11s

10s

O1s

00s

iis

10s

O1s

00s

iis

10s

O1s

00s

000s

1ils

110s

101s

100s

O1l1s

010s

001s

000s

 
for AC coefficients. The
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1011

1010

0011

0011

0011

oo11

0011

0011

0011

0001

0001

0001

o00o1

00s

1010

1100

1001

s

0010

Os

1001

1110

0001

0101

0001

229

Os

1s

1iis

110s

101s

100s

O1lt1s
010s

001s

oo11

0010

0001

0000
naunnuw

Os  
Os

0100 s

s

CHAPTER 10. MPEG-2 MAIN PROFILE SYNTAX
I

|

run/level|VLC VLC

table 0 table 1
1/1 Oils 010s

1/2 0001 10s 0011 Os

1/3 0010 0101 s 1111 001s

1/4 0000 0011 00s 0010 O111

1/5 0000 0001 1011 s 0010 0000

1/6 0000 0000 1011 Os 0000 0000

1/7 0000 0000 1010 1s 0000 0000

1/8 0000 0000 0011 111s 0000 0000

1/9 0000 0000 0011 110s 0000 0000

1/10 0000 0000 0011 101s 0000 0000

1/11 0000 0000 0011 100s 0000 0000

1/12 0000 0000 0011 Olis 0000 0000

1/13 0000 0000 0011 010s 0000 0000_
1/14 0000 0000 0011 001s 0000 0000

1/15 0000 0000 0001 0011 s|0000 0000

1/16 0000 0000 0001 0010 s|0000 0000

1/17 0000 0000 0001 0001 s|0000 0000

1/18 0000 0000 0001 0000 s|0000 0000

2/1 0101 s 0010 is

2/2 0000 100s 0000 ilis

2/3 0000 0010 iis 1111 1100

2/4 0000 0001 0100 s 0000 0011

2/5 0000 0000 1010 Os 0000 0000

3/1 0011 1s” 0011 1s

3/2 0010 0100 s 0010 0110

3/3 0000 0001 1100 s 0000 0001

3/4 0000 0000 1001 1s 0000 0000

4/1 0011 Os 0001 10s

4/2 0000 0011 11s 1111 1101

4/3 0000 0001 0010 s 0000 0001

5/1 0001 iis 0001 1is

5/2 0000 0010 O1is 0000 0010

5/3 0000 0000 1001 Os 0000 0000

6/1 0001 Ois 0000 110s

6/2 0000 0001 1110 s 0000 0001

6/3 0000 0000 0001 0100 s|0000 0000

7/1 0001 00s 0000 100s

7/2 0000 0001 0101 s 0000 0001

8/1 0000 111s 0000 101s
8/2 0000 0001 0001 s 0000 0001

Table 10.26: (b) Continuation of MPEG-2 variable length codes for AC
coefficients.
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230 MPEG VIDEO COMPRESSION STANDARD

[run/level VLC VLC

|table 0 [table 1 |
9/1 0000 101s 1111 000s
9/2 0000 0000 1000 1s 0000 0000 1000 is
10/1 0010 0111 s 1111 010s

10/2 0000 0000 1000 Os 0000 0000 1000 Os
11/1 0010 0011 s 0010 0001 s
11/2 0000 0000 0001 1010 s|0000 0000 0001 1010 s
12/1 0010 0010 s 0010 0101 s

12/2 0000 0000 0001 1001 s|0000 0000 0001 1001 s
13/1 0010 0000 s ‘ 0010 0100 s
13/2 .0000 0000 0001 1000 s|0000 0000 0001 1000 s
14/1 0000 0011 10s 0000 0010 is
14/2 0000 0000 0001 0111 s|0000 0000 0001 0111 s
15/1 0000 0011 Ois 0000 0011 is

15/2 0000 0000 0001 0110 s|0000 0000 0001 0110 s
16/1 0000 0010 00s 0000 0011 Ols

- 16/2 0000 0000 0001 0101 s|0000 0000 0001 0101 s
17/1 0000 0001 1111 s 0000 0001 i111 s
18/1 0000 0001 1010 s 0000 0001 1010 s

19/1 0000 0001 1001 s 0000 0001 1001 s
20/1 0000 0001 O111 s 0000 0001 0111 s
21/1. 0000 0001 0110 s 0000 0001 0110 s
22/1 0000 0000 1111 1s 0000 0000 i111 1s
23/1 0000 0000 1111 Os 0000 0000 1111 Os
24/1 0000 0000 1110 is 0000 0000 1110 1s

25/1 0000 0000 1110 Os 0000 0000 1110 Os

26/1 0000 0000 1101 1s 0000 0000 1101 is

27/1 0000 0000 0001 1111 s|0000 0000 0001 1111s

28/1 0000 0000 0001 1110 s|0000 0000 0001 1110 s

29/1 — 0000 0000 0001 1101 s|0000 0000 0001 1101 s

30/1 0000 0000 0001 1100 s|0000 0000 0001 1100 s
31/1 0000 0000 0001 1011 s|0000 0000 0001 1011 s

End_of_block|10 -| 0110

Escape 0000 O41 0000 O14

Table 10.26: (c) Continuation of MPEG-2 variable length codes for AC
coefficients.
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CHAPTER 10. MPEG-2 MAIN PROFILE SYNTAX 231

maximum bits in

a macroblock  
 

Table 10.27: MPEG-2 restrictions on the maximum bits in a macroblock.
  

if ((vertical_size > 480) |{ (frame_rate==‘'0011’)) {
/* if wide image or 25 Hz */

if (picture_coding_type==3) /* and if B-picture */
repeat_first_field=0; /* can’t repeat first field */

} /* end if wide image or 25Hz */
if (vertical_size > 480) /* if wide image */

frame_rate= ‘0011’; /* force frame rate 25 Hz */

 

Figure 10.26: MPEG-2 additional restrictions on MP@ML and SP@ML.

(g), picture header and extensions (p), slice code (s), macroblock code (m),
or block code (b). An open circle shows where a derived value is set or
implicitly used. MPEG-2 syntax adds a new data type (dt), signed integer,
most significant bit first (simsbf). Table 10.29 shows this expandedset of
data types.

The number of bits (# of bits) column lists the maximum number of
bits ever allowed by the syntax. The value range has been restricted to
the minimum and maximum required for MP@ML compliant decoders. De-
coders may choose to implement morelevels, optional scalable and advanced
functions data elements and expanded ranges.

A similar table for simple profile at main level (SPOMt) decoders would.:
restrict the backward f_codes (f_code[1] [0] and f_code[1] [1]) to 15, the
derived macroblock_motion_backwardto 0, and not allow backward motion
vectors.
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video data element name

 

alternate_scan ..........

aspect_ratio_information

bit_rate_extension ......

bit_rate-value ..........

broken_link ............

burst-amplitude ........
chroma_format .........

block_count ..........

chroma_420_type .......

closed_gop ...........4.

coded_block_pattern_420
pattern.code[0] ......

 
pattern_code[5] ......

colour_description ......
'.|colour_primaries .......

composite_display-flag ..

 strained_parameters_
we lA cece cece

, copyright identifier bees
‘copyright_number_1 ....

. |Copyrightnumber_2 ....
| copyright_number_3 ....

copyrightflag ..........
dct_dc_differential ......

dct_dce_size.chrominance

dct_de_size_luminance ..

det_type ede e eee eee eee
display_horizontal_size ..
display_vertical_size ....
dmvector|0] (h.) .......
dmvector[1] (v.) .......
end of block ...........

 

backward_f.code ........ ..

  
 

 

 
  

 
   

set used|dt|# of valuevepsmbivgpsmb| — rie|range
Meebo een Ui dl 0,1
rn U| 4 1,2,3
Ce U| 3 WV

Oo eee eee Uj; 12 0,... ,4095
Os U) 18 1... 228-1

Oe eho eee U| 1 0,1
a re rrr U| 7 0,...,127

@..... .@./U} 2 ‘OL’ (4:2:0)
Ove seeleveae e 6

P@i cele eee Uy; 1 0,1
a U; 1 0,1

@efe ee ee, Vi 3-9 1,... ,63
LO-l...0. e 0,1

LOvfe eens e 0,1

LOefe uae e 0,1
@..... @..... U| 1 0,1
rs U| 8 1,2,4,5,6,7

@e...j/..@.../U] 1 0,1

@.../....@./U] 1 0,1

re re B| 1 ‘0’

Are U| 8 0,...,255
re re U! 20 0,... 270-1
i re re U| 22|- O,...,2?2-1
Oe efe ween U| 22 O,... ,272-1
i re rr B| 1 0,1 ;

Lan ef... 2. .f Uf 1-11|-220).2. 220-4
@)..... e| V|2-10 0,...,10

Leas @).....e/ Vi) 2-9 0,...,10
Le Melee een U! oi 0,1
rs rr U| 14 1,... ,16376
rn U| 14 1,...,16376

@.j...... Vi 1-2 -1,0,1
@.jo..ee. Vi 1-2 -1,0,1

Lee @.....e/ Vi 24 *10’,‘0110’

 
Table 10.28: (a) Summary of data elements in MPEG-2 main profile video.
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video data element name

extension_start_code .........

extension_start_code_identifier

Copyright Extension ID ...
Picture Coding Ext. ID ...

Picture Display Ext. ID ...
Quant Matrix Ext. ID ....
Sequence Display Ext. ID .
Sequence Extension ID ....

extra_bit_picture .............
extra_bit-slice ...............

extra_information_picture ....
extra_information_slice .......

f.code[0][0] (forward h.) .....
f_code[0|[1] (forward v.) .....
f_code[1][0] (backward h.) ....
f_code[1][1] (backward v.) ....
field_motion_type ............

dmv oo... eee eee eee Lanes

motion_vector_count ......

field_sequence ...............
first DCT coefficient .........

forward_f_code .............4.

frame_centre_horizontal_offset

frame_centre_vertical_offset ...

frame_motion_type ...........
AMV oo. cece cece cece ee eees

motion_vector_count ......

mv_format .........0.ee eee

frame_pred_frame_dct .......
frame_rate_code .............

frame_rate_extension_d .......

frame_rate_extension_n .......

full_pel_backward_vector .....
full_pel_forward_vector .......

 
Table 10.28: (b) Summary of data elements in MPEG-2 main profile video.
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mv_format .........0...005 eae 
group-start_code .............

ff 

233

set used|dt} # of value

VvVgpsmbi/vgpsmb bits|_range
@.e...jeee...!Bj 32|0x000001B5

ee. el... U| 4|1,...,4,7,8
10. .@...f-| 4 ‘0100’
10. .e@. -| 4 ‘1000’

.O. .@. -| 4 ‘0111’

1.0. ..@. -| 4 - 0011?

Ovsee. @..... -| 4 ‘0010’
Oveeae @..... ~-| 4 ‘0001’

-@.. .o...f/U] 1 ‘0’

.@. .o..|U] 1 ‘0’

are U| 8 reserved

PO ele e eee Ul! 8 reserved

i re Ul 4 1,...,8
ee U| 4 1,...,5

re Ul 4 1,...,8,15
re U| 4 1,...,5,15

Olle ee Ul} 2 1,2,3
.O. .@. 0,1

.O. .@. 1,2
QO. .@. field

are Ul 3 0,...,7
Lae e)......) V] 2-24

a By; 3 WV

LO. cele S| 16 |-215).., 21-1
Oe ele eee S| 16 |-245,...,21-1

6@e[e eee U| 2 1,2,3

0. .@. 0,1

.O. .@. 1,2
1.0, .@. fieldframe
a ‘.e./U; 1 0,1
ee rr Ui 4 1,...,5
re Ul! 5 ‘00000’

ee Ul! 2 ‘00°

ee Bi 1 ‘0?

P@e eee. Bj) 1 ‘0’

e. @..... B| 32|0x000001B8
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234 MPEG VIDEO COMPRESSION STANDARD

video data element name set used [dt/# of] value|
vVgpsmbivgpsmb bits range

horizontal_size_.extension ....... ee en Ur; 2 0

horizontal_size_value ..........fee. ee lee ee. U| 12|1,...,720
intra_dc_precision ............04 66M eel eee ee Ui 2 8,9,10
intra_quantiser_matrix|0] ...... @.@...;...00. U}| 8 8

wee @.@...f..008. Ul 8 1,...,255
intra_quantiser_matrix|[63] ..... @.e.../... 0. U! 8|1,...,255
intra_slice ....... ec eee ee eee Geet e wee. Ui 1 0,1
intra_slice_flag .............000. 61-@.efe..0../B] 1 0,1
intra_vlc_format .............4. arr U} 1 0,1
load_chroma_intra.quantiser_ ,

MATIX...cece eee eee ..@..ef..@.../U] 1 ‘0’
load_chroma_non-_intra_

quantiser_matrix .......... -@e ele ee. Uli tl ‘0’
load_intra_quantiser_matrix .... |e.e...je.e.../U| 1 0,1
load_non_intra_quantiser_matrix }e.e...je.e.../U) 1 0,1
low_delay ....... 0. cece eee eee ee @.. epee eee Ui. 0,1

-|macroblock_address_increment .|....@.)...... Viil-1l| 1,...,33
macroblock_escape rn 2... @e(....0.1B] 11 33
amacroblock.type ....... eee ee 6@fe eee V|1-9

niacroblock_intra ............ .O- ee/-|1 0,1
acroblock_motion_backward LO. ..@./-| 1 0,1

“ macroblock_motion_forward . .O. -@.f-] 1 0,1
- macroblock_pattern ......... /O- e./-j; 1 0,1

-|* macroblock.quant ........... .O. e-|-|/ 1 0,1
- “spatial_temporal_

 weight_code_flag .......... oO -@.j-] 1 ‘0’
_spatial_temporal_ ,

weight.code_class ......... ee Oefe eee @ ed - ‘0’
marker_bit -...........ceee eee ee @0@.@e./...... B} 1 ‘VY

motion_code[r]|{s] [0] (h.) be eeees enrr V|1-11 |-16, ...,16
motion_code[r|[s][1] (v.) ....... Se Melee eee V|1-11 ]-16, ...,16
motion_residual|r][s][0] (h.) . Gules U| 1-8|0,...,127
motion_residual|r{{s][1] (v.) . tee e@efe.. ef U] 1-8|0,...,127
matrix_coefficients ............. @. cc efe eee Uj; 8|1,2,4,5,6,7
motion_vertical_

field_select[0][s] (1st set) ... 0,1

Table10.28: (c) Summary of data elements in MPEG-2 main profile video.
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video data element name set used |dt|# of value

motion_vertical

_field_select[1][s] (2nd set) |....@.|/...... Uj; 1 0,1
non_intra_quantiser_matrix[0] .Je.e...|...... U| 8 1,...,255

bas @.@.../....., Ul} 8 1,...,255
non_intra_quantiser-matrix[63] |e.e...|...... U| 8 1,...,255
original_or_copy .............. L@e ele eee B| 1 0,1
picture_coding_type .......... ee @e.ee U| 3 1,2,3
picture_start_code ............ = @....., B| 32|0x00000100

picture_structure ............. .@. ..@.|;U} 2 1,2,3
field eee ee eee eee eee eens -O. .-®@. 1,2
FLAME 6... eee eee eee ..0. .@. 3

profile.and_level_indication ...je.....)...... U; 8
escape Dit wo... cece eee eee Ovseeslee sees U; 1 0
profile 0.0... . cece e eee eee Ore e vale ee eee U! 3 4,5
level ......... Leese eee eens Ove ealeeeaae Ul} 4 8,10

progressive_frame ............ re ee Oe Ui 1 0,1
progressive.sequence ......... @.... fee eee Ui 1 0,1
quantiser_scale_code .......see fe OO el. eee Ul 5 1,...,31
q-scale_type 0.0.0.0... cece eae Pe @ ele eae U; 1 0,1
repeat_first_field ............., Gee efe eee Ul! 1 0,1
TESETVEd 2... eee eee eee ee eee aee Ul! 7 ‘0000000’

reserved_bits ............0.005 Le @ epee eee U| 7 ‘0000000’

sequence.end_code ........... @. 6... @.. ce B} 32|0x000001B7
sequence_header.code ........ @..... @..... B} 32 |0x000001B3
slice_start_code 1 ............. .@. a B} 32|0x00000101

vee .@. .e. B| 32|0x000001xx

slice_start.code 175 .......... .@. 7 B} 32 |Ox000001AF| .
slice_vertical_position ...... ee rr Ul! 8 1,...,175

slice_vertical_position_ext. ....]...@..).....0. U!| 3 0
sub_carrier .........ce cece eens -@. ele eee LU] 1 0,1
sub-_carrier_phase ............ L@e ele eee Ui 8 0,...,255
subsequent DCT coefficients . |... .. @.. ee. V|3-24
temporal_reference ........... are U| 10|O,...,1023
time_code ............. eee eee Oe cele eee Bi 25

drop_frame_flag ............ U} 1 0,1
time_code.hours ........... U
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video data element name|__set used [dt|#of| — value
[ vepsmbivgpsmb bits range

time_code_minutes tor weale eee. U; 6 0,...,59
marker_bit ........... ioreer B; 1 ‘1?

time_code_seconds ....].o..../...... Ul; 6 0,...,59
time_code_pictures ... ).0....)...... Ul 6 0,...,59

top-_field_first ........... Weel e wwe U| 1 0,1
transfer_characteristics ..je....-;...... U; 8 1,2,4,5,6,7,8
user_data ......... cece eeoe...,...... -|8 0,...,255
user_data_start_code .... |eee...jeee...|B; 32|0x000001B2

ViAKIS 6. ccc eee eee eee eee PW ele eee Ul 1 0,1
vbv_buffer_size_extension je....-)...... Ul 8 0,...,255

vbv_buffer_size_value ..../@.....)...... U!{ 10 0,...,1023
vbvidelay ........6..065 1 @e ele eee U! 16 |0,...,0xFFFF
vertical_size_extension .. j@...../...... Ul 2 0

vertical_size.value ...... @. oe ele eee Ul| 12|2,4,...,576
vertical_size .......... Oveeae 6 @ee 2,4,...,076

|video_format Lene eens ee U; 3 0,...,5

 

 
 
 
 

  

 

data element type 

 
 
 

original pseudo-
code mnemonic 

 

summary
chart   

bit string, left bit first

 
 
 

bslbf

signed integer, most significant bit first simsbf
unsigned integer, most significant bit first uimsbf

variable-length code, left bit first viclbf
fixed 1-bit y 
  fixed 0-bit ‘0’

Table 10.29: Data types in the MPEG-2 video bitstream. .
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-

 11

Motion Compensation

A key element in MPEG inter compression is motion compensation. In
inter compression the pels in a region of a reference picture (or pictures) are
used to predict pels in a region of the current picture. Differences between
the reference picture and the current picture are then coded to whatever
accuracy is affordable at the desired bitrate. If there is motion, some parts
of the image used for prediction may beshifted relative to the current image,
and motion compensation is used to minimize the effects of these shifts.

In this chapter we look at motion compensation from the decoder’s point
of view. The motion vector data elements have already been decoded from

the bitstream as described in Chapter 8, and now must be converted into
horizontal and vertical motion displacements.

Chapter 12 describes how the motion displacements are used in the pel
reconstruction process. Motion estimation, the process by which the encoder
selects these motion vectors, is discussed in Chapter 13.

11.1 Motion in sequences of pictures O

The pictures in moving picture sequences often have large regions in which
very small changes occur from onepictureto the next in the sequence. The
picture-to-picture correlation in these regions is very high and any reasonable
video compression scheme should take advantage of this. Obviously, there
are usually some changes from picture to picture, or we would only have to
send thefirst picture of the sequence. Changes are caused by a numberof
different mechanisms, among them noise, scene lighting, and motion.

If the only difference from one scene to the next is random noise, perhaps
from video amplifiers, the most logical choice for prediction of a given region
would be a region with the same spatial coordinates in the reference picture.
Since we are dealing with lossy compression in which distortions too small

237
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238 MPEG VIDEO COMPRESSION STANDARD

to be visible may be ignored, small differences due to noise can often be
ignored and the region can be copied from the reference picture without
modification. Only a few bits are needed to tell the decoder that there are
no changes in these regions.

Relative change from one picture to the next can be caused by camera
motion such as panning or vibration, and even by instabilities in video syn-
chronization. In this case the motion is often describable by a single motion
vector, a horizontal and vertical displacement of the image from onepicture
to the next. More generally, however, relative motion also occurs, either
because of movement of objects within the scene, motion of the camera, or
changes in scene lighting that might cause shadows to shift. The general
case is therefore best served by individual motion vectors for a multiplicity
of regions within the picture.

Relative motion within a picture gives rise to many interesting technical

problems. For example, consider the relatively simple case of rigid body
motion of an object in a picture: The motion of a rigid body has six degrees
of freedom, three for spatial translations and three for rotational motions.
Deformable bodiesare less easily analyzed; multiple objects, camera motion,

_ andscene lighting changes introduce further complications. Although there —
. is.a significant bodyofliterature on modeling of motion, analysis of uncon-

ined scenes captured under unconstrained conditions is well beyond the

nt state of the art.
: In.a video sequence, the scene is projected through a lens onto a two-

- dimensional array of sensors, and captured at discrete time intervals. Real
motion becomes apparent motion, in which the eye perceives motion as it

: views the sequenceof still pictures. In each still picture the motion can
be described by a two-dimensional array of motion vectors that give dis-
placements relative to a reference picture in the sequence. If good values

of these displacements are available, pels in the reference picture can be
used to predict the current picture. Figure 11.1 illustrates this for MPEG
‘P-pictures.

To paraphrase a famous quotation, no model of scene motion can ac-
curately predict all of the regions all of the time. The complexities of the
motion, and problems such as uncovering background for which there is no
prior knowledge make this virtually impossible. The real role of motion
compensation is to improve the coding efficiency by improving the predic-
tion from the reference picture. Prediction is always followed by further

information, even if this information only serves to tell the decoder that the
prediction requires no corrections.
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P-picture

reference picture time
for forward prediction

 

Figure 11.1: P-picture motion vector displacements. Positive displacements
in the reference picture are to the right and down,relative to the macroblock
being coded.
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240 MPEG VIDEO COMPRESSION STANDARL

11.2 Motion compensation in MPEG-10

Since pictures are rectangular arrays of pels, it is convenient to describe
motion vectors in terms of horizontal and vertical displacements. Hopefully,
the displacements are those that give the best match between a given region
in the current picture and the correspondingdisplaced region in the reference
picture. The main technical issues in using motion vectors are the precision
of the motion vectors, the size of the regions assigned to a single motion
vector, and thecriteria used to select the best motion vector value. Note that
the decoder simply decodes the motion vectors; the processing to determine
the motion vector values is done entirely in the encoder.

Thesize of the region assigned to a single motion vector determines the
number of motion vectors that are needed to describe the motion. A trade-

off must be made between the accuracy in predicting complex motion in the
picture and the expense of transmitting the motion vectors. In addition,if
statistical methods are used to select the optimal motion vectors, the size
of the region used to generate the match criterion will affect the variance in
the criterion.! Smaller regions require more complex estimation techniques
incorporating techniques such as noise smoothing. Indeed, if the regions
approach a single pel in size, the techniques developed for pel-recursive

. motion estimation [MPG85] become more and morerelevant.

 

 
 

 
In MPEG the size of the region is a macroblock and the same values

for’ the motion displacements are used for every pel in the macroblock. An
ViPEG-1 macroblock has four luminance blocks and two chrominanceblocks;

le the same motion displacement information is used for all blocks, the

tualdisplacement must be scaled to reflect the differing resolutions for
luminance and chrominance.

Precision of the motion vectors is another important variable. Intuitively,
. motion vector displacements should beto at least integer pel precision, but
higher precision may be desirable in many instances. The issue hereis
accuracy of prediction versus the cost of transmitting higher-precision dis-
placements. In MPEG-1the precision of the motion vectors may beeither
full pel or half-pel, and is selected by bits in the picture header. Girod
[Gir93] presents arguments suggesting that quarter-pel precision is nearly

optimum. However, the optimality is broad, and half-pel precision appears
- to be almost as good.

If fractional-pel motion vectors are used, there is the question of how the
prediction is made when the displacement is a fractional pel value. Bilinear
interpolation is perhaps the simplestfilter to use, but more complexfilters
using a larger surrounding region are known to be more accurate. In this

‘Typically, the regions consist of a uniform grid of rectangular blocks of pels and the
search for the best match is called block matching.
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case, the issue is simplicity versus performance, and MPEG opts for the
simplicity of bilinear interpolation.

The size of the region to which the motion vector applies is also im-
portant. In MPEG-1 a single set of displacements is applied to the entire
macroblock, a choice which is convenient but not necessarily optimal; in
MPEG-2 a finer granularity is also allowed.”

Becauserelatively uniform motion over large areas of the picture is quite
common, motion vectors of adjacent regions are usually highly correlated.
This is true even when the regions are as large as the 16x16 pel macroblocks
of MPEG.For this reason MPEG motion vectors are coded differentially,
the prediction being derived from the motion vector for the preceding mac-
roblock.

A number of techniques may be used to estimate the motion vectors.
For most of the MPEG developmental testing, a full search of the predicting
image was used to find the best motion vector, the criterion for best match
being the minimization of éither the mean absolute distortion (MAD) or
the mean square error (MSE.° Other best-match criteria and other search
strategies that are computationally more efficient than the full search may
be used. It is also possible to use optical flow techniques to derive the
motion vectors, and one might even do trial encodings to find the match
which gives the minimum number of coded bits. Pragmatically, this last
approach, albeit computationally intensive, is guaranteed to give the best
coding performance.

11.3 P-picture motion-compensated prediction ®

P-pictures use forward motion-compensated prediction, so named because
the pel predictions are projected forward in time from an earlier I- or P-
picture in the sequence. Each macroblock has a motion vector associated
with it. Since motion vectors tend to be highly correlated from macroblock
to macroblock, the horizontal or vertical motion vector displacement, MD, is
predicted from the corresponding motion vector displacement of the preced-
ing macroblockin theslice, and only the difference, dMD, is coded. Thus, if
PMD is the previous macroblock motion vector displacement,

aMD = MD — PMD . (11.1)

? Another possibility is to fit a surface to the motion displacement information, thereby
allowing for individual interpolated displacements for each pel in the macroblock. Unless
the coding efficiency gains were very large, it would be difficult to justify this additional
complexity. . '

3From a performance point of view, these two criteria are similar, but reasons are given
in Chapter 13 for preferring MAD.

‘But not the best rate-distortion.
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This equation holds for both horizontal and vertical displacements.
The following rules apply to motion vector coding in P-pictures:

The predicted motion displacements are reset to zero at the start of
a slice.

The predicted motion displacements are reset to zero after a mac-
roblock is intra coded.

The predicted motion displacements are reset to zero when the mac-
roblock is skipped.

The predicted motion displacements are reset to zero when macro-
block_motion_forward is zero.

Because of subsampling of chrominance relative to luminance the
relationship of MD to pel displacements depends on which component
is being coded.

  
Within a given picture the displacements are either to full pel or
half-pel precision, as defined in the picture header.

Motion displacement values that fall outside of the reference picture
‘are not permitted.

- By definition, a positive horizontal displacement means that the area
‘the reference picture is to the right, relative to the current macroblock
sition. Similarly, a positive vertical displacement means that the area in

nereference picture is below, relative to the current macroblock position.
Figure 11.1 illustrates these conventions. The reference picture precedes the
current picture in time, and the motion vectors are therefore forward motion

- vectors. The sign conventions are natural for hardware implementation, in
that positive is forward in time for normal raster scan video signals.

 
 
 
 

f

11.4 B-picture motion-compensated prediction ®

B-pictures may use either forward or backward motion-compensated pre-
diction or both. In backward motion-compensated prediction the reference
picture occurs later in the sequence. Figure 11.2 illustrates the sign con-
ventions for backward motion vectors. Note that the sign conventions for
displacements are always relative to the current picture, independent of the
direction in time.

Forward motion-compensated prediction in B-pictures is done much the
same as in P-pictures, except for different rules for resetting the predicted
value of the motion vector.
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reference picture

for backward prediction

B-picture

reference picture
for forward prediction

 

Figure 11.2: B-picture motion vector displacements. In both reference pic-
tures positive displacements are to the right and down,relative to the mac-
roblock being coded.
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244 MPEG VIDEO COMPRESSION STANDARD

Backward motion-compensated prediction in B-pictures is done in ex-
actly the same manner as forward motion-compensated prediction in B-
pictures, except that the reference picture is an I- or P-picture that occurs
later in the sequence. Among other things, backward motion-compensated
prediction provides a meansof predicting uncovered background.

In B-pictures the following rules apply:

The predicted motion displacementsare reset to zero at the start of
a slice.

The predicted displacements are reset to zero after a macroblock is
intra coded.

In skipped macroblocks the motion displacements are predicted from
the preceding macroblock in theslice.

When motion.vector_forwardis zero, the forward motion displace-
ments are predicted from the preceding macroblock in theslice.

When motion_vector_backward is zero, the backward motion dis-
‘placements are predicted from the preceding macroblock in theslice.

The motion-compensated prediction is obtained from either an I- ot
_ a P-picture that occurs earlier in coded order in the sequence; B-

.. pictures may not be used as a predictive reference.

' Beeause of subsampling of chrominance relative to luminance the
.. relationship of MD to pel displacements depends on which component

-is being coded.

“Within a given picture the displacements areeither to fullpel or half
pel precision, as defined in the picture header.

Motion displacement values that fall outside of the reference picture
are not permitted.

Both forward and backward motion-compensated prediction may be used
simultaneously to give interpolated motion-compensated prediction. The
prediction, pel, is a simple average of the pel values from the forward
(pel_for) and backward (pel_back) motion-compensated reference pictures.
Thus, for the [i] [j]th element:

pel{i[j] = (pet£or[i]{j]+ petback{s}{j))//2 (11.2)
where the // means that the quotient is rounded up to the nearest integer
when the pel sum is odd.
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CHAPTER 11. MOTION COMPENSATION 245

header parameter set in number of displacement
header bits parameter

full_pel_forward_vector P 1 precision
forward_f_code - Pp 3 range
full_pel_backward_vector Pp I precision
backward_f_code P. 3. range

motion_horizontal_forward_code mb VLC principal
motion_horizontal_forward.r mb forward_r_size|residual

motion_vertical_forward_code mb VLC principal
motion.vertical_forward_r mb forward_r_size|residual  

 
Table 11.1: Header parameters for motion vector computation: “p” stands
for picture header; “mb” for macroblock header.

A possible reason for using interpolated motion-compensated prediction
is to average the noise in the two reference pictures, thereby improving
the prediction. This is, perhaps, one of the reasons why MPEG does not
temporally weight the average in favor of the reference picture that is closer
in time to the current picture.

11.5 Generic motion displacements 0

Theprecision and range of motion vectors are set by several parameters in
the picture header (see Section 8.5). For P-pictures the one-bit parameter
full_pel_forward_vector sets the precision (1=full pel, 0=half pel), and
forward_f.code sets the range. For B-pictures, the forward parameters
are followed by an equivalent set of parameters for backward motion vector
displacements.

In addition to the picture header parameters, differential motion vec-
tor displacements are transmitted for each macroblock, if the macroblock -
type is appropriate (see Section 8.7). Table 11.1 lists the various motion
displacement parameters in the picture and macroblock headers.

Since forward and backward displacements are handled identically, we
use the generic parameters listed in Table 11.2 in our discussion in the
next section on the decomposition of the motion vector displacements into
principal and residual parts.

11.6 Displacement principal and residual®

To code a motion displacement, MPEG decomposesit into two parts, a prin-
cipal part and a residual. In this section we treat all motion displacements
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generic name full data element names | range
full_pel_vector|full_pel_forward_vector 0,1full_pel_backward_vector |
f_code forward_f_code 1,...,7

backward_f_code
r_size forward_r_size

backward_r_size

f forward_f 1,2,4,8,16,32,64
backward_f

motion_code motion_horizontal_forward_code -16,...,+16
motion_vertical_forward_code
motion_horizontal_backward_code

motion_vertical_backward_code

wmhotion_r motion_horizontal_forward_r

mnotion_vertical_forward_r

motion_horizontal_backward_r

motion_vertical_backward_r

LY. compliment _horizontal_forward_r
compliment_vertical_forward_r
compliment _horizontal_backward_r
compliment_vertical_backward_r

  
Table 11.2: Generic names for motion displacement parameters. 
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as signed integers. The interpretation of these integers in terms of full or
half pel displacements comeslater.

The principal part, which we designate by dMD,, is a signed integer
given by the product of motion_code andascaling factor,f:

dMD, = notion_code x f (11.3)

where (by definition) motion_codeis an integer in the range {—16,..., +16}
coded in the bitstream by méans of a VLC, and thescaling factor, f, is a
powerof two given by:

f = Q*-Size (11.4)

The exponent, r_size, is an integer, and is related to the picture header
parameter, f_code, by:

r_size = f_code—1 (11.5)

Since f_code is a three-bit parameter with values in the range {1...7},
r_size has values in the range {0...6}, and f therefore is a power of 2 in
the range {1,2,4,...64}.

The residual, r, is by definition, a positive integer, but is defineda little
differently than one might expect:

r = |dMD,| — |aND| (11.6)

With this definition, |dMD,| must be > |dMD|. The value of r is coded in
the bitstream by concatenating the ones-complement of r, motion.r, to the
VLC for motion_code. From the definition of the ones-complement operator,
motion_r is related to r by:

motion_r =(f—1)—r (11.7)

where f — 1 creates a bit string of length r_size with all bitsset. -
The value of £ must be chosen such that for the largest positive or

negative differential displacement to be coded in the picture

-(16xf)<aMD<(16x#) (11.8)
The smallest f that satisfies these criteria should be used. The reason for

the positive bound magnitude excluding the value (16 x £) will be discussed
in Section 11.7.

Note that the values of dMD used in Equation 11.8 may or may not be the
largest actual displacements. For example, if the constrained_parameters_

'Defining f.code stich that a value of 0 is illegal is done to prevent accidental start
code emulation.
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r_size motion_r

0 0

  
Table 11.3: Range of motion_r as a function of f_code.

flagis set in the video sequence header, f may not exceed 8. Encoders may
also choose to handle very large displacements suboptimally in order to
obtain better coding efficiency for small displacements.

Given the value of f, the motion_codefor the differential displacement
of a macroblockis given by:

 ‘dMD + Sign(dMD) x (f — 1) (11.9)motion_code = ;
"where the rounding is such that motion_code x f > dMD.

_ The way f and r are defined make motion_code values of zero special.
- I dependent of the value of f, when motion_code=0, there is no residual. 
 

 
re is also no residual when f=1. In this respect the coding of motion
ors is done exactly as in H.261. Indeed, compatibility with H.261 was a

ey influence in shaping-the MPEG motion vector coding. MPEG, however,
allows for much larger motion vectors, reflecting the more diverse nature of

 

the:video sources that must be coded.
Table 11.3 tabulates the differential motion displacement parameters,{llustrating how the values are interlinked.

_ The decoder must reconstruct the value of dMD from motion_code,f,
and r. If we solve for dMD using Equations 11.6 and 11.3, we get:

dMD = motion_code x f — Sign(motion_code) x r (11.10)

This is added to PMD to get the current motion displacement. Note, however
that the modulo calculation described in the following section must be used
to keep the motion displacements within the prescribed range.

11.7 Wraparound of motion displacements 0

Normally, a differencing operation such as in Equation 11.1 requires that
dMD be one bit greater in precision than MD and PMD. However, a remapping
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For this case, f is 4.
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[motion_codef£|motion_code xf r aMD| PMD MD|

+17 4 a} 2} 42) +63] -63
+1 4 4 3] +1) +63|-64

0 4 0 0 0|+63 63
-1 4 -4 3 -1|+63 62

+2 4 8 3|+5 10 15

+1 4 4 0; +4 10 14

+1 4 4 1] +3 10 13

+1 4 4 2(| +2 10 12

+1 4 4 3, +1 10 11
0 4 0 0 0 10 10

-1 4 -4 3 ~l 10 9

-l 4 ~4 2 -2 10 8

-l 4 -4 1 +3 10 7

-1 4 -4 0 -4 10 6

~2 4 8; 8 -5 10 5

+1 4 4 2); 42} -64) -62

+1 4 4 38; +1) -64] -63
0 4 0 0 0} -64) -64

i -1 4 3-4 | -1|+64) +63

Table 11.4: Examples of wraparound modulo calculation for r.size = 2.
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[" motion vector

temporal|spatial pel
displacement direction|direction|precision
right_for forward horizontal|full
righthalftor|forward horizontal|half
right_back backward|horizontal|full
right_half_back|backward|horizontal|half
down_for forward vertical full

down_half-_for forward vertical half

down_back backward|vertical full

down_-half_back|backward|vertical

  
 

Table 11.5: Derived motion vector displacements.

of values by modulo 32 x f (with the zero point shifted by 16 x f£) is used
to keep the precisions the same. The remapping calculation is as follows:

MD = {(PMD + dMD + 16 x £)%(32 x f)| -16 xf (11.11)

           
- where% signifies the modulo operation. If the original arithmetic does not

overflow the modulo range, the remapping has noeffect. A few numerical
‘examples in Table 11.4 illustrate this.

-A rule that is equivalent to Equation 11.11 is as follows: Whenever the
alue of MD is below the minimum allowed value, 32 x f is addedto it;

énever the value of MD is greater than the maximum allowed value, 32 x f
‘is subtracted from it.

_ A careful reader may have noticed a slight problem at this point. If the
rangeis truly from —16 x f to +16 x f, why is the value PMD = +63 used
- “in. Table 11.4 for the maximum positive PMD? In fact, neither differential

- motion displacements nor motion displacements exactly equal to 16 x f are
allowed (See Equation 11.8.). Therefore, for the example in Table 11.4,
motion vector displacements from -64 to +63 are allowed. A displacement
of +64 is not allowed, because it is exactly equal to 16 x £. A motion_code
value of +16 is legal, however, provided that the residual is not zero.

In general, MD and dMD values are restricted to the range min to max,
where min = —16 x f and max = (16 x f) -1.

 
 

 
 

 
 

11.8 Coding and decoding of motion vectors 0

Depending on whether the computation is for B- or P-pictures, the motion
vector calculation produces up to four displacements. As tabulated in Ta-
ble 11.5, these four displacements correspond to two temporal prediction
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directions (forward and backward in time) and two displacement directions
(horizontal and vertical). In addition, there are two displacement precisions,
full pel and half pel. Furthermore, because the resolution of chrominance
blocks is lower, the interpretation depends on whether the block in question
is luminance or chrominance.

The parameters used to derive displacements in the decoder come from
the picture header and the macroblock header. Table 11.1 lists these pa-
rameters. Note that picture_type and macroblock_type determine when
these parameters are present in the bitstream.

The MPEG standard provides four separate, interleaved, pseudocode
procedures for computing the four spatial and temporal combinations of
motion displacements. However, the procedures that determine the motion
displacementsare identical for all four cases, and we have therefore replaced
them with a single pseudocode function call. Just as in the preceding sec-
tions, the names given by MPEG to variables are shortened to the simpler

generic nameslisted in Table 11.2 by deleting forward/backward and hori-
zontal/vertical from the compound namesused in the standard.

11.8.1 Decoding motion displacements ®

Depending on which bits are set in macroblock_type, the macroblock may
contain information about both forward and backward motion vectors, either
forward or backward alone, or no motion vector information at all.

If any motion vector information is decoded (see Section 8.7 in Chap-
ter 8), the actual motion displacements must be calculated. A generic pro-
cedure for doing this, motion_displacement() is shown in Figure 11.3.6
The parameters required for the call to this procedure are the motion dis-
placement prediction, PMD, and the decoded parameters, motion.code and
motion_r. The end result of the calculation is the new motion displace-
ment, MD. Note that for all conditions where motion_r is not present in the
bitstream, the first test in this procedure will set motion_r to Zero.

At the end of this procedure, MD is simply a signed integer representing
either full pel or lalf-pel displacement units. This is specified in the picture
header for the motion displacement being calculated.

11.8.2 Forward motion vectors 9

Given that the macroblock header has been decoded, a decoder must cal-
culate motion vector displacements for each temporal and spatial direc-
tion coded for the macroblock. Figure 11.4 contains the pseudocode func-
tion, motion_forward(), that sets up parameters for the call to motion_
displacement for forward motion displacements. ,

®This procedure is similar to the procedure defined in MPEG-2.
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motion_displacement() {

MPEG VIDEO COMPRESSION STANDARD

if ((f==1) || (motion_code==0)) { /* if minimum scale or dMD=0 ¥*/
dMD=motion_code /* no motion_r, so set to motion_code*/

else { /* else residual part is sent */
dMD=1+f* (ABS (motion_code)-1);/* scale VLC coded value of dMD */

r=motion_r; /* compute residual of dMD */
dMD=dMD + r; /* compute |dMD| from scale, residual*/
if (motion_code < 0) /* if motion_code negative, then +/

daMD=-dMD; /*  dMD is negative */
} /* end else residual part is sent */
MD=PMD+dMD; /* compute MD from dMD, previous MD */
range=32*f ; /* compute range */
if (MD>max) /* if greater than max MD allowed */

MD=MD-range; /* remap to value within range */
if (MD<min) /* if less than minimum MD allowed=*/

MD=MD+range; /* remap to value within range */
/* end motion_displacement() function*/

Figure 11.3: Pseudocode for calculating a motion displacement.

ion_forward() { /* calculate forward MD values
/* calculate horizontal motion displacement

* PMD=recon_right_for_prev; /* set horizontal MD prediction
_ -fshorizontal_forward_f; /* set horizontal f value

 ‘motion_r=horizontal_forward_motion_r; /* set motion_r
-motion_displacement(); /* calc. horizontal MD and PMD
'“recon_right_for_prev=MD; /* save prediction

recon_right_for=MD; /* set horizontal motion displ.

/* calculate vertical motion displacement
PMD=recon_down_for_prev; /* set vertical MD prediction
f=vertical_forward_f; /* set vertical £ value
motion_r=vertical_forward_motion_r; /* set motion_r

motion_displacement (); /* calc. vertical MD and PMD
recon_down_for_prev=MD; /* save prediction
recon_down_for=MD; /* set horizontal motion displ.

*/

*/

*/

*/

*/

*/ *

*/

*/

*/

*/

*/

*/

*/

*/

*/

Figure 11.4: Pseudocodefor calculating forward motion displacements.
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motion_backward() f{ /* calculate backward MD values ¥*/

/* calculate horizontal motion displacement , */
PMD=recon_right_back_prev; /* set horizontal MD prediction */
f=horizontal_backward_f; /* set horizontal f value */

motion_r=horizontal_backward_motion_r; /* set motion_r */

motion_displacement(); /* calc. horizontal MD and PMD */
recon_right_back_prev=MD; /* save prediction */
recon_right_back=MD; /* set horizontal motion displ. */

/* calculate vertical motion displacement . */
PMD=recon_down_back_prev; /* set vertical MD prediction */
f=vertical_backward_f; /* set vertical f value */
motion_r=vertical_backward_motion_r; /* set motion_r */

motion_displacement() ; /* calc. vertical MD and PMD */
recon_down_back_prev=MD; /* save prediction */
recon_down_back=MD; /* set vertical motion displ. */

Figure 11.5: Pseudocodefor calculating backward motion displacements.

11.8.3 Backward motion vectors 9

Figure 11.5, which applies to backward motion displacements, has exactly
the same structure as Figure 11.4.

11.8.4 P- and B-picture motion vectors ®

At this point we have laid the groundwork for the processing of P-picture
macroblocks (Figure 11.6) and B-picture macroblocks (Figure 11.7). Note
that if macroblock_intrais set, the bits signaling forward and backward
motion vector coding must be clear. Note also that the rules-for when to

clear the motion displacementpredictionsaredifferent for B- and P-pictures. -

11.8.5 Calculating displacements for Y and CO

Because the resolution of chrominanceis a factor of 2 lower both horizon-
tally and vertically, the results of the motion vector computation are also
dependent on whether the block in question is luminance or chrominance.
Defining YMD as the motion displacement for luminance,

YHF=MD & 1; _ /* set half-pel flag for luminance=+*/
YMD=MD >> 1; /* whole pel motion displacement */

where if YHF is set, interpolation of the prediction will be needed.
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motion_displacement_P() { /* calculate P-picture MDs */
if (macroblock_motion_forward) { /* if motion vectors coded ¥*/

motion_forward();

} else f /* no forward motion vectors */

recon_right_for=0; /* clear motion displacement x/
recon_down_for=0; /* clear motion displacement */
recon_right_for_prev=0; /* clear prediction */
recon_down_for_prev=0; /* clear prediction x/

}

if (full_pel_forward_vector) f{ /* double values if full pel */
recon_right_for=recon_right_for<<1;
recon_down_for=recon_down_for<<1;

Figure 11.6: Motion vector coding for P-pictures.

Similarly, for chrominance we define CMD as the motion displacement
and CHF as the half-pel flag signaling that interpolation is needed. Then, for
chrominance: _

CHF=(MD/2) & 1; /* set half-pel flag for chrominance */
’. ,CMD=(MD/2) >> 1; /* whole pel motion displacement */
 

 
 

For horizontal forward or backward. motion vectors, the displacement to
‘right from the macroblock in the current picture to the predictive area

in. the reference picture is:

right_half_for=YHF or right-half_for=CHF
right .for=YMD or right_for=CMD

’ Note that by convention, displacements to the right are positive, whereas
displacements to the left are negative.

For vertical forward or backward motion vectors, the displacement down
from the current picture to the reference picture is:

down_half_for=YHF or down_half_for=CHF

down_for=YMD or down_f or=CMD

Displacements down are positive and displacements up are negative.

11.9 Strategies for determining motion vectors ®

One of the many difficult tasks the encoder must perform is determining
the motion vectors that are transmitted to the decoder. Chapter 13 will
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motion_displacement_B() f /* calculate B-picture MDs
if (macroblock_intra) { /* if intra-coded macroblock

recon_right_for_prev=0; /* clear motion predictions
recon_down_for_prev=0;

| ; recon_right_back_prev=0;

recon_down_back_prev=0;
}

if (macroblock_motion_forward) /* if motion vectors coded

motion_forward();

} else { /* take prediction as-is
recon_right_for=recon_right_for_prev; /* pass pred. through
recon_down_for=recon_down_for_prev;

}

if (macroblock_motion_backward){ /* if motion vectors coded

motion_backward(); .

} else f{ /* take prediction as-is

recon_down_back=recon_down_back_prev;

if (full_pel_forward_vector) { /* double values if full pel
recon_right_for=recon_right_for<<1;
recon_down_for=recon_down_for<<1;

if (full_pel_backward_vector){ /* double values if full pel
recon_right_back=recon_right_back<<1;

recon_down_back=recon_down_back<<1;

Figure 11.7: Motion vector-coding for B-pictures.
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*/

*/

*/

*/

*/

*/

*/

*/

recon_right_back=recon_right_back_prev;/* pass pred. through*/

*/

*/
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discuss the strategies for doing this. Among the topics considered there is
the criterion for determining a best motion vector value, the precision of
motion vectors, the range of vector values, and fast search strategies.

The MPEGsyntaxalready provides a numberof constraints on the prob-
lem, however: The motion vector precision can only be half-pel or full pel.
The range of the motion vectors is constrained to +128 pels if the constrained
parameterbit is set. The motion vector is constant over the macroblock and
the macroblock is always 16x16 pels.

11.10 Motion compensation in MPEG-2 ®

Table 10.19 in Chapter10 lists the frame andfield motion types for MPEG-2.
As is seen in that table, motion types can be classified as frame or field, and
motion-compensated predictions are made from thefull frame or separately
from individual fields.

Aside from the direct analogs of MPEG-1 applied to the full macroblock
or to the two 168 sections of the macroblock (for the two interlaced fields) a
new class of motion-compensated prediction called dual-primeis introduced.
Dual-prime motion compensation applies only to interlaced video andis a

° way of averaging predictions from two adjacentfields of opposite parity when
coding a given field or frame.

 10.1 MPEG-2 motion vectors @

MPEG-2 ‘uses different names in its motion vector calculation. Table 11.6
lists the MPEG-2 and MPEG-1 full names along side our generic names.

- If there is a one-to-one map, the MPEG-2 full namé immediately precedes
: -each MPEG-1 full name. Otherwise, it precedes the set of MPEG-1 full

- names.

_ Figure 11.8 shows the MPEG-2 motion vectorcalculation. The param-
eters r, s, and t uniquely identify the motion vector being calculated. The
r index keeps track of whether this is the first (0), second (1), third (2),
or fourth (3) set of motion vectors. The s index is 0 for forward and 1 for
backward motion vectors. The t index is 0 for horizontal and 1 for vertical

motion vector components.

Frame prediction in frame pictures andfield prediction in field pictures
need only one set of motion vectors (r=0). Field prediction in frame pictures
and 16x8 MC prediction in field pictures need two sets of motion vectors
(r=0,1). The derived motion vectors in dual prime prediction create extra
motion vectors (r=2,3).. These derived motion vectors are created after
the calculation in Figure 11.8; therefore, in this calculation of the motion
displacement, PMV[r] [s] [t], the r index only has values of 0 and 1.
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full name 

dMD

257

 

delta

down_little or down_big
right_little or right_big

] MPEG-2 | MPEG-1 | _
 
 
 

 

    
 

 

 

 

  
 
 

  
. e

dmd dmvector e .

| dmd_h dmvector|0} . |.
dmd_v dmvector[1] e .

"~|f . |.backward_f e

forward_f | : . iL e |
f_code |code [0] [t] e ., forward_f.code . e

f_code[1] [t] e .
backward_f_code . . e

MD vector’ |r] [s}[0} , i .
recon_right_for . e
vector’ [r][s][1] e
recon_down_for . e

max high ° ; —
max . e

min low e .

min ‘[ | e| motion_code{motion_code[r] [0] [0] e |
motion_horizontal_forward_code : e

motion_code[r] [0] [1] e .
motion_vertical_forward_code . e

motion_code [r] [4] [0] e .
motion_horizontal_backward.code . e

motion_code[r] [1] [1] e ‘
motion_vertical_backward_code e

Bx prediction e
PMV{z]|[s][0] e
recon_right_for_prev e
PMV{z][s][1] e

| recon.down_for.prev | . | e

  
Table 11.6: (a) Generic names for MPEG-1 and MPEG-2 motion vector
terms.
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generic namejfull name’ MPEG-2|MPEG-1
r residual|r]|0](0] e

motion_horizontal_forward_r . e

residual |r] [0][1] eo.
motion_vertical_forward_r . )
‘residual|[rj{1][0] e
motion_horizontal_backward_r . e

residual |[r]{1]{1] e oo,
motion_vertical_backward_r . e

range range e .
32*backward_f . e

- 32*forward_f . e

| rsize r_size [ e .a backward_r_size . e
“| forward_r_size . e

YHF half_flag[0] | e .
CHF right_half.for . e

half_flag{1] e .

| down_half_for _ _}| @ ‘» | YMD int_vec|0| J e
-~ {CMD right_for . e
- int_vec[1] ° .

: down_for . e

 
Table 11.6: ‘(b) Generic names for MPEG-1 and MPEG-2 motion vector
terms. 
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motion_vector_calc(r,s,t) { /* from ISO/IEC 13818-2 7.6.3.1 */
r_size=f_code[s] [t] - 1; /* number of remainder bits */

f=1 << r_size; /* principle step size */ |
high=(16*f) -1; /* maximum MD allowed */
low=(~16) *£; /* minimum MD allowed */
range=32*f; /* allowed range */
if ((f==1) {| /* if f is 1 or motion_code is */ |

(motion_code[r] [s] [t]==0)) /* zero then no residual bits */ |
delta=motion_code[r][s][t]; /* dMD = motion_code */

else { /* else residual bits sent */
delta=1+f* (Abs (motion_code([r] [s] [t])-1); .

/* dMD=1+f£*(abs(motion_code)-1) */ delta=deltatmotion_residual[r] [s] [t]; /* dMD=dMD+r */

if (motion_code[r][s][t]<0)  /* if negative */
delta=-delta; /* — dMD=-dMD */

} /* end else residual bits sent +*/

prediction=PMV[r] [s] [t]; /* set PMD */
if ((mv_format=="field") && /* if field prediction */

(t==1) && /* of vertical component */
(picture_structure=="frame"))/* in frame picture then */

prediction=prediction DIV 2; /* halve vertical PMD */
7 vector’ [r] [s] [t]=prediction + delta; /* MD=PMD+dMD */

if (vector? [r][s] [t] < low) /* if MD less than min */

vector’ [r] [s] [t]=vector’ [r] [s] [t] + range; /* add 32*f */
if (vector’[r][s] [t] > high) /* if MD greater than max fs

: vector? [r] [s] [t]=vector’ [r] [s] [t] - range; /* subtract 32*f */
if (Gnv_format=="field") && /* if field prediction */

(t==1) && . /* of vertical component - . */
(picture_structure=="frame"))/* in frame picture of

PMV [r] [s] [t]=vector’ [r] [s] [t]*2; /* PMD=MD*2 */
else /* else no need to scale */

PMV[r] [s] [t]=vector’ (r][s][t];/*|PMD=MD */
} /* end motion_vector_calc() */

Figure 11.8: MPEG-2 motion vector calculation.  
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260 _ MPEG VIDEO COMPRESSION STANDARD

This code closely resembles the motion.displacement () function until
the mv_format==‘field’... test. MPEG-1 supports neither interlaced
video nor fields, and if the motion vectors are operating on fields of frame
pictures, the vertical prediction displacement has to be cut in half to match
to the field dimensions. (It is restored to frame dimensions before it is used
as a prediction for the next macroblock.)

11.10.2 MPEG-2 dual-prime prediction ®

In MPEG-2 main profile dual-prime motion-compensated prediction is only
used for P-pictures with no B-pictures between the P-picture andits refer-
ence picture. The constraint that there are no intervening B-pictures be-
tween the reference picture and the picture being coded guarantees a fixed
temporal relationship between the reference fields and the predicted fields.
Once the motion vector for a macroblock in a field of given parity is known

- relative to a reference field of the same parity, it is extrapolated or inter-
polated to obtain a prediction of the motion vector for the opposite parity
reference field. This prediction is adjusted by adding a small shift to account
for the half-pel vertical offset between the two fields. Then, the small hori-

zontal and vertical corrections (+1, 0, —1) coded in the bitstream are added.
In calculating the pel values of the prediction the motion-compensated pre-
dictions from the two reference fields are averaged, a process that tends to
reduce the noise in the data.

If a field picture is being coded, the coded motion vector always applies
to the referencefield of the same parity. Obtaining the motion vector for the
opposite parity field between the two fields always involves interpolation.

If a frame picture is being coded, the coded motion vector still applies
to the fields of the same parity, but a single vector is used for both fields.
Obtaining motion vectors for the opposite parity fields now involves both
interpolation and extrapolation, but the arithmetic is in other respects the
same.  , .

Two parameters, m and e; are used in the calculation of the motion vector
for the opposite parity field. m is determined by whether the prediction of
the second motion vector is obtained by interpolation (m=1) or extrapolation
(m=3). e is determined by the direction of the half-pel shift needed to align
the reference field to the field being coded.

Table 11.7 summarizes the values of m and e for valid combinations of

picture_structure, top_fieldfirst and the parity of the reference (for
the derived motion vector) and predicted fields. Note that the reference and
predicted fields always have opposite parity. If the coded horizontal and
vertical motion vector displacements are MD_h and MD-_v respectively, and the:
differential corrections are dmd_h and dmd_v, the calculated displacements for
the opposite parity field (denoted by a ’) are given by:
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picture_
structure

T ‘Ol’

 
 

 
 
 
 

top_field_
first

 
   
 

 

 
 
 

  

 
 
 
 

B ‘10’ -

frame ‘11’ no ‘0’

frame ‘11’ no ‘0’

frame ‘11’ yes ‘1’
frame ‘11’ yes ‘1’

Table 11.7: MPEG-2 dual prime scaling factor m and line shift e.

 
 

 

 

 
  

  

|generic name|full name|MPEG-2|MPEG-1 J
, ply|[x] (final prediction) e |

Ply][x] ari[x] epelfi . epel_pred_backward|[y] [x] e . +
pel_back{i]]j] . e
pel_pred_forward[y][x] e :
pel_for[i] {j] . e

Ref{y] [x] pel_refly] [x] e .
pel_future[i] [j] . e

| pel_past/[i] {j] . e

     
  

Table 11.8: Generic names for MPEG-1 and MPEG-2 prediction terms.

MD_h’= (m*MD_h)//2 + dmd_h; /* scale, halve, add dmd &/
MD_v’= (m*MD_v)//2 + dmd_v + e; /* scale, halve, add dmd, shift */

11.10.3  Motion-compensated predictions @

To form a prediction P[y] [x] for each sample in the prediction block, sam-
ples in the reference image are selected directly or created by interpolating
neighbors. Figure 11.9 shows the motion-compensated prediction calcula-
tion function described in our generic terms for the four combinationsof the
horizontal (HF_h) and the vertical (HF_v) half-sample flag values. If neither
flag is set (i.e., HF-h and HF_v both zero), then the prediction is just the
sample that is MD_h to the right and MD_h down in the reference image from
the point (y,x) where the prediction will be used, i.e. Reffy-++MD_v][k+MD-
h]. If the vertical half-sample flag is set and the horizontal flag is not set,
then the prediction comes from an interpolation (average) of the previous
reference sample (Ref [y+MD_v] [x+MD_h]) and the sample oneline below it
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mvpred_calc(y,x) { /* see ISO 13818-2 7.6.4 */
if (!HF_h) && (!HF_v) /* if none are half pel */

P[y] [x]=Ref[y+MD_v] [x+MD_h]; /* prediction offset by MD */
if (!HF_h) && (HF_v) /* if only vertical half pel */

P[y] [x]=(Ref[y+MD_v] [x+MD_h] /* then at x+MD_h average */
+ Ref [y+MD_vt+1] [x+MD_h])//2; /* vertical neighbors */

if (HF_h) && (!HF_v) /* if only horizontal half pel */
Ply] [x]=(Ref[y+MD_v] [x+MD_h] /* then at y+MD_v average */
+ (Ref [y+MD_v] [x+MD.h+1])//2; /* horizontal neighbors — */

if (HF_h) && (HF_v) /* if both axis are half pel */
Ply] [x]=(Reffy+MD_v] [x+MD_h] /* the sum four neighbors */
+ Ref [y+MD_v] {x+MD_h+1] /* and integer divide by 4 */
+ Ref [y+MD_vt1] [x+MD_h] /* with half values rounded */
+ Ref [y+MD_v+1] [x+MD_h+1])//4;/* up to nearest integer */

} ; /* end mvpred_calc(x,y) */
 

         
Figure 11.9: MPEG-2 motion vector prediction calculation.

(Ref [y+MD_v+1] [x+MD_h]). If only the horizontal half-sample flag is set,
- then a horizontal interpolation is needed. If both flags are set, then four

neighbors are summed and divided by four. The type of division (//) used
rounds the half-point up to the next larger integer. .
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12

Pel Reconstruction

Recent chapters have dealt with the MPEG-1 system syntax, video syntax,
- and motion-compensated prediction. All of these are necessary precursors to

the pel reconstruction process that actually creates the decoded pictures. To
reconstruct the pel values, the coefficients in each block must be dequantized
and the inverse DCT (IDCT) taken. Then, for nonintra blocks in P- and
B-pictures, the motion-compensated prediction must be added to theresults

of the IDCT. The pel reconstruction process in MPEG- 1 and MPEG-2is
the central topic of this chapter.

The IDCTis not rigidly standardized in. MPEG: rather, the standard re-
quires that the IDCT meet certain tolerances. The intent here is to prevent
the buildup of excessive differences between encoder and decoder IDCT out-
puts when a sequence has many P-pictures pictures between each I-picture.
The predictions of P-pictures are daisy-chained, and small differences be-
tween implementations then accumulate. [DCT mismatch, the term for this
effect, is a subtle problem. This chapter presents an analysis of the rather

different procedures used in MPEG-1 and MPEG-2 for reducing IDCT mis-.
match.

12.1 Intra-coded block dequantization 0

Figure 12.1 gives the invQ_intra() function, pseudocode for the dequanti-
zation (i.e., inverse quantization) for intra-coded blocks. (A mathematical
description of quantization and dequantization is given in Section 3.6.2.)
The flowchart corresponding to this procedure is shown in Figure 12.2. The
pseudocode converts from zigzag scan order to row-column,indexing almost
immediately, whereas the flowchart does that conversion as nearly the last
step. Both forms are valid.

Following the pseudocode in Figure 12.1 for all of the coefficients|in the
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invQ_intra() { /* from ISO/IEC 11172-2 2.4.4.1 */
/* reconstruct coefficients for blocks in intra-macroblock */
for (m=O; m<8; m++) { _ /* for horizontal index 0 to 7 */

for (n=0; n<8; n++) f /* for vertical index 0 to 7 */
i=scan{m] [n]; /* zigzag order index to, */
det_recon[m] {n]=

(2*dct_zz [i] *quantizer_scale*xintra_quant [m] [n])/16;
/* dequantize DCT coefficient */

if ((dct_recon[m] [n]&1)==0) /* if even value, oddify */
dct_recon[m] {n]=dct_recon[m] [n]-Sign(dct_recon[m] [n]);

/* -1 if positive, +1 if neg.*/ if (dct_recon [m] [n] >2047) /* if too large and positive */
dct_recon [m] [n] =2047; /* clamp to max range */

if (dct_recon{m] [n]<-2048) /* if too large and negative */
dct_recon [m] [n]=-2048; /* clamp to min range */

} , /* end for vertical index 0 to 7 */
} /* end for horizontal index 0 to 7 */
dct_recon[0] [0]=dct_zz[0]*8/* overrule calculation for DC coef. */

} /* end invQ_intra() function */

Figure 12.1: InvQ_intra() function.
 

invQ_intra’

det_recon[O][0}=det_zz[0]*8
i=1

 
 
 

 
 
 

? DC coefficient always quantized by 8 */
/* initiallize scan index with 1st AC coef. */ 

          
 

  

 
 

  

* if more AC coefficients */

.Q_scaled = quantizer_scale * intra_quant_zz{i] /* calculate scaled quantization *]
“1. “det_zz{ij = 2 * det_zz{i] * Q_scaled / 16 /* dequantize AC coefficient *

No 4 det_zz{i]&1=0? /* if even value, decrement toward zero */Yes

‘ det_zz{i] = det_zz{i] - Sign(det_zz[I]) /* Sign(v)=-1, 0 or 1 /

Adet_zz[i}>2047? /* if greater than maximum allowed /

/* clamp to maximum */

-det_z2li]<-2048? /* ifless than minimum allowed |es

(i]=-2048 /* clamp to minimum *]

det_recon[Mscan|ij][Nscan[i}] = det_zz[i] /* set value in 8x8 array */
* increment zigzag scan index */

   
i=i+1 ——___——_| j/ i i i

( Done )

Figure 12.2: Flowchart for invQ_intra() function.
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8x8 block, the zigzag-order index, i, for the mth column and nth row is
determined from the scan[m] [n] array. Then the coefficient at horizontal
index m and vertical index n is dequantized by multiplying the decoded
coefficient at zigzag index i, dct_zz(i], by the quantizer_scale and the
intra quantization matrix term, intra_quant, for that coefficient. Note that
in the intra-coded block dequantization process (see Section 3.6.2) there is
a multiplication by 2 and a truncation after division by 16.1 Then,if the
dequantized coefficient dct_recon[m] [n] is even,it is forced to the adjacent
odd integer value that is closer to zero. The process of guaranteeing that
all dequantized AC coefficients are odd is known as oddification. Later
sections in this chapter will explain in greater detail why “oddification” is
part of the reconstruction process. The dequantized coefficients are clamped
if necessary to the maximum (2047) and minimum (—2048) bounds.

In the last step in Figure 12.1, the dequantized DC coefficient, dct_
recon([0] [0], is simply eight times the quantized DC coefficient, overruling
the results from the loop above. Note that this recalculation of the DC

coefficient removes oddification and clamping for the DC term.

12.2 DC prediction in intra macroblocks ®

For intra-coded macroblocks all six blocks are always coded. The MPEG
standard presents individual pseudocode for the coefficient reconstruction
of the first luminance block, the subsequent luminance blocks, the Cr block,
and the Cb block. In this section we have revised those steps and cre-
ated function names to emphasize the commonality of everything except
the DC prediction during dequantization. The function invQ_intra() per-
forms the coefficient dequantization of individual blocks and was explained
in the previous section. Note that the decoded value of the DC coefficient
is a differential value, whereas the actual reconstructed dequantized value is
the sum of this differential value and the prediction.

Figure 12.3 gives a function for reconstructing the coefficients forthefirst:
luminance block in an intra-coded macroblock. It calls the invQ_intra()

function to dequantize the coefficients in the block. If the previous mac-
roblock was skipped, the DC coefficient prediction is 1024 (8128); oth-
erwise, the prediction, dct_dc_y_past is obtained from the last luminance
block in the previous macroblock. The prediction is added to the differen-
tial dequantized DC coefficient. The prediction for the DC coefficient for
the next block luminance block is the reconstructed DC coefficient in this
block. ,

1This dequantization process is exactly the same as truncation ‘after division by 8
without multiplication by 2. We assume that this presentation was chosen to stress the
similarity with the nonintra coded dequantization process where the multiplication by 2
is needed for the rounding operations.
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invQ_intra_YiQ f /* see ISO/IEC 11172-2 2.4.4.1 */

/* reconstruct coefficients for ist Y block in intra-macroblock */

invQ_intra() /* compute 8x8 invQ for ist Y block ¥*/
if ((macroblock_address - past_intra_address) >1)

/* if macroblocks skipped */
dct_recon [0] [0]=(128+*8)+dct_recon [0] [0];

_ /* add to default prediction */
else /* else previous block is prediction */

dct_recon[0] [0]=dct_dc_y_pasttdct_recon[0] [0];
/* add to prediction %*/

dct_dc_y_past=dct_recon[0][0];/* set prediction for next Y block*/
} /* end invQ_intra_Y1Q) function */

Figure 12.3: InvQ_intra_Yi() function.

invQ_intra_Ynext() { /* see ISO/IEC 11172-2 2.4.4.1 */
/* reconstruct coefficients for next Y block in intra-macroblock*/

invQ_intra() /* compute 8x8 invQ for Y block */
dct_recon[0] [0]=dct_dc_y_past+dct_recon[0] [0];

_ /* add to prediction */
dct_dc_y_past=dct_recon[0] [0]; /*set prediction for next Y block*/
: /* end invQ_intra_Ynext() function  ¥*/
 

Figure 12.4: InvQ_intra_Ynext() function.

] Figure 12.4 shows the invQ_intra_Ynext () function, a procedure for
. dequantizing the remaining luminanceblocks in an intra-coded macroblock.

After calling the dequantization function, invQ_intra(), the DC coefficient
from the previous luminanceblock is added to the differential dequantized
DC coefficient to give the reconstructed DC coefficient, dct-recon[0] [0].
This becomes the DC prediction for the next block.

Figure 12.5 lists invQ_intra_Cb(), a function that performs the coef-
ficient reconstruction for the Cb block of the macroblock. It is identical

to the inv@_intra_Y1(Q function except that if the previous block was not
skipped, the prediction has been saved from the previous Cb block in dct_
dc_cb_past and the final DC coefficient is saved for the next Cb block.

An examination of the pseudocode in Figure 12.6 for dequantizing the
Cr block will show that it is identical to Figures 12.3 and 12.5 with one —
exception: The prediction from the previous Cr block is saved in dct_dce_
cr_past and the DC coefficient is saved in the same variable.
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. :

invQ_intra_Cb() { /* see ISO/IEC 11172-2 2.4.4.1 +/
/* reconstruct coefficients for Cb block in intra-macroblock */

invQ_intra() /* compute 8x8 invQ for Cb block */
if ((macroblock_address - past_intra_address)>1)

/* if macroblocks skipped */
dct_recon [0] [0]=(128*8)+dct_recon[0] [0];

/* add to default prediction */
else /* else previous block is prediction */

dct_recon [0] [0]=dct_dc_cb_past+dct_recon [0] [0];
/* add to prediction */

dct_de_cb_past=dct_recon [0] [0];
/* set prediction for next Cb block +*/

} /* end invQ_intra_Cb() function © */

Figure 12.5: InvQ_intra_Cb() function. . |

invQ_intra_Cr() { /* see ISO/IEC 11172-2 2.4.4.1 */
/* reconstruct coefficients for Cr block in intra-macroblock */

invQ_intra() /* compute 8x8 invQ for Cr block */
if ((macroblock_address - past_intra_address)>1)

/* if macroblocks skipped ; */
dct_recon[0] [0]=(128*8)}+dct_recon[0] [0]; _

/* add to default prediction */
else /* else previous block is prediction */

dct_recon[0] [0]=dct_dc_cr_past+dct_recon[0] [0];
/* add to prediction */

dct_dc_cr_past=dct_recon [0] [0];
/* set prediction for next Cr block */

} /* end invQ_intra_Cr() function */

Figure 12.6: InvQ_intra_Cr() function.
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invQ_non_intra() /* from ISO/IEC 11172-2 2.4.4.2-3 */
/* dequantize coefficients in predictive-coded macroblock */
for (m=0; m<8; mt+t+) f{ /* for horizontal index 0 to 7 */

for (n=0; n<8; ntt+) { /* for vertical index 0 to. 7 */
i=scan{m] [n] ; /* zigzag order index */
dct_recon[m] fn] =(((2*dct_zz[i])+Sign(dct_zz{[i]))*

quantizer_scale*non_intra_quant [m] [n])/16;
/* round/scale/dequantize DCT coef. */

if ((dct_recon [nm] [n] &1)==0) /* if even value, oddify */
dct_recon[m] [n] =dct_recon[m] [n]-Sign(dct_recon[m] [n]);

/* -1 if positive, +1 if neg.*/
if (dct_recon [m] [n] >2047) /* if too large and positive */

dct_recon [m] [n]=2047; /* clamp to max range */
if (dct_recon[m] [n]<-2048) /* if too large and negative */

dct_recon [m] [n]=-2048; /* clamp to min range */
if (dcet_zz[i]==0) /* if quantized coef is zero */

dct_recon [m] [n]=0; /* force dequantized coef to zero */
} /* end for vertical index 0 to 7 */

} /* end for horizontal index 0 to 7 */
} /* end invQ_non_intra() function */

Figure 12.7: InvQnon_intra() function.

Since there is no DC coefficient prediction, the nonintra block dequantiza-
-tion procedure does not distinguish between luminance and chrominance
blocks or between DC and AC coefficients. Figure 12.7 gives pseudocode
for the dequantization of nonintra blocks, i.e., predictive-coded blocks. For
all. coefficients in the 8x8 block, the zigzag scan index, i, is determined and
the decoded coefficient, dct_zz[i], is dequantized. The quantizer_scale
scales the appropriate term from the nonintra quantizer matrix. Unlike the
intra-coded dequantization process, the Sign() function is used to movethe
doubled value a half-quantization interval away from zero before the scaling
and division by 16 with truncation toward zero.

The oddification and clamping is the same as for intra-coded blocks. A
test is made to guarantee that if the quantized coefficient is zero, the final
reconstructed coefficient remains zero.

Macroblocks can be skipped completely in predictive-coded pictures. In
that case dct_recon[m] [n]=0 for all m,n in skipped macroblocks and when
pattern_code[i]==0.
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12.4 IDCT mismatch®

Good compression of motion video sequences generally depends upon in-
ter coding to achieve the desired performance. Since inter-coded blocks are
added to previously reconstructed pels or data predicted from such pels, any
differences between the IDCT used in the encoderand the IDCT used in

the decoder will propagate until a block is intra coded. (see Figures 5.9 and
5.10 in Chapter 5). The difference between the encoder IDCT reconstruc-
tions and the decoder IDCTreconstructionsis called IDCT mismatcherror.
These discrepancies accumulate and, if not controlled, can become visible,
annoying distortions. This section discusses the IDCT mismatch problem
and the techniques used to control it.

The FDCT and IDCT calculations are theoretically perfectly matched.
An FDCTfollowed by an IDCT returns exactly the original input data, if
doneto infinite precision. Encoder quantization and variations in the FDCT
implementations create deviations from this perfect FDCT model. Once
the quantized coefficients are calculated, however, the Huffman encoding,
transmission, and eventual Huffman decodingare lossless processes. Thus,
all IDCT calculations start from the same quantized coefficients that the
encoder produced.” Differences between encoder FDCTs may makea big
difference in image quality, but have no effect.on IDCT mismatch.

There are two major causes of IDCT mismatch. Thefirst is the finite
precision nature of practical IDCT implementations. The second is that the
ideal IDCT will, under certain circumstances, provide outputs precisely at. .
N+0.5, where N is an integer. This makes the output particularly sensitive
to small differences between the finite precision arithmetic procedures and
rounding conventions.

12.4.1 IEEE Standard Specification for IDCT ®

The MPEGstandard could have fully specified the IDCT architecture and.
precision and thus eliminated the IDCT mismatch problem. Instead the
committee chose to follow the example set by the CCITT SGXV committee
in developing its H.261 teleconferencing standard. The numerical character-
istics of the 8x8 IDCT are required to meet tight criteria designed to keep
the additionalnoise introduced by mismatch between the encoder IDCT and
the decoder IDCT below the level of noticeable quality degradation. Occa-
sional forced intra coding is required to keep any errors from propagating
for too many pictures.

The MPEG documents specify IEEE Std 1180-1990, IEEE. Standard

Specifications for the Implementations of the 8x8 Inverse’ Discrete Cosine

*For the purposes of this chapter we will discount the possibility of transmission errors
or implementation errors resulting in errors in the decoded coefficients.
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Transform [IEE91]. The abstract of this document indicates that it is ex-
pected to be useful “in visual telephony and similar applications where the
8x8 IDCT results are used in a reconstruction loop.” The foreword indi-
cates that the specifications were developed in the CCITT committee and
sponsored by the IEEE Circuits and Systems Standards Committee as an
IEEE standard at the international committee’s request.

This standard gives a procedure for the accuracy measurement. Specific
code is used to generate random numbers and to create integer samples
in the range —L to +H. The data is then rearranged into 8x8 blocks.
Data representing 10,000 blocks are generated for (Z = 256, H = 255),
(L = H = 5), and (L = A = 300). For each 8x8 block the FDCTis executed
using at least 64-bit floating point accuracy. The transform coefficients are
rounded to the nearest integer and clamped to a range of —2048 to 2047.

Using the clamped transform coefficients as input, the IDCT is executed
for each block using at least 64-bit floating point accuracy. The output
is clipped to —256 to 255 to create the reference IDCT reconstructed pel
fe(v,y), where x,y = 0,...,7 and k = 1,...,10,000. This creates the
reference data for the test.

Then, using the proposed IDCT implementation, or an exact simulation
thereof, the IDCT is executed and the output clamped to —256 to 255 to
generate the test IDCT reconstructed pel f(y, x). For each of the 10,000
blocks and for each of the three ranges, calculate the peak, mean, and mean
square error between the reference and test data for each sample location in

the block. Then repeat the process is with opposite sign for every original
input pel.

The measured error (ex(y,z)) between the reference data and the test
data has to meet certain requirements:

At any pel location (y,z) in the 8x8 blocks, the pel ° peak error ppe(y, x)
magnitude should be less than or equal to 1.

The pel mean square error, pmse(y, x), at location (y, x) in the 8x8 blocks
should be less than or equal to 0.06.

The overall mean square error, omse(y, x), should beless. than or equal to
0.02.

The pel mean error, pme(y,x), magnitude at location (y,xz) in the 8x8
blocks should beless than or equal to 0.015.

The overall mean error, ome(y, x), magnitude should be less than or equal
to 0.0015. 

3We substitute ” pel” for ’pixel” to stay consistent with MPEGnotation.
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For all zero input, the test IDCT should generate all zero output.

The equations for these error terms are given in Equations 12.1 to 12.6.
a

ex(y, 2) = fe(y, 2) — fe(y, 2) (12.1)

ppe(y, x) = maz(le1(y,z)|, aeey le10,000(Y; x)|) , (12.2)

10,000

dX ey, 2)
k=1
= 2.

7 7 10,000 :

wd ye ely)
z=0y=0 k=1

= 12.omse(y, Z) 64,000 (12.4)
10,000

S- ex(y, 2)
. k=1 :
= 12.pme(y,2)=Et (12.5)
7 7 10,000

S° S° S° ex(y, x)
z=0y=0 k=1

= 12.ome(y, x) 64.000 (12.6)
Having specified the required accuracy, this IEEE standard goes further

to specify a solution to the problem when the output of the IDCTis exactly
N+0.5, where N is an integer. Assuming that only one coefficient is nonzero,
the 2-D IDCT in Equation 12.7 gives:

ite) = SUL
where the constant, C(y) (and C(v)) is given by:

C(u) =1/V2 ifu=0
Ciuy)=1  ifu>od

For » and v equal to zero or four, the equation reduces to

~ f(w,y) = (+1/8)F(u,v) (12.8)

 

If F(y, v) is equal to (8m+4), the roundingof the 0.5 can give m or m+1
depending upon tiny differences in precision. The solution proposed in the
JEEE standard is to avoid even values for F'(j, v). Hence, the oddification
rules used in MPEG-1. Section 12.8 explores the cases that lead to mismatch
in greater detail.
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F(p, v) cos [(22 + 1)2/16] cos [(2y + 1)v1/16] (12.7)|
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12.5 Limiting error propagation ®

To guarantee that IDCT mismatch errors do not propagate forever, mac-
roblocks must be intra-coded at least once every 132 P-pictures, a process
called forced updating. In practice, forced updating is rare; I-pictures are
commonly 10 to 20 pictures apart in order to simply image editing, fast
forward playback, fast reverse playback, and semirandom access.

12.6 H.261 and H.263 oddification ®

Oddification is not unique to MPEG-1. The CCITT SGXVspecialist group
XV extensively studied this problem as it developed the H.261 teleconferenc-
ing standard. [ITU93] Instead of a matrix of 64 quantization values, that
standard uses the same quantization value QUANTfor all coefficients in
the macroblock except intra DC coefficients. The following equations spec-
ify the reconstruction levels (REC) from the quantized coefficient LEVEL
transmitted in the H.261 bitstream.

        
REC = QUANT(2xLEVEL +1) if LEVEL > 0, QUANTodd(

QUANT(2x LEVEL — 1) if LEVEL <0, QUANTodd
QUANT(2xLEVEL+1)—-1 if LEVEL >0, QUANTeven
QUANT(2xLEVEL—1)+1 if LEVEL <0, QUANTeven |
0 if LEVEL=0

8x LEVEL if intra DC coefficient
 

on (12.9)
~ .The reconstruction values, REC, are clipped to a range of —2048 and 2047

- evenif this undoes the oddification.
' ".. QUANTranges in size from 1 to 31 and the stepsize is twice QUANT.
The +1 immediately following LEVEL introduces a dead zone around zero
for all coefficients except the intra DC coefficient; in MPEG-1 only the
nonintra coefficients have a dead zone. The —1 (for LEVEL positive and
QUANTeven) and the +1 (for LEVEL negative and QUANTeven) are
the oddification. In H.261 the parity of QUANTis sufficient to determine if
oddification is needed. The H.263 teleconferencing standard[ITU95] adopted
the same reconstruction equations, although it expresses them differently.

  
12.7 MPEG-2 pel reconstruction ®

MPEG-2 uses different names in its pel reconstruction calculation. Ta-

ble 12.1 lists the MPEG-1 and MPEG-2 full names next to a descriptive
phrase. If there is an equivalency, the MPEG-1 and MPEG-2 namesare on
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Y DC predictor
Cb DC predictor
Cr DC predictor
DC coefficient

VLD output (1-D)
VLD output (2-D}
quantizer
scale

dct_de_y_past
dct_de_cb_past
dct_dc.cr_past
dct_zz{0]
det_zzli]
F(m,n)
quantizer_scale

 

| DC
DC extrabits
   

VLD output dct.dc_size_luminance
dct_dc_size_chrominance
dct_dc_differential

Description MPEG-1 name MPEG-2 name
zigzag scan i n
order (1-D)
zigzag scan scan{m|{n] scan[0][v| [72]
order (2-D) scan[1][v}[y]
DC dequan. coeff.|det_recon[0}/0} F [0] (0]
dequantized det_recon[m/|[n] BF? yi |p]
oddified det_recon{m][n]
clamped dct_recon[m][n] F'[y] [pz]
toggled Filla

dc_dct_pred|0}
de.det.pred[1]
dc_det_pred[2]
QFS/0)
QFS\n!
QF Iv[u]

quantiser_scale/0|
quantiser_scale[1]
dc_dct_size_luminance

dc_dct_size_chrominance

dc_dct_differential
  
   

 

  

  
 

 

 quantization intra_quant[m|[n] WO] [x] [v]
matrix (2-D) non_intra_quant[m]{n] Wil [4] [+]

W2][1][v]
Wi3)[H) [2]

reconstructed pel diy] [x]
sample

[output of IDCT | f(x,y) fly] [x] (9-bit}.
MCprediction pel{il[j] ply] fx]
MC pel.past/i] [j] pel_ref[y|[x]
prediction pel_future[}] [j] pel_ref[y] [x]
reference pel_for|i] [j] pel_ref[y] [x]
samples pel_back{i][j] pel_ref[y] [x]

 
273

Table 12.1: MPEG-1 and MPEG-2 names for pel reconstrution terms.
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invQ_intra() { /* for ISO/IEC 13818-2 7.4.5 +/
/* reconstruct coefficients for blocks in intra-macroblock */

sum=0; /* clear toggle sum +/
for (m=0; m<8; m++) f{ /* for horizontal index 0 to 7 */

for (n=0; n<8; n++) { /* for vertical index 0 to 7 */
if (n==0) && (m==0) { /* if intra DC */

F[O] [O]=intra_dc_mult*QF[0] [0]; /* scale by 8 or 4 or 2 ¥*/
} else { /* else intra AC coefficient */

F [m] (n] =(2*QF [m] [n] *quantiser_scale*W([0] [m] [n] )/32;
} /* scale and dequantize DCT coef. */
if (FIm] [n]>2047) { /* if too large */

F {m] [n] =2047; /* clamp to max range +/
} /* end - if too large +/
if (F{m] [n]<-2048) { /* if too small */

F[m] [n] =-2048; /* clamp to min range */
} /* end - if too small */

sun=sunmtF [m] [n] ; /* sum all coefficients */

} /* end for vertical index 0 to 7 . */

} /* end for horizontal index 0 to 7 ¥*/

if ((sum&1)==0) { /* if even sum */

if ((F[7][7]&1)!=0) { /* if odd */
F{7] [7]=F(7] [7]-1; /* toggle last bit */

_ } else { /* else even */

F(7] [7J=F(7] [7] +1; /* toggle last bit */

/* end - if even sum */

/* end invQ_intra() function */

 
   

  
Figure 12.8: MPEG2 invQ-intra() function.

’ the ‘same line. Otherwise, separate lines are used. In the MPEG-2 pseu-
docodein the next few sections we will cast the reconstruction pseudocode
in the MPEG-1 formalism as much as possible. Therefore, many of the
MPEG-2 names in Table 12.1 will not be used here. However, the table may

be useful when comparing our treatment to the actual MPEG-2 standard.

12.7.1 MPEG-2 intra-coded block reconstruction O

Figure 12.8 shows pseudocode for the MPEG-2 invQ_intra() function. The
code has been kept as close as possible to Figure 12.1 to make comparison
with MPEG-1 easier, and in the process, the namedistinction for each stage
(dequantizing, clamping, and toggling) has been dropped. The toggle sum,
the sum of all of the dequantized coefficients, is cleared before reconstructing
the DCT coefficients. m and n are used here for the horizontal and vertical

indices...
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The intra DC coefficient (m and n are zero) is handled as a special
case. The quantized DC coefficient QF [0] [0] is multiplied by the appro-
priate value of intra_dc_mult given in Table 10.11 for the selected DC
coefficient precision. The AC quantized coefficients QF [m] [n] are doubled,
multiplied by the quantizer scale and the intra quantizer matrix coefficient
WCO] [m] [n].* The integer division by 32 with truncation toward zero ap-
pears to be different from the procedure followed in MPEG-1. However,
quantiser_scale has a factor of 2 contained in it if q-scale_type selects
quantiser_scale[0] in Table 10.18 and a similar, though not so obvious,
scaling is contained in quantiser_scale[1].

The dequantized coefficients are immediately checked to see if they are
out of range and clamped if necessary. Then the clamped value is added
to the toggle sum. If the final toggle sum of the 64 coefficients is even,
the coefficient in the lower right corner (m and n are seven) has its least
significant bit toggled so that the dequantized coefficient sum is odd. The
intra DC term is added to the DC prediction before the IDCT is computed.

12.7.2 MPEG-2 nonintra-coded block reconstruction ®

Figure 12.9 gives the pseudocode for the nonintra coded blocks. In non-
intra coding the DCterm is a difference and is coded as if it was simply
another AC coefficient. The dequantization step includes adding the sign of
the quantized coefficient QF [m] [n] to its doubled value (see Section 3.6.2.
This introduces a dead zone around zero. Note that quantization matrix 1
(W[1] [m] [n]) is used. The clamping and toggling procedures are the same
as for intra-coded blocks.®

12.8 IDCT mismatch controle

TheIEEE Std 1180 recommendsthat even parity IDCTcoefficients be forced.
to odd values as the meansof controlling the IDCT mismatch problem (see
Section 12.4.1). MPEG-1, H.261, and H.263 all use this oddification tech-
nique. The IEEE solution assumes that the primary problem comes from
single nonzero IDCT coefficients in a block. Higher order combinations
were found in CCITT studies to be unimportant. However, when pushing
to MPEG-2 higher qualities and higher bit rates, these assumptions are no

longer valid. The two papers discussed in the following sections explored

“For 4:2:0 picture format the intra-coded blocks always use quantizer matrix 0. Quan-
tizer matrix 2 may be used for the chrominance blocks for 4:2:2 and 4:4:4 picture formats.

5For 4:2:0 picture format the nonintra-coded blocks always use quantizer matrix 1.
Quantizer matrix 3 may be used for the chrominance blocks for 4:2:2 and 4:4:4 picture
formats.
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invQ_non_intra() f /* for ISO/IEC 13818-2 7.4.5 */
/* reconstruct coefficients for blocks in nonintra-macroblock */

sum=0; /* clear toggle sum */
for (m=0; m<8; m++) { /* for horizontal index 0 to 7 */

for (n=0; n<8; nt++) f{ /* for vertical index 0 to 7 */

F [a] [n] =(2*QF [m] [n]+Sign (QF [m] [n] ))*quantiser_scale
*WL1] [m] [n])/32;_

/* scale and dequantize DCT coef. */
if (Fim] [n]>2047) { /* if too large */

F [m] [n] =2047; /* clamp to max range */
} /* end - if too large */
if (F[m] [n]<-2048) { /* if too small */
’ Fm] [n]=-2048; /* clamp to min range */
+ /* end - if too small | */
sum=sum+F[m] [n] ; /* sum all coefficients */

/* end for vertical index 0 to 7 */

se /* end for horizontal index 0 to 7 */

f° ((sum&1)==0) { /* if even sum */

if ((F(7][7]&@1)!=0) { —/* if odd */
' F(T] (7]=F (71 (7]-1; /* toggle last bit */

"Felse{ — /* else even */
.° F(7] (7]=F £71 (7141; /* toggle last bit */

} ,

} /* end - if even sum */
} /* end invQ_non_intra() function */
 

Figure 12.9: MPEG2 invQ_non_intra() function.  
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the implications for MPEG-2 andled to a different solution. In this section
we will review these papers and go into greater detail about the mismatch
problem.

12.8.1 Review of Katayama’s paper @

In a document submitted to MPEG, Katayama [Kat93] makes the interest- 
 

ing observation that the IDCT given in Equation 12.10 can be recast into
the form given in Equation 12.12.

7 7
Clu) Cvf(z,y) = S- S- SeeF(u,v) cos (2a + 1)/16] cos [(2y + 1)v7/16]=0 v=0

(12.10)
where:

x and y are spatial indices;

p and v are DCT frequency indices;

F (u,v) is the DCT coefficient for frequencies ps ,v; -

The constant C(a) (where a is either y or v) is given by: |

C(a) = 1/V2° fora=0 |
_ | a>0 (12.11)

The IDCT can be written as: |

f(zY= 3 s CrLYLY ,V) (12.12)
=0 v=0

where

Coyuv = (1/4)C(u)C(v) cos [(2e + 1)u7/16] cos [(2y + 1)v1/16] (12.13) |
Because (22 +1) is zero only when yp is zero, the Czy,» can be reduced

to a simpler format. Define k = (24 + 1) and 1 = (2y+1)v. Then,

Caypy _ Can+1)uC(2y+t)v . (12.14)
Coypy = CLC

 
where Ci, is given by:

Ch = 1/V2 ifk =0
Cy = cos(kr/16) ifk>0

(12.15)  
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Because of the IDCT normalization requirements,

Cy = (1/2) V2 - (12.16)

From trignometric identities, the cosine terms C;, can be shown to have
the following irrational forms:           
 

  CL = (1/2/24 y24v3

Cy = (1/2)\/24+ V2

C3 = (1/2)\/24+2-V2

C, = (1/2)v2 (12.17)

Cs = (1/2)\/2-\/2-V2

Ce = (1/2)V2-v2

Cr = (1/2) 2-24V3
The IDCTalways has products C;,C}, and products of square roots are

ecessarily irrational numbers. Indeed, the products CoOo, CoC, CaCo,
@4C4 are 1/2, and in this case, the IDCT has a normalization of 1/8.

“Consequently, DCT coefficients of 4, 12, 20, ... of either sign will be exactly
0:5 before conversion to integer format. Slight differences between imple-
‘mentations in the integer arithmetic procedures in the IDCT can cause the

-‘ outputto round up or down,and this is the cause of IDCT mismatch from
rounding.

‘MPEG-1 oddification attempts to cure this by forcing the dequantized
IDCTcoefficients to odd values. If only one coefficient is likely to occur at
an amplitude that triggers mismatch, oddification will prevent it.

However, oddification does not prevent mismatch for combinations of
coefficients. In general, whenever linear combinations of C;,C;] products can
produce a rational number, mismatch can occur at particular amplitudes.
For example, consider the combination

IDCT = (3) [CoC2F(2, 2) + CeCeF(6, 6)] (12.18)
Since

CoC2 = () (2+ V2) (12.19)
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0 1 . 2 3 4 5 6 7

4+Cp +09 +4+Cy) 4+Cy 4C) 4+Cy) +Cy +4+C
+0, +03 +05 +07 —-Cr —-C5 -C3 —-Ch
+02 +06 -Ce -Cy -Co —Cg +0— +C2
+03 -Cr —-Ci —Cy 4+C5 4+Cy, 4+C7 —-C3
+Cy -Cya -Cy +0, 40, —-Cy —Cy 44
+05 —-Cy 4+C7, +C3 -C3 -Cr 4+C, —Cs
+Cg —-Co +C. -—-Cye -Cge 4+C2 -Co 405
+Cr -Csy 4+C3 -Cr, 4C, -C3 4Cs —Cy

 

  NDPWMFH©
  

Table 12.2: Array of Cy values.

and
1 ;CeCe = @ (2— V2) (12.20)

This can be recast as two terms:

1

IDCT = (5) (F(2,2) + F(6,6)] + (=) V/2[F(2,2) — F(6,6)] (12.21)
Mismatch cannot occur when the coefficient amplitudes are not matched,

because the /2 terms do not cancel. In addition, however, even when the
amplitudes are matched, only those amplitude values that give an IDCT
output with a fractional part equal to 0.5 can produce mismatch. This
occurs when the matched amplitudes are each equal to 4m + 2, where m is
an integer.

There are only 8 possible values for the magnitude of subscript & in
Equation 12.15 and |k| = 0 is a special case in which the weighting is given
by 1/2 instead of 1. Because of this, the values C; are repeated many

- times in the 8x8 IDCTarray. Table 12.2 shows this array for ~ down the’
‘left and x across the top.

The cross-product of two cosine values gives the array of values in Ta-
ble 12.3 for k,l = 0...7. Note that cos (0) is replaced by 1//2 to reflect the
C() and C(v) values for a zero cosine argument. Four cross-products are
exactly 0.5, and these are the values where [DCT mismatch problems are
severe, because any one of these coefficients can by itself trigger mismatch
between two IDCTs.

12.8.2 Review of Yagasaki’s paper @

Yagasaki [Yag93] notes that the MPEG-1 solution of oddification is insuf-
ficient for MPEG-2 because MPEG-2 operates at higher bit rates. The
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MPEG-1 oddification can not prevent mismatch where there is more than

Table 12.3: Array of CC; values.

 

 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 |

0| 0.500 0.694 0.653 0.588 0.500 0.393 0.271 0.138

1/| 0.694 0:962 0.906 0.815 0.694 0.545 0.375 0.191

2| 0.653 0.906 0.854 0.768 0.653 0.513 0.354 0.180

3] 0.588 0.815 0.768 0.691 0.588 0.462 0.318 0.162

410.500 0.694 0.653 0.588 0.500 0.393 0.271 0.138

510.393 0.545 0.513 0.462 0.393. 0.309 0.213 0.108
610.271 0.375 0.354 0.318 0.271 0.213 0.146 0.075

7|0.138 0.191 0.180 0.162 0.138 0.108 0.075 0.038

 
 

one coefficient with yp and v equal to 0 or 4::

f(x,y) = (1/8) (F(0, 0) + F(0,4) + F(4,0) + F(4, 4))

f(z, y) will be exactly 0.5 when the coefficients sum to a multiple of four
‘but not a multiple of eight.

_. ": Other combinations can also occur that give mismatch after MPEG-1
~oddification. Two coefficients with the same value at special positions can

a mismatch if they sum to a multiple of four and not a multiple of
ight. Two examples are F(3,1) = F(1,3) and F(1,5)=F(5,1).

_* This paper proposed a new method of oddification. All of the recon-
structed coefficients are summed and if the sum is odd, nothing further is

done, (Note that none of the mismatch cases has an odd sum.) If the sum
is even, only one coefficient needs to be modified. The highest frequency
coefficient, F'(7,7) is one that gives little perturbation and is also the least
visible. Yagasaki proposed to increase F(7,7) by one unit if the coefficient
sum was even OF Zero.

The paper noted that an exclusive OR between the least significant bits

(12.22)

in all coefficients was sufficient to determine if the sum was odd or even.

The paper gave simulation results for 60 frames from the flower garden
sequence for a GOPof 15 frames, an I- or P-frame every three pictures, and
mquant=0.5, 1 (fixed).® For intra DC precision of8 bits and mquant=1, the
mismatch decreased from 3,232 mismatches without oddification to 1,916
mismatches with MPEG-1 odditfication, and to zero mismatches with the

proposed method. For intra DC precision of 8 bits and mquant=0.5, the

®Using the smallest values from the two MPEG-2 quantiser_scale tables with the
default nonintra quantization matrix (fixed 16) gives 1 and 0.5 for mquant.

\
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mismatch decreased from 41,262 mismatches without oddification to 9,576
mismatches with MPEG-1 oddification, and to 868 mismatches with the

proposed method. Results also showed that for all bit rates, the proposed
method has improved signal-to-noise ratio compared to the MPEG-1 oddi-
fication method.

This proposal is close to the MPEG-2 methodof toggling the least sig-
nificant bit of F(7,7) if the sum ofall of the coefficients is even.
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13

Motion estimation

Motion compensation is a normative part of MPEG, whereas motion esti-
mation, the topic of this chapter, is not. Motion compensation refers to the
use of motion displacements in the coding and decoding of the sequence;
motion estimation refers to the determination of the motion displacements.

In the encoder the difference between source picture and prediction is
coded; in the decoderthis difference is decoded and added to the prediction
to get the decoded output. Both encoder and decoder use the same motion
displacements in determining where to obtain the prediction. However, the
encoder must estimate the displacements before encoding them in thebit-
stream; the decoder merely decodes them. Chapter 11 has already described
the syntax for the coding of motion displacements.

Motion estimation is absolutely necessary in any complete implementa-
tion of an MPEG encoder, but the procedures for motion estimation are
not normative. What is normative is the rules and constraints such as one

vector per macroblock, precisions of full pel or half-pel, the range of motion
vector sizes, and the restriction to simple translational motions. However,
these are motion compensation rules, not motion estimation rules. _

Motion estimation techniques for simple translational motion fall into
two main classes, pel-recursion and block matching. Pel-recursion tech-
niques are used primarily for systems where the motion vectors can vary
from pel to pel. Block matching techniques are used primarily where a sin-
gle motion vectoris applied to a block of pels. The treatment in this chapter
is oriented almost exclusively to block matching techniques, for these apply
more directly to MPEG.

Whendetermining the optimal motion displacement of the prediction, a
full search over every possible motion displacement is guaranteed to produce
the best possible value. This assumes, however, that the criterion for best
is known,and it also assumes that the computational resources needed for
a full search are available. Motion estimation is one of the most demanding
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284 MPEG VIDEO COMPRESSION STANDARD

aspects of MPEG,from the point of viewof computational complexity.
If computational constraints apply, there are a numberoffast search

algorithms available. Generally, these algorithms use approximations that
decrease the quality of the search, sometimes finding displacement values
that are not the best. In this chapter we discuss the criteria for determin-
ing the best motion displacements, and review the literature on fast search
techniques. We also provide an quantitative analysis of the relative merits
of the various fast search algorithms.!

13.1 Criterion for block matching 0

A search for a best motion vector value requires, of course, a criterion for
what is best. In general, displacements are chosen that either maximize
correlation or minimize error between a macroblock and a corresponding
array of pel values (possibly interpolated to fractional pel positions) in the
reference picture. Correlation calculations are computationally expensive,
and error measures such as mean square error (MSE) and mean absolute
distortion (MAD) are more commonly used. MADis perhaps the simplest

_and most commonly used measure of best match[MPG85].
-MADis defined for a 16x16 pel macroblock as follows: Let MAD(z,y)

|  be’the MAD between a 16x16 arrayof pels of intensities V,(x +i,y + J) at
wo itlacroblock position (x,y) in source picture n, and a corresponding 16x16

of pels of intensity Vin(x + dx +%,y+dy+ 7) at macroblock position
do, y + dy) in reference picture m:

15 15

MAD(, y) = (1/256) OMe +i,y +7) — Vin(a + da + i,y + dy + 3)|
i=0 j=0

| _ (13.1)
‘The 16x16 array in picture m is displaced horizontally by dx and ver-

tically by dy. By convention, x,y refers to the upper left corner of the
macroblock, indices i, 7 refer to values to the right and down, and displace-
ments dx, dy are positive when to the right and down.

- Note that the sum of absolute distortions (SAD), is sometimes used in
place of MAD.It is equivalent, but omitting the normalization by 256 allows
an. integer representation that is usually computationally moreefficient.

Another measure that could be used, but has not been (as far as the
authors know), is minimization of the bitstream. This requires, in principle,
trial codings for each possible vector — a prohibitive computational require-

1This chapter draws heavily from two technical reports published by W. Pennebaker
[Pen96b, Pen96e]. The material is reproduced in this chapter with permission.
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Figure 13.1: Relationship between luma MADand codedbits for P-picture
and B-picture macroblocks.
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286 MPEG VIDEO COMPRESSION STANDARD

ment for most applications — and weare not aware of any implementations
that use this technique.

One does not have to work this hard, however. If a linear relationship ex-

ists between coded bits and a given distortion measure, minimization of the
distortion measure is equivalent to minimization of coded bits.. Therefore,
identifying a search criterion is really simply a matter of finding a distortion
measure that is proportional to coded bits. Without belaboring the point,
it turns out that MAD has exactly this property, albeit with some scatter
in the data. The relationship between MAD andcodedbits is quite linear
for MPEG coding techniques, as can be seen in Figure 13.1[Pen96e].

13.2 The search reference picture ®

Whencodingthe difference between a given picture and a reference picture
in the sequence, the reference picture is always the reconstructed version.
Otherwise, very large differences between encoder and decoder outputs will
develop very quickly.

What should the reference be, however, in determining motion displace-
ments? Given that the objective is to minimize the differences that are
coded, should the reference be the reconstructed picture or the original
source picture? Or, will the quantization noise in the reconstructed pictures

"interfere with the motion displacement determination?
 
 
 

Figure 13.2 shows that the same linearity between bits and MAD that
ound for source references (Figure 13.1)also exists for reconstructed ©

-tefererices. In fact, the scatter appears to be slightly smaller with recon-
structed references. Thus, although virtually all of the data presented in
‘this chapter is for source picture references, it is entirely possible that re-
constructed references can provide lower rate-distortion. This interesting

, possibility remains to be explored fully.

13.3 How large should the search range be? 0

The complexity of motion vector estimation is a monotonic function of the
search range. For some of the fast search search techniques discussed later
in this chapter, the complexity scales linearly with the search range;for full
search, the complexity is proportional to the square of the search range.
Therefore, it is important to establish reasonable boundsfor the search.

Histogramsof the frequency of occurrence of motion displacement magni-
tudes can provide some guidance. Figure 13.3 gives histograms of the motion
displacement magnitudes representative of the flower garden sequence. The
linear increase in distribution width with temporal distance is as expected.
For this experiment the data were obtained using a full search over +16dT
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Figure 13.2: Relationship between luma mean absolute distortion for a mac-
roblock and coded bits when reconstructed pictures are used as references.
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Figure 13.3: Histograms of motion displacement magnitudes for the flower
garden sequence for four temporal distances, dT’. The displacement unit is
half-pel. Some counts near zero displacementare off-scale.
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Figure 13.4: Histograms of motion displacement magnitudes for the football
sequence for four temporal distances. The displacement unit is half-pel.
Some counts near zero displacement are off-scale.  
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histograms.

  
   Figure 13.5: Mean average distortion over a 256x193 pel search range for a

‘macroblock from a picture in the table tennis sequence. The example was
' ‘generated for macroblock (10,10) in picture 6, with prediction from picture
2. A:blurred hand holding a paddle is clearly distinguishable. Darker areas

e'lower MAD.

. - This sequence has mostly horizontal motion, as is evident from the

- The histogram for the football sequence in Figure 13.4 is quite different,
‘ exhibiting fairly similar distributions-both horizontally and vertically. In
a few areas of the football sequence the motion was large enough that the
displacements exceed the search range.

The lesson to be extracted from these two examples is that a search
range of +8 pels per unit temporal distance is marginally adequate, and a
search range of +16 pels per unit temporal distance is probably sufficient
for most sequences. No matter what search range is chosen, there will be
times when the search fails.

13.4 Fractional pel searches 0

MADis usually smooth and continuous when evaluated at full pel resolution,
as can be seen in Figure 13.5. However, this is no longer true when MADis
evaluated at half-pel accuracy. At half-pel accuracy, interpolation is required
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Figure 13.6: Mean average. distortion for a half-pel accuracy search over a
64x64 pel search range, for the same pictures and macroblock as in Fig-
ure 13.5. A histogram equalization was used to make the interpolation
minima visible. 
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292 MPEG VIDEO COMPRESSION STANDARD

to produce half-pel position values. This is a noise-reduction process, and
the distortion measure develops a lumpy character with local minima at the

interpolated points in the search space. This can be seen in some parts of
Figure 13.6, where the grayscale representation of MAD for a half-pel search
is shown.

In a full search to half-pel accuracy, the noise averaging tends to favor
selection of fractional pel displacements. This is not necessarily a problem,
however, in that the selection is based on a minimization of MAD.If the
proportionality between MADand codedbits holdsfor this situation, coded
bits are also minimized by theselection. ,

13.5 Correlation between motion vectors ®

The graphical representation of motion vectors given in Figure 13.8 illus-
trates the high degree of correlation present in most motion vector arrays.
Two source pictures from the sequence from which Figure 13.8 was derived
are shown in Figure 13.7. Most of the motion was caused by horizontal
movement of the camera, and the tree in the foreground therefore has larger
motion displacements.

_Judging from the correlation between the vectors in Figure 13.8, most
’ motion vectors are cleanly identified by the search. There are occasions,
'.however, where spurious motion displacement is evident, as can be seen in

ré 13.9. In this example the search was for the two pictures shown in
ure13.7. These pictures are separated by three intervening pictures and

é sequence hasa relatively large amount of movement.

13.5.1 Adding chromato the distortion measure ®
Most search techniques use only luma MAD,and for the vast majority of
macroblocks this works well. However, the coded bits for the macroblock
includes bits for chroma as well as luma, and it is reasonable to ask whether
chromadistortion might be important too. .

As discussed in [Pen96e], a good luma match occasionally leaves very
visible chroma distortion, suggesting that chroma should be included in
the distortion criterion. Including chroma distortion is a reasonable idea,
but it does introduce some complications because of the different sampling
resolutions for luma and chroma. ,

Supposing for the moment that a full search at full-pel accuracy is
performed, adding chroma to the criterion would require interpolation of
chromato half-pel positions. Interpolation is also a noise smoothing opera-
tion, and thus would favorselection of the interpolated points. Searching the
luma at half-pel accuracy with chroma includedin the distortion criterion
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Figure 13.7: Picture 2 (a) and picture 6 (b) from the flower garden test
sequence. The sourcepictures are used in the search for motion displacement
values.
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| cot Figure 13.8: Motion vectors for flower garden picture 3 for prediction from
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Figure 13.9: Motion vectors for flower garden picture 6 for prediction from
ES 2, for a cost slope of 0. .
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Figure 13.10: Code lengths for small motion displacement changes.

introducesstill more complications.
A simple way of avoiding these complications is tosimply replicate the

chroma for the four Y samples rather than interpolating it. This effectively
removes chroma from the mismatch estimate within each 2x2 luma block;it

also greatly reduces the additional computational burden.

13.5.2 Tiebreaking 9

One of the problems encountered with any search algorithm is what to do
when two points have the same identical distortion. In MPEG,coding mo-
tion displacements costs more bits when the displacement changesarelarger;
therefore, all things being equal, smaller changes in displacements are better
than larger changes.

Thecost function developed in [Pen96e] attempts to quantify this coding
cost. As can be seen in Figure 13.10, the cost of transmitting motion dis-
placement changes is approximately linear for small changes, with a slope of
about 1.5 bits/unit motion displacement. If this linear relationship is com-
bined with the observed linear relationship between coded bits and MAD, a
linear cost function results.

The cost function slope is the product of coded bits/unit motion dis-
placement and MAD units/coded bit, giving a cost function slope of ap-
proximately 0.12 MAD units/unit motion displacement for a quantizer_
scale of 20. This is in relatively good agreement with the empirically ob-

served shallow minimum in bit rate at a cost function slope of 0.137.
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Figure 13.11: Motion vectors for flower garden picture 6 for prediction from
2, for a cost slope of 0.137. Figure 13.9 shows the same search without a
cost function.

_ While a motion displacement cost function does not really avoid ties, it
does. mean that choosing between two displacements with equal distortions

adtld not affect the coding efficiency. Figure 13.11 provides a graphical

istration of the improvement in motion vector continuity when a cost

mcton is used.
13:oe3 Search failure ®

. While motion compensated prediction is extremely successful for most mac-
roblocks, there will be times when the search fails. At the edges of the
picture and in uncovered background areas there are often no usable pre-
dictions. If the motion is greater than the search range, the search will also
fail.

Where the motion displacement search fails, the distortion usually is
very large and the macroblocks should probably be coded with intra tech-
niques. Although this sometimes requires morebits, the net result is usually
an improvement in rate-distortion for the picture. Because of the coarser
quantization typically used in P- and B-pictures, the distortions introduced
by a bad prediction can be very visible.

In the experience of the authors, if only lumais used, search failure can
be defined to occur for macroblock MAD values greater than a threshold
set to the larger of 16 or the MAD value at the upper 1/8 of the MAD
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distribution in the picture. The fixedthreshold of 16 is used to prevent
needless intra coding at distortion levels that are handled well by nonintra
techniques. The variable threshold is needed to avoid excessive use of intra
coding in sequences with high activity.

If chroma and lumadistortions are both used in the search (see Sec-
tion 13.5.1), search failure is significantly reduced. The switch to intra
coding of the macroblock can then be based solely on minimization of coded
bits.

13.5.4 Search failure at scene changes ®

Failure of motion-compensated prediction is virtually guaranteed at scene
changes. Figures 13.12 shows histograms of MADfor picture 66, (a) when
predicted from picture 63, and (b), when predicted from picture 67. As
expected, the scene change between 66 and 67 causes a large increase in
MAD. The motion vectors that result, shown in Figure 13.13, are badly
scrambled.

In the experiments reported in [Pen96d], if the MADat the start of the
upper 1/8 of the distribution was above 8000, prediction from that picture
was locked out. In that event, intra coding was forced for all macroblocks
in P-pictures; for B-pictures, only the modeof prediction (forward or back-
ward) that gave large MAD was locked out. One of the sequences, table ten-
nis, had two scene changes, and this technique successfully detected them.
Unnormalized MAD was always above 10000 for prediction across the scene

change boundary, and below 7000 inall other cases.

13.6 Motion displacement search algorithms ®

The use of motion compensation in the compression of video sequences was
introduced in 1969 by Rocca[Roc72], and described more fully byRocca --
and Zanoletti in 1972 [RZ72]. This work investigated the effect of applying
motion compensation to improve the predictions made from a preceding
picture in a sequence. The picture being coded was subdivided into zones
using an algorithm based on contouridentification, and a single translational
motion vector was determined for each zone. Rocca and Zanoletti estimated
that coding efficiency was improved by about a factor of two by motion

compensation.
Mostof the algorithms for motion estimation make the assumption that

the motion is purely translational.. Certainly, real motion also involves ro-
tation and scale changes, but these enormously increase the complexity of
the motion estimation process. It is widely held that if the regions asso-
ciated with a vector are small enough, simple translation works quite well
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Figure 13.12: Histograms of MAD valuesfor pictures from the table-tennis
sequence. A scene change occurs between pictures 66 and 67.
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Figure 13.13: Motion vectors for picture 66 of the table tennis sequence for
prediction from 67. A scene change occurs between pictures 66 and 67.

most of the time. It is possible, however, that significant coding gains might
be realized with more complex types of motion compensation. However,
all of the motion estimation concepts considered in this report involve only
translational motions.

There are two classes of motion estimation techniques, pel-recursive and
block matching [MPG85]. In pel-recursion the motion vectors are computed
by an iterative process, using intensity gradient and framedifference infor-
mation. In block matching the motion vectors are determined by computing
some measure of distortion andselecting the vector that minimizes this dis-
tortion. An oversimplified view of the pel-recursion process is sketched in .
Figure 13.14, which is adapted from [MPG85].

In 1979, Netravali and Robbins [NR79] published thefirst pel-recursive
algorithm for motion estimation. Also in 1979, Netravali and Stuller [NS79]
published a paper applying motion compensation to DCT-based coding. Ne-
travali and Stuller investigated two approaches. The first was an algorithm
in which motion vectors were calculated recursively from transform coeffi-
cients in the preceding and present pictures. In this approach the motion
vector information was predicted and did'not have to be coded. The sec-
ond approachused a technique of Limb and Murphy’s [LM75] to calculate
motion displacements that were explicitly transmitted to the decoder. Inter-
estingly enough, the recursive scheme had slightly better performance (and
a DPCM-basedpredictive scheme wasslightly better yet). All of the coding
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direction of motion

V(videointensity)   
 

X (pel displacement}

 

Figure 13.14: Illustration of pel-recursive calculation of motion displace-
ment. The frame difference, DV, and the intensity gradient can be used
to calculate the motion displacement, DX, provided that the displacement

_ does not exceed the width of the object boundary.

  
“schemes showed large improvements in codingefficiency (about 20% to 40%)

‘motion compensation was used.
L The assumption that the distortion is smoothly varying and continuous
_is crucial to the pel-recursive algorithms, since recursive estimation depends
on having well-behaved intensity gradients. The motion estimation compu-
tations: use intensity variations at the boundaries of moving objects, and thus

' will‘fail when displacements exceed the widths of the boundaries. Indeed,
even the most stable of the pel-recursive estimation processes become un-
stable when the motion displacement is so large that the intensity gradient

- changes sign [MPG85].

 
 

 
13.7 Fast algorithms for motion estimation ®

That muchof the literature about motion estimation involves fast search al-

gorithms should comeas no great surprise to the reader. While the improve-
‘ment in coding efficiency when motion compensation is used is impressive,
the computational burden of calculating motion vectors is perhaps even more
impressive. Even with block matching and relatively coarse blocks, motion
estimation remains by far the most computationally intensive aspect of the
encoding process. If a full search is performed over a reasonably large area,
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say +64 pels, 16,384 16x16 pel error calculations must be made for each

macroblock for a full pel accuracy search (ignoring edge effects), and four
times that number must be made for a half-pel accuracysearch. A search
over this range for a common intermediate format (CIF) picture of 360x240
pel resolution requires on the order of 10° integer operations. With care-
ful design, however, fast search techniques can reduce the computational
burden by one to two orders of magnitude.

Manyof the fast search block matching algorithms make the assumption
that the distortion is a slowly varying continuous function. At least for
the macroblock examined in Figure 13.5, this is a reasonable assumption,
provided that the motion displacement sampling is not too coarse. The
error image in Figure 13.5 can be regarded as a convolution of the reference

picture with a 16x16 mask of samples from the current picture. When
there is no overlap with the correct 16x16 matching point, the convolution
produces a blurred representation of the reference picture that conveyslittle
information about motion. Consequently, if the fast search sampling pattern
is on a grid so sparse that the 16x16 mask never overlaps the correct area,
the correct motion displacement will probably not be found.

13.8 <A survey of fast search algorithms ®

In 1981 Jain and Jain [JJ81] published a paper on block matching that is very
relevant to MPEG.It describes a fast search based on direction of minimum

distortion, in which the distortion metric, mean square error (MSE),? is
computed only for a sparse sampling of the full search area. Figure 13.15
gives a sketch of the evolving search pattern for a relatively modest search
range of +6 pels. This approach, known as the 2-D logarithmic search, is a

generalization of a well-known 1-D logarithmic search technique [Knu73].
Almost simultaneously with Jain and Jain, Koga, et al[KLH*81] pub-

lished a very similar algorithm known as the three-step search procedure.
The Koga, et al., approach differed from Jain and Jain’s in two significant
respects: the use of mean absolute distortion (MAD) instead of MSE, and
a somewhat different search pattern. The three-step search is illustrated in
Figure 13.16.

In 1983 Kappagantula and Rao [KR83] published the modified motion
estimation algorithm (MMEA), an approach that is similar to the three-step
algorithm, but computationally moreefficient.

In 1984 Srinivasan and Rao published a search procedure called the
conjugate direction search that is even more computationally efficient. Using
groups of three displacements, this algorithm searches in the horizontal and

?According to this paper, MSE workssignificantly better than cross correlation when
the area is small and the motion is not pure translation.
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6 5 4 3-2 +4 01 23 4 5 6

 
 

Figure 13.15: The 2-D logarithmic search for motion displacements. Each
of the diagonal squares contains five search points at two-pel intervals. If
the search selects one of the corners, the square is shifted and the search
repeated. When the search selects a center point, a final search is run over
a 3x8 pel array (the corners of which are labeled 5 in this example).
 

6 5 4 -3 -2 -1°0 12 3 4 5 6

 anonwmstoin
  

Figure 13.16: The three-step search for motion displacements. With each
step the search range is decreased. ‘
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6 5 4-3 2-10 t 23° «4 «5 6

 
  

Figure 13.17: The simplified form of the conjugate direction search. For each

direction, the search progresses in the direction of the smaller distortion until
until a minimum is found.

then the vertical direction until a minimum in distortion is found. It is
illustrated in Figure 13.17.

In 1985 Mussman,et al., [MPG85] published a very readable review of
motion estimation techniques for both pel-recursion and block matching. It
includes a very nice discussion of convergence and range ofstability of the

"various pel-recursion techniques. It also recommendsthe use of MAD for the

matching criterion, primarily because MADis simple and has performance
equivalent to other measures.?

Since the Mussman, et al. review, a numberof refinements and varia-
tions of fast search algorithms have been published. All of these fast search
techniquestradeoff quality of motion estimation for a smaller computational
burden. Most of the authors use full search as the definition of best match;
a few, however, claim results better than full search. This might indeed
be the case if full search is limited to integer pel accuracy; otherwise, full
search can only be improved uponif coded bits or visual distortions are not
minimized when MADis minimized. Noneof the authors provides evidence
to that effect.

3 Another useful review of fast search strategies can be found in Clause D. of the MPEG-
1 standard.
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13.8.1 Fast search algorithms based on sparse sampling ®

The orthogonal search algorithm by Puri, et al. [PHS87], is a form of log-
arithmic search. At each step, four search positions are analyzed — two
horizontal and two vertical. ,

The cross search algorithm [Gha90] uses a crossed diagonal search pat-
tern. The performance is comparable to the other fast search algorithms
and the computational complexity is modestly better.

[CCJC91] describes a fast search algorithm suitable for implementation
in a parallel processing environment. Similar to the Srinivasan and Rao
approach, this algorithm searches the x and y axes independently.

[LWLS93] describes an extension of the three-step algorithm in which
the window size is varied depending onthe sharpness of the selection crite-
rion. The search sequence starts with an x pattern and alternates with a
+ pattern. The selection criterion is MAD, and if the smallest and second

- smallest MAD values are very close, a larger search window is used for the
next step.

Another variation of the three-step hierarchical search is described in

[JCC94]. A subsampled search is used in which nine samples spaced,at
‘four-pel displacements around the center point are evaluated and the best

"is chosen. Then,the eight neighboring samples at two-pel displacements are
evaluated. Again, the best is chosen and the eight neighboring samples at

pel spacings are evaluated to determine the motion displacements.

~ 13.8.2 | Variable resolution search techniques ®

A ‘coarse to fine algorithm for motion estimation is described in [WC90].
: Based'on the Laplacian pyramid image coding technique [BA83], each level

ofthe pyramid is constructed from a 4x4 average of the lower (higher reso-
lution)level.

In a similar algorithm, called successive refinement [CR94], the search is

first carried out with low-resolution block averages to get a coarse estimate
of the motion vector.

13.8.3 Statistically sparse searches ®

In [Gil88] an empirical search pattern is described that uses sparser sampling
for motion displacements that are less probable. Vector quantization (VQ)
concepts are applied to motion estimation in [Gil90], in order to reduce
the numberof search positions in a statistically optimal way. As might be
expected, the reduced set of.search positions tend to cluster around zero,
and are much sparserat large displacements. Dynamic operation is provided
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5

I-picture First B-picture Second B-picture

time: T T+ T+2

 

Figure 13.18: Illustration of a telescopic search for motion displacements.

by switching of vector-books, and a DC correction of the distortion is used
to adjust for changing illumination levels.

A search algorithm based on genetic concepts is described in [CL93].
In terms of the effect, the approach bears some resemblance to the VQ-
based schemeof [Gil90]. The major difference is that in the VQ scheme the
sampling points are developed a priori using a training session, whereas in
the genetic algorithm the sampling pattern is developed dynamically.

13.8.4 Searches dependent on spatial continuity

The PPS(predictive pattern search)(ZZB91] scheme makes a full search for ”
one block in a superblock using the result to predict vectors for the remaining
blocks. A limited full search around the prediction values is then used to
refine the values.

{LZ93] uses motion field subsampling and pixel subsampling to reduce
the computations relative to full search. The algorithm is related to the
approach described in [ZZB91]. ,

13.8.5 Telescopic search®

Temporal continuityof motion displacements from one picture to the next
is the basis for the telescopic search [[SO93a]. This technique uses motion
vectors from one picture to predict vectors for the next.
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Telescopic search uses the motion displacements determined for the pre-
ceding picture to decrease the search range. Suppose, for example, that a
video sequence consists of an L-picture followed (in display order) by three
B-pictures and a P-picture. If the search is done independently for each
picture, the P-picture —- at a temporal distance of four picture times from
the I-picture — requires a much larger search range. If instead, the motion
vectors determined for the first B-picture could be used as the starting point
in searching for the vectors for the next B-picture, the temporal change from
one starting point to the next would be only one picture time.

Exactly how telescopic search should be implemented is not described in
[ISO93a]. A motion vector is an offset to the predicting array, relative to a
macroblock position in the picture being coded. Therefore, referring to Fig- .
ure 13.18, there are at least two ways of obtaining the motion displacements
for the second B-picture. One way is to estimate motion displacements in-
dependently for each B-picture, using the nearest neighbor (which neéds the
shortest search range) to provide motion displacements that are extrapolated
back to the predictive picture (the I-picture in Figure 13.18). A second way
is to estimate the motion relative to the nearest neighbor and use an appro-
priately weighted average of the motion displacements already determined

‘for that, picture to find an initial estimate of the motion displacements. In
‘both cases the initial estimate provides only a starting point for a search in

. the I-picture. A backward telescopic search algorithm is described briefly in

 
D9].

13.8.6 3-D (spatial/temporal) estimation ®
tn [dHB94] a recursive 3-D search (x,y,t) is defined in which motion displace-

: ments-in three neighboring blocks that form a Y shaped pattern are used
to éstimate the current block. The two upper branches of the Y are motion

displacements from the current picture, and the motion displacements for
the bottom of the Y are from a block.in a temporally adjacent picture. The
number of computations is reduced by using a subsampled error sum.

13.8.7 Phasecorrelation search®

Girod [Gir93] uses a DFT-based “phase correlation” search to get a full-pel
accuracy motion vector, following this with a localized full search to find the
fractional pel values. Girod’s paperis of interest for several reasons other
than the novel motion estimation technique: It provides evidence that half-
pel to quarter-pel accuracy is optimal and shows that more sophisticated
filtering techniques provide only a slight gain in prediction efficiency relative
to the simple bilinear interpolation defined in the MPEG standard.
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13.8.8 Other search techniques ®

Lee [Lee86] suggests fitting the image blocks with generalized discrete or-
thogonal polynomials, but provides no test data.

In [KP89] projection operators are used to estimate motion vectors. A
significant reduction in computationsis claimed, as well as better matching
in noisy pictures.

In [XEO90, XEO92] pel-recursion algorithmsare applied to block match-
ing. Some computational reduction is achieved by using a threshold MAD
for zero displacement to bypass the search altogether.

13.8.9 Improving the motion displacement estimate ®

Since motion displacements are normally highly correlated, occasional un-
usual displacements may very well be caused bya failure of the search algo-
rithm. Oneinteresting method for removing these is the work by [KN90], in
which median filtering is applied to the motion vector field. Median filter-
ing suppresses impulses while preserving edge information, thereby removing
vector values that are not correlated with neighboring values. This technique
may be particularly appropriate for high-resolution picture sequences.

13.9 Comparison of fast search algorithms ®

Most fast motion displacement search techniques belong to one or more of
the following four classes: 1) subsampling the motion displacement space,
2) subsampling the array over which mean absolute distortion (MAD) is
calculated, 3) using reduced spatial resolution for the first stage or stages of
the search, and 4) using prediction to initialize the search and concentrating
most of the search locally around that point. In this section an overview is
presented of a quantitative analysis of these techniques by [Pen96b].-

This quantitative analysis is based on the following assumptions:

1. The searches are to full-pel accuracy only, and the correct motion
displacements are defined byfull search at full pel accuracy using luma
distortion.

.2. Because of the proportionality between MAD and coded bits, a change
- in MAD dueto search error can be used as a measure of the accuracy

of the search.

3. Complexity of an algorithm is proportional to the number of opera-
tions. Some algorithms allow significant parallelism, but this is not

included in the complexity estimates.
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4, If half-pel accuracy is needed, the search procedures can be extended
by a localized half-pel search. This represents a fixed overhead that

will not affect the relative performance ofthe different techniques.

5. The motion displacement range for MPEGissignificantly larger than
algorithms such as the three-step approach are designed for, but sub-
sampling of the search space represents a reasonable generalization of
these algorithms.

For a quantizer_scale of 15 in Figure 13.1, the measured ratio between
coded bits and MAD is approximately 17 bits/MAD unit per macroblock.
Video in CIF has dimensions of 360x240 pels, and with left and right edges
trimmed to integer macroblock dimensions, has 330 macroblocks per pic-
ture. Consequently, a search technique that increases MAD by only one
unit per macroblock will increase the coded bits by approximately 5600 bits
per picture, if the coding parameters are not changed.

This is quite significant compared to the average coding budget of about
40,000 bits per picture (1.2 Mbits/s). At normal MPEGrates, a 10% re-
duction in bit rate usually causes a very visible decrease in picture qual-
ity. Consequently, a fast search technique that increases MAD by only
0.7 units/macroblock or 230 MAD units/picture should cause a noticeable
degradation in picture quality when coding at a fixed rate. Fortunately,
most: of the fast search techniques typically produce MAD increases ofless

th 
 

[00 units/picture.
mputational complexity is usually measured by counting operations. 

“Id lly,one would like to estimate complexity theoretically, but some of the
fast search algorithms are based onstatistical optimizations that would be
difficult. to model theoretically. An alternative is to estimate relative com-
plexity by measuring execution times for C language software implemented
with coding techniques as similar as possible and compiled for the same

’ machine at the same level of optimization. In effect, the software execution
time provides a Monte Carlo estimate of the total number of operations.

While there are some drawbacks to this approach, it is aa relatively simple
way to comparevery different algorithms.

In Figure 13.19 the performance’ of a numberoffast search techniques
is compared graphically by plotting the increase in MAD as a function of
relative complexity. For this plot, relative complexity is defined as the ratio
of CPU timefor a given fast search technique to CPU time for a full search.
Empirically, the log-log plot straight line given by:

AMAD= 1.5/Complexity (13.2)

appears to give an approximate lower bound ontheincreasein distortion
for a given complexity. Within the range where a given algorithm works
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Figure 13.19: Average increase in MAD as a function of relative complexity,
for the various motion displacement search techniques. The dashedline is
obtained if the product of complexity and MAD is constant, equal to 1.5.
By definition, full search has a relative complexity of 1.0.
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Figure 13.20: Average increase in MADasa function of relative complexity,
when the search is sped up by MAD summation truncation. The dashed

line is carried over from Figure 13.19 to providea reference.
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well, varying search parameters such as the second stage search range tends
to shift the operating point along this line. The constant in this equation
therefore provides a useful figure of merit in judging the performance of
these algorithms.

The complexity of these algorithms can be reducedsignificantly by trun-
cating the distortion summation whenever the interim distortion sum ex-
ceeds the smallest distortion sum already computed for that macroblock.*
Aborting the summationsignificantly improves the computational efficiency
of all of the search techniques in Figure 13.19 except the projection based
search, as can be seen in Figure 13.20.

If the search range is increased to +464 (Figure 13.21), the relative com-
plexity of the fast search techniques is modestly reduced, but the relative
ranking is almost identical.

4M. Oepen and J. Steurer, unpublished work [EF95]. The technique is used in the
ISO/IEC MPEG-2 software video codec [Gon96]; it was also suggested independently by
J. Mitchell [Mit95].
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Figure 13.21: Average increase in MAD asa function of relative complexity
for a search range of +64 (with MAD summation truncation). The dashed
line is again carried over from Figure 13.19 to provide a reference.
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14

Variable Quantization

Variable quantization is one of the most difficult aspects of MPEG, andis an
area, where active researchis still being carried out. It is the most important
(and most effective) of the techniques for maintaining a fixed bitrate.

The encoder must choosethe quantizer_scale (andif the default table
is not used, a quantization table as well); therefore, this chapter is really
about the encoder decision-making process. The decoder simply follows the
decision sequence defined in the compressed data bitstream.

There are several aspects to variable quantization: Bitrate control is, of
course, the primary rationale for varying the quantization at all. This can be
done as a global process, maintaining a fixed quantizer_scalefor an entire
picture and varying that scale to achieve the desired rate for that picture
type. However, the quantizer scale can be adjusted at the slice layer or at
the macroblock layer, thereby achieving a finer granularity in the control
and (hopefully) better picture quality as well.

Aspects of variable quantization that relate primarily to bitrate control
will be discussed in Chapter 15. In this chapter we assume that the basic
bitrate target for a given picture has been determined. Further, the primary .-
focus here is on control of the quantizer_scale at the macroblocklevel.

What remainsis a difficult problem: Namely, how to distribute the bits
among the macroblocks within each picture so as to obtain the best picture
quality. The problem is made moredifficult by the following observation:
When the distortion is increased in picture A, and picture A is the predic-
tion for picture B, more bits will be needed to code picture B with a given
quantizer_scale. However, this question is really more related to bit al-
location among pictures. Given a target bit allocation for a given picture,
the number of bits needed to code each macroblock of that picture should
be a well-behaved function of macroblock complexity, assuming that this
measure of macroblock complexity exists.

In fact, the basic premise of this chapter is that an activity metric or

313
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masking function exists that can be used to calculate a quantizer_scale
from intensity variations in a given macroblock, from intensity variations be-
tween the macroblock in the picture being coded and neighboring pictures,
and possibly from other variables that might affect perception of quantiza-
tion noise. ,

As we look at the various attempts to find such a metric, we note that
there is no way of achieving a true optimum (or, at least, proving that the
optimum has been obtained) — the problem is far too complex for that. It

appears, however, that significant improvements :in overall picture quality
can be gained from variable quantization.

14.1 Literature review 0

Variable quantization is based primarily on the concept of masking — the
increase in threshold for a given stimulus in the presence of a masking signal.
In real images, however, the numberof intensity patterns is huge, and this
makes the application of variable quantization quite difficult. The published
work in this area is highly heuristic, as the review in this section should make
clear. There are, however, some basic principles that recur in various forms

- in these papers.

‘Spatial masking: As a rule of thumb,a given stimulus will be harderto see
in a very active block — one with very complex and strong spatially-
varying intensities. The literature reviewed here describes the follow-

ing methods for estimating activity: statistical techniques (i.e. vari-
’ ance), spatial edge detection and gradient measures, DCT coefficient

_ energy, and codedbits.

. ‘Temporal masking: If the motion is large enough, temporal masking can
_be significant, and many schemes increase the quantizer_scale when
the motion is relatively large. In most real video systems camera inte-
gration tends to blur the picture in areas of high motion, so the gains
from coarser quantization of these regions will probably be modest.
Later in this chapter some work will be presented showing that reduc-
tion of the quantizer_scale may be needed whererelative motion

. between adjacent regionsoccurs.

Intensity dependence: Weber’s law is cited in some papers as the justifica-
~— tion for increasing the quantizer step size in very dark and very light

regions. This is certainly true for true luminance, but is probably
not appropriate for gamma-corrected luma. Perception of grayscale
change in gamma-corrected pictures is quite uniform over the normal
intensity range if the display is well-adjusted [Poy95b]. In the authors’
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experience, only in very light and very dark regionsis there significant
loss of grayscale intensity perception.

Pattern classification: Because of the huge numberof possible intensity
patterns in the 16 x 16 pel MPEG-1 macroblock, some researchers use
classification techniques to separate the regions into categories with
similar patterns. Activity measures such as the variance are then
applied (and calibrated) to each category separately.

 
The division of a sequenceinto J-, P-, and B-picturesis arbitrary. There-

fore, one should expect to find spatial masking effects in P- and B-pictures,
and temporal maskingeffects in I-pictures. This literature review categorizes |
the papers according to the spatial masking measure used, but manyof these
papers also use other perceptual mechanisms for adjusting the quantizer_
scale.

 
In the reviews that follow in this section, only the basic ideas are pre-

sented. Many complex issues are necessarily treated too briefly, and the
reader will need refer to the original literature for more details. The nota-
tion used here generally follows the notation used in the papers.

| 14.1.1 Still-picture coding ®
Some of the earliest use of variable quantization is in still picture coding.
Netravali and Prasada [NP77] review spatial masking effects and their ap-.
plication to picture coding. They also derive a masking function that is a
weighted sum of slope magnitudes; this masking function is a more general
form of the spatial derivative used in several papers reviewed here. Limb. :
and Rubinstein [LR78] and Pirsch [Pir81] discuss the use of masking for
DPCMcoders.

Lohscheller [Loh84] used activity measures based on edgedetection and.
variance to coarsen DCT quantization near strong edges; he also used a
visually-weighted quantization table.

Pearlman [Pea90] developed an adaptive quantization scheme based on
maintaining a constant block distortion; this is a somewhat different ap-
proach that is not consistent with scaling of the quantization to visibility
criteria.

 
14.1.2 Masking functions based on spatial derivative ®

In this section three papers, [PAC99], [PA94] and [CJOS94], are reviewed
that use masking functions based on the spatial derivative. The first two
describe their results in terms of a transmission factor, f, that has integer
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values in the range 0-175, with larger f values corresponding to larger quan-
tizer step size. While these papers are actually more relevant to MPEG-2
than MPEG-1, the concepts are general.

14,1.2.1 Spatial derivative error ®

In [PAC92] the bitrate control algorithm is based on a HVS-based distor-
tion metric that invokes spatial masking, temporal masking, and decreased
sensitivity in very dark and very light regions of the picture. The paperis
oriented toward MPEG-2. It adapts the quantization for each 80x32 pelre-

gion of interest. Note that an 80x32 pel region is 20 16x8 pel macroblocks,
a fairly large portion of the 720x288 pel field.

In this paperspatial activity is based on a spatial derivative error heuris-
tic, where the spatial derivative error of the nth region, z,, is defined as the
sum over the region of interest of the difference in the spatial derivatives of
the source and reconstructed pictures: d,

79 31

an = (1/2560) S° S$ |6(Ji,3)—6(Zi,;)| (14.1)
1=0 j==0

where JI;; is the original picture intensity, and J;,; ; is the reconstructed picture
', intensity. In this paper 6 is the steepest slope magnitude of the pel with
 
 
 

 

~Zespéct to any of the eight nearest neighborpels.
prediction of the spatial derivative error is calculated from a linear

ghted sum of the luminance edge activity, average field luminance ac-
rity, a motion parameter, and average luminance. These are defined as

follows:
' The luminance edge activity is:

79 31

Ln = (1/2560) $7 So eg (14.2)
i=0 j=0

where

ij = 1 if 6(i,3) > 15
=0 if 6,3) < 15

Average field luminanceactivity for the entire picture is defined by:

w = (min + Lmax)/2 (14.3)

where tmin and maz are (essentially) the minimum and maximum lumi-
nance edge activities for the picture.

The motion parameter, m,, is defined to be the normalized sum of£ the
motion displacement vector magnitudes.
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The average luminance, yn, is defined by:
79 31

Yn = >_> |Li,j — 128] (14.4)
1=0 j=0

This is a measure of how far from neutral gray the pels are, on the average.
The linear equation for the spatial derivative error, zp,, then becomes:

ZPn = 15a, + 0.02my + 3w + .002y, + 1.7 (14.5)

The coefficients of this equation were obtained by measuring the values of
the variables for several sequences coded with a quantizer step size that
produced approximately uniform subjective quality.

A rate error, ren, for region n is obtained by subtracting the predicted
spatial derivative error from the actual spatial derivative error.

T€n = Zn, — ZDy (14.6)

Then, fn41, the transmission factor for region n+ 1, is calculated from the
- rate errorfor region n and the transmission factor of region n.

Fatt = fn —T€n/5 (14.7)

where the constant 5 is numerical scaling factor. This last equation is one
way of adjusting the average quantizer_scale for the entire picture. How-
ever, there must be other (unstated) constraints, since even a slight sys-
tematic deviation in re, would cause the transmission factor to drift as n
increases.

The connection to the masking effects measured in psychophysical exper-
imentation is obscured by the sequence of differencing operations in these
definitions. Perhaps the scheme works because differencing is a noise en-
hancing operation and noise is generally a masking stimulus. The algorithm
also appears to reduce MSE, which is a puzzling result. Varying the quan-..
tization increases the distortion in one area in order to reduce it in another,
and any change in MSE would have to be a second-ordereffect.

14.1.2.2  Vertical/horizontal spatial derivative ®

For the system described in [PA94], the macroblock is defined to contain
‘two luminance 8x8 blocks and two chrominance 8x8 blocks.

The value of the transmission factor, f, is calculated from

f= fom + fia (14.8)

where fpm is a perceptual masking factor and fg is a field offset. The
perceptual masking factor increases the quantizer_scale in macroblocks
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Figure 14.1: 4x4 sub-block patterns used for luminance activity factor ‘in
[PA94].

having a high numberof luminance edges or containing significant motion.
Thefield offset, calculated for each field, adjusts the mean quantizer_scale

so that the bitrate remains within the bounds required to maintain the
desired overall rate.

The perceptual masking factor, fom is assumed to be the sum of two
- parts:

fom = Fact + fmin - (14.9)

réfact is an activity factor derived from the spatial activity (edges,etc.)
hé macroblock and fmzn is a motion factor.

"The spatial activity is calculated from spatial derivatives in the mac-
roblock. Two components are defined, one vertical and one horizontal:

 

 
 

 

n~-2n—1

I= (1/(n(n—1))) 3° Se Lig ~ Litas (14.10)
i=0 7=0

and
n-1n—2

ind = (1/(n(n —1))) SO SS Lig - Lig (14.11)
i=0 j=0

These two spatial derivatives are used to compute the luminance activity
factor using the following heuristic.

Each 8x8 block is divided into eight 4x4 subblocks, as shown in Fig-
ure 14.1. Eight parameters, Ap,...,A7, represent the luminanceactivity:

Ay = (1/2)(In(6,Ji) + In(6,J;)) fori=0...3
Ni = ln(6yJ;) fori =4,5 (14.12)
r4 =Iln(6nJ;) fori = 6, 7
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The minimum luminance edge activity of the four corner 4x4 blocks,
denoted by Amin, is calculated. Then, the activity factor is given by:

7

fact = 6Amin —~ 0.7 («vs ys] _ nin (14.13)i=0

The coefficients were chosen to maximize perceptual quality in several test
sequences. The second term reducesthe value of fact in order to compensate
for ringing effects because of coarse quantization at boundaries between high
and low edge activity.

The motion factor is calculated as follows: Denote the motion of a mac-

roblock by p, where the motion is derived from the luminance of a block in
the previous field and the currentfield.

p= [Nn _ N,-1| + [Sin _ Sr—-1| (14.14)

where N,,, the average luminance edge activity of the first luminance block
of the macroblock,is defined by:

z i

Nn = (1/8) So i (14.15)
i=0

and S,, the average luminance value of the block, is given by:

7 7

Sn = (1/64) SO SC Sig (14.16)
i=0 j=0

The motion of the macroblock must reach a threshold before coding
errors will be masked. The motion factor is then given by:

 
mtn =0 if p < 25

= (p — 25)/3> if p > 25 - (14.17).,

The threshold and numerical constants were derived from perceptual studies
of several test sequences.

After obtaining values for face and fmtn for the first luminance block,
the process is repeated for the second luminance block. The minimum of
these values is chosen as the value for fm.

Thefield offset is used to maintain the desired mean bitrate. This is ob-

tained by predicting the numberof bits the coder will produce for each 8x8
block of data. This prediction is based on a spatial frequency vector, V, that
has six elements relating the DC and lowerspatial frequency components of
the block. These are used to develop a vector that is related to bit-rate by
means of a codebook, following the techniques of vector quantization.
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